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I" . INTRODUCTION

Universal Energy Systems, Inc. (UES) was awarded the United States

Air Force Summer Faculty Research Program on August 15, 1984. The
contract is funded under the Air Force Systems Command by the Air Force
Office of Scientific Research.

The program has been in existance since 1978 and has been conducted
by several different contractors. The success of the program is evident
from its history of expansion since 1978.

The Sumer Faculty Research Program (SFRP) provides opportunities
for research in the physical sciences, engineering, life sciences,
business, and administrative sciences. The program has been effective in
providing basic research opportunities to the faculty of universities,
colleges. and technical institutions throughout the United States.

The program is available to faculty members in all academic grades:-
instructor, assistant professor, professor, department chairman, and
research facility directors. It has proven especially beneficial to
young faculty members who are starting their academic research programs
and to senior faculty members who have spent time in university
administration and are desirous of returning to scholarly research
programs.

Beginning with the 1982 program, research opportunities were
provided for 17 graduate students. The. 1982 pilot student program was
highly successful and was expanded in 1983 to 53 students; there were 84
graduate students in the 1984 program.

In the previous programs, the graduate students were selected along
with their professors to work on the program. Starting with the 1985
program, the graduate students were selected on their own merits. They
were assigned to be supervised by either a professor on the program or by
an engineer at the Air Force Laboratories participating in the program.
There were 92 graduate students selected for the 1985 program.

Again in the 198t program, the graduate students were selected on
their own merits, and assigned to be supervised by either a professor on
the program or by an engineer at the participating Air Force Laboratory.
There were 100 graduate students selected for the 1986 program.

r

Follow-on research opportunities have been developed for a large
percentage of the participants in the Summer Faculty Research Program in
1979-1983 period through an AFOSR Minigrant Program.

On 1 September 1983, AFOSR replaced the Minigrant Program with a
new Research Initiation Program. The Research Initiation Program
provides follow-on research awards to home institutions of SFRP
participants. Awards were made to approximately 50 researchers in 1983.
The awards were for a maximum of $12,000 and a duration of one year or
less. Substantial cost sharing by the schools contributes significantly
to the value of the Research Initiation Program. In 1984 there were
approximately 80 Research Initiation awards.



PREFACE

The V,, .. ... s. M r rote Graduate Student Summer Support Program

(USAF-GSSSP) is conducted under the United States Air Force Summer

Faculty Research Program. The program provides funds for selected

graduate students to work at an appropriate Air Force Facility with a

supervising professor who holds a concurrent Summer Faculty Research

Program appointment or with a supervising Air Force Engineer. This is

accomplished by the students being selected on a nationally advertised

competitive basis for a ten-week assignment during the summer

intersession period to perform research at Air Force

laboratories/centers. Each assignment is in a subject area and at an Air

Force facility mutually agreed upon by the students and the Air Force.

In addition to compensation, travel and cost of living allowances are

also paid.\ The USAF-GSSSP is sponsored by the Air Force Office of

Scientific search, Air Force Systems Command, United States Air Force,

and is c ucted by Universal Energy Systems, Inc.

^'Trhe specific objectives of the 1987 USAF-GSSSP are:

(1) To provide a productive means for the graduate students to

participate in research at the Air Force Weapons Laboratory;

(2) To stimulate continuing professional association among the

Scholars and their professional peers in the Air Force;

) (3) To further the research objectives of the United States Air

Force; i&

(4) To enhance the research productivity and capabilities of the

graduate students especially as these relate to Air Force

technical interests.

During the summer of 1987. 101 graduate students participated.

These researchers were assigned to 25 USAF laboratories/centers across

the country. This two volume document is a compilation of the final

reports written by the assigned students members about their summer

research efforts.



LIST OF 1987 GRADUATE STUDENT PARTICIPANTS

NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Antoinne C. Able Degree: M.S., Biology, 1982
Neharry Medical College Specialty: Biology
School of Medicine Assigned: SAN
Nashville TN 37208
(615) 361-5303

Mark T. Anater Degree: B.S., Chemistry, 1986
Dept. of Polymer Science Specialty: Chemistry
University of Akron Assigned: ML
Akron, OH 44311
(216) 434-1844

Petar Arsenovic Degree: M.S., Mechanical & Aerospace
Dept. of Materials Science Sciences, 1985
John Hopkins University Specialty: Chemistry
Baltimore, MO 21218 Assigned: ML
(301) 338-8970

Catherine Aubertin Degree: M.S., Environmental Design
Dept. of Educational Psychology 1982
Southern Illinois University Specialty: Environmental Design
Carbondale, IL 62901 Assigned: HRL/MO
(618) 536-7763

David R. Bosch Degree: B.S., Mechanical Engineering
Dept. of Mechanical/Aero. Eng. 1987
Arizona State University Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
Tempe, AZ 85287 Assigned: APL
(602) 965-3291

Steven W. Bucey Degree: M.S., Physics, 1986
Dept. of Physics Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
Kent State University Assigned: ML
Kent, OH 44240
(216) 673-1255

John N. Bullock Degree: B.S., Electrical Eng., 1987
Dept. of Electrical Engineering Speciaity: Electrical Engineering
Univ. of Missouri-Rolla Assigned: APL
Rolla, MO 65401
(314) 341-3123
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Robyn A. Butcher Degree: B.S., Biology, 1987
Wright State University Specialty: Biology
Dept. of Biology Assigned: AANRL
Dayton, OH 45435
(513) 886-1784

Kevin P. Cahill Degree: B.S., Physics, 1987
Dept. of Electrical/Comp. Eng. Specialty: Physics
University of Cincinnati Assigned: AL
Cincinnati, OH 45221
(513) 475-4461

David C. Carpenter Degree: N.S., Nuclear Eng., 1986
Dept. of Nuclear Engineering Specialty: Nuclear Engineering
Texas A&U University Assigned: WL
College Station, TX 77843
(409) 845-4161

Andrew D. Carson Degree: N.S., Human Development 1986
Dept. of Educational Psychology Specialty: Nuclear Engineering 4

University of Texas-Austin Assigned: HRL/NO
Austin, TX 78712-1296
(512) 471-4155

Kyunam Choi Degree: N.S., Physics, 1984
Dept. of Physics and Astronomy Specialty: Physics
University of New Mexico Assigned: WL
Albuquerque, NM 87131
(505) 277-6317

Otis Cosby Jr. Degree: B.S., Natural Science, 1983
Meharry Medical College Specialty: Natural Science
School of Medicine Assigned: SAN
Nashville, TN 37208
(615) 321-6413

Richard B. Davidson Degree: B.S., Math & Computer Sci.
Dept. of Mathematics 1987
University of Alabama Specialty: Mathematics
Birmingham, AL 35205 Assigned: NL
(215) 934-3720

Tamara Della-Rodolfa Degree: B.S., Psychology, 1986
Dept. of Psychology Specialty: Psychology
Indiana Univ. of Pennsylvania Assigned: AANRL
Indiana, PA 15705
(412) 357-2426

iii ]



Steve Dixon Degree: B.S., Chemistry, 1986
Dept. of Chemistry Specialty: Chemistry
Wright State Univer ity Assigned: AAMRL
Dayton, OH 45435
(513) 873-2855

3ames Drakes Degree: B.S., Physics, 1987
Dept. of Physics Specialty: Physics
Tennessee Space Institute Assigned: AEDC
Tullanoma, TN 37388
(615) 455-0631

Susan M. Dumbacher Degree: B.S., Aerospace Engr., 1986
Dept. of Aerospace Eng. Specialty: Aerospace Engineering
University of Cincinnati Assigned: FOL
Cincinnati, OH 45219
(513) 621-0095

Donna N. Edwards Degree: M.S., Chemistry, 1982
School of Pharmacy Specialty: Chemistry
Florida A&M University Assigned: OEHL
Tallahassee, FL 32307
(904) 599-3302

Kathy S. Enlow Degree: B.S., Community Health Care
Dept. of Healty, Physical Ed. 1985
University of Alabama Specialty: Health Care
Tuscaloosa, AL 35487-1967 Assigned: SAN
(205) 348-6075

Thomas Enneking Degree: M.S., Civil Eng., 1978
Dept. of Civil Engineering Specialty: Civil Engineering
University of Notre Dame Assigned: FOL
Notre Dame, IN 46556
(219) 283-1497

Gloria Fisher Degree: M.S., Industrial/Org. Psych.
Dept. of Psychology 1987
University of Mississippi Specialty: Industrial Psychology
University, MS 38677 Assigned: DEONI
(601) 232-5077

Inge Ford-Belgrave Degree: B.S., Biology, 1984
Texas Southern University Specialty: Environmental Pollutants
u iversity, NS 38677 Assigned: OEHL
,vl) 232-5077

iv
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Beverley Gable Degree: M.S., Psychology, 1987
Dept. of Psychology Specialty: Psychology
Ohio University Assigned: AAMRL
Lancaster, OH 43130
(614) 654-0602

Deborah Gagnon Degree: B.S., Psychology, 1987
Dept. of Psychology Specialty: Psychology
State University of New York Assigned: AAMRL
Amherst, NY 14260
(716) 689-7553

Edward Gellenbeck Degree: M.S., Computer Science, 1985
Dept. of Computer Science Specialty: Computer Science
Oregon State University Assigned: SAN
Corvallis, OR 97330
(503) 752-1977

James A. Gerald Degree: B.S., Electrical Engr., 1987
Dept. of Electrical Eng. Specialty: Electrical Engineering
University of Mississippi Assigned: WL
University, HS 38677
(601) 232-3752

Maurice Gilbert Degree: M.S.. Biomedical Sci., 1983
Dept. of Medicine Specialty: Biomedical Sciences
Meharry Medical College Assigned: SAN
Nashville, TN 37208
(615) 327-6111

Jeffrey Girard Degree: M.S., Mechanical Engr., 1982
Dept. of Mechanical Eng. Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
Washington State University Assigned: ESC
Pullamn WA 99164
(509) 335-8654

Beverly Girten Degree: M.S., Exercise Physiology
Dept. of Exercise Physiology 1983
Ohio State University Specialty: Exercise Physiology
Columbus, OH 43210 Assigned: AAMRL
(614) 292-1223

Laura Giusti Degree: B.S., Psychology, 1986
Dept. of Psychology Specialty: Psychology
San Diego State University Assigned: AAMRL
San Diego, CA 92182
(412) 833-3912



Nadia Greenridge Degree: H.S., Anthropology, 1984
Dept. of Anthropology Specialty: Anthropology
New York University Assigned: AAMRL
New York City, NY 07631
(212) 598-3258

Thomas Harkins Degree: B.S., Mech. Engr., 1986
Dept. of Mechanical Eng. Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
Louisiana State University Assigned: AD
Baton Rouge, LA 70808
(505) 766-3671

Deborah Hollenbach Degree: B.S., Biology, 1986
Dept. of Biology Specialty: Biology 4
University of Dayton Assigned: AANRL
Dayton, OH 45432
(513) 259-2135

Adrienne Hollis Degree: B.S., Biology, 1986
Dept. of Biomedical Sciences Specialty: Biology
Meharry Medical College Assigned: SAN
Nashville, TN 37208
(615) 327-6221

Stephen Huyer Degree: B.S., Aerospace Engr., 1986
Dept. of Aerospace Engineering Specialty: Aerospace Engineering
University of Colorado Assigned: FJSRL
Boulder, CO 80309
(303) 444-63-68

David James Degree: B.S., Computer Sci., 1985
Dept. of Math Specialty: Computer Science
Fastern Illinois University Assigned: AEDC
Charleston, IL 61920
(217) 581-2028

George James, III Degree: M.S., Aerospace Engr., 1986
Dept. of Aerospace Eng. Specialty: Aerospace Engineering
Texas A&M University Assigned: RPL
College Station, TX 77843-3141
(409) 845-3947

Stephen R. Jenel Degree: B.S., Biology, 1986
Dept. of Biology Specialty: Biology
University of Dayton Assigned: AAMRL
Dayton, OH 45469-0001
(513) 229-2135

vi
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Kenneth Jenks Degree: B.S., Computer Sci., 1985
Dept. of Aero/Astronautical Eng. Specialty: Computer Science
University of Illinois Assigned: WL 
Urbana, IL 61801 -I

(217) 244-0743

Michele Johnson Degree: B.S., Electr. Eng., 1984
School of Electrical Engr. Specialty: Electrical Engineering
Cornell University Assigned: RADC
Ithaca, NY 14853
(607) 255-4304

Scharine Kirshoff Degree: M.S., Geology, 1986
Dept. of Geology Specialty: Geology
University of Alaska Assigned: AFGL
Fairbanks, AL 99503
(907) 474-7274

Gary Lake Degree: M.S., Industrial Engr., 1985
Dept. of Industrial Eng. Specialty: Industrial Engineering
University of Houston Assigned: OEHL
Houston, TX 77035
(713) 749-2538

David Landis Degree: B.S., Civil Eng., 1986
Dept. of Civil Engineering Specialty: Civil Engineering
Auburn University Assigned: ESC
Auburn, AL 36849
(205) 826-4320

Sharon Landis Degree: 8.5., Computer Engr., 1986
Dept. of Computer Sci./Eng. Specialty: Computer EngineeringAuburn University Assigned: ESC
Auburn, AL 36849

(205) 826-4330

Craig Langenfeld Degree: B.S.. Mechanical Engr., 1986
Dept. of Mechanical Eng. Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
Ohio State .nlversity Assigned: APL
Columbus, OH 43210
(614) 268-2176

a.',

Christopher Leger Degree: B.S., Mechanical Engr., 1986
Dept. of Mechanical Eng. Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
Louisiana State University Assigned: AD
Baton Rouge, LA 70893
(504) 334-2453

vii



Bruce Liby Degree: M.S., Physics, 1984
Dept. of Physics/Astronomy Specialtv: Physics
University of New Mexico Assigned: WL
Albuquerque, NM 87107
(505) 277-2616

A. Jeannine Lincoln Degree: B.S., Biochemistry, 1987
Dept. of Biomedical Sciences Specialty: Biochemistry
Wright State University Assigned: AAMRL
Dayton, OH 45435
(513) 873-2504

Yolanda Malone Degree: B.S., Chemistry, 1985
School of Medicine Specialty: Chemistry
Meharry Medical College Assigned: SAN
Nashville, TN 37208
(615) 321-0939

Randal Mandock Degree: M.S., Atmospheric Sci., 1986
Dept. of Mechanical Eng. Specialty: Atmospheric Sciences
Georgia Institute of Tech. Assigned: OEHL
Atlanta, GA 30332
(404) 894-3776

James W. Mattern Degree: B.S., Computer Engr., 1986
Dept. of Physics/Electr. Eng. Specialty: Computer Engineering
Oregon Graduate Center Assigned: AD
Beaverton, OR 97005
(503) 690-1130

Matthew McBeth Degree: B.S., Computer Sci., 1986
Dept. of Elect./Biomedical Eng. Specialty: Computer Science
Vanderbilt University Assigned: AEDC
Nashville, TN 37235
(615) 322-2767

Jennifer B. McGovern Degree: M.S., Psychology, 1987
Dept. of Psychology Specialty: Psychology
University of Florida Assigned: SAM
Gainesville, FL 32611
(904) 392-0605

Roland Medellin Degree: B.S., Biology, 1987
Dept. of Biology Specialty: Biology
Brown University Assigned: OEHL
Providence, RI 02912
(401) 273-7646

viii
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Otto N. Melko Degree: M.S., Math, 1982
Dept. of Mathematics Specialty: Mathematics
University of California Assigned: AD
Santa Cruz, CA 95064
(408) 429-2085

Ethan S. Merrill Degree: B.S., Civil Engr.
Dept. of Engineering Specialty: Civil Engineering
University of Mississippi Assigned: ESC
Greenville, MS 38701
(904) 283-2942

Veronica Minsky Degree: 8.S., Linquistics, 1978
Dept. of Computer Science Specialty: Linquistics
Middle Tennessee State Univ. Assigned: AEDC
Murfreesboro, TN 31217
(615) 898-2669

Frank W. Moore Degree: B.S., Computer Engr., 1986
Dept. of Computer Sci./Eng. Specialty: Computer Engineering
Wright State University Assigned: AL
Dayton, OH 45435
(513) 873-3515

Stephen Morgan Deoree: B.S., Psychology, 1984
Dept. of Psychology Specialty: Psychology
Montclair State College Assigned: HRL/LR
Upper Montclair, NJ 07043
(201) 893-4000

Lisa Morris Degree: 8.S., Biology, 1985
Biology Department Specialty: Physiology
University of Dayton Assigned: AAMRL
Physiology Laboratory
300 College Park Avenue
Dayton, OH 45469-0001
(513) 229-2135

Conrad Murray Degree: M.S., Biochemistry, 1986
School of Medicine Specialty: Biochemsitry
Meharry Medical College Assigned: SAN
Nashville, TN 37208
(615) 321-5837

Steven Naber Degree: M.S., Statistics, 1984
Dept. of Statistics Specialty: Statistics
Ohio State University Assigned: OEHL
Columbus, OH 43201
(614) 421-6647

ix



Jerome Nadel Degree: B.S., Psychology, 1980
Dept. of Psychology Specialty: Psychology
University of Kansas Assigned: HRL/OT
Manhattan, KS 66506
(913) 532-6850

Victoria Nasman Degree: H.S., Psychology. 1984
Dept. of Psychology Specialty: Psychology
Northwestern University Assigned: SAM
Evanston, IL 60201
(312) 491-7643

Mark Neumeier Degree: M.S., Psychology, 1984 4

Dept. of Mechanical Systems Specialty: Psychology
Wright State University Assigned: SAN
Dayton, ON 45435
(513) 873-2416

Khan Nguyen Degree: M.S., Mathematics, 1984
Dept. of Mechanical Eng. Specialty: Mathematics
University of Chicago-Illinois Assigned: API
Chicago, IL 60607
(312) 849-1362

Wendy Nguyen Degree: B.A., Biology, 1981
Dept. of Biology Specialty: Biology
Trinity University Assigned: SAM
715 Stadium Drive
San Antonio, TX 18284
(512) 736-1231

Bernadette Njoku Degree: 8.S., Chemistry, 1982
Dept. of Chemistry Specialty: Chemistry
Meharry Medical College Assigned: SAM
Nashville, TN 31208
(615) 327-4098

Charles Norfiet Degree: B.S., Engineering Mechanics,
Dept. of Civil Eng./Mechanics 1986
Southern Illinois University Specialty: Engineering Mechanics
Carbondale, IL 62901 Assigned: ML
(618) 536-2368

Douglas Phillpott Degree: 8.S., Chemical Engr., 1984
Dept. of Management Specialty: Chemical Engineering
Auburn University Assigned: LMC
Auburn, AL 36830
(205) 887-3889

x
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Susan Poppens Degree: B.S., Math/Comp. Sci., 1985
Dept. of Computer Science Specialty: Math/Computer Science
University of Missouri Assigned: ESMC
Rolla, 10 65401
(314) 341-4491

Mark Prazak Dee: 8.S., Chemistry, 1986
Dept. of Chemistry Specialty: Chemistry
Wright State University Assigned: ML
Dayton, OH 45371
(513) 873-2855

Mark Reavis Degree: 8.S., Aerospace, 1987
Aerospace Dept. Specialty: Aerospace
University of Colorado Assigned: FJSRL
College of Engineering
Campus Box 429
Boulder, CO 80309

Peter Riddiford Degree: B.S., Electrical Eng., 1987
Dept. of Electrical Eng. Specialty: Electrical Engineering
Ohio State University Assigned: FDL
Columbus, OH 43210
(614) 292-1752

Keith Riese Degree: M.S., Electrical Eng., 1972
Dept. of Electrical Eng. Specialty: Electrical Engineering
University of Nebraska Assigned: SAN
Lincoln, NE 68588-0511
(402) 472-3771

Mary Robinson Degree: 8.S., Sociology, 1976
Dept. of Health Specialty: Sociology/Psychology
University of Alabama Assigned: SAN
Scottsboro, AL 35768
(205) 259-5342

Filiberto Santiago Degree: M.S., Mechanical Eng., 1987
Dept. of Mechanical Eng. Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
University of Puerto Rico Assigned: AEOC
Mayaguez, PR 00708
(809) 834-4040

xi
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Gregory Schoeppner Degree: M.S., Civil Engr., 1984
Dept. of Civil Engineering Specialtv: Civil Engineering
Ohio State University Assigned: FOL
Columbus, OH 43210
(614) 436-3392

James Seaba Degree: M.S., Mechanical Engr., 1986
Dept. of Mechanical Eng. Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
University of Iowa Assigned: APL
Iowa City, IA 52242
(319) 335-5681

Jon Shupe Degree: M.S., Mechanical Engr., 1985
Dept. of Mechanical Eng. Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
University of Houston Assigned: ML
Houston, TX 77004
(713) 749-7497

Christopher Sierra Degree: B.S., Mechanical Engr., 1986
Dept. of Mechanical Eng. Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
University of Iowa Assigned: FOL
Iowa City, IA 52241
(319) 337-6205

Gregory Sloan Degree: B.S., Physics/Astronomy 1985
Dept. of Physics/Astronomy Specialty: Physics/Astronomy
University of Wyoming Assigned: AFGL
Laramie, WY 82071
(307) 766-6150

Elisabeth Smela Degree: B.S., Physics, 1985
Dept. of Electrical Eng. Specialty: Physics
University of Pennsylvania Assigned: ML
Philadelphia, PA 19104
(215) 898-8548

Rita Smith Degree: B.S., Mechanical Engr., 1979
Dept. of Mechanical Eng. Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
University of New Mexico Assigned: WL
Albuquerque, NN 87111
(505) 275-2061

Brian Spielbusch Degree: B.S., Electrical Engr., 1985
Dept. of Electrical Eng. Specialty: Electrical Engineering
University of Missouri Assigned: WL
Independence, MO 64050
(816) 476-1250

xii



Louise Stark Degree: B.S., Computer Engr., 1986
Dept. of Computer Engineering Specialty: Computer Engineering
University of South Florida Assigned: RADC
Tampa, FL 33612
(813) 971-9625

Steven Steinsaltz Deree: M.S., Mathematics, 1985
Dept. of Math Specialty: Mathematics
John Hopkins University Assigned: RADC
Baltimore, NO 21218
(301) 338-8000

John Stewman Degree: B.S., Computer Engr., 1986
Dept. of Computer Sci./Eng. Specialty: History
University of South Florida Assigned: RADC
St. Petersburg, FL 33702
(813) 577-9029

Tod Strohmayer Degree: M.S., Physics, 1987
Dept. of Physics/Astronomy Specialty: Physics/Astronomy
University of Rochester Assigned: AFGL
Rochester, NY 14608
(716) 325-3019

Teresa Taylor Degree: M.S., Geological Engr., 1984
Dept. of Civil & Environ. Eng. Specialty: Geological Engineering
University of Washington Assigned: ESC
Pullman, WA 99164-2902
(509) 335-8546

Tien Tran Degree: B.S., Electrical Engr., 1980
Dept. of Electr. & Comp. Eng. Specialty: Electrical Engineering
University of Cincinnati Assigned: RADC
Cincinnati, OH 45221
(513) 851-7350

John Usher Degree: M.S., Industrial Engr., 1986
Dept. of Industrial Eng. Specialty: Chemical Engineering
Louisiana State University Assigned: ML
Baton Rouge, LA 70816
(504) 388-5112

Pretta VanDible Degree: M.S., Chemical Engr., 1986
Dept. of Chemical Engineering Specialty: Chemical Engineering
Prairie View A&M University Assigned: RPL
Houston, TX 77446
(713) 857-2827

xiii



William VanValkenburgh Degree: B.S., Computer Science, 1986
Dept. of Computer Science Specialty: Computer Science
Western Michigan University Assigned: AL
Kalamazoo, MI 49008
(616) 385-5961

Joseph Varga Degree: H.S., Physics, 1978
Dept. of Physics Specialty: Physics
Kent State University Assigned: ML
Kent, OH 44242
(216) 672-2246

Deborah Vezie Degree: B.S., Biomedical Engr., 1987
Dept. of Chemical, Biomedical Specialty: Biomedical Engineering
Materials Engineering Assigned: ML

University of Arizona
Tempe, AZ 85281
(602) 784-8221

James Wade Degree: B.S., Physics, 1986
Dept. of Astronautical Eng. Specialty: Astronautical Engineering
University of Illinois Assigned: WI
Urbana, IL 61801
(217) 244-0743

Randall Westhoff Degree: B.S., Mathematics, 1986
Dept. of Mathematics Specialty: Mathematics
Eastern Washington University Assigned: AD
Cheney, WA 99004
(509) 359-6225

Terri Wilkerson Degree: B.S., Electrical Eng., 1985
School of Medicine Specialty: Electrical Engineering
Wright State University Assigned: AAMRL
Dayton, OH 45324
(513) 873-2934

Douglas Wise Degree: 8.S., Mechanical Engr., 1986
Dept. of Mechanical Eng. Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
University of Dayton Assigned: ML
Oakwood, OH 45419
(513) 298-9073

xiv
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C. PARTICIPANT LABORATORY ASSIGNMENT (Page 1)

1987 USAF/UES GRADUATE STUDENT SUMMER SUPPORT PROGRAM

AERO PROPULSION LABORATORY (AFWAL/APL)
(Wright-Patterson Air Force Base)
1. David R. Bosch 4. Khan V. Nguyen
2. John N. Bullock 5. James P. Seaba
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RESEARCH REPORTS
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Technical
Report
Number Title Graduate Researcher

Volume I
1 Effect of Repeated Low Dose Soman On Antoinne C. Able

Acetylcholinesterase Activity
*** Same Report as Prof. Maleque *

2 Synthesis of an Aromatic Heterocyclic Mark T. Anatar
Terphenyl Monomer

3 Characterization of Graphite Fibers Petar Arsenovic
by X-ray Diffraction

4 An Eight-Domain Framework for Under- Catherine A. Aubertin
standing Intelligence and Predicting
Intelligent Performance
***Same Report as Prof. Dillon***

5 Configuration Factors for Spacecraft/ David R. Bosch
Expansible Radiator Interaction

6 Computer Evaluation of Ion-Implanted Steven W. Bucey
Dopant Profile Evolution During
Annealing

7 The Interface Contribution to GaAs/Ge John N. Bullock
Heterojunction Solar Cell Efficiency
***Same Report as Prof. Wu***

8 Isolation of Osteogenic Cells From The Robyn A. Butcher
Trauma-Activated Periosteum

9 A Test Chip for Evaluation of MBE Kevin Cahill
Epitaxial Layers for Novel Device
Applications
***Same Report as Prof. Roenker***

10 Preliminary Thermal Analysis of a David C. Carpenter
Bimodal Nuclear Rocket Core

11 Air Force Officer Selection Revisited: Andrew 0. Carson
Entertaining The Possibilities for
Improvement
***Same Report as Dr. Appel***
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12 Construction of a Phase Conjugate Laser Kyunam Choi
Resonator Using Brlllouin Enhanced
Four Wave Mixing

13 Effect of Repeated Low Dose Soman On Otis Cosby, Jr.
Acetylcholinesteease Activity
***Same Report as Prof. Maleque***

14 Ten Weeks of Literature Searches Richard B. Davidson
and Copying

15 Ambiguity and Probabilistic Inference Tamara Della-Rodolfa a
in a Missile Warning Officer Task
***Same Report as Prof. Robertson***

16 Modeling Rates of Halocarbon Metabolism Steve L. Dixon
(VMAX) Using Quantitative Structure-
Activity Relationships (OSAR)

17 Directed Motion Doppler Shift Effects on James A. Drakes
Nitric Oxide (0,0) Gamma Band Resonance
Absorption

18 Preliminary Applications of Susan M. Dumbacher
Decentralized Estimation to Large
Flexible Space Structures

19 Disposa) of Chemotherapeutic Wastes Donna N. Edwards
***Same Report as Dr. Maslngale***

20 Validity of Heat Index as Indicator of Kathy S. Enlow
Level of Heat Storage for Personnel
Wearing Protective Clothing in Hot
Environments

21 Investigation into the Applicability Thomas J. Enneking %

of Fracture Mechanics Techniques to
Aircraft Wheel Life Studies

22 Construction and Preliminary Validation Gloria Z. Fisher
of an Equal Opportunity Climate N
Assessment Instrument
***Same Report as Prof. Landis***

23 An Analysis of the Mutagenicity of Inge B. Ford-Belgrave
Beryllium Compounds Using the Ames Test

24 The Effects of High Noise Levels on the Beverley A. Gable
Acoustic-Phonetic Structure of Speech:
A Preliminary Investigation
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25 The Effect of Attentional Focus Level on Deborah Gagnon
Task Performance Utilizing Information
From Different Stimulus Structure Levels

26 Providing On-Line Guidance To Computer Edward N. Gellenbeck
Users

27 Node Extraction From an Electromagnetic James A. Gerald
Slow Wave System

28 Mesopic Visual Performance With and Maurice B. Gilbert
Without Glare in Contact Lense
Wearers

29 Ground Run-Up Afterburner Detection Jeffrey Girard
and Noise Suppression

30 Alterations of Segmental Volume During Beverly E. Girten
Orthostatic Stress in Nonhuman Primates

31 Designing Simulator Tasks to Study Laura N. Giusti
the High Speed, Low Altitude
Environment

32 A Comparative Study of the Thoraco- Nadia C. Greenidge
Lumbar Transition Vertebrae In MACACA
Mulatta and PAPIO Anubis

33 Six Degree of Freedom Simulation Thomas K. Harkins
Computer Program for Aeroelastic
Free-Flight Projectiles

34 Sustained Delivery of Volatile Deborah E. Hollenbach
Chemicals By Means of Ceramics
***Same Report as Dr. Bajpal***

35 The Effects of Hyperbaric Oxygen and Adrienne L. Hollis
Antioxident Deficiencies on Rat
Retinal Ultrastructure

36 A Comparative Study of Differing Vortex Stephen A. Huyer
Structures Arising in Unsteady
Separated Flows

37 Perturbed Functional Iteration Applied David L. James
to the Navier-Stokes Equations

38 An Optical Sensor System for Monitoring George H. James, III
Structural Dynamics with Applications
to System Identification
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39 Delivery of Inhibin by ALCAP Drug Stephen R. Jenet

Delivery Capsules

40 No Report Submitted Kenneth C. Jenks

41 A System to Investigate Synthesized Michele E. Johnson
Voice Feedback in Nan-Machine
Interfaces

42 A Study of Small, Shallow Earthquakes Scharine Kirchoff
and Quarry Blasts in Healy, Alaska

43 A Study of Service Demand Distribution Gary F. Lake
and Task Organization for the Analysis
of Environmental Samples and Associated
Support Services at the USAF Occupational
and Environmental Health Laboratory -
Brooks AFB, San Antonio, TX
***Same Report as Dr. Deal***

44 Wave Propogation in Layered Structures David W. Landis

45 Installation of the Adina FEM Computer Sharon K. Landis
Program

46 Experimental Study of Isothermal Flows Craig A. Langenfeld
in a Dump Combustor

47 A Computer Simulation of a Plasma Christopher Leger
Armature Railgun

48 Investigation of Laser Diode Coupling Bruce Liby
Using Nonlinear Optics

49 Isolation of Osteogenic Cells From A. Jeannine Lincoln
The Trauma-Activated Periosteum

so The Effects of Cataract Surgery on Yolanda A. Malone
Pupillary Response

51 Liquid Scintillation Counting with the Randal L. Mandock
Packard 1500 Analyzer

52 De-embedding S-parameter Measurements James W. Mattern
Using TSD Technique

53 An Expert System for Diagnosis and Matthew B. McBeth
Repair of Analog Circuits
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Volume II
54 Physiological Monitoring Methodology in Jennifer B. McGovern

the USAFSAN Centrifuge

55 Methods of Quantifying and Enhancing Roland A. Medellin
Reactive Oxygen Species Production

56 Applications of Differential Geometry Otto M. Melko
to the Shape Analysis of Gray-Value
Images

57 Ozonation of Firefighter Training Ethan S. Merrill
Facility Wastewater and its Effect
on Biodegradation
***Same Report as Dr. Truax***

58 The Feasibility of a Laboratory Infor- Veronica L. Minsky
mation Management System for the
Analytical Chemistry Laboratory

59 Investigation of the Potential Impact Frank W. Moore
of New Photonic Materials on Optical
Processing Systems

60 A Review of Workload Measurement in Stephen Morgan
Relation to Verbal Comprehension

61 Development of a Long Term Solvent Lisa M. Morris
Delivery System

62 A New Sensitive Flourometric Method Conrad R. Murray
for the Analysis of Submicrogram
Quantities of Cholesterol
****Same Report as Prof. Price***

63 Model-free Statistical Analyses of Steven J. Naber
Contaminated Ground Water
***Same Report as Prof. Verducci***

64 A Human Factors Evaluation of the Jerome I. Nadel
Advanced Visual Technology System
(AVTS) Eye Tracking Oculometer

65 The Effects of Increased Cognitive Victoria T. Nasman
Demands on Autonomic Self-Regulation:
An Indicator of Parallel Processing
in the Brain

66 No Report Submitted Mark E. Neumeier
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67 Vaporization Behavior of Multicomponent Khan V. Nguyen
Fuel Droplets in a Hot Air Stream
***Same Report as Dr. Aggarwal***

68 Growth Curve and Phototaxis Assays of Wendy T. Nguyen
Axenic Chlamydomonas reinhardtti 125

69 Microesotropia Patients Perform Well Bernadette P. Njoku
as Military Jet Pilots

70 Determination of Lumped-Mass Thermal Charles W. Norfleet
Properties Associated with Autoclave
Curing of Graphite/Epoxy Composites

71 Equitable Safety Stocks for USAF Douglas E. Phillpott
Consumable Items

72 Investigation of Expert System Design Susan A. Poppens
Approaches for Electronic Design
Environments

73 Thermal Stability Characteristics of Mark Prazak
a Nonflammable Chlorotrifluorethylene
CTFE Base Stock Fluid

74 Control and Use of Unsteady Flows: Mark Reavis
Insect Use of Various Wing Kinematics

.and Related Pressure Measurements
Using a Pitching Airfoil

75 Aircraft Refueling Demonstrator Using Bryan P. Rlddiford
a Microbot Alpha II Robot

76 Influence of Moving Visual Environment Keith A. Riese
on Saccadic Eye Movements and Fixation

77 Thermal Stress and Its Effects on Fine Mary C. Robinson
Motor Skill and Decoding Tasks

78 Design of a Mechanism to Control Wind Filiberto Santiago
Tunnel Turbulence

79 Low Velocity Impact of Graphite/Epoxy Gregory A. Schoeppner
Plates
***Same Report as Prof. Wolfe***

80 Experimental Research of Combustion James P. Seaba
Systems

81 The Integration of Decision Support Jon A. Shupe
Problems into Feature Modeling Based
Design
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82 Optimal Control of the Wing Rock Christopher Sierra
Phenomenon

83 Calibration and Data Reduction Gregory C. Sloan
Techniques for the AFGL Infrared
Array Spectrometer

84 Thermal conductivity of isotopically Elisabeth Smela
pure semiconductors, superlattices,
semiconductor alloys, and semiconductors
as a function of temperatures; control
of the segregation coefficient in LEC
crystal growth; and photo-Hall measure-
ments of GaAs

85 Predicting Optical Degradation of a Rita Smith
Laser Beam Through a Turbulent Shear
Layer

86 Experimental Verification of Imaging Brian K. Spielbusch
Correlography
***Same Report as Dr. Knopp***

87 An Aspect Graph-Based Control Strategy Louise Stark
for 3-0 Object Recognition

88 Linear Programming for Air Force Steven J. Steinsaltz
Decision Aiding

89 Creating Aspect Graphs for Use in John H. Stewman
Object Recognition

90 Analysis of Emission Features in IRAS Tod E. Strohmayer
LRS Spectra

91 Centrifuge Modeling of Projectile Teresa A. Taylor
Penetration in Dry, Granular Soil

92 Optical Interconnections for Digital Tien N. Tran
Image Coding

93 An Investigation of Performance John M. Usher
Improvement in Knowledge-Based
Control Systems

94 Computer Modelin for Surface Properties Pretta L. VanDible
of Carbon Fibers

95 An Advanced Vision System Testbed William B. VanValkenburgh
***Same Report as Prof. Trenary***
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96 Numerical Calculations of Dopant Joseph C. Varga

Diffusion involving flashlamp heating
of silicon

97 Scanning Electron Microscopy of PO, Deborah L. Vezie
PBT, and Kevlar Fiber
Due to sensititve nature of report
cannot be published at this time

98 Self Induced Deformations in a Space- James W. Wade
Based Electromagnetic Rail Gun

99 Hole Diameters in Plates Impacted by Randall F. Westhoff
Projectiles

100 Human Response to Prolonged Motionless Terri L. Wilkerson
Suspension in Four Types of Full Body
Harnesses

101 Late Appointment Date Douglas L. Wise
No Report Submitted at this time
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Characterization of Graphite Fibers by

X-ray Diffraction

by

Petar Arsenovic

ABSTRACT

Samples of different types of graphite fibers were

prepared for measurement in a Picker diffractometer. Young's

modulus and crystallite orientation measurements were made, as

well as equatorial and meridional scans on the fibers. The

results show that the higher modulus fibers have improved

crystallite orientation, and that applying tensile stress will

increase the orientation by a small amount. The diffraction

peaks become less sharp for fibers with a lower modulus.

This work was an important step toward the formulating of a

model that will explain the mechanical behavior of graphite

fibers in terms of their internal structure.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

Carbon fibers have been known for many years, first

being used as filaments for incandescent lamps in the late

19th century. Not until the early 1950s was the first major

effort undertaken to develop high strength carbon fibers.

These fibers are now important in many advanced technical

applications, especially in aerospace composites for which

the high specific modulus is valuable.

A thorough understanding of the properties of the fibers,

as well as their internal structure, are vital in the design

of composites in which these fibers are used. These consid-

erations are important for structures ranging in size from

space stations and aircraft to circuit boards.

Research has been conducted at the Johns Hopkins Univ-

ersity on a series of pitch based graphite fibers. The

Young's modulus was determined as a function of applied

static tensile stress over a wide range of temperatures

for different types of graphite fibers. Laser generated

ultrasound was used to make these measurements. Fig. 1
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shows the experimental setup used.

Fig. 2 shows the modulus of five types of carbon fibers:

P25, P55, P75, P100, and P120 as a function of applied tensile

stress. The modulus increases with stress to different dec-

rees in all cases, P25 showing the largest change, while P120

demonstrates almost no change at all. Fig. 3 shows modulus

as a function of temperature. In all cases the modulus dec-

reases with increasing temperature.

A major concern is to try to explain some of these effects

in terms of the internal structure of the graphite fibers.

The work conducted this summer at the Wright Patterson Air

Force Base Materials Laboratory was the first step to prop-

osing a model to explain the behavior of graphite fibers

under various experimental conditions.

II. OBJECTIVES:

The structure of crystalline graphite is as sh:r.n in

Fig. 4, with carbon atoms arranced in a hexagcnal i- .

C Fig. 4

.669nr

fT 2 nm
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microscope. The number of fibers can then be calculated by

number of fibers = "

In this equation, m is the mass of the bundle, d is the dia-

meter of an individual fiber (always on the order of 10

microns), and P is the density of the fiber.

The samples are mounted in metal end pieces, and held

in the mounts by epoxy. The end pieces are inserted into a

fiber deformation device sample holder, which is mounted on

the chi circle of a Picker diffractometer. Various types of

x-ray scans can then be accomplished.

IV. ORIENTATION MEASUREMENTS:

Crystallite orientation in the graphite fiber samples

is expressed in terms of Herman's orientation factor. This

is calculated by measuring the intensity of the (002) equ-

atorial reflection as a function of the diffractometer angle

chi. The orientation factor is calculated by:

In this equation, I is the intensity, X is the diffractometer

angle, and AX is the step size. An orientation factor of

-0.5 would mean perfect orientation.

The conditions of the orientation experiments were as

follows: X-ray tube voltage 35 kV; tube current 40 mA;

(Except for P100: Volts = 40 mV; current = 60 mA); Cu Kv)

radiation (1.54 angstroms); Nickel filter used; 1.5 mm

3-8



The graphite fibers being studied here consist of interlinked

crystallites with the type of structure shown of the previous

page. There are also regions of disorder, particularly at the

crystallite boundaries; other imperfections such as voids,

amorphous areas, and dislocations are present as well.

As noted earlier, the modulus of the fibers increases

with applied tensile stress. Part of this effect is thought

to be caused by improvement of the crystallite orientation

with respect to the fiber axis. The study of this effect was

one goal of the effort of this summer of 1987, as well as

observing if fibers with a higher initial ultrasonic modulus

(modulus at no stress) have an improved crystallite orient-

ation.

Another goal was the determination of the X-ray modulus

of some of the fibers and to compare them to the ultrasonic

moduli obtained previously.

Finally, the running of equatorial and meridional scans

of the fibers was accomplished to observe any changes in peak

position, peak sharpness, and peak width at half height.

III. SAMPLE PREPARATION:

Each sample is a bundle of graphite fibers, with app-

roximately 2000 fibers in a bundle. The exact number for

each sample is determined by measuring the mass m of a known

length I of fiber bundle. The density of each type of fiber

is known, and their diameters were measured in an optical

3-7
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incident beam collimator; 1.0 mm diffracted beam collimator.

When load is applied, it is measured in millivolts,

which is then converted to grams by the conversion factor

2665 gms = 1 mV.

Stress Orient.
Sample # fibers Load (mV) Load (qmsi) (MPa) Factor

P25 798 0.1 266.5 41.7 -0.3735
0.8 2132.0 333.4 -0.3946

P55 1851 0.3 799.5 53.9 -0.4726
1.5 3997.5 269.5 -0.4726
3.0 7995.0 538.9 -0.4736
4.0 10660.0 718.6 -0.4741

P75 1553 0.3 799.5 64.2 -0.4822
1.5 3997.5 321.2 -0.4823
3.0 7995.0 642.4 -0.4832

P100 1755 0.3 799.5 56.8 -0.4925

As can be seen from the above table, the orientation

factor improves significantly from the lowest modulus fiber

(P25) to the high modulus fiber (P100). The orientation

changes only slightly when stress is put on each fiber.

These changes can be seen in figs. 5 and 6, where fig 5

shows the orientation scan of P55 at 0.3 and 4.0 mV, where

only a small shift in the peak is seen. Fig. 6 shows the

scans of P55, P75, and P100 at 0.3 mV stress. A much larger

shift is observed. Crystallite orientation accounts for some

of the effects observed in the elastic tensile properties of

the fibers, but it is clearly not the only mechanism at work.
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V. X-RAY MODULUS MEASUREMENTS:

X-ray modulus measurements were made on the samples

P55 and P75. The modulus is determined by observing the

shift in the two theta values of the (110) meridional ref-

lection when different stresses are applied. The scan

range consisted of 7 points located symmetrically on the

peak. From the shifts in theta, changes in the interplaner

d spacing are found, and a plot is made of tension vs. d

spacing. Two theta values for each point are determined by

a least squares fit of a Gaussian curve to the scanned points.

A linear plot is fit to this data (Tension vs. d spacing).

The modulus can then be determined by:

Y = 0.0882d Sp

MDN

Y is the modulus in Gigapascals, M is the slope of the d

spacing vs. tension curve in angstroms/mV, dcis the average

lattice spacing (angstroms), p is the fiber density (gm/cm'),

S=2665 gm/mV, D= denier per fiber, and N is the number of

fibers in the sample.

Accurate measurement of the X-ray modulus of these

fibers was difficult because of the extremely small changes

in two theta that needed to be observed. This is due to the

high modulus of the fibers. In order to get reasonable shifts

in two theta, extremely high loads had to be applied, often

enough to break the sample. In addition, the samples had

some translational motion in the sample holder when stress

was applied, making measurements even more difficult.

3-12
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These problems were tackled by using long counting times and

trying to get the maximum load on the fibers without breaking

them. Sample test conditions: Unfiltered Cu K,- radiation,

tube current 40 mA, tube voltage 35 kV, diffracted beam

aperture 3mm wide and 5 mm high. The modulus measurements

were made twice, turning the fiber 180 degrees along the fiber

axis. (motor "up" vs. motor "down").

Ultrasonic X-ray fiber
Sample modulus (GPa) modulus (GPa) orient.

P55 354 564.9+/-15.1 Up
619.1+/-42.0 Down

P75 480 81'3.1+/-123 Up
857.3+/-63.0 Down

Fig. 7 showlthe plot of tension vs. interplanar spacing

for P55 in the "motor up" orientation.

The x-ray modulns is higher than the ultrasonic modulus

in all cases.

VI. EQUATORIAL AND MERIDIONAL TWO THETA SCANS:

The equatorial and meridional scans showed a sharpening

and nerrowing of the diffraction peaks as the fiber modulus

got higher. The P25 (lowest modulus fiber) scans showed in

particular a very diffuse background and broad peaks, sug-

gesting a higher degree of disorder. The crystallite orient-

ation factor of P25 shown earlier is also significantly lower

than that of the other fibers. Figs. 8 to 11 show some of

these scans.
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VII. RECOMMENDATIONS:

More work should be done on these graphite fibers.

The work done this summer with the Picker diffractometer

was only at room temperature. A temperature cell could be

constructed to obtain these measurements below and above

room temperature. More work also should be done to get

modulus data on the highest modulus fibers. (P100 and P120).

These fibers are the most difficult to get accurate modulus

data. Also, PAN (polyacrylonitrile) based graphite fibers

could be tested in addition to the pitch based fibers that

were experimented on here.

Finally, when enough results are known, a complete

model explaining the behavior of graphite fibers wii be

developed
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Configuration Factors for

Spacecraft/qpansible Radiator

Interaction

by

David R. Bosch

ABSTRAEr

The configuration factors for approximating the interaction between

a expansible radiator and a spacecraft body are needed to determine the

overall performance of the radiator. Research was done to determine the

availability of the reded configuration factors. They were not

available for the desired geometry. Iherefore, the progiam called VIEW

(written under the supervision fo A.F. Emery of the University of

Washington in Seattle) was adopted to calculate them. Because of a

late start, and other problems, the work was not yet finished at the

time of this publication.
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I. IN R CLCION:

The calculation of the net radiant heat flux between a

expansible radiator and a spacecraft's body is needed to determine what

effect the spacecraft body will have on the radiator's overall per-

formance.

Determining the interaction between one radiator and a space-

craft's body is the first step in the overall analysis. The determi-

nation of the interaction between multiple radiators and a spacecraft

body would necessarily follow.
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II. OWBJTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORr:

Currently, there are no configuration factors available that are

applicable for calculating the radiant heat exchange in the spacecraft/

radiator gecaetry being used.

After an extensive review fo the methods used to calculate con-

figuration factors, it was determined that using numericaI techniques

in the form of available programs was the most appropriate method of

calculating the needed factors.

The AFM/POOS-3 lab had a program called VIEW (written under the

supervision of A.F. Emery at the University of Washington in Seattle)

available for calculating configuration factors using a IBM/AT personal

ccmputer.

The objective of my research effort, as a participant in the 1987

Summer Faculty Research Program, was to become intimately familiar with

using VIEW so that it could he used to approximate the configuration

factors between one expansible radiator and a spacecraft body.
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III. DISCUSSION:

The research was began by a thorough review of the basics of

radiant heat transfer. This was necessitated by the lack of coverage

of this subject in undergraduate heat transfer courses.

After ompleting the review, the integrals for two flat plates with

a coon edge, of equal length, different widths, and orientated at

right angles to each other were written and evaluated analytically.

From this exercise it was determined that the time to write and evalu-

ate the integrals used in determining the configuration factors for the

spacecraft/radiator ombination was prohibitive. It was at this time

that the decision was made to use VIE to obtain the factors.

The first step in becoming familiar with VIEW's abilities was to

study the user's manual. After this was done, several of the example

problems included with the software were run to become familiar with

the procedure of running the program.

Data was then written to define the flat plate problem described

above. This data was run and the results correlated well with the

analytical results.

The next step was to write data that would describe the spatial

arrangement of two cylinders at right angle to each other, of equal

5-5
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radius, and a distance apart. This arrangement was chosen because it coin-

cided with geometries with known factors. Because the VIEW graphics

software for use in generating surfaces was not yet available a short

segment of code was written to accouplish the task. Froxm, this, results

were obtained but deternined to be unacceptable. This was as far as

the work had proceeded at the time of this publication.

There are several reasons why this assigrunent was not accomplished

in the ten weeks spent at Wright Patterson. First, I wasn't assigned

to the project until almost half of the ten week period had elapsed.

until then I worked on other things that weren't associated with the

configuration factor work. Also, there were problems encountered in

using the VIE software. Most of the problems involved difficulties

getting the program to link after making changes in the code. Also,

no manual was available for the PC version of the software. The

manual used was intended for the main frame version and didn't

include the changes make when adapting it for use on the PC.

I
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IV. COCWLLSION:

Ihis work will continue until the original objectives are achieved

andl the desired configuration factors are conpiled and formally reported.
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Comnputer evaluation of ion-imnianted

dopant prof ile evo Lit ion dku ns-,me: ~'

by

Steven W. Bucev

ABSTRACT

The project is to study the partial annealing of dopant implanted

GaAs or silicon. Dr. David Moroi has developed an anaiyti al soluuion

for the concentration profile during ion-implantation whiich nad not bee.,,

evaluated. A computer analysis was made to compare with a numericai

solution. For the case of the l inear dependence of the diffulsionl parameter

excellent agreement was found between the soijt tions for ;I constanIT

diffusion, but for a concentration dependence an overall relative error

of about 500 is shown over the range of significant concentration.

NI
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i. Introduction

An undersrTandin of the processes lnVoVeld diluiI Io n

implantation and annealing of semi-conductors is reauireo to be able to

controi the electrical properties of dpeid semiconduc'tor marericr i. [i,,stc

pronerties depend upon the kind of dopant. its imolantation enerov. '11W.

the final prof.iJe of the dopant.

Standard numerical procedures reni iire eCxte isve cioniiiuter run

time to produce usuable analysis. These orocedures sutrer trom

instability problems and are costlv iii romrutr time..

UsinP hid c ius mathemat i ca I rof,'1 u s IIHi- ,r,-o I u n e(I ,'Pl t '

developed an analytical solution for the dooant pt-nrt ,ii irin, anileahLit,' r

This solution still required the use of' a comou Ier to be vva!ui ted.

The goal of this renort was to compare the an;!vtic solution to

a soilt ion developed by a standard numeri l procl(i dre and de toer-rnlie. tie

correctness and usefulness of the solution.

ii. The Analytic Solution

Considering the dopant di Iffision e(nati nn and the aiii;r lris tir

the initial and boundaty condition defined ov

ac_ (ir z. r o
at

wnpre

I) = DIC(z.t)

C°'i:z C IZ.())_

C X1) i
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Moroi and Hemenqrer used new variabies. to Dronure a transformed set ot

eoixations which rouijd easi.ly he soived. fiv assui~fiiH that th~e difIfisivirv

of a donant is of the form

a so lut ion for the donant concentrat ion tprof i ie is fovind ro n be

where I a4

(So and Z(o are constants in the assumeo vfaujssan rpror i t ot tne

initial data).

and r~-_ iA

Note that the rompi imentarv error tolner ion ertc-r x iwas atmnrox imateo~

to he

erfe (xi - (aI y by2, - rv15 - 00v - VO) Oxnf

where v = 1/l -px)

and a. h. r. d. e. p a re rons rin ts.
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To solve tor the dotiant prof i je a t iy i .'en i me i we- mu , s If) fV l.

'O'for the time t. To do this we must subdiviol he t frnnm 0 10 ur ' li

add up the values of the At found in ihe numericai aDo)roximiiion to eq. 10

byby /}"' !: 'fI ". , # ' .- .,

' ' ' 'S - - (11)

Startin at n=l we continue to add uu the A 1 tonI in va in cr

tnev equal the total time desired.

To calculate the va W ue of C needed f'or the va.iUe oi 1) in euuat ion lI

we use this equation to transform the variinieF

.% \.. I '4 - i

-~ I 71 -. '--I(12)

If Z represents the depth inT.o a semi conduc-tor waif'er ano t is the

time evolution of the donant. oroli i e then the solut, ion sfives a duonar t

concentration for any Piven Z noint.
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T11. The Numerical Solution

The same system was a Iso evalIuated by11 usrwj ;Ii fin ite (I f f(rerces,

numerical approximation, which was reduced to qeneratinrrf a solution based

unon the following equation:

where GR (z.t) is the g7radient of tne dirfLuSIOtn Daalt r ~t

Now this method of solution is vajidi only three crilierid drtP :iwt.

The first is that the space time variables must be rplaateu ov

Ilat < 1/2 4
(A?. 2

where 8 is the coetic lent of the di fftis inn narameler . !n the soluit ion

this is set instead to equal 1/4.

The other two criteria are the ;jioundai'v connditions. The modelI

assumes that Z = Ilum and t = 20 seconds a re nea r i nf in itry. With this in

mind a mesh size of AZ = 0).001 is picked and then tuie roue caIcui ~at res the

At need.

Since the method of soluio n reoui Ires the slIope alI. a sriv ern poi nt- til e

new valVe at a Pgiven point depends tirion its neiahhbor's values. This

reouires calculatrion of all noints nut to ' mt initv' ;1111i thus 10011 noinls

are needed, with CIIlO1.tl=o always. Also. since rne stnLi~e of Ctiis

zero aiways this impl ies that (( A/.t) I!.t for c-iihat iot otiruoses

on lv.

V. Hesqil ts

Two cases where rons inerpo-

6-7
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D=IIC I Z t ,

both with Co(Z) = exo - (Z-Zo12

-2 So2 -

Figures I throith 6 show the results tor various time orotjIes.

Fif.ure one is this initial distribution for both cases. i. xceJlent

aqreement is achieved throught the time considered. fis)ures 2

However. for the case of equatinM t6) the fit is i)oor at nest hiiT ;it

least a t.eneral agreement between solutions is shown (f -'reps 5 & 6 1

V. Reommendat. ions

We are not sure wiy [ho secondi rase tave ii p or i .

possibilities suggest themselves. rhe fir'st is tnat in one or horn raso-s

computer round off error accumulates with time. this is stiDported hv the

fact that in short time the fits are stilt Pood.

The second may be that the numerical soltition is not sophist ic'at!d

enouth to handle the viven conditions, and may :,eirre a more aovulnred

treatment.

The third case. which we hope is not ter'e. is rn,it the ma nvti(:

solution requtires additional correction terms to hfe added

6-8
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Isolation of Osteogenic Cells From The

Trauma-Activated Periosteum 7

By

Robyn A. Butcher

Abstract

Closed, greenstick type fractures were created in adult

male white New Zealand rabbits. After a waiting period of 5

days the developing callous and bone approximately 1 cm to

each side of the callous was harvested and cell cultures

established. Biochemical assays for total protein, alkaline

phosphatase activity and glycosamino-glycan content were

performed on spent media collected at each change and upon

the cells after their termination, in an attempt to more fully

characterize the osteoblast population. Since little is known

about bone forming cells isolated from this source it is impor-

tant to establish baseline data so as to be able to relate

reactions of these cells to altered environmental conditions.
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I. Introduction

The process of bone specialization, vital for skeletal and

mineral homeostatsis, is not well understood. It is thought that

the precursor bone cells (osteoprogenitor cells) originate from

mesenchyme, the embryonic connective tissue. The osteo-

progenitor cells then differentiate into preosteoblasts and pre-

osteoclasts which further differentiate into osteoblasts and

osteoclasts. Osteoblasts are involved in bone formation,

osteoclasts are involved in bone reabsorption. Although the

development of the osteoblast has been studied extensively,

the specialization of the osteoblast has received little

attention.

Demineralization is known to result from hypogravity,

hypokinesia and/or immobilization, therefore the USAF is

particularly concerned with the role the osteoblast plays in

the homeostatic mechanism vital for maintenance and continuous

growth of bone. Current understanding of such cells is based

primarily on histological evidence and few in vitro organ culture

studies. The cellular competance of these cells to respond to

local osteogenic stimuli has not yet been determined, thus it is

important to establish baseline data about such osteogenic cells

so as to be able corelate the reactions to altered environmental

conditions possibly associated with demineralization.

I am a recently graduated student from Wright State Univer-

sity. I was interested in finding summer employment that offered

interesting and valuable research experience. I believe my

G.P.A. as well as my desire to work contributed to my assignment.

IH. Objectives of the Research Effort

As the process of bone specialization is not well under-

stood, it is a primary objective to establish baseline data

about periosteal-derived osteogEnic cells so as to be able to

relate the reactions of this tissue to altered environmental

conditions. The approach taken was to transfer in vivo

fractured-induced activated osteoprogenitor cells to an in

vitro environment for further study.

8-4
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My assignment as graduate researcher was to help the

principle investigator, Noel S. Nussbaum, Ph.D, realize

several specific goals:

1. To establish the methodology for the isolation

and characterization of osteoprogenitor cells

from trauma-activated periosteum.

2. To determine the maximal growth response of cell

populations derived at varying times after trauna.

3. To quantify the response of osteogenic cells to

identified modulators.

Some personal goals included:

1. To gain valuable research experience.

2. To improve upon general laboratory techniques.

3. To learn more about the roles of osteoprogenitor

cells both in bone formation and reabsorption through

hands on experience and literary research.

III.

A closed, greenstick type of fracture is created in adult

male white New Zealand rabbits. The fracture leads to a callous

and it's the callous we harvest by the sequential enzyme digestion

technique of Wong and Cohn (1979) as modified by Boonekamp et.

al. (1984). Those cells within the callous are activated in

vivo by the local fracture to divide and grow. An object is

to add back those local factors in vitro to maintain the growth

rate. So far we have seen some response to insulin.

As a part of establishing baseline data in order to character-

ize the osteogenic cells we have been performing some standard

biochemical assays on the spent media after each change as well

as the cells upon their termination. Assays include protein

assays, (biorad) alkaline phosphatase and glycosaminoglycan.

Procedures:

Biorad Standard Assay

Reagents:

a) Biorad reagent: brilliant coomassie blue dye diluted

1:4 with dH2 0
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b) Standards: dissolve 100mg fraction V Bovine Albumin

per 10 mls PBS for a final concentration of 10 mg/ml.

Refrigerate.

Method:

a) Standard curve: (prepared every time new standard

solution is made). The standard solution (10 mg/ml) is

diluted to final concentrations of 200, 400, 600, 800,

and 1,000 ug/ml with dH20. A tube with 0 mg/ml

(dH20) is prepared. Concentration vs. abs 595 is

plotted.

b) Media samples are mixed by inverting several times and

diluted tenfold (.1 ml media to .9 ml dH20). Cell

samples are diluted 1:1 with dH2 0. All dilutions are

vortexed.

c) .1 ml of each standard, water blank and samples are

transferred to a prelabeled test tube. Duplicate

tubes are run for each sample.

d) 5 mls of diluted dye reagent is added to each tube,

tubes are vortexed and allowed to stand 10 min.

e) Average of 3 readings per tube (abs 595) for each

standard(s), water blank and samples is determined,

average absorbance of water blank is subtracted

from each and concentration is determined from the

standard curve. Concentration is multiplied by the

dilution factor then converted to mg/ml and recorded.

Alcian Blue Assay (GAG)

Reagents:

a7 50 mM sodium acetate buffer containing 200 mM MgCI 2 ;

Place 4.10 g sodium acetate, 40.6bg MqCI 2 -hH 2 0 and

2.53 ml of 1.74 M acetic acid in a I liter volumetric

flask. Add dH2 0 to the mark and mix. Adjust PH to 5.8.

b) Alcian blue reagent:

This reagent must be freshly prepared before use.

Dissolve o.o5% (w/v) Alcian Blue 8GX (Polysciences,lnc.,

8-6



Warrington, PA.) in the above buffer. Centrifuge

20,000 rpm for 20 minutes. Retain the supernatant

as the reagent.

c) Sodium dodecylsulphate solution (SDS solution):

Dissolve 2% (w/v) SDS in 50 mM sodium acetate buffer.

Adjust PH to 5.8.

d) Standards:

Dissolve 10 mg. chondroitin sulphate in 100 mls of

dH20. Refrigerate.

Method:

a) Standard Curve:

The standard solution (100 mg/L) is diluted to final

concentrations of 100, 80, 60, 40, 20, 10, and 5 mg/L.

A tube with 0 mg/L (dH2 0) is prepared.

b) .2 ml of each standard,. water blank and sample is mixed

with 2 mls of fresh Alcian Blue reagent. Duplicate

tubes of each are prepared.

c) The solutions are placed in sorvall plastic centrifuge

tubes (18 mm x 10mm) and are equilibrated for 19 hours

(overnight) at room temperature.

d) After the incubation period, the tubes are centrifuged

at 20,000 rpm for 20 minutes.

e) The supernatant is discarded and the precipitate

washed with 5mls of 100% EtoH. The precipitate is

scraped from the sides of the tube with a metal spatula

if necessary.

f) The tubes are centrifuged at 20,000 rpm for 20 minutes.

g) The supernatant is discarded and the remaining complex

solubilized in 5 mls SDS solution. Again precipitate

is scraped from sides of the tube with a metal spatula

as needed.

h) ABS 620 is read (3 readings per tube). The spectro-

photometer is zeroed with the water blank. Standard

curve is plotted and concentrations of each sample is
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determined. Whenever a standard curve is not plotted

one standard 40 mg/L is run to check validity of the

curve. Concentrations are converted to mg/ml and

recorded.

All results from the assays are entered into a SAS data file

for statistical analysis

IV. Goals and Objectives

My own personal goals have been achieved. I have improved

upon some general laboratory techniques, such as micropipeting,

aseptic technique, spectrophotometer analysis, microscopy,

and cell culturing. I have gained valuable experience in

learning some aspects of research, performing standard bio-

chemical assays and reading and understanding scientific

journals. I have also gained some insight into the process

of bone formation and reabsorption and what might affect this

process as well as some applications to malfunction such as

osteoporosis.

V. Recommendations:

By completion of this project the biochemical assays

will have been refined and the osteoprogenitor cells more fully

characterized. The next step is to add local growth factors,

hormones, and vitamins to culture media and monitor the effects

on the cells with the techniques developed in this project.

The object is to be able to stimulate the adult cells to divide

and grow.
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Preliminary Thermal Analysis of a Bimodal Nuclear Rocket Core

by

Dav,, C. Carpenter

ABSTRACT

The framework for a general purpose finite element analysis code

was developed to study the 2-D temperature distribution in a hot-channel S
hexagonal fuel element in the core of a bimodal nuclear' rocket. Prelim-

inary thermal-hydraulic analysis of the core pressure dropD- under heii-

urn coolant conditions were also performed. Hydrogen coolant anai/sis
was not performed due to insufficient property data in a usable form.

Although the thermal gradients observed in the fuel element did not

seem to present a problem, a more detailed thermai stress analysis
was initiated. The stress analysis is not fully implemented in the code

at this t'me. Code development also progressed into 3-D temoerature

distributions in anticipation of projected research.

II
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1. INTRODUCTION

The economics of space travel requires that the specific impulse of

a rocket engine be as high as possible while maintaining the mass ratio

at earth escape as low as can be achieved. Solid core nuclear rockets

with hydrogen as a propellant have demonstrated over two times the soe-

cific impulse of conventional chemical reaction rockets while reducing

the mass ratio at earth escape from about 15 to about 3.21. Similar to

terrestrial gas-cooled reactors, the solid core reactor could also be used

to generate electrical power for any specified payloads, hence the con-

cept .of the dual-mode or bimodal rocket system. The electrical produc-

tion would be accomplished by circulating a second coolant through the

reactor into a Brayton or Stirling cycle.

The Space Applications Division at the Air Force Weapons Labora-

tory (AFWL/AWYS), Kirtland AFB, New Mexico is charged with explor-

ing the technologies required for space nuclear reactor systems. As

such, AFWL is engaged primarily in the research and development of

advanced concepts of space nuclear electrical power production. AFWL

recently initiated preliminary design studies of a NERVA2 derivative

nuclear rocket. Whereas the NERVA was a single mode rocket engine,

the research focused on a bimodal design using hydrogen as the propel-

lant and helium as the working fluid in the thermodynamic cycle.

I was chosen to participate in this project due to my degrees in

nuclear engineering. My research interests have dealt with the nurneri-

cal analysis of nuclear reactor core designs, particularly in the area of

fuel element thermal performance. Knowledge of finite element tech-

niques aided in the study of the complicated geometry of the fuel eie

ments being considered in the bimodal reactor.
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II OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

Analysis of nuclear reactor systems is a detailed and lengthy pro-

cess Involving several disciplines of study. Some of the areas of con-

cern include heat transfer, thermodynamics, fluid dynamics, thermal
energy conversion to electrical and/or mechanical power, radiation

shielding, aerodynamics and neutron physics. Due to my background as
a nuclear engineer, it was proposed that I determine the initial therma!

characteristics of the reactor fuel elements. In addition, I was also

charged with investigating some of the hydrodynamic analysis of the core
including the mass flow rates and the fluid pressure drops. If time

permitted, a static stress analysis of the fuel element was also to be

calculated.

Design parameters for the reactor core such as dimensions, opera-

ting temperatures and core power were preliminary estimates based on

previous research of gas-cooled reactors. All design parameters were

to be left as input data to the computer programs to maximize the flexi-
bility of the iterative design process. The hexagonal fuel elements were

assumed to be blocks of a graphite matrix homogeneously imbedded with

TRISO3 fuel particles. Each fuel element had six hydrogen coolant chan

nels and one helium coolant channel. The coolant holes were assumed

to be coated with ZrC.

The finite element method was chosen as the analytical tool since it

can better represent irregular shapes than finite differ' nce techniques.
Several goals were projected as code development criteria. These in-

clude using standard FORTRAN 77 for tranportahility from machine to

machine, computational efficiency on scalar machines, vectorization on

parallel machines and flexiblity in the use of the code. . ;tdrd

FORTRAN 77 stac-ment is used to maximize the versatillty of the code.

The "include" statement allows the user to write subroutines soecific to
his needs so that he does not have to modiry the snurce code. By using

this statement, the code does not become fExed as to what orobiem2;i

can solve or what materials 4t can analyze. It is believed that the "in-
clude" statement is in widespread use on many FORTRAN compilers so
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that portability is not seriously hampered.

Although the original intent was to solve the heat conduction equa-

tion, it was decided to solve the general quasi-harmonic equation. This

increases the potential use of the code beyond heat transfer. Besides

other problems dealing with Poisson's equation, diffusion type oroh:erms

can also be solved. In its current state, the program is limited to lin-

ear analysis of a problem ( i.e., all properties are assumed constant and

spatially and time independent ). Several types of boundary conditions

can be implemented - Dirichlet, Neumann (either as concentrated or dis-

tributed) and mixed or Robin's type. At this time, radiative cooling is

not considered.

III. THERMAL-HYDRAULIC ANALYSIS:

The two parameters that were of primary interest in the initial

phases of design were the fuel element temperature distributions and the

helium coolant pressure drops across the core. Since the calculations

were steady-state in nature, each area could be studied independently.

The core coolant pressure drop equation is derived assuming a

steady, one-dimensional and constant mass flow rate. Since the reactor

is designed to operate in a space environment, gravitational forces are

negligible. From the conservation of momentum, the governing differen-

tial equation is

dv dp I
m- + A- - -pv 2 fPf 0 Eq. (1)

dz dz 2

where

m = mass flow rate

v = coolant velocity

A = coolant channel cross sectional area

p = coolant density

f = Fanning friction factor

Pf= Frictional (wetted) perimeter

p = coolant pressure
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in gas-cooled reactors, the mass flow rate is used as a primary variable

rather than coolant velocity. The two are related by

m= pvA Eq. (2)

In addition, since a gas is involved, it is assumed that it behaves accord-

ing to the ideal gas law. The equation of state is then

p PRT Eq. (3)

Non-adiabatic flow occurs in the reactor core so that a conservation of

energy equation must be employed.

T(z 2 ) = T(z 1 ) + -- qw(z) Phdz (4)
mc)

A chopped cosine function was used to approximate the axial flux d i'.:'-

bution while a J0 Bessel function approximated the radial flux profile.

The averaged wall heat flux is then determined by

f qw (r,z) r dr

qw" (z) - Eq. (5)f r dr

Substitution of equations 2 - 4 into equation I allow the pressure at

point z2 to be determined. The Fanning friction factor was taken from

the Colebrook-White correlation4

1 [ 9.35
- 3.48-4 logo 2 [ - I- Eq. (6)V- d Re \1T-

where

E = root-mean-square roughness height of the coolant channel

d = channel diameter

Re = Reynolds numbers

Since the roughness was not known, c was set to zero.

The coolant channel mass flow rate was derived from eauations gov-

erning flow among parallel coolant channels. To simplify calculations.

the hexagonal cross sectional area of the core was converted to an eauv-

alent circle due to the Bessel function radial flux approximation. Each
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successive layer of fuel elements becomes an annular ring of equivalent

area. Power distributions in each ring are then area averaged over the

radial flux profile.
Due to the symmetry of the assumed cylindrical core, the channel

mass flow rates in a given ring will be the same. The total pressure

drop along the coolant channel in the i-th ring is 4

RT, 1 1

Ap L I.K = 1,2,.,N Eq. (7)2p, A "

where mi is a representative channel mass flow rate in the i-th ring and

K i is the overall loss factor due to friction and momentum changles ( in-

let, exit and other form losses are not considered ). Since the total

pressure drop along each channel must be the same and knowing that the

total core mass flow rate is the sum of the individual channel flow

rates, a system of N equations and N unknowns can be solved to give

m. sqrt ( i/ I )
1 ; ~ jE (),2,...,N

The loss factor, Ki, is weakly dependent on m i so that an iterative pro-

cess is required to obtain the desired solutions.

IV. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS:

In its present state, the finite element program solves the ouasi-

harmonic second order partial differential equation as a 2-D or 3-) lin-

ear boundary value problem. The governing equation is of the form

{V}t( [a] {VU(r)}) + 0U(r) = f Eq.

The first step in the finite element method is to construct a trial solu-

tion for U which is approximated by a finite sum of known functions of

the form

U(r;a) =2 0 (r) Fli. (lb1
1 0 J
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where a are the unknown degrees of freedom and 4) (r) are known triai

functions.

The second step in the analysis is to apply an optimizing criterion to

determine specific numerical values for the a.. Traditionally there are

two types of optimizing criteria used in finite element methods. They

are the method'of weighted residuals and the Ritz variational method.

The Galerkin method of weighted residuals was chosen as the optimizing

criterion due to its ease of use and to its applicability in a wider class

of problems than the Ritz method. When they are both applicable, they

produce identical solutions if the same trial solution is used.

If the approximation of equation 10 is substituted into equation 9, a

nonzero function called the residual of the equation would exist and

would be denoted as

R(r;a) V{ t([a] { VU(r;a)) +flU(r;a) -f Eq. (11)

The parameters a. are determined by setting the integral (over the do-

main) of the weigtited residual to zero.

fi(r) R(r;a) d2 = 0 Eq. (12)

In the Bubnov-Galerkin method, the weighting functions are the trial

functions themselves, i = (Pi"

The integral in equation 12 must then be integrated by parts using

the chain rule. Application of the divergence theorem then gives the Fi-

nal form of the equation that will be solved numerically. In matrix no-

tation, this would be

rKeJ {ae} = {Eqe E_. (131

where the e superscript denotes that the equations apply on an elemental

level. As an example, the 2-iD anisotropic equation is shown in eouation_

14.

Parametric mapping of the dependent variables was used sinco it

facilitates an accurate representation of curved do:r "A. r, i- ;c-

complished by using two sets of interpolating functions -ne for th, ''o

ordinate transformation which describes the geometry of the element and
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n i  +(P +(.aP qi8. aP
2aj _j_ X 2 _ + al'. a22

j ax 8x 3y 8x ax 8y ay ay

+=Qf0d + q) Pd Eq. ( 14)

the other for the interpolation of the dependent variable. The degree of

interpolation for each set was assumed to be equal resulting in isopara-

metric elements. The disadvantage of this approach is that it is diffi-

cult to compute the elemental coefficient matrices directly in terms of

the global coordinates. The difficulty is overcome by introducing an In

vertible Jarobian transformation between the curvilinear element domain
Qe and a master element domain Q. The master, or parent element uses

natural coordinates and is of simple geometric shape so that numerical

integration is accomplished easily.

The 2-D parent element library consists of a 450 isosceles right tri-

angle and a square. To increase the flexibility in the use of these ele

ments, variable noding allows the user to change the interpolation from

linear to full quadratic S,6 . Cubic interpolation elements' are also in the

library but the user is restricted to only these elements if they are cho-

sen since the capability of interacting with the lower order elernernvc

does not exist at this time. The 3-D parent elements con ;ist of a tetra

hedral, a prism and a brick element8 . These element'; al So var-, from

linear to quadratic interpolations. Higher order elements are not in-

cluded. All of the parent elements used are based cn the s;erendipitv

family of elements, mainly to alleviate the bookkeeping chores, of trcck-

ing the central node used in the Lagrangian family of elements.

Integration of equation 14 is accomplished using Gause-Legendre

quadrature. In the case of the triangle, a special set developed by Cow-
per" is used. The 3-D tetrahedral is not fully implemented due to diffi-

culty in obtaining suitable quadrature points. Several choices are of

fered by A.H.Stroud 0 . Integration of the line integrals For the 2-D prob-

lems follows the development outlined in reference 7 . 3-7 -;.rfce
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integrals have not been developed yet so that the boundary conditions are

limited to only Dirichlet or concentrated loads.

The 2-D heat conduction analysis was verified by checking several

example problems in various textbooks. Further work is needed in the

area of the concentrated loads and additional verification is required for

Neumann or Robin's boundary conditions.

The actual design problem of generating a 2-D temperature profile in

the fuel element was performed using the Dirichlet boundary conditions.

This was mainly due to difficulties in obtaining representative fluid heat

transfer coefficients. The volumetric heat source was based on the rad

ially averaged flux at the core centerline. Symmetry was employed such
that only 1/12 of the fuel assembly needed to be analyzed. Since the

actual fuel composition was not known, several values of' the thermal

conductivity were used to bracket the temperature ranges. Three grid

meshes of varying degrees of refinement were used to check the behavior

of the problem. Three matrix solving routines were employed - Chole-

sky decomposition, L-D-Lt decomposition and Gause-Seidel/SOR itera-

tion. The solutions obtained with these routines were in excellent agree

ment implying that the solution was correct for the given conditions.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS:

Several items need further refinement or implementation into the
program. Such work will be performed on a continuous basis through

unfunded research. Some of the items include completing the imole-

mentation of the 3-D quasi-harmonic analysis ( flux type boundary condi-

tions ), completing the 2-D plane stress/plane strain analysis ( much of
which has already been coded ) and adding post-processing analysis in-

cluding gradient determination and plotting routines.

in addition, nonlinear and transient analysis will be added. This is

required for the proposed transition phase of switching from hydrogen to

helium coolants. The study is expected to be a 3-D transien t t -.

coupling heat conduction, fluid dynamics and thermal stre.;.; analvsi5.
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This will involve other solution techniques as well as adding the Navier-

Stokes equations.

A modification to the overall solution algorithm is currently under-

way. The mesh that was used to analyze the fuel element temperature

distribution, five different parent elements were used. However, inte-

gration over these elements was carried out each time a new element

was called. This resulted in the same information being repeated exces-

sively. A significant amount of computer time can be saved if the solu-

tion path centers around the number of parent element shapes rather than

the number of mesh elements themselves.

A second modification is to implement a new parent element library

routine to generate the 2-D elements. Based on the work of EI-Zafrany

and Cookson 12 ,131 the user will have the capability of mixing the order of

interpolation within a given element up to high orders. This will cor-

rect the existing problem of not having transition elements between the

linear/quadratic and cubic elements that currently exist in the program.

The purpose is to maximize the program flexibility which in turn should

minimize the size of the mesh required to model the problem. This in

turn would minimize computer time and cost.

Since the code is expected to be used for other various types of prob-

lems, two other element libraries are planned - infinite elements-' and

those based on Hermite polynomials. The infinite parametric elements

allow economic modelling of 'infinite domain' type problems. The

hermitian elements preserve the continuity of not only the dependent var

iable but also its derivative. This becomes important in many diffusion

type problems.
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CQNS,:TRUQTIQN OF A PH-ASE COUNJGATF, IAX T,.*; -'k i.

PRILLC)UIN ENHANCED FOUR WAVE M[XINU.'

by

Kyuriam tl'hoi)

ABSTRACT

A study on the realization of a phase coniugate laser r~cra

employing the Prillouin enhanced four walve mixing as its main

phase conjugation mechanism is discussed. The .sriLr*tu

beam can maintain monochromatic la-:ser wavelentgths witli.::el~i

temporal and spatial beam profile while en- rjoyirip- hi-I pha5e-

conjugate fidelity. Details on experimental rccue:t.thr

with experimental resulLs are re ported.
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7W
I. INTRODUCTION

Optical phase conjugation (OPC) is a technique that utilizes Lhe

nonlinear properties of materials to do exact reversal on bj-,th

the propagation direction and phase of each plane wave comporierit

in an arbitrary beam of light. The ability t.j d, "time reversal

on aberrated beams gives us a lot of advantages over convenrtiu_-nal

optical beam manipulations.

There are two popular ways of achieving OPC; stimulated riliL-

ouin scattering (SBS) and four-wave mixing (FWM). S i7 the

self-reversal of the laser beam under a stimulated scattering

process involving build up of a dynamic density grating in the

medium due to the interaction of the pump and the stimulated

scattering beam. The reflectivity of the SBS pruccess is always

less than one while the phase conjugate fidelity PF'CF) remaiis

high. SBS also requires simpler optical geometries o.,mpared to

that of FWM which requires counter-propagating pump beams arid a

probe beam. FWM gives reflectivities greater than unity which

makes FWM more useful than SBS in some applications.

Foremost among the applications of PC in lasers is the u:oe Of

phase-conjugate mirrors (PCMs) in a las:er resator. Thre -re

several characteristics unique to phase-,cr.it -_t ',-,ri-.t

(PCRs) as discussed by Auyeung et, al. ri. ri. t!, .:.3V
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features of PCR is the compensation of staticr -"md dynamic, intra-

cavity polarization and phase aberrations due t,-, gair m,-:dium

distortion and poor quality optical componcentJ. (,th-i- f.-t,. z

include excellent frequency and transverse mode stabilizati ,_rli

automatic Q-switching by temporarilly pumping L1 o YTh. Y'(1'1.,lr

SBS require a threshold pump energy and tLeir PC r,-fe_ iviti,.-.

remain less than unity. Also, there is a prcrreshv . irj ,.iijri

frequency downshift everytimte SBS i.i takine, ]

PCRs using FWM can give us more than unity reflect.iitY witiut

any frequency shift. The requirement for counter-prop.-gaLinig pump !

beams is one disadvantage of FWM PC.

Brillouin Enhanced Four Wave Mixing (BEFWM) is a r-lativ:-y nitw

PC technique in which any one of the two coulnter-provagatina

pump beams and the probe beam is frequency shiftt.ed fr,-,r thie ,.he-r

two beams by the Brillouin frequency of the FWM madi Tim (Ariirocv.

1980; Bespalov,1979; Efimkov,1984i. The F'CR ,.irie i .,WW i. ,,lit,-

attractive since we can take advantages of b,--th i :ir i,'Wtl '

processes while removing their disadv-rit:e--, rtv *i Li-' .

mechanisms complementarilly to each oth,-- Lr::,ri -

My research interest during the lIt thr-ue ,':tru w . ii ri.v ,n

SBO and its applications on FCR. . ali-z f r 4.N---, " ,-..

also done. The rese-_irch effort, -0, ,"FWL . w, ," ,, i _. ,
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PCF-'s whic.h emit dif f r7tc ir-lI imit-;J out' pu[ it fL I .''IT I'.

tional mirror end of the resonator with all thr- 'vii ~i

corrected by "time rers,:alI process. Th-2e,_ t rue_ ic-r: ;t

characterization of a PCR using BEFWM whic-,h i- the- mci,-t~v~v

nonlinear optical process leading to the rcizAir fri id..mal

PCR has attracted interest among many ecnitsreudnfhe

at AFWIL.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFoRT:

In the past, the study on BEFWM has beent crifirie-dt tim:-nvst

gation of basic physics behind the pheno:mena. The plctin

of BEFWM to PCR construction was first rep,-_rt-'d on Janiu-_Iy 1',43'

by Damzen and others. There is no doubt, hcowevoer, 4%h-0- :s 1h,

advantages of PCR using BEFWM bco-_ming bte rlr~'d Kr

and more applications will be developed.

My assignment as a participant in the 114""'d:K Ub-'

Summmer Support Program (GZ;.SSP) was LO fo--llo:w 'ikltv 0i-;I

leading to the successful demonstration of L111u1i

determine the possibilities of extendin-, th2i>hin Vvn--

limit of the current level ot --_ppli.-itix..n..

12-6
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The experimental irivesti gat i cri r ---- rc.1 LI 117 S. 'j ± I.~ I: E i-Ji :s n7

longitudinal mode beam from a Nd:YAG laser at .-An ene_:rgy level of

counter -propagating 
pump beam gent:rated by 

17j 
I

work on making an efficient and reliable PCF with _-ut ir1y

back into the pump laser system. The netLxt 5t-g- ,!WF

the generation of frequency downszhiftri&~ng l IJ u

The frequency downshiftirng BEFWM haZ L. r ynwri t I, ,'

reflectivity for very weak probe beams. FI 1 1

details were not knownk fo-r frequency ar-pxlir I rn i. ,

goal was the demonstration of PCI? making both rueyupuiLnp

and downshifting BEFWM processes take place in tur-n in i ring-lik"

PCR configuration as is in Fig.3. For frequency d-;'wnshiftiup,

BEFWM the p-polarized input pump beam is refl..fctted by a wvri

acoustic grating formed by the interferericet o~f s-polarized pr.',be

beam and counter-propagating pump beam in the FWM medium. Th.

dynamic grating moves along the same directiorn with- the iniput

pump, beam so that the phase conjugated beam hay.'- then P-rill-uinl

downshifted frequency from the pump laser frequency. 'cr fre'j 1ut-rcy

upshifting BEFWM the acoustic grating is moving tcwird the

counter-propagating pump beam. The alternating up a-nd dkwn siift-

ing of the frequency in the ring resonat.r makes thie ouLpur

frequency of the laser beam remain the same at all im

To make use of the pump beams more wfic.ity -

double ring type BEFWM PCI? which rcre:te:;m'u.iIrw ir

12-7
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ring type cavity on te pump side and ainjther rin1 .,i.. ,

With the help of AFWL in both experimental ianstr.m,-tatir, and

technical assistance I was able to. f:1,i,-w -i ti. -- t

the demonstration of BEFWM PCR. The steps -r,2 sumnariz ., :it:

follows:

(1) Acquisition and characterization of a C-swi(tJ Nd. YAl 1Las. r

with beam characteristics suitable for the elxperii-iita.4 ;

purposes.

(2) Generation of reliable SBS PC that wi.l ,rv, -><tu.tr-

pump beam.

(3) Demonstration and investigation on frequency up and dlown

shifting BEFWM respectively including the effect of pump-

probe ratio over efficiency.

(4) Realization of successive frequency up and down shifting

process in the ring type oscillator.

(5) Establishment of long-lasting laser osilltiori 4 BY'h1 Ph

with the addition of an amplifying unii-rt,,ral rir, :' 't

on the pump part.
'U
p

We were able to get results in ste,_ps C i . ' , " prt 4 -.

Currently, we are working on the steps (4 arii i. uh:

in detail each steps that has been as.,mph i d-3 ,mt K w,

12-8



111. EXPERIMIENTS AND RE'SULTS,*,

a. The laser beam should have :--- suffi,-iciliy *

length to ensure efficient. SKI arnd BEFWN ~ira.cr

used in the experiment was dye Q- switched. The-rsrioi4c

4% etalon in the oscillator cavity was SLuffi,_iei f, i~li-. r >if L J

percent single longitudinal mode oscillatLironj W-i> 1

spectral linewidth of the laset- be.c--m usina .-i P'7,rvi-.rt

ferrometer arid found that the bandwidth is r--arrnw r 1:1ii r

Fig. 1 is a schematic dicitgram of tIhe czi I 1: i

A 75cm-long oscillator with single longitudiiaL airid trtnv." cr:--

mode laser output is followed by a double-r; ss Lw-ri mF~ifvIItIIA

stage which generates l.O6,pm laser beams -f 1(1'Om.Jmain-9Apt

energy per pulse with a S~nsec pulsrc durat inr -At. FWIM. Th1 .- v

cal pump input energy to the PI setup wan h-ti --,I !T,,-

per pulse. The beam diameter was 0.6cm. Fig.- ( i) ivws I it

oscilloscope trace of the laser beamwhs m.t Ln'r

profile indicates its single longitudinral ni-.- ill-it i

b. The SBS efficiency attained was typi.-ttlLy 4j wtj I1~)-;

the maximum. The SBS cell was ~ ~mir~K~ i~~~i2!~ li

made of Pyrex with a 2. 3cm inner d iamet- r. Th.-E' m,'Jdiurn W:i

carbon-disuif ide( CS 2 ) . A f -cuIsina le-ns -)f ",cm 'il.nt

used. The SPS phiase-ccinjugated b,2:rn ntr th.. P.'IM i - -

-ounter-prop--gating pump with i t-,feien:LiL

12-9



from the original laser frequency. Th-e- cubo -i ri-r~iiu~tr

wave plate combination works as an optical iaol-Datror whi-Ah prc-veznts

the feedback of the~ SBS beam jito tie Pump L-:.3s-'r. T!,':, 'tiv-r Lc--q,,

of using SBG PC for generation of the crtrrp:in pm

was extremely large over the use of conveniti-riiil mirr-cr L~

the retroreflected SBS PC beam retraced ail Lh-e pu-lmp b.-r r

automatically. Pulse compression to!k pl-ace- irit Li SI r-

and the S0nsec FWHM pump pulse was compre-sed to .rvr'E

shows the SBS PfC waveform.

C. The BEFWM took place in a CS 2 -filled cell cf 1:3,:m I-igth anel

2cm inner diameter. The cell was made of stainless steelA and has

uncoated Pyrex windows of 0.3cm thickness on both ends.Th nl

between the pump and probe beam in the FWM --ell was 3-bc-uL 1.6

degrees which was small enough to ensure phase ma-tchirit irn thi-

BEFWtI process. We performed experiments on frrequ-nrcy elowisIkiftLfiE

BEFWH only until we became familiar with that cie Afi-.r Lhat,

we moved into the frequency upshifting, 'as. 1-1- -r±imn M ~ 1-A C'

tivity of frequency downshifting PEFWM w!;.B lbc ut IiWith JpuIrF

probe ratio of 35. to 1 while therfltviL rf&iu:i;

u~pshifting, BEFWM was meazsured tc be :bii t 4

efficiency we used a wavegu ide- lil.,e :-ri r -.

co~pper tube fille:-d with 1".S2  as A FWM cl.Fu QP

tenhanc-ement did rio)t ta--ke pisc-E-. W,-fr ~ irr'~ cr

tube wi th smnaller b.-'re diarno-t-.r i~~nrtIW2 t~

12-10



t,. match the b,..am diameter to the bre ,

diagram of the BEFWM PCR Setup used in the experirl erI.,

in Fig.3 with all the measured pump and p ,:,L, , ,

it. Fig. (c) and Fig.2 (d) are the waveforms . th.- - .

downshifted and upshifted BEFWM PC beam respectively. Th :y h,-,jw

appreciable pulse compression with a compressi,_, rtti 4f ' t- i

from the original pump beam.
S

d. Without the use of any amplifyine m,,di.m in th, ' R

cavity we were able to demonstr-Ite singl,- ru-i ri, PEFJI E--'

oscillation. A frequency downshifted BEFWM PC beam wt.h -sri rg'i

imJ per pulse was used as the probe beam for th,, frecun,,v

upshifting process. This yielded a PC beam of ab,-,ut f.) (Wimn per

pulse. Fig. 2. (d) is the wavef orm of the frEq,.ien,:y uipsh}ift iri-

DEFWM which was generated in the F'ChR rin, ,av ity [v h-- V

beam of Fig.2.(c) as the probe beam. If wt- inser't - :A11IT- I i .11 .2

medium with a gain of 3 or more in the. PCR rin,. w-. w .i tL.

to see successive ring oscillati,--rs. C'rrent].,, w. ,- K i ,i ..

an Nd:YAG amplifier with variable gains which wil'L- w,--.i ir

the PCR ring.

-i,. *'_
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.4.7V

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS:

a. BEFWM scheme is far superior to any c: thur FWM ~hmi

since BEFWM uses tho- SBS PC b,:i-m aL irp~v12tr

beam. This eliminates all the stringent mirroir inmr.

problems we encounter in conventional FWM ge-:metry.

b. We need to investigate the means of o:btainting- hi-:h r~li>; jC V

FWM to gerL higher output energy from PCR uoint EWM .r.n'

ezfficiency of around _90% shouldi b.: e~nhanced by hL *

waveguide-type FWM cell with suitable m~~~~

C. While working on the project we arrive--d at L.:c.cp.i

using an unidirectional ring cavity for recyclingj tb-,. uiiu2z-,

portion of the pump beam in the SB'S proc.ess so-- th1at, w. L f

have multiple pump turn-on time. Th,_ PCR oultput beam will b,- -a

train of pulses if the amplification fac-tor is sfit~t

We believe that it will bring us the most rewarcdiriQ adv-tn2cem-roi

in BEFWM PC'"R study. Currently, we arc- buildinig an camplifving

stage, that will be used in the unidirectionaL ring 1- -3plify the

recirculating pump laser beam. The schematic-_ d-iagram in Fif;. 4 .s:h-ws <

how the unidirectional ring works. 0 i.nce the pimnp pr-b. r-- f~ i._ r

f requency downshif tirug BEFWM is f ixedi t- -or-~ tK whc: . "e"_ ir

treats the pump beam fro:m thte Pump i.:user :-trid tli- ': '1

equally. 4
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TEN WEEKS OF LTR&TUM SEARCHES AND COPYING

by

Brant Davidson

ABSTRACT 0

The first seven weeks of the project in Dayton were spent

researching articles and books for Dr. Chu, the professor I was

working for. Late in the ten week period that the project ran Dr.

Chu presented me with 150 page computer program, originally

written by ILL Skriver of Risoe National laboratory in Denmark,

to copy in to a computer text file from which it could be

compiled- he program is designed to calculate the band structure

of certain types of superlattices. Unfortunately, it was

impossible to run the program during the ten week period of my

employment due to lack of time and the fact that the author forgot

to specify the purpose of certain functions that are essential to

the program. Dr Chu, the professor I am working for, expresses .

hope that he will be able to find a way to run the program running

o he returns to Taledega.

14-2
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I. DIcur2WCl:

I am a graduate student in the field of mathematics. I am

currently attending the University of Alabama at Birmingham while

I try to attain my Master's degree. My interests lie in the areas

of abstract theoretical mathematics, particularly set theory,

topology, and differential geometry. In addition to my Bachelor's

degree in mathematics I also have a Bachelor's degree in computer

science. I have some limited practical experience working on

compiter programs to solve complicated mathematical problems.

About six months ago, Professor Chu of Taledega College had a

friend of his at UAB distribute a memo asking graduates students

with a mathematical background and experience with computers to

aply for a high-paying summer jb. Reading what few details were

given in this memo, I doubted that I was really qualified for

this job, but I did meet the basic requirements and I neied the

money, so I applied.

Several weeks later, Dr Chu's friend called the four people

on his list that met the unstated requirement of being american

born and informed us that, if we still wanted the job, we must

call Dr. Chu immediately. I happened to be in my office at the

time, so I was able to call Dr. Chu right after his friend called

me. I talked with Dr. Chu for a minute or so, and then he informed

me that the application forms had to be in U.E.S.'s main office

the next morning or he woild be unable to bring a graduate student

with him. I had a friend drive me the 50 miles to Taledega, I

14-4 I



filled out the forms, and sent them to U.E.S. by Federal Express,

barely beating the time limit. Since I was being sponsored by a

professor, I was automatically accepted.

In any event, this is how I came to work with Dr Chu, a man I

never met before, at MLPO on the calculation of the band stucture

of superlattices, a field that I knew nothing about.

14-5



II. OECrrM OF ThE RESR3 EFFRI

When we met again at MLPO, Dr. Chu said that I would be

responsible for creating and executing compter programs designed

to calculate the band structure of superlattices and that, inorder

to do this, I would have to do some mathematical modeling of the

eigewnvalue problem involved in these calculations. Without going

into further detail on how I would do this, Dr. Chu kept me busy

for the next few weeks doing literature researches, copying

articles, and locating and checking out books for him from the

technical library that was on the base.

Somewhere around the second or third week of the summer

employment, Dr. Chu told me that he had heard of a computer

program that would do the calculations we needed done and that, as

soon as a copy of it arrived, all I had to do was type this

program in. He gave me a few pages of the program and I went ahead

and typed these into the computer.

On or about the fourth or fifth week of my ten week stay,

Dr. Chu asked me to look into creating a computer program to .,.

diagonalize square matrices so that the eigenvalues and

eigenvectors of such matrices could be found. I quickly located a

program that someone else in the lab had written for diagonalizin-

real skew symmetric matrices. This is the most general form of

matrices that has a known algorithm for how to diagonalize them. I

explained this to Dr. Chu and he never mentioned the program to me

14-6
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again nor did he re est that I key it in.

While I was looking for a program to diagonalize square

matrices, Dr. Chu requested that I evaluate the integral

2 Ai(x+l/r) (1)

when I was not doing literature researches or similar activity. I

was informed that evaluation of this integral was unimportant and

should only be done when no other work was available.

About three weeks before the end of. en dof my stay in

Dayton, the copy of the program that Dr. Chu had sent for arrived

and I was promptly taken off literature searches and told to type

the program into text files so that they could be compiled and

run. I spent my last three weeks in Dayton typing in this one

budred and fifty page program.

7he computer program that Dr. Chu gave me actually consisted

of five separate programs, each of which was developed by H.L.

Skriver of the Risoe National Laboratory in Denmark. The programs

were named SR, OOR, IMO, DONS, and SCFC.

a. STR purpose was to calculate canonical structure constants.

The program is executed once for a given crystal structure. The

irput for SI is the translational vectors spanning the unit cell

of the crystal and the basis vectors giving the positions of the

14-7



individual atoms in the cell. The output is a set of structure-

contant matrices distributed on a suitable grid in an irreducible

wedge of the Brillouin zone which is stored in a disk file.

b. COR is used to calculate those extra structure constants

which may be used for appr te treatment of the region between

the sphere and the atomic polyhedron, and for the neglect of

higher component. It is typically executed once for a given

crystal structure. The input for COR is the basis vectors giving

the positions of the atoms in the cell and the reciprocal-space

vectors generated by STR The ouput for COR is the correction-term

structure constants used by 1111 to perform band calculations.

c. LMTO is used to calculate band structure. It uses as input 0

the structure-constant matrices generated by STR, the correction- • . ."

term structure-constant matrices generated by COR - if it is to

be used - and potential parameters as given at run time. U!TIO's

outpit is the eigenvalues evaluated at the k mesh established in

d. DDNS is designed to evaluate projected state densities and

corresponding number of state functions by means of the

tetrahedron tednique. The input used is the eigenvalues generated

by I111. he utput of the calculated functions is stored on disk

and may be retrieved later. -.
* -'-S

e. SCFC is designed to solve the energy-band problem self-

14-8
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coiwistently by means of the canonical scaling principle including

hybridisation. SCFC treats only the outermost s, p, d, and f

electrons while the charge density of the remaining electrons is

kept fixed. he input fo SCFC is the projected state densities and

number-of-states functions generated by DDNS. The ouput is the

self-cansistent potential parameters and the electronic pressure.

Each of these programs was typed into text files accessible

thru the Prime System available at MLPO and compiled using the

FORTRAN 77 compiler on that system. Unfortunatly, there were

certain functions that the author did not give the code for, and

so it was impossible to run the programs. Even if those functions

had been specified, however, the program still could not have been

run do to lack of time. Dr. Chu believes that he can get a friend

of his at Auburn University to help him replace the unknown

funcics and run the program once he returns to Alabama.

Iv.

The formula labeled (1) proved to be unusually difficult to

integrate because of the complexity of evaluating the Airy

function, Ai(x), at arbitrary vaues of x, my lack of experience at

solving partial differential equations, and also because of the

small amount of time and emphasis that I was given to work on it.

I eventually decided that the best way to proceed would be to

approximate Ai(x) as zero for some sufficiently high value of x,

which is reasonable since Ai(x) approaches zero rapidly, and then

to apply backwards interpolation to get the other values I needed.

14-9



Once I had these values I could apply Swartz apprxmaticn twice

to evaluate the integral. I was unable to do this because Dr. Chu

gave me Skriver's program to type in with instructions to

cxncentrate on that task first.

Since I was unable to run the program or evaluate the

integral, I have no results to report. I am certain that a

summuray of the library searches can be found in Dr. Chu's final

report.

V. FR ENDAICNS

Since there are no results, any recommendaticn I could make

would be unfounded. In fact, since I have no training in applied

research physics and have virtually no knowledge of what I was

suppossedly doing this summer, I would say that - if there were

any results - any remmendatica I could make should be ignored.
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MODELING RATES OF HALOCARBON METABOLISM (VMAX)

USING QUANTITATIVE STRUCTURE-ACTIVITY RELATIONSHIPS (QSAR)

by

Steve Dixon

ABSTRACT

Vmax values were obtained in vivo with male rats for chlorinated

methanes, ethanes and ethenes by gas uptake methods. A QSAR study of Vmax

was carried out with electronic and steric chemical descriptors. Partial

atomic charges served as electronic parameters. Chlorine substitution

patterns were used to imply steric information. For 10 well-metabolized

chemicals, the best 2-term fit (r2.0.981) involved the sum of all hydrogen

charges in the molecule and the difference between the numbers of chlorines

and hydrogens on the least substituted carbon. Two poorly metabolized

chemicals (CCI4 and CH3CCl3 ) were added to the data set and a more quali-

tative approach taken. For methanes and ethanes, metabolism required a

chlorine and hydrogen on the same carbon; in methanes with two or more

chlorines, the effect of replacing a chlorine with a methyl group is

slight and predictable; for ethanes and ethenes, larger Vmax occur for

chemicals with two nonequivalent carbons. These structural features were

combined with a connectivity index and quantitated in a 3 parameter fit

2 J(r .0.934).
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I. INTRODUCTION:

Halogenated methanes, ethanes and ethenes are widespread environmental

contaminants and a knowledge of the kinetics of their metabolism is essen-

tial to understanding their physiological effects. The parameter Vmax is

the maximum metabolic rate of a chemical in saturable metabolism. Estimates

of Vax have been obtained in vivo using gas uptake studies (Gargas et al.,

1986). The Biochemical Toxicology Branch of the Toxic Hazards Division at9

the Armstrong Aerospace Medical Research Laboratories, Wright-Patterson

Air Force Base is interested in quantitatively modeling halocarbon Vmax

values in terms of parameters derived from molecular modeling techniques

applied to the structure of each chemical. Such a quantitative structure-

activity relationships (QSAR) study could supply a means of estimating

metabolic constants for halocarbons for which no kinetic data exist.

Moreover, the process of deriving suitable modeling parameters from chemical

structure should result in a deeper understanding of the chemistry involved

ir the metabolism of the halocarbons.

My research has been in the fields of molecular modeling and QSAR. I

have had extensive experience in the use of various molecular orbital

programs and I have developed a great deal of software to link the molecular

modeling packages in use at Wright State University. In addition to a

QSAR study of Vmax, the Biochemical Toxicology Branch was interested in

obtaining a system of molecular modeling programs similar to those at

Wright State University. My experience with these programs and in QSAR

led to my appointment. i
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II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

Like all chemical processes, metabolism should be governed by a combi-

nation of electronic and steric factors. For oxidative metabolism (eg.,

the P-450 metabolism of halocarbons), it is reasonable to assume that

positive centers on the substrate molecule are favorable sites for attack.

Halogens pull electrons from nearby carbons and thus create positive

centers. However, halogens are also bulky and may hinder a nucleophilic

attack directed at the carbon to which they are bonded. One of the

objectives, then, was to develop electronic and steric chemical descriptors

which reflect the likelihood of nucleophilic attack at the positive centers

in each halocarbon molecule. To simplify the problem, the data set was

restricted to strongly metabolized chlorinated methanes, ethanes and

ethenes. The appropriate chemical descriptors can be used as independent

variables in a least-squares fit of the experimental Vmax values. The

resulting multiple linear regression equation provides a means of esti-

mating maximum metabolic rates for chlorocarbons outside the original set.

Later in the research project, a more qualitative approach was taken.

Here, effort was directed at examining trends in simple chemical structure

of the chlorocarbons and searching for any corresponding trends in Vmax.

Of particular interest was the observation that tetrachloromethane and

1,1,1-trichloroethane are virtually non-metabolized. The objective was to

find criteria for appreciable saturable metabolism of the chlorocarbons.

Refining the criteria could lead to more quantitative information on Vmax.

"1
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VI

In developing electronic and steric parameters, the data set was

was limited to the 10 chemicals in Table 1. The Vmax values were deter-

mined previously from gas uptake studies and physiological modeling (Gargas

et al., 1986).

Electronic information was initially obtained through all valence
S

electron semiempirical molecular orbital calculations (Jaffe, 1969). First,

the molecular geometry of each chemical was optimized using the AM1 quantum

mechanical molecular model (Dewar et al., 1985). This involved a search

for the geometry giving the lowest total energy as prescribed by the AMI

Hamiltonian operator. The optimized structures were then used as input

for INDO/1 (Intermediate Neglect of Differential Overlap) molecular orbital

calculations (Pople et al., 1967; Ridley and Zerner, 1973). Electronic

chemical descriptors were derived from the partial atomic charges computed

by INDO/I.

Alternatively, subquantum mechanical PEOE (Iterative Partial Equali-

zation of Orbital Electronegativities; Gasteiger and Marsili, 1980)

calculations were carried out to obtain atomic charges. This method is

based on the principle that molecular charge distributions are the result

of charge transferred among atoms of differing electronegativities. The

algorithms of this program use experimental electronegativites and the

only geometry specifications required are atom connectivities.

The carbon charges computed from INDO/I1 and PEOE are compared in

Table 2 for the 10 chlorocarbons. The two methods display similar trends,

but the INDO/1 charges are generally much larger in absolute value.
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Table 3 is a sample of the types of electronic chemical descriptors

derived from both INDO/1 and PEOE atomic charges. Although the carbon

charges QC1 and QCtot are probably the most obvious and most easily justi-

fied chemical descriptors, it should be recognized that functions and

combinations of these parameters and other charges in the molecule may be

related to important factors in metabolism.

Chlorine substitution patterns were assumed to carry steric information.

Table 4 is a list of some of the steric parameters which were tested in

combination with the electronic parameters. The chemical descriptors in

Table 4 are all derivable from the numbers of chlorines bonded to each

carbon.

Since the data set was small, regression equations were restricted to

2-term fits. INDO/1 and PEOE electronic parameters were tested separately

with each of the steric parameters. Statistical analyses were carried out

1
using the SAS software package I

The INDO/1 charges when used in combination with the steric parameters

did not yield any satisfactory 2-term fits. A moderately good fit was

achieved, however, using the carbon charges QC1 and QC2 (see Table 3 for

definitions):

Vmax - 24.0(±6.0) + 199(±32)QC I - 98.9(±23.4)QC2  (1)

n = 10 r = 0.850 s =9.01

Experimental and calculated Vmax values are compared in Table 5. The r2

value 0.850 indicates that 85% of the variation in the experimental values

is accounted for by Eq. 1. The root mean-square error s is rather large,
% . .

1 SAS Institute, Inc., Box 8000, Cary NC 27511, U.S.A.
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but as shown in Table 5, most of the predicted values are off by no more

than 20%, which is an upper bound for the approximate experimental error h
range of 10-20%.

Eq. I indicates that Vmax increases as the calculated charge on the

most positive carbon increases. This result is expected since a highly

positive carbon is a favorable site for nucleophilic attack. The fact

that QC2 came in with a negative coefficient is less clear since QC2 is

defined as QC1 in the case of methanes.

Of all the PEOE parameters tested, the best fit was achieved using

the total hydrogen charge QHtot in combination with the difference between

the numbers of hydrogens and chlorines on the least substituted carbon:

Vmax = 130(±4.5) - 623(±34)QHtot + 10.8(±0.78).(nH2 - nCl2) (2)

n=l10 r 2 = 0.981 s =3.21

This is an excellent fit and as shown in Table 6, the predicted values are

well within 10% of the experimental values.

The coefficient of the steric term in Eq. 2 is positive. As the

number of chlorines on the least substituted carbon increases, Vmax

decreases. This can be explained in simple terms if enzymatic attack at

the least substituted position is assumed to be the result of steric

hindrance at the other carbon. As the less hindered position becomes more

crowded with chlorines, an attack diverted to this carbon becomes less

favorable.

The negative coefficient of QHtot is difficult to explain. Perhaps

the presence of many positive hydrogens tends to "distract" a nucleophile

away from the carbon. Also, the positive character of carbon may be

reduced if there are a sufficient number of hydrogens donating electron
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density through the carbons to the polarizing chlorines.

IV.

Although Vmax values for tetrachloromethane and 1,1,1-trichloroethane

were available, these chemicals were initially excluded from the data set

because they were poorly metabolized. The electronic-steric models were

all unsuccessful at fitting very low Vmax values. Moreover, some features

of the regression equations had no clear physical significance. For these

reasons, the data set was increased to 12 chemicals (Table 7) and a new

approach was taken.

First, a criterion for metabolism was sought. This reduced to identi-

fying a structural characteristic unique to both CCI and CC 3 CH The

most obvious feature is that these two chemicals are the only saturated

chlorocarbons in the data set which lack a chlorine and a hydrogen together

on the same carbon. Although both molecules contain a highly positive

carbon, these sites are obstructed by four bulky chlorines in the case of.

CCI4 and three chlorines and a methyl group in CCI3CH3. The enzymatic

attack may be directed to the methyl carbon in CCI3CH3. In this case, at

least one C-H bond on carbon 2 would be broken in the metabolic process.

MNDO (Modified Neglect of Diatomic Overlap; Dewar et al., 1977) bond order

calculations carried out on CCI3CH3 and the well metabolized CHC 2CH3

indicate that a C-H bond is considerably stronger when the carbon is not

bonded to a chlorine. These result3 are summarized in Fig. 1. .

The apparent low reactivity of the methyl group in CCI3 CH3 led to the

observation that replacing a chlorine in a chlorinated methane with a

16-9
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methyl group has a predictable effect on Vmax. Using this approach, the

ethane series CH2CICH3, CHCI2CH3, CC13CH3 corresponds to the series CH2CI2,

CHC13, CC14 of methanes. From Table 7, the maximum metabolic rates for

CH2C1CH3 and CHC12CH3 are respectively 15 and 18#mol/hr higher than the

rates of the methane analogs. Thus, for the di- and trichloromethanes,

methyl group substitutions are accompanied by comparable increases in

Vmax, while CM 4 and C 3CH3 are essentially non-metabolized. 0

One final observation was that among the ethanes and ethenes, chemicals

with unsymmetric chlorine substitution patterns tended to have higher

maximum metabolic rates. This is perhaps due to the fact that an imbalance

of chlorines on one end of the molecule creates a dipole moment along the

C-C bond axis. This dipole may be related to the ease with which the

molecule is drawn into a binding site on an enzyme and ultimately to the

rate at which it is metabolized.

The ideas of this qualitative approach were summarized with two

binary parameters. The first parameter Csu b was assigned a value of 1 if

the molecule did not contain a carbon bonded to both a hydrogen and a

chlorine; it was set equal to zero otherwise. A second parameter SYMcI was

assigned a value of I for ethanes and ethenes with unequal numbers of

chlorines on the two carbons and a value of zero otherwise. Because of

the similarities between the series CH2CI2, CHCI 3, CCI4 and the series

CH2C1CH3, CHC12CH3, CCI3CH3, the values of SYMCI for the methanes were set

equal to 1.

For the 12 chemicals in Table 7, a 2-term fit of Vmax was obtained:

Vmax = 31.2(±7.7) - 62.2(±10.7)Csu b + 
3 2 .3(±9 .2)SYMci (3) A

n = 12 r2 = 0.809 s = 13.3
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To improve the fit, a graph theoretical molecular connectivity para-

meter was added. The Randic/Kier/Hall zeroth order valence connectivity

index (Kier and Hall, 1983) provides electronic and structural information

about a chemical. This index is defined as

0Xv (&1)-/2 (4)

where the sum is taken over all atoms and

Z - h.
v = i 1 (5)
i Z. - Z. - 1

I 1

Here, Zi is the total number of electrons on atom i, Zv is the number of

valence electrons on i and hi is the number of hydrogens bonded to i. The

best 3-term fit was

Vmax - 87.4(±15.2) - 82.3(±8.4)Csub + 35.8(±5.8)SYMc1

- 197(±51).lI/Xv (6)

n = 12 r2 = 0.934 s = 8.32

The experimental and calculated metabolic rates are compared in Table 8.

Most of the residuals are small and the low Vmax values are well fit.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS:

A natural extension of this work would be to include a number of

fluorinated and brominated chemicals in the data set. Successful modeling

of a more diverse data set would increase the predicting power of any

regression equations obtained. The utility of the equations developed for

the chlorinated hydrocarbons can be tested as soon as Vmax values are

measured forsome short-chained chlorocarbons outside the original set.

Another important step is to examine chemicals with longer carbon
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chains. This again introduces greater diversity in the data set. Addi-

tional motivation for this step is the unexplained non-reactivity of

tetrachloroethene. This chemical was not included in the present study

but its Vmax has been determined to be zero. Some insight could be gained

by measuring Vmax for chemicals obtained by replacing one or more of the

chlorines in tetrachloroethene with methyl groups.

Finally, it may be worthwhile to explore the use of more advanced

ab initio molecular orbital calculations in the search for chemical

descriptors. Atomic charges, bond orders and electrostatic potentials

may be of use.
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Table 1. Data set for the Electronic-Steric Modeling Approach

Compound Vmax/,Umol-hr 1 a

Dichioromethane 47.1

Trichioromethane 58.6

Chioroethene 40.0

1 ,1-Dichioroethene 77.4

cis-1 ,2-Dichioroethene 30.9

9 ns12-Dichioroethene 30.9

Trichioroethene 83.7

Chioroethane 62.0

1, 1-Dichioroethane 75.8

1 ,2-Dichloroethane 31.8

a Vmax values were scaled to a 1.0 kg rat.

Table 2. Carbon Charges from INDO/1 and PEOE a

INDO/1 PEQE
Compound Carbon 1 Carbon 2 Carbon 1 Carbon 2

CH 2Cl 2  0.207 0.0967

CHU 3  0.383 0.1800

CH1CH 2  0.076 -0.083 -0.0024 -0.0872

CC 2 CH 2  0.268 -0.046 0.0996 -0.0677

cis-CHCICHC1 0.109 0.109 0.0165 0.0165

trans-CHClCHCl 0.107 0.107 0.0165 0.0165

CC 2 CHU1 0.297 0.138 0.1184 0.0359

CH 2 CCH 3  0.075 -0.088 0.0195 -0.0516

CHC1 2CH 3  0.254 -0.072 0.1046 -0.0347

CH 2 CCH 2 C 0.088 0.088 0.0359 0.0359

a Carbon 1 refers to the most substituted carbon.
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Table 3. Electronic Chemical Descriptors
Derived from INDO/1 and PEOE Atomic Charges

QCI: The charge on the most positive carbon a
QC2: The charge on the most negative carbon a

QC1 - QC2

QC1
2

QC22

(QC1 - QC2
)2

QC1
2 + QC2

QCI2 _ QC22

QCtot The sum of all carbon charges in the molecule

QH The charge on the most positive hydrogen b

QHI - QC1

QHtot : The sum of all hydrogen charges in the molecule

QCl tot The sum of all chlorine charges in the molecule

a In the case of chlorinated methanes, the most positive

carbon is also the most negative carbon.
b The most positive hydrogen is bound to the most positive

carbon.
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Table 4. Steric Parameters Tested

nCll1: The number of chiorines on the most substituted carbon a

nCl2: The number of chlorines on the least substituted carbon a

nCl1 - nCl2

nHl: The number of hydrogens on the most substituted carbon

nH2: The number of hydrogens on the least substituted carbon

nH -nH2

nH2 - nCl2

nonHl: The number of non-hydrogen substituents
on the most substituted carbon

nonH2: The number of non-hydrogen substituents
on the least substituted carbon

nonH1 - nonH 2

a In the case of chlorinated methanes, the most substituted carbon is

also the least substituted carbon.

a
Table 5. Parameters and Calculated Vmax Values from Eq. 1

Vmax Vmax
Compound QC1  QC2  (calc.) (exp.)

CH2C12  0.207 0.207 44.8 47.1

CHC13  0.383 0.383 62.5 58.6

CHCICH2  0.076 -0.083 47.4 40.0

CCI2CH2  0.268 -0.046 82.0 77.4

cis-CHCICHC1 0.109 0.109 35.0 30.9

trans-CHClCHC1 0.107 0.107 34.8 30.9

CC12CHC1 0.297 0.138 69.6 83.7

CH2CICH3  0.075 -0.088 47.7 62.0

CHC12CH3  0.254 -0.072 81.8 75.8

CH2CICH2C1 0.088 0.088 32.9 31.8

a QC, and QC2 are from INDO/1.
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Table 6. Parameters and Calculated Vmax Values from Eq. 2 a

Vmax Vmax
Compound QH tot nH 2-n~l 2  (calc.) (exp.)

CH 2 C12  0.1342 0 46.3 47.1

CHCl 3  C'.0821 -2 57.2 58.6

CH1CH 2  0.1844 2 36.7 40.0

CC 2 CH 2  0.1126 2 81.3 77.4

cis-CHClCHCl 0.1532 0 34.5 30.9

trans-CHClCHCl 0.1532 0 34.5 30.9

CC 2 CHC1 0.0783 0 81.2 83.7

CH 2 CCH 3  0.1590 3 63.2 62.0

CHC1 2CH 3  0.1415 3 74.1 75.8

CH 2ClCH 2 C 0.1788 1 29.3 31.8

aQHtot is from PEQE.

Table 7. Extended Data Set

Compound Vmax/,,mol .hr'

Dichloromethane 47. 1

Trichlaromethane 58.6

Tetrachloromethane 2.6

Chloroethene 40.0

1, 1-Dichloroethene 77.4

cis-1 ,2-Dichloroethene 30.9

trans-i ,2-Dichloroethene 30.9

Trichloroethene 83.7

Chloroethane 62.0

1, 1-Dichloroethane 75.8

1 ,2-Dichloroethane 31.8

1,1, 1-Trichloroethane 0.0
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Cl H

(a) /l CVa 75.8,/4mol/hr

Cl C- -/0.95 H

Cl H

(b) Cl-C -C-H Vmax = 0.0#smol/hr

Figure 1. MNDO C-H bond orders for (a) 1,1-dichioroethane

and (b) 1,1,1-trichioroethane.

Table 8. Parameters and Calculated Vmax Values from Eq. 6

Vmax Vmax
Compound C sub SYNCl 1/x (calc.) (exp.)

CH 2Cl 2  0 1 0.3361 57.1 47.1

CHU13  0 1 0.2513 73.8 58.6

CCl 4  1 1 0.1986 1.8 2.6

CHC1CH2  0 1 0.4135 41.9 40.0

CC1 2CH 2  0 1 0.2878 66.6 77.4

cis-CHClCHCl 0 0 0.2922 29.9 30.9

trans-CHCICHC1 0 0 0.2922 29.9 30.9

CCl 2CHCl 0 1 0.2233 79.3 83.7

CH ClCH 0 1 0.3520 54.0 62.0
CHU 2 CH3  0 1 0.2601 72.0 75.8

CH 2 CCH 2 C 0 0 0.2716 33.9 31.8

CC13CH3  1 0 0.2040 0.8 0.0
3 3
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Directed Motion Dopjler Shift Effects on

N'i tric Q~i~ {01 Gamma Band Resonance Absorption

by

James A. Drakes

Abstract

An investigation into the effects of flowfield-induced

Doppler shifts was performed. The directed motion Doppler shift

arises in expanding flowfields where the gas molecules are

traveling with non-parallel trajectories. It was found that the

shifting of the line center frequency of the absorption lines in

the medium, caused by the gas expansion, lead to a marked

increase in the transmittance of the medium. Our study examined a

absorbing conical flow, using both a homogeneous and an annular

NO number density profile. For the homogeneous model, the

transmittance at the second band head. located at approximately

2262 Angstroms, was increased in the range of 5- to 17- percent

upon the inclusion of flowfield Doppler shifts, depending on the

exit velocity of the flow. The transmittance at the second band

head of the annular flowfield showed an increase with the

inclusion of the directed motion Doppler shift of from 8- to 22-

percent. varying with the exit velocity.
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1. introduction

The EL3 Technology Group of Sverdrup Technology, operating

at Arnold Engineering and Development Center, Arnold Air Force

Station is very concerned with the diagnostic testing and

theoretical modeling of rocket motors. A proven experimental

technique is to measure the amount of spectral transmission

through the rocket plume and, based upon that measurement,

calculate properties of the exhaust gases such as radial

temperature, pressure, and number density profiles of various gas

species. The theoretical problem is to predict the transmission

spectra for a given set of flowfield conditions based upon the

quantum mechanical model for the particular molecule of interest.

The predicted transmission spectra for a source of NO (0,0 gamma

band radiation when there exists small amounts of absorbing NO in
1-3

the flowfield has already been successfully solved However,

that solution considered only parallel flows. Nonparallel flows

present an additional problem of radiation absorption ana

emission.

In a nonparallel flow, the absorbing gas molecules are

moving towards and away from the radiation source along the line

of sight, see Figure 1. Because of the motion. the radiation from

the source is Doppler shifted as it appears to the absorbing

molecules. Hence. the absorbing properties of the nonparallel

flow differ from that of a parallel flow. The degree to wrich t"ie

radiation measurement is changed depends on the magnitude of the

Doppler shift when compared to the width of the spectral iines

contributing to the absorption.
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V

This report describes an effort to extend the parallel flow

model of NO resonance line absorption to include nonparallel

flows. Transmission spectra are predicted for both parallel and

nonparallel flows to illustrate the error that can be introduced

when nonparallel motion is neglected.

The author has recently completed his Master's program at

the University of Tennessee Space Institute where the topic of

his thesis was the effect of the directed motion Doppler shift on

the calculation of band models of emission and absorption. That

research was conducted at Arnold Engineering and Development

Center. with the support of the EL3 group of Sverdrup Technology.

The present work presents a similar problem, but will require a

line-by-line calculation of the average transmission, as opposed

to utilizing the band model method.

II. Objectives

The primary goal of this research was to determine the

influence that the directed motion Doppler shift can have on low

resolution spectroscopic measurements of the NO (0,0) gamma band.

We wished to be able to estimate the consequences of slight

distortions of spectral absorption lines upon the transmissive

and absorptive behavior of the entire band. The degree of the

spectral distortion caused by directed motion Doppler shifting is

dependent upon the geometry of the flowfield. It is desired to

provide upper and lower bounds to the anticipated discrepancies

by evaluating this problem for best and worst cases.

A secondary goal of this summer work was to bring the
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existing NO transmission computer program up to date. This code

will be very useful for predicting and interpreting future

resonance experiment results on not only NO but other molecules

as well.

III. NO Resonance Line Absorption

The application of resonance line absorption techniques to
1-3

the nitric oxide molecule has been previousiy examined In

that study, NO radiation from the O,O) gamma band was produced

by a gas discharge lamp. The emitted beam passed through a

gaseous flowfield which contained trace amounts of NO. A

comparison of the measured transmitted energy to the incident

energy made it possible to predict the NO concentration in the

flowfield. The reverse problem, which was also addressed in the
1-3

earlier work , was to predict the transmission spectra when

given information about the NO concentration in the flow.

The transmission, Tj , of the jth source line, which has some

spectral distribution I*, through an absorbing medium of iength 1
2

is given by

where . is the frequency. and Ky is the frequency dependent

absorption coefficient of the absorbing molecuie. If the

pressure is low in the gas discharge lamp, then the source line

intensity will have a Doppler, i.e. Gaussian, profile due to the

random motion Doppler shift caused by the thermal agitation of
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the molecules. To avoid confusion, this will be refered to as the
2

thermal Doppler profile and has the form 7

.11,.= lye ev xl - 1 . h 2 (-1) 

7(2

@a

where I is the line center intensity and 6 is the Doppier

halfwidth at half maximum (HWHM).

The absorption line profile is described by the Voigt

distribution since the pressure is non-neglible in the flowfield.

The Voigt profile is a convolution of the thermal Doppler and

collision broadening profiles. If we are considering absorption

by only the spectral line in the medium which corresponds to the
2

Jth source line, then k, k, which is given by

$ 1___ ____

where a' l, z

and ko, is the line center absorption coeficient, with y as a

dummy integration variable. The Lorentz HWHM is denoted by

The line center absorption coefficient is dependent upon the
4

number density of absorbing molecules, N. and has the form

(.Zaz4 (4)

where f is the band oscillator strength.

If more than one absorption line is to be considered, then

the total absorption coefficient at a given spectral location is

the sum of all the contributing absorption coefficients of nearby
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lines which have a nonnegligible value at that frequency.

5 7W

Putting this into Equation 1, the result is

where the sum is over all spectral lines that contribute to the

absorption of the given source line. The total transmission in a

particular spectral interval, AV . is the sum of the transmission

of the j source lines in the interval.

The fractional transmission. or transmittance, in that interval

is given by the ratio of incident to emergent energy,

. ... . . .. .. . . . _ (8 )

6V

where the sum over j is limited to only those source lines lying

within the intervalAV.

IV. The Directed Motion Doppler Shift

The directed motion Doppler shift (DMDS) is a frequency

shifting of the spectral position of the absorption lines in a

medium due to motion of the medium along the observers line of

sight. This phenomena was first studied by astrophysicists who

were observing the rapidly expanding and contracting atmospheres
5

of certain stars The effects of DMDS to high resolution

17-9
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6
diagnostic flowfield measurements as well as the influence of

7 -
DMDS to CO band models for absorption in a conical flow has

2
also been examined.

In the particular case of rocket motors, a detector can be

positioned to view the transmission of radiation from a source

lamp through the rocket exhaust with its line of sight normally

intercepting the exhaust axis of symmetry. When the gas exits the

nozzle, the expansion of the gas causes molecules to move

parallel and antiparallel to the line of sight of the detector,

as is shown in Figure 1.

If the flow was not expanding, i.e. a parallel flow, the

absorption lines of the gas in the plume would occur at the same

spectral positions as the source lines, assuming that the same

gas specie was present in both the source and the exhaust gas.

However, when the gas is moving along the line of sight of the

detector, as in a nonparallel flow, molecules which are moving

toward the source will perceive the source radiation to be blue

shifted, while those moving away from the source will perceive

the source radiation to be red shifted. The amount of absorption

by the nonparallel flow will be less than it would be by a

parallel flow because the absorption lines do not coincide with

the source lines.

Computationally, the DMDS is taken into account by replacing

the line center frequency of the absorption line by its Doppler

shifted frequency. The new line center is dependent upon the

velocity with which the molecule is moving towards or away from

the source, i.e. the radial velocity of the flow,
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9d(9)

8
where c 3.0 x 10 cm/sec. In the case of a conically expanding

flow. 47 is merely the radial component of the exit velocity, V,

given by the sine of the angle from the axis of symmetry. To

determine the absorption coefficient of the nonparallel flow, one

merely inserts Equation 9 into Equation 3. Once this is done. the

absorption coefficient will have a spatial dependence determined

by the radial velocity distribution, thus comparisons with and

without DMDS must involve the path integrated absorption

coeffficient.

The influence which DMDS can have upon absorption in the

flow can be judged qualitively by the ratio of the Doppler shift

to the half width of the spectral lines. When this ratio is

small. DMDS has very little significance. An example of this

would be spectral lines ocurring when the pressure is at or near

atmospheric. The spectral lines are so broad that a Doppler shift

of magnitude typical of this study does not move the spectral

line centers far enough to be noticed. However. as this ratio

approaches unity, there will be a distinct difference in the

appearance of the absorption line with and without DMDS. Hence.

one requirement for observance of DMDS effects is low pressure.

For comparison, the halfwidth of the spectral lines of interest
-1

to this study is approximately 0.091 cm The Doppler snitt at

the outer edges of the conical flow to be discussed is
-l

approximately 0.089 cm
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V. Single Line Study

The study began with an examination of the DMDS on the

transmittance of one source line through one absorption line.

This case was described in Section III by limiting the sum in

Equation 6 to the corresponding absorption line. The fractional

transmission follows as the ratio given in Equation 8 with all

the summations limited to only the one line of interest. This

approach was advantageous as a first step because it eliminated
0

considerable numerical complexity while yielding correct

phenomenological results.

The computation of Equation 8 was performed using the

P12(12.5) line of the NO (0,0) gamma band as the source and

absorbing lines. The flowfield conditions assumed a conical
5

flowfield with an exit velocity of 1.7x10 cm/sec and a maximum

divergence of 20.4 degrees. The temperature of the flow was set

at 994 K, while that of the discharge lamp was 950 K. The

pressure of the flow was 10.34 Torr with the flow consisting of

at least 99 percent N and the remainder being NO.
2

Two different types of conical flowfields were considered to

provide the upper and lower bounds of anticipated error. The

first case considered a homogeneous flowfield in which the NO

number density was constant along the optical path. This should

give the lower error bound since it weights the interior of the

flow with more molecules than would be present in an actual flow.

The interior of the flow contributes the least to DMDS effects

since the radial velocity is smallest in that region. The second

case was an annular flowfield, in which all the absorbing

molecules were concentrated in a very thin ring at the outer lip
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of the flow. This region has the greatest radial velocities and

should yield the largest DMDS effect. In reality, a gaseous flow -

will have a number density profile somewhere between these two

extremes.

The results of both cases are shown in Figure 2. The absicsa
-3

is the log of the NO number density in cm The ordinate is the

fractional transmission. Equation 8. The lowest two curves are

the transmittance for the homogeneous flowfield with the upper

one including DMDS. These curves show that for a given amount of

NO, the transmittance is higher when DMDS is accounted for. This

is due to the spectral shifting of the absorption line centers.

making it easier for radiation to pass through the flow.

Conversely, if a value of the transmittance was measured, a

computation of the NO number density without DMDS would suggest a

lower concentration than that suggested by the result with DMDS.

For example, if t = 0.6, the DMDS computation will predict a 15

percent larger NO number density than the computation without

DMDS.

The annular flowfield exhibits even greater sensitivity to

the DMDS. The DMDS case again shows a higher transmittance for a

given NO concentration. For a given transmittance, the

computation without DMDS will again underestimate the NO number

density. However, the magnitude of the discrepancy between the

calculation with and without DMDS has increased. At t = 0.6. for

example, the DMDS computation determines the number density to be

61 percent higher than the computation without DMDS.
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VI. Band Study

The work on the NO band spectra paralled that done tor a -

single line, but with some exceptions. A transmittance

calculation was done, Equation 8. but in this instance the

transmittance was considered as a function of frequency as

opposed to NO number density. The summations in Equation 8 were

no longer restricted to just one source and absorption line, but

were allowed to run over the entire set of spectral lines. The
0

previous NO computer code was extremely revamped to accomodate

path integration of every spectral line through homogeneous and

inhomogeneous flowfields for cases with and without DMDS.

The procedure for the band study began with a homogeneous

and proceeded to an annular conical flow comparison. The

flowfield conditions were similiar to that of the single line

study. An NO number density of 1.0x10 5 cm-3 was chosen from

Figure 2 because that value was in a region wh, e the discrepancy

between the case with and without DMDS was fairly constant. The

transmittance spectra was calculated for two different flow exit

velocities.

The results for a conical flowfield with an exit velocity of

1.7x105 cm/sec are shown in Figure 3. The lower set of two curves

is the homogeneous flow spectra. with the dotted curve

representing the transmission spectrum calculated with DMDS. The

upper set of two curves is the annular flow spectra, with the

inner radius of the flow equal to 0.93 the outer radius. The

dotted curve corresponds to the spectrum calculated with DMDS.

The transmittance values printed on the graph correspond to that

of the second band head (approximately 2262.2 Angstroms). In the
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Figure 4. NO (0,0) Gamma Band Transmission Spectra, 0
Conical Nozzle with Exit Velocity 3.4 lO cm/sec.
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homogeneous flow, the transmittance of the DMDS case is 4.8

percent greater than that without DMDS. For the annular flow,

the DMDS case has a transmittance at the second band head which

is 7.9 percent greater. Thus. one would expect a predicted

spectra based upon a very good knowledge of the number density

profile of this particular flowfield to have a DMDS discrecranpcy

in the range of 5 to 8 percent. W

Figure 4 shows transmission spectra for a conical flowfield

with an exit velocity of 3.4x10 5 cm/sec. The results are similar

to that shown in Figure 3, but the DMDS discrepancy has greatly

increased. At the second bandhead, the homogeneous flow

transmittance with DMDS (dotted line) is 16.8 percent larger than

the transmittance without DMDS (solid line). The difference in

the transmittance between the cases with and without DMDS in the

annular flowfield is over 21.5 percent.

Figures 3 and 4 demonstrate two things. First, the DMDS

effect can have a noticeable effect on the predicted transmission

spectra of the NO (0,0) gamma band. Since it is possible to see

this effect on the prediced spectra, it is likely that a

calculation of number density from a measured spectrum will also

be affected by DMDS. The second point to be made is the

dependence of DMDS upon the flowfield conditions. The large

increase in the DMDS discrepancy between Figures 3 and 4, as well

as that seen between the homogeneous and annular flows, displays

that the effect is sensitive to the flowfield geometry and

conditions.
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V..

VII. Recommendations

The next anaylsis which needs to be performed is the NO

inversion technique with and without DMDS. In that computer

program, a measured value of the transmittance at several radial

lines of sight are used to determine the NO number density

profile by the "onion-skin" method. This is of utmost importance

since the results of the predicted spectra have shown that DMDS

can be responsible for noticeable deviations. The next problem is

to find out what effect will show up in the inversion.

4

J.v<
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PRELIMINARY APPLICATIONS OF DECENTRALIZED ESTIMATION

TO LARGE FLEXIBLE SPACE STRUCTURES

by

Susan M. Dumbacher

ABSTRACT

The advent of space travel requires the examination of Large Flexible

Space Structures (LFSS) as a means to achieve it. Much experimentation is

being done in the field of control and estimation of parameters on these

structures, since adequate testing cannot be done on earth to determine

exactly the damping, frequencies and mode shapes of these structures. To

vibrationally suppress a LFSS, or maintain it at a state of equilibrium,

actuators and sensors are placed at various locations along the structure

which are then used to damp out selected modes. To determine modal

positions and velocities of a LFSS, decentralized estimation/control is

examined here as an alternative to a fully centralized system.
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I

I. INTRODUCTION

Large Flexible Space Structures (LFSS) include large antennas, solar

sails, space stations, solar power satellites, and other structures which

may one day be employed on space vehicles. The Draper II model in Figure 1

is an example of a space telescope . Typical characteristics of LFSS are

low inherent damping, generally of the order of 1%, low and closely spaced

structural frequencies, and an infinite number of modes required to

completely describe the motion of the system. Usually, only a small number

of these modes contribute significantly to the structure's dynamic response.

Through model reduction, the significant modes of the system are retained.

There are two main motives for model reduction. The first is the fact that

an infinite number of modes cannot be represented in a Finite Element Model

(FEM). The second is the impracticality of retaining a large number of

modes in a computational application. As a result of this, the designer

must choose some criterion to reduce the model. For efficient computation,

a controller or estimator should be of even lower dimension than the reduced

model.

The typical control objectives of a LFSS include pointing accuracy,

such as that needed for large antennas or docking maneuvers, vibration

suppression, which maintains a certain state of equilibrium in the

structure, and shaping control. This paper deals only with vibration

suppression. One assumption is made about the LFSS to be controlled: the

sensors and actuators are collocated. This ensures positive realness of the

controller(s), which has desirable stability properties, as outlined in [Ref

9].
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II. OBJECTIVES

Vibration suppression of LFSS may be achieved through modal control, or

the damping of selected modes. The use of centralized estimation to

estimate modal variables at locations along the LFSS is often costly and

time consuming. Decentralized estimation offers the advantage of a compact,

distributed system but it is also less accurate. This will be elaborated

upon shortly. A preliminary comparison study between the decentralized and

centralized estimation is presented here, as well as the direction of future

research. At present, it is assumed that information about the frequencies

and mode shapes of the structure is known exactly. In the future, the

effects of uncertainties in these parameters will be investigated.

III. DECENTRALIZATION

A decentralized controller has feedback to an actuator which depends

only on the output from that collocated sensor, or from nearby sensors.A

decentralized estimator's output depends only on information from the

corresponding sensor or group of sensors. Each actuator/sensor pair, or

group of pairs, uses only information contained within that subsystem.

The advantages of decentralization follow. Fewer synthesis or design

problems exist, since information from each subsystem is self-contained.

For example, if 100 sensor/actuator pairs existed, a centralized controller

would need information fed over the entire structure. With

decentralization, each subsystem is self-sufficient -- hence, information

can be retained locally. Decentralized systems are simpler to implement on

an onboard computer. Also, decentralization enforces the desired
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architecture, namely collocated, decoupled actuators and sensors, to ensure 7

positive realness of the controller(s). It is easier to design lower order

sybsystems. Finally, each decentralized subsystem design problem, like a

centralized system, is a standard multivariable problem. Thus, a designer

can implement tools currently available.

One disadvantage of decentralization is a loss of accuracy, since all

the information about the system is not processed optimally. Also,

uncertainty exists as to whether a decentralized controller has the same

desirable properties as an LQR centralized controller.

III. MODAL ANALYSIS

The basic equations of motion for a structure are

[M] g+ [C] + (K] g = Q (eq 1)

where [M], [c] and [K] are the mass, damping and stiffness matrices, and Q

is the force vector acting upon the structure. Since LFSS generally have

very low damping, the assumption of [C] - [0] is valid. A small damping

term will be added at a later time. The equations of motion in the form of

(e 1) are coupled. To decouple these equations, implement the method of

modal analysis as given in [Ref 1]. First, introduce the linear

transformation

g(t) - [u] n(t) (eq 2)

where [U] is the modal matrix and n(t) is a generalized coordinate. (Eq 1)

then becomes (assuming [C][O])

[M] [U] r • [K] [U] n - Q (eq 3)
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Premultiplying (eq 3) by [U]T and normalizing [U] such that its amplitude is

no longer arbitrary via

[u]T[M] [u] - [I] (eq 4a)

22

[ulT[K] [u] . ,'. (eq Mb)

where hw.] is a diagonal matrix of the squares of the eigenvalues, and

[U]T Q - N, yields

ii+ w.]i N (eq 5a)

- 2
or n(t) + wr nr(t) - N r(t) (eq 5b)

th
for the r mode. An example of normalizing [U] will be given later.

For simplicity, a pinned-pinned beam structure will be presented as an

example. The fourth order equation for a beam,as cited in [Ref 1], is

2 tx

a v(x.t - EI a v(xt) . f(x,t) (eq 6)

at ax

where El is the stiffness, y(x,t) is the displacement of the beam and f(x,t)

is the force distribution applied to the beam. Assuming that free vibration

occurs, i.e. f(x,t)-O, and that y(x,t) is separable in time and space as

y(x,t) - q(t) U(x) (eq 7)

then the solutions to (eq 6) obey

- 2

q + w q - 0 (eq 8)

and U + (m w /EI) U - 0 (eq 9)

Solving this pinned-pinned beam problem for the natural frequencies, Wn, and

the mode shapes, Un, in (eq 9) yields the values

w - (nr) /EI/(mL ) . n-1,2...,- (eqlOa)
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Un(x) - An sin(nwx/L) (eq lOb)

The mode shapes are arbitrary in amplitude, A . Normalizing such that

f L m Un (x) dx - 1 (eq 11)
0 n

gives

Un(x) - C72 sin(nwx/L) (eq 13)

The total displacement and velocity of the beam can then be represented as

the sum of the mode shapes multiplied by the generalized coordinates:

y(x,t) - nIlUn(x )n n(t) (eq 14a)

y(x,t) - n~lUn(x);n(t) (eq 14b)

IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION

The simple beam example used throughout this study is a pinned-pinned

beam with an impulse force applied as shown in Figure 2. Let the state, x

be defined as

_ - [*,, *, • nn  iT]
-nj ;j : nj .. 'n n n i(eq 16a)

where ni and are the ith modal position and velocity, respectively. The

state space formulation then becomes

x A x + B u (eq 16b)

SC x (eq 16c)

A A , Ai 22

An  _ -2Ci
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C = [0 C,: 0 C ... : 0 Cn]

The matrix C takes the above form for a velocity sensor and, since actuators

Tand sensors are collocated, B - C . The damping term C is included in the

dynamics matrix A here to represent the slight damping inherent in the

structure without destroying the decoupled form of the equations.

The basic estimator equation is given by

I - A I + B u + KF Q - C 2) (eq M

where 2 is the estimated state and KF is the filter gain determined by the

standard gain matrix and Riccati equations, as given in [Ref 14]. The

results of the centralized estimation are shown, in conjuction with the

actual motion and the preliminary decentralized results, in Figure 4. Note

that the centralized estimate follows the actual motion closely.

For the decentralized case, the identical example of Figure 2 is used,

but with two velocity sensors located as shown in Figure 3. As an arbitrary

case, one sensor provides output for one estimator. A second sensor

provides output for a second estimator. The first estimator models and

estimates only the first mode of the system while the second estimator

models and estimates only the second mode of the system. Hence, the result

is two single-mode decentralized estimators. The Ith estimator is given as

-i -Ai i + Bi I KF ( x , - Ci i ) (eq 18)

Figures 4-5 show the oscillatory motion of the decentralized estimates

about the actual motion. These oscillations render the results

unacceptable. Examining the separated first and second mode estimates of

the decentralized system, shown in Figure 6, it can clearly be seen that the
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error between the decentralized estimate and the actual motion oscillates at

undesirably high frequencies.

The error transfer functions for the decentralized estimates come from

the relation

e - - 2(eq 19a)

or e A [ Le + [HA - AM H - KF C] x (eq 19b)
CL CL

where H is a matrix of ones and zeros correcting dimensions between the

actual state and the reduced-order estimated state and AMC L is the closed-

loop estimator dynamics matrix. The Bode magnitude plots of the oscillatory

decentralized error, shown in Figures 7-8, indicate higher frequencies in

the first and second mode filters. By varying the gains in (eq 19b), the

frequency response of the filters may be shaped as shown In Figures 7-8.

Figure 9 shows the separated first and second estimated modes of motion with

shaped filters. It can be seen that much of the high frequency error has

now been removed. The total actual motion of the system and decentralized

estimation results with the first mode filter shaped are shown in Figure 10.

Much improvement over Figure 4 is observed. The results for the total

actual motion of the system and decentralized estimation with both filters

shaped are given in Figure 11. A generalized method to select filter gains

for shaping out unwanted frequencies is desired. This method is as yet

undeveloped, but would be based upon trends observed by varying the gains in

(eq 19b).

V. RECOMMENDATION1 0
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In conclusion, decentralized estimation results are acceptable for the

simple beam example presented. In the future, various sensor locations and

applied force patterns, as well as estimation using nearby sensor(s), will

be evaluated. For comparison purposes, a performance scalar value must be

determined. Mean Square Error parameters are not applicable here, due to

the difference in order between centralized and decentralized systems.

After combinations of parameters are evaluated for the simple beam problem,

a 10-bar truss model will be treated by the scheme. At this point, it is

likely that typical problems associated with LFSS will be encountered, such

as closely spaced frequencies and the need for considerable model reduction.

Finally, an LQR controller will be added to evaluate the stability using the

centralized and decentralized filters. At this time, a more thorough

comparison between the two types of estimation procedures can be made.
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Validity of Heat Index as Indicator of Level of Heat Storage for

Personndl Wearing Protective Clothing in Hot Environments

by

K. Suzanne Enlow

ABSTRACT

The use of protective clothing such as the Chemical Defense

Ensemble (CE) in moderate to hot environments substantially reduces

work capacity due to heat stress. The purpose of this research was to

determine the validity of a heat stress index in predicting the level

of heat storage when used during work/rest cycles with intermittent

microenvironmental cooling...
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I. Introduction:

I have an undergraduate degree from the University of Alabama in

Community Health Care/Education which included a natural

science/mathematics core. My interest in the applied sciences and my

work with rural Alabama health projects led me to enter the Master of

Art program in Health Promotion at the University of Alabama.

Discussions in exercise physiology classes of Dr. Phil Bishop's

investigation of the impact of the CDE on work capacity at S.A.M. in

1986 sparked my interests and prompted me to apply for a similar

research fellowship.
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I. Objectives of the Research Effort:

The purpose of this research was to evaluate the effectiveness of

a heat stress index used during work-rest cycles coupled with

microenvironmental cooling during rest in predicting levels of heat

storage for personnel engaged in physical labor while wearing the CDE.
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II. Overall Approach:

Work by humans in the presence or threat of a physical, chemical

or radiation hazard requires the use of protective clothing. The

protective clothing varies from that of the American football player kj
to the Chemical Defense Ensemble (CDE) of the U.S. Armed Forces.

Commonlythis clothing impairs the normal physiological cooling

mechanisms of the body. In warm to hot environments, this compromise

of the cooling ability may result in internal heat storage to the

extent that work capacity is significantly reduced relative to work in

the same environment without the clothing (Joy & Goldman, 1968;

Pandolf & Goldman, 1978; Yates, et al, 1980; Webber, et al, 1981; Frye

& Flick, 1983; Carpenter & Flick, 1984). In some circumstances, the

thermal burden of this protective clothing may be an inconvenience.

In emergency rescue, firefighting, military operations, and other

situations, the consequent heat storage may be a serious threat to

both health and mission success (Joy & Goldman, 1968).

One solution to the heat storage problem of personnel wearing

protective clothing in hot environments would be to combine

intermittent rest breaks with microenvironmental cooling during rest

periods only. Such an approach reduces the requirement for cooling

system portability, is more practical than macroenvironmental cooling

and would increase the total work output for a given time period by

shortening the cooling (rest) time.

Skin temperature, internal or core temperature, and heart rate
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are physiological variables which predict human responses to the

environment (Gagge & Gonzalez, 1980). Various sensory scales have

been used to predict thermal comfort (Houghton & Yaglou, 1923; Winslow

et al, 1937; Williams & Shitzer, 1974). A number of varying

combinations of these physiological variables and sensory scales have

been developed into heat stress indices or predictors (Fanger, 1973;

HHS, 1973). Shitzer and colleagues (1978), using macroenvironriental

temperature changes and exercise, demonstrated changes in thermal

comfort without accompanying changes in internal and skin

temperatures. Others such as Gagge (1938), Hardy (1953) and Fanger

(1973) have demonstrated skin temperature to be related to thermal

comfort without macroenvironmental cooling or heating. However,

previous studies have not investigated the problems of heat storage

and prediction of its level with subjects wearing protective clothing,

such as the Chemical Defense Ensemble, and a personal cooling vest.

Subjects. Subjects for these experiments were six Air Force

and two civilian volunteers. Subjects varied in age , fitness, size,

and state of heat acclimation and included two females and six males.

Subject characteristics are given in Table 1. Because this study was

limited to volunteers, this sample may have a higher aerobic fitness

level than would be representative of the Air Force.

Methods. All testing was conducted in accordance with S.A.M.

ACHE Protocol 86-9. Maximal oxygen uptake was determined using

standard gas bag collection methods. Additionally, the metabolic cost

20-7
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Table 1: Summary of Subject Characteristics

Subject Age Ht Wt vo2max vo2max maxHR

- -- - -- Cy- rs) - (cm) ----(-kg -(1/mm)- (mi1/m k g_)..........

1 21 168.9 60.82 2.99 _ 49.09 194

.- 2 ------- 38 ----- 176-.2 ---80-.-43 ----- 4-.-57 ------ 55-.-03 -------- 175-----

3 45 154.6 52.22 1.90 37.30 158

4 42 173.5 78.67 4.59 58.84 192

.- 5 ------- 31 ----- 182.2 ---74-.-14 ----- 4-.10 ------ 55-.32 -------- 1-8-8

6 38 170.0 79.41 3.10 39.09 180
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

7 25 175 .8 64 .55 3 .55 _ 54 .77 19 1
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

8 39 185.0 85.43 4.34 57.81 190
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of walking on the treadmill dressed only in shorts and tee shirt was

also measured. All subjects who did not have previous experience with

the protective clothing (PC) were given a practice trial which allowed

them to familiarize themselves with the clothing and treadmill

walking. Subjects then performed one of the following tests in an

environmental chamber at mean dry, wet and globe temperatures of

38/24/44 or 28/23/34 degrees Centigrade, respectively:

1) Treadmill walking at 3 mph and either 3% or 6% grades,

depending upon level of fitness, while wearing the PC. Subjects

walked until they achieved a rectal temperature of 39.0 C. This test

is referred to as "NO REST."

2) The same treadmill exercise except subjects walked 30 minutes

at 38.0 C (45 minutes at 28.0 C) followed by 30 minutes (15 minutes at

28.0 C) of rest. Work V02 with the PC was normally measured during

this trial. This test is designated "NO COOL."

3) The same treadmill exercise while wearing the PC except a

personal cooling system in which liquid was the cooling medium was

used during rest. This test is designated "LIQUID."

4) The same treadmill exercise while wearing the PC except a

personal cooling system in which air was the coolong medium was used

during rest. This test is designated "AIR."

5) The same treadmill exercise except the subject wore only

military fatigue pants and shirt. This test is designated "NO PC." :

The PC which was worn consisted of a complete chemical defense
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ensemble (CDE) outfit including MI/protective mask and hood. Military

fatigue shirt and trousers were worn under the PC. For safety

reasons, athletic shoes were worn instead of protective rubber

overboots. One of the personal cooling systems consisted of a

snug-fitting ILC Dover liquid cooling vest covering approximately .5

square meters of the upper torso. The vest contained approximately 48

meters of tygon tubing with quick detach, self-sealing connectors.

Coolant was supplied to the vest by an electrically powered cooling

system with an output of one liter per minute of coolant at 10 to 15

degrees C. Coolant was 95% water with 5% propylene glycol. The other

personal cooling system consisted of a mesh vest which received air

from an inlet hose and distributed it to the chest and back. Air was

supplied to the vest from a specially designed air cooling system

which produced air at 10 degrees C. Outlet air was directed through a

flow meter and heater and then into the vest and mask. The heater was

used to control the air temperature at the vest. Air was supplied to

the vest and then disbursed throughout the upper part of the garment

and essentially exhausted to the atmosphere.

Skin temperatures, rectal temperatures, and heart rates were

monitored continuously and recorded every 30 seconds on a PDP-11

computer utilizing a custom system developed by John Garza (OAO

Corp.). Chest and thigh skin temperatures were measured with YSI 700

thermistors. Rectal temperature was measured from a probe located 10

cm beyond the sphincter. At 38.0 degrees C, rating of perceived

20-10
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exertion (Borg, 1962; see Figure 1) and rating of thermal comfort

(Williams & Shitzer, 1974; see Figure 2) were measured at 10 and 30

minutes of work and at the same intervals during rest. At 28.0

degrees C, the ratings were measured at 15, 30 and 45 minutes of work

and at 7.5 and 15 minutes of rest.

IV. Results and Discussion:

Correlations between thermal comfort index (COM) and the

physiological variables core or internal temperature (TRE), chest skin

temperature (TCH), thigh skin temperature (TTH), heart rate (HR), and

relative perceived exertion (RPE) are given for each subject and the

group in Table 2. All statistics were calculated with STATS Plus, a

statistical package for the Apple lie. Thermal comfort was not a good

indicator of core temperature as -0.09 > R < +0.48 for individuals and

R - +0.31 for the group. Also, COM was not a good indicator of TTH

(-0.11 > R < +0.55 for individuals and R - +0.28 for the group) even

though the thigh muscles were doing the majority of the work.

However, COM was a good indicator of TCH (R - +0.80), HR (R - +0.70),

and RPE (R - +0.73) for the group. Correlations for the individuals

varied, but were high for the majority (+0.48 > R < +0.92 for TCH,

+0.54 > R < +0.91 for HR, and +0.67 > R < +0.97 for RPE). Regression

equations for the prediction of TCH, HR, and RPE from COM are given in

Table 3. The very low correlations between COM and TRE and between

COM and TTH agree with results from earlier studies in which
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PERCEIVED EXERTION SCALE

6
7 VERY,VERY LIGHT
9 VERY 8GHT

10
11 FAIRLY LIGHT

12
13 SOMEWHAT HARD

14
15 HARD

16
17. VERY HARD

18
19 VERY, VERY HARD
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FIGURE 1
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THERMAL SENSATIONS

0.0 UNBEARABLY COLD
0.5
1.0 VERY COLD
1.5
2.0 COLD
205
3.0 COOL
3.5
4.0 COMFORTABLE
4.5
5.0 WARM
5.5
6.0 HOT
6.5
7.0 VERY HOT
7.5
8.0 UNBEARABLY HOT
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Table 2: Correlations Between Comfort Index and Physiological
Variables.

Subject TRE TCH TTH HR RPE

I 0.32 0.88 0.41 0.87 0.93

2 -0.03 0.82 0.17 0.90 0.97
...............................................................

3 0.48 0.48 0.35 0.91 0.69
...............................................................

4 -0.09 0.78 0.11 0.54 0.73...............................................................

5 0.48 0.92 0.44 0.85 0.84...............................................................

6 0.30 0.80 -0.11 0.56 0.67
...............................................................

7 0.27 0.86 0.25 0.70 0.75
...............................................................

8 0.37 0.92 0.55 0.91 0.80

ALL 0.31 0.80 0.28 0.70 0.73...............................................................

Table 3: Regression Equations for Prediction of TCH, HR, and
RPE from Thermal Comfort.

Var iab le Sl--o-pe In-t-e rcept R2

TCH 0.389 -8.57 0.633
.............................................................

HR 0.032 1.27 0.489

RPE 0.144 3.74 0.530
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macroenvironmental heating and cooling were used (Shitzer et al,

1978). However, the high correlations for the remaining variables

contradict these earlier studies but support steady-state temperature

studies (Gagge, 1938; Hardy, 1953; Fanger, 1973). The relationship

between thermal comfort and chest skin temperature, heart rate, and

relative perceived exertion could be explained due to the fact that

thermal sensation is linked primarily to skin temperature which in

this case was cooled by a personal cooling vest. In addition, HR and

RPE decreased during the cooling cycles as the subject was at rest at

this time.

V. Recommendations:

The above results demonstrate COM to be a good predictor of TCH,

HR, and RPE when correlations and simple linear regressions are used.

It would be useful to calculate multiple regressions using the same

variables in order to determine if the combined varibles provide an

even better predictor of level of heat storage.

VI. Author's Note:

Portions of this paper, particularly background material and

experimental methods, were supplied by my supervising professor, Dr.

Phillip A. Bishop.
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Investigation into the Applicability of Fracture Mechanics

Techniques to Aircraft Wheel Life Studies

by

Thomas J. Enneking

ABSTRACT

In response to a specified logistic need, an in-house

program was initiated in late 1986 to investigate test and

analytical methods for wheel life estimation and

verification. In conjunction with this program, an

additional ten week study was initiated June 1, 1987 to

explore analytical techniques for fatigue analysis and

experimental methods to verify these analytical techniques.

In particular, the applicability and feasibility of applying

fracture mechanics concepts to aircraft wheel assemblies was

assessed. A detailed literature review was performed to

identify current research activity involving aircraft wheels

and fatigue studies. This was expanded to include finite

element techniques and stochastic methods as applied to

wheel life and reliability estimates. Based on the results

of this study, and previous studies, a combined analytical

and experimental methodology was proposed for the estimation

and verification of aircraft wheel service life. This %

proposed multi-task approach contains several alternatives

within the individual tasks. The optimum alternatives,

i.e., those with the highest probability of success and an

acceptable cost (effort), will be the object of further

studies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

My present research interests are in fracture mechanics

and the utilization of stochastic techniques for life

estimation in structures. Additionally, during previous

employment as a structural consultant, I was involved in the

determination of stress states and dynamic characteristics

for a variety of mechanical components. Thus, this

ten week assignment in the Vehicle Equipment Division of the

Flight Dynamics Lab provided an excellent opportunity to

utilize my previous experience and expertise while

increasing my capabilities and experience in other areas.

In response to a specified logistic need, an in-house

program under the direction of Lt. David Treanor was ini-

tiated in late 1986 to investigate test and analytical

methods for wheel life prediction. Its initial specific

objective is to develop a methodology for determining repre-

sentative loading spectra for military aircraft and experi-

mental qualifications for verification of wheel life. In

conjunction with this program, an additional ten week study

was initiated June 1, 1987 to explore analytical techniques

for fatigue analysis and experimental methods to verify

these analytical techniques. In particular, the applicabil-

ity and feasibility of applying fracture mechanics concepts

to aircraft wheel assemblies was to be assessed.

Ground to tire loads are transmitted through the flange

to the wheel giving rise to concentrated bending and tensile

stress states. When the wheel is rotating, these cyclic
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stresses are superimposed on the mean stress due to tire

inflation and any residual stresses present. The critical

stress area of the wheel is often the bead seat radius of

the flange at the tire/wheel interface.

Fatigue is a major problem in many structural compo-

nents and although wheels are often considered "deadweight"

by many aircraft designers, an FAA study (10) showed that

more than 30% of the over 5000 operational failures reported .

from 1970-1975 were due to wheel problems. This does not

include wheels which were removed from service ahead of

their expected service life due to cracks found during

routine tire changes and inspections. In addition to high

impact landing loads and significant lateral loads due to

low speed turns and drift, aircraft wheels may be required

to roll over 100,000 miles over the design life of the

aircraft, depending on the type, during routine taxiing,

often in a highly corrosive environment.

A detailed literature review was performed and a

combined analytical and experimental methodology was

proposed to better understand wheel behavior and estimate

life. Recommendations for future experimental and

analytical tasks were presented.
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II. OBJECTIVES AND APPROACH "1

The original proposed goals and objectives for this ten

week study were to:

1) Assess the feasibility of applying fracture

mechanics techniques to aircraft wheels to more accurately

predict crack initiation, propagation, and fracture.

2) Define the input requirements and analysis tools

required to utilize fracture mechanics techniques as a

design tool.

3) Develop experimental methods to verify analytical

results.

The initial approach was multi-phased including a problem

identification phase and a study of deterministic fatigue

topics: material properties, non-destructive test or

inspection methods, fracture mechanics concepts, and finite

element modeling. Experimental techniques were also

studied.

Based on preliminary results documented in the Five

Week Progress Report (34), which is available from the

author, the objectives were broadened in scope but condensed

into the following single objective:

- Develop a combined analytical and experimental

methodology for estimating and verifying the service

life of an aircraft wheel.

In order to accomplish this objective, a more detailed

literature review was required along with a better under-

standing of present techniques utilized by the vendors in

21-6
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aircraft wheel design and load determination. The proposed

methodology is discussed in detail in the next section.

Final conclusions and recommendations are summarized in

Section IV. The reference list is actually in two parts.

References numbered I - 30 are included in the Five Week

Progress Report (34) while references numbered 31 - 40 are

listed in Section V of this report.

II. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

The "military aircraft wheel life problem" has been

present in the aircraft industry for more than 25 years.

Thus the following methodology, shown schematically in

Figure 1, is an involved research plan whose ultimate goal

is a better understanding of wheel behavior so that ideally,

at its conclusion, a verifiable approach will be available

to estimate a wheel service life with confidence. Five

major tasks were identified. A variety of options within

each task are possible. The detailed literature review and

load determination tasks are currently ongoing. Each task

is discussed in detail in the following subsections.

III.A. Detailed Literature Review

Before initiating a program of this scope, it is

necessary to identify and understand as much previously

published information concerning the problem, both academic

and industrial, as possible. Thus a major portion of this

ten week assignment was spent in this task. Several topics

were identified as key topics and specifically addressed in

21-7



LOAD DETERMINATION EXPERIMENTAL

- ASIMIS data Wheel static load test
MCR method Tire/wheel pressure
Load transfer distribution/stress test
mechanism - ground - On aircraft operational
to axle test

- Full scale fatigue test

DETAILEU LITERATURE REVIEW

- Computerized database search
techniques utilized

- Over 100 articles identified

ANALYTICAL LIFE ESTIMATION

- Finite element method - Deterministic
- Model correlation - Stress-life (S-N)
- Stress estimation - LEFM

- Fracture mechanics - Stochastic
studies - EIFS distribution

-- Bayesian updating
- Monte Carlo simulation

Figure 1 - Proposed Methodology for Wheel Life Study
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the detailed literature review. These are shown in Table 1.

Over 100 articles were identified using both traditional and

computerized literature database search techniques.

Over half of these have been reviewed in detail. Table 1

indexes the contents of forty of these articles with respect

to the key topics. References numbered 1- 30 are included in

the Five Week Progress Report (34). The remaining reference

numbers are from the list in Section V of this report.

Additional references have been provided to the Mechanical

Subsystems Branch. This study should be continued and

Table 1 continually updated to form a complete information

database for wheel studies.

III.B. Load Determination

Load determination methods have been investigated

during an in-house effort under the direction of Lt. Dave

Treanor (29). The proposed MCR (multi-channel recorder)

method involves obtaining flight data from the ASIMIS (Air-

craft Structural Integrity Management Information System)

program and using this data with rigid body mechanics

techniques to determine ground loads. A more detailed

understanding of these ground load equations and data reduc-

tion techniques (cycle counting) utilized in the MCR method

(39) is required in this task of the proposed wheel life

program. This method could be used for both aircraft cur-

rently in service and proposed aircraft whose mission envi-

ronment is similar to an aircraft currently in service.
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Table 1I Detailed Literature Review .
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30 X X
31 X
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38 X X
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Several other issues also remain unresolved in this task:

- What is the load transfer mechanism from the ground

to the axle? How does the pressure distribution between the

wheel and tire change with changes in loading?

- Is the cycle counting technique used in the MCR

method acceptable for a fracture mechanics based fatigue

life study? Does the wheel rotation increase the number of

cycles? Are load sequences properly identified?

- Are accelerations at the center of gravity of the

aircraft amplified, attenuated, or unchanged by the

structural characteristics of the airframe and landing gear

between the aircraft center of gravity and the axle during

typical wheel loading maneuvers?

Experimental data is required to resolve these issues.

III.C. Analytical Studies

A basic understanding of the three dimensional behavior

of an aircraft wheel is required to accurately estimate its

life. Previous wheel studies have utilized large three

dimensional models, however correlation with test data has,

for the most part, been unsuccessful. This could be

attributed to at least two factors: 1) the load mechanism

was not properly understood and/or modeled, 2) the

structural characteristics of the wheel were modeled

inaccurately. An analytical study is proposed to determine

the type of model required to accurately estimate wheel

behavior. The finite element method will be used. Several
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finite element codes (SAPIV, COSMIC NASTRAN, I-DEAS) are

presently being investigated for use in this study.

Modeling will increase in complexity from a two dimensional

plane strain model through axisymmetric to three dimensional

shell and solid models. Fourier series approximations for

non-axisymmetric loads on an axisymmetric model will be

investigated. Experimental data will be required to verify

model behavior. This will be discussed in the following

section. However, it should be noted here that the loading

to be used in this correlation phase is not the actual

loading but a more easily quantified loading initially on

the wheel only.

After developing the model required for correlation,

stress intensity factors will be determined and crack

propagation studies performed using the loads determined in

the previous load determination task. Other analytical

studies could also be performed. System models of

tire/wheel systems or complete landing gear systems could be

developed. Finite element models of test coupons could be

used in elastic-plastic studies in conjunction with coupon

testing to estimate crack initiation due to corrosion.

These studies have not been developed in detail at this

time.

III.D. Experimental Verification %

Several tests have been identified which either verify

assumptions made in the load determination and analytical
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model correlation tasks and/or provide information required 7

for model fatigue studies.

Model Correlation

- A "Wheel-Only" static load test is required to verify

the modeling of the stiffness of the three dimensional wheel

structure.

- A tire/wheel pressure distribution test is required

to identify the load transfer mechanism (pressure

distribution) between the tire and wheel. Differing

horizontal and vertical loads should be input into the

tire/wheel system. Strains should be measured at key

locations in the wheel concurrently with the pressure

measurement. Then the measured pressure distribution could

be applied to the wheel model, which has been correlated to

the static load test data, and stresses determined and

compared with the measured stresses to verify its response

to tire transmitted loads.

Load Verification

- An on-aircraft operational test is required to

completely verify the load method (MCR method). This would

quantify the difference, if any, between aircraft center of

gravity accelerations and wheel accelerations. In addition,

the effects of wheel rotation on cycle counting and load

sequencing would be identified.
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- A modal test of the aircraft landing gear system 7M

could be conducted to verify the relationship between the

accelerations if an on-aircraft operational test is not

feasible, however, the latter is prefered.

- Wheels which have failed in service should be

examined and maintenance records should be used to document

and quantify the "wheel life problem".

Fatigue Studies

-"Wheel-Only" full scale fatigue tests, in a

controlled environment with controlled loads, could be

performed to verify which life estimation technique (S-N or

fracture mechanics based) most closely estimates actual

life.

- Fatigue testing of coupons in a corrosive environment

subject to controlled loads could be performed to verify

results from elastic-plastic finite element studies.

III.E. Life Estimation

Several methods are available for estimating wheel

life. Traditionally wheel vendors have utilized the stress-

cycle (S-N) method for fatigue life estimation. This method -i

has a long history of use and has been shown to work well

for long life components subjected to constant amplitude

loading. However, it is completely empirical in nature and

provides no physical insight into the fatigue mechanism or

degree of damage.
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Linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) principles

have been used for approximately twenty years in research

environments to estimate crack propagation life based on a

known or assumed initial crack size. This approach is based

on standard elasticity theory assumptions, small

displacements and linear constitutive law, and a negligible

plastic zone at the crack tip. If crack initiation is of

primary importance however, elastic-plastic analyses must be

performed. Total estimated life is then the summation of

crack initiation life and crack propagation life.

Stochastic methods could also be used in life 

estimation techniques. Research is currently ongoing in the

areas of stochastic modeling of fatigue crack growth

(32,37). In the absence of deterministic values for initial

flaw sizes, an equivalent initial flaw size (EIFS) distribu-

tion could be estimated probabilistically from some later

measured flaw size. Life could then be estimated using this

EIFS distribution. Reliability studies using probabilistic

techniques could be performed to determine the optimum

inspection intervals and stochastic based estimates for

life. This is also an on-going research area for other

structural components (40). Bayesian updating techniques

could be utilized to continually revise original life

estimates based on the information from available, or if

possible more detailed, maintenance records.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 7rJ

The following conclusions were developed from the

results of the ten week study:

1. The "wheel life problem" is not something recently

discovered or easily solved. Reports more than 25

years old document situations similar to todays. 0

2. The traditional S-N method for fatigue life evalua-

tion is still the primary design method of wheel vendors.

3. Corrosion is a significant contributor to crack

initiation in wheels. Corrosion in combination with

fatigue is a complex research topic which is not yet

fully understood.

4. Non-destructive test (NDT) or inspection (NDI)

techniques are highly dependent on operator capability and

have a poor history of reproducibility. Presently available

techniques cannot be used to directly identify initial flaws

for fracture mechanics studies but could be utilized with

stochastic methods to estimate equivalent initial flaw sizes

(EIFS).

5. Based on previous wheel studies, the major detri-

mental loading mechanism is lateral load due to low speed

turns and drift. However, underinflated tires increase

load transmission to the wheels and constant high

f lightline temperature and brake temperatures on the

main landing gear wheels have an adverse effect on

wheel material properties and crack growth rates.
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6. Finite element techniques have been utilized in

wheel studies to determine stresses for use in S-N life

prediction, however, correlation with test results have

been, for the most part, unsuccessful.

7. Wheel fatigue life is spent in initiating and

propagating a crack to failure. Previous wheel studies

are inconclusive as to whether a majority of the wheel life

is spent in the initiation or propagation phases.

8. Accuracy of the life prediction method (stress-

life, strain-life, fracture mechanics or other) may not

control the accuracy of the prediction. Output result

(life) at the very best can only be as good as the input

data (e.g. initial flaw sizes, load spectra, stress distri-

bution). Thus a basic understanding of the three

dimensional behavior of the wheel is required.

9. Stress-life, strain-life, and linear elastic frac-

ture mechanics provide increasing levels of understanding

into the mechanism of fatigue, howeve,r no one method is

best for all situations.

10. Current analytical techniques, finite element

modeling and analysis, fracture mechanics, and stochastic

life prediction methods must be combined with experimental S,

methods and load determination techniques in a total inte-

grated approach to wheel studies to take full advantage of

all available technology in the development of an optimum

wheel.
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Based on these conclusions, the fol lowing 

recommendations were developed. They are divided into

analytical (A_) and experimental (E_) tasks.

Experimental

El. Perform a tire/wheel pressure distribution test

using several vertical and horizontal loads. Simultaneously

calculate the wheel stress state and the pressure distribu-

tion at the tire/wheel interface.

E2. Perform a "Wheel-Only" static load test to

determine stress and deflection at various points for use in

a finite element model correlation study.

E3. Perform an on-aircraft operational test to verify

the load determination technique (MCR method).

E4. Perform full scale "Wheel-Only" fatigue tests

with controlled loading in a controlled environment.

E5. Utilize maintenance records and examine wheels

which failed in service to document and quantify the "wheel

life problem".

Analytical

Al. Develop an analytical loading methodology

utilizing the pressure distribution data from (El) for an

axisymmetric finite element model.

A2. Construct finite element models of the wheel of

increasing complexity until good correlation with data from

(El) and (E2) above is achieved at critical locations.
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A3. Using the correlated finite element model of the

wheel and the loads from (E4) above analytically calculate

stresses and predict life (S-N approach).

A4. Perform a fracture mechanics based life estima-

tion study using the correlated finite element model of the

wheel and the controlled loads from (E4) above to calculate

stress intensity factors and crack propagation rates. Non-

linear elastic-plastic studies for crack initiation could

also be performed.

A5. Using the correlated finite element model of the

wheel and "actual" loads from the load determination task,

analytically calculate stresses and estimate life using the

best approach, (A3) or (A) above.

A6. Utilize probabilistic and statistical techniques

in a reliability study of the wheel to determine optimum

inspection intervals and a stochastic based estimation

of life.
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An Analysis of the Mutagenicity of Beryllium Compounds using the Ames

Test

by Inge B. Ford

I. Abstract

Unprotected exposure to beryllium and its alloys has been associated

with an array of clinical disorders, including alterations in mole-

cular genomes in both animals and humans. Beryllium will be ind!uced

with several strains of Salmonella typhimurium (each strain is

specific for a type of mutagen) and cytosol fractions of mammalian

cells in order to determine its mutagenic capacity. The intent of

this analysis is:

(1) to determine whether beryllium and/or its alloys are indeed muta-

genic;

(2) to determine the degree of mutagenicity of beryllium alloys;

(3) to determine if beryllium metabolites have mutagenic properties

utilizing the Ames test;

(4) to analyze microscopically if tissues, other than those known

today, are affected by the metal; and

(5) to determine to what extent the metal affects the tissue within

mammalian systems.
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An Analysis of tbeMutagenicity of Beryllium Compounds Using the Ames

Test

Introduction/Background

The industrial revolution has created many unique forms of technology

combining both ingenium creativity and natural elements. Metals, for

example, have been the source of countless applications in industry.

One such metal, beryllium, has because of its increased utilization and

notable toxicity in the workplace, caused considerable concern among

industrial hygiene engineers and physicians involved with the prevention

and treatment of occupational disease respectively (24).

Beryllium is a gray metal which qualitatively has both lightweight and

high tensile strength properties. Beryllium and all of its related

compounds are to some degree soluble in water and/or in dilute acids

and alkalis (22). The primary source of beryllium, beryl ore, is found

in large localized deposits, namely in Brazil, USSR, USA, and various

parts of Africa. For reasons of abundance, diversity and cost effective-

ness the exploitation and implications of beryllium are found in areas

such as I) aerospace explorationin the fabrication of lightweight

metallic components for spacecrafts and fuel propulsion systems;

2) nuclear reactor components and rocket nozzles; and 3) electrical and

metallurgical programs (21, 22).

Although the utilization of beryllium and its alloys has increased in-

dustrially tenfold during the part forty or so years, a complete under-
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standing regarding the toxicity of this metal remains still an enigma.

The chief hazardous substances of this metal, as designated by the

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), include the hydroxide, oxide

and nitrate forms. Beryllium dust or fumes are considered the premier

hazardous waste constituents; whereby, human exposure usually results

from inhalation of the toxin, specifically in occupations such as

beryllium alloy makers or fabricators, beryllium ore miners, phosphor

manufacturers, missile technicians, and electrical equipment workers

(22).

When referring to animal systems, health authorities agree that the

toxic effect of beryllium due to inhalation, as opposed to ingestion,

is obviously more dangerous. Current data reveals that beryllium and

associated compounds are not readily absorbed through intact skin or

the gastrointestinal tract (11, 19, 21).

The effects and symptoms of exposure to beryllium are categorized as

either local (acute) or systemic (chronic). For example, exposure to

soluble beryllium salts may manifest itself as one or more acute con-

ditions that when detected soon enough, be reversible when exposure is

ceased and with timely treatment (22). Some acute conditions include

dermatitis, acute pneumonitis, conjunctivitis, and chronic pulmonary

granulomatosis (berylliosis). With the exception of berylliosis, the AV

onset of the aforementioned may be delayed two weeks from the initial

time of exposure. Granulomatus lesions usually result from contact

with beryllium metal or soluble salts in areas of abraded skin. These
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lesions are hard and have a central non-healing area. In most cases,

the lesions must be surgically excised (21, 24).

Systemic or chronic beryllium disorders invariably include pulmonary

manifestations. Inhalation of soluble beryllium compounds may cause

nasopharyngitis; whereby, mucous membranes become edematous and ulcer-

ated. The speed and severity in which the symptoms appear is directly

related to the type and intensity of exposure to the substance. Some

of the classic symptoms of chronic beryllium disease include respiratory

infection, fatigue, non-productive cough, substernal pain, shortness of

breath, and some weight loss. In many cases these symptoms are not

detected until an illness or surgery occur (22, 24). Chronic beryllium

disease, including chronic granulomatosis, are slow developing disorders

and usually have a hi6h mortality rate.

Studies of beryllium have revealed that the substance has the capacity

to inhibit many enzymes, specifically alkaline phosphatase. Tepper

(1961) implied that beryllium interferes with the "fidelity" of DNA

replication, In Vivo, forming protein complexes such that a "cell

mediated immune response" is provoked in mammals (eg. guinea pigs and

man) (15, 24).

In animal studies, absorbed beryllium characteristically leaves higher

deposits in bone as compared to lower levels observed in other tissues.

In rabbits, conditions such as osteosarcoma and pulmonary adenocarcinoma

have been noted. These tumors are histologically similar to those
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found in humans and have been known to readily metastasize (Ii, 21). V

Other studies using rats (intravenously injected) showed that they

were susceptible to beryllium carcinogenesis, but the extent of

malignancy is not well documented.

Beryllium has been named suspect, by health authorities, as a carcinogen

in humans. There is no conclusive evidence, as such, to support this.

However, recent studies indicate that there is an increased risk of

lung cancer in beryllium exposed workers (21). Yet, a correlation has

been made between mutagenicity and carcinogenicity of toxins in micro-

organisms and mammalian systems (10).

For this study, beryllium will be used in conjunction with strains of

Salmonella typhimurium andcytosol fractions of mammalian cells in order

to determine its mutagenic capcacity. Why is this necessary? One

reason is because of the increased utilization of beryllium in the

workplace, and potentially elevated risks it poses to the unprotected

worker. Secondly, there exists a greater hazard of atmospheric

beryllium fallout to the populace, i.e. from more frequent rocket

testing and/or the burning of coal containing beryllium. Thirdly, the

method for testing the mutagenicity of beryllium is both rapid and

accurate. Many agents may be considered mutagenic but not carcinogenic,

further sensitivity assays may reveal that most carcinogens are also

mutagens. The Ames test is a bacterial assay that is sensitive for

the detection of toxic mutagens/carcinogens. This test system allows

for mass screening of various compouns economically, simply, and with
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great sensitivity (I, 6, 17). 1

The significance of this project with respect to USAF research stems

mainly from the ongoing analysis of rocket fuel which is used in aero-

nautic testing. The Occupational and Environmental Health Lab at

Brooks Air Force Base is a Branch that is greatly interested, in

general, in the toxicological effects of metals on biological systems;

however, interest in the effects of specific metals, such as beryllium

is significant because of its increased utilization in the preparation

of propulsion fuel and fabrication of technically advanced aeronautic

equipment.

II. Objectives of the Research Effort:

An array of metal ions and metal mutagens have been indicated as

inhibitors in the fidelity of DNA synthesis and may alter the processing

of RNA molecules. The Ames Test, a mutagenicity assay, is a cost

effective method for the determination and existence of mutagens in

corporating metals, microsomal components, and varied tester strains of

Salmonella typhimurium. The purpose of this project is to examine the

effects of beryllium and its metabolic alloys in rats to determine if

beryllium metabolites have mutagenic properties utilizing the Ames test,

and to determine the degree of mutagenicity of beryllium alloys.

This investigation, it was decided, required additional time.so that

materials and conducive requirements be established for performing
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in vitro assays for the mutagenic properties of beryllium.

III. In order to test for the mutagenicity of beryllium and its

compounds, revised methods of the salmonella mutagenicity test will be

employed. Different strains of Salmonella typhimurium, each sensitive

to different mutagenic aberrations, i.e. frameshift or base-pair

substitution mutations are used so that the presence fo mutagens may

be demonstrated.

A. Growing Bacteria

Strains of S. typhimurium (TA 97, Ta 98, TA 100, TA 1535) are

utilized so that sensitivity for general mutagenesis may be tested.

The strains are cultuted in nutrient broth Oxoid nutrient broth

No. 2) to a density of I - 2 X 109 cells per ml Cultures are

innoculated from master plates and incubated at 37 in a gyrorotary

incubator and shaken at 210 rpm to insure proper aeration. The

growth period for the bacterium should not exceed 16 hrs as pre-

scribed in the procedure by Ames. The density of the cultures can

be determined by turbidity measurements at 650nm (6, 17). All

bacterial tester strains require histidine for growth, therefore,

it is advisory to confirm the viability of all strain genotypes.

Methods for checking the viability of strains require sterile

solutions, glasswares and broth.

I. The histidine requirement for growth on selective agar is en-

sured by adding the nutrients to a minimal glucose agar before

preparation of test plates containing 0.1 ml of 0.IM L-histidine

and 0.1 ml of 0.5 mM biotin. The solutions must be spread
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evenly such that they are thoroughly absorbed by the agar.

Biotin is required by all the standard test strains of UVRB &
(ultraviolet revertant) gene deletion group. The control

plates will contain biotin but no histidine. However, testing

for biotin growth is not mandatory because its dependency is

relatively small, and is satisfied by the trace amounts found

in the nutrient broth.

2. Strains having deep rough character should be tested for

crystal violet sensitivity. This test is facilitated by a

sterile filter paper disc containing crystal violet which is

placed on the surface of teh seeded plate with cultures of the

test strains. A clear zone of inhibition around the disc with
0L

a diameter of 14mm after 12 h at 37°C indicates the presence

of a rfa mutation particularly in TA 97 and TA 98.

3. The R-factor strains, TA 98 and Ta 100 should be routinely

tested for the presence of the ampicillin resistance factor.

This is done by spreading a small amount of an ampicillin

solution across the surface of the agar. After incubation 12-

24 h. at 37°C, strains which do not contain the R-factor will

show a zone of growth inhibition around the ampicillin streak,

whereas R factor containing strains will not.

The test is of special interest because the plasmid associated

with the bacteria may become lost. Complete or partial loss

may be prevented by growing overnight culture in oxoid broth,

to which 25 mg/ml ampicillin is added. Cells that retain the

R factor can be determined by diluting an overnight culture
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106 times with sterile phosphate buffered saline (0.02 M

phosphate, 0.15M NaCI, pH 7.4) and plated 0.Iml in triplicate

on nutrient agar without ampicillin at 370 C. The result should

yield almost the same number of colonies on plates with and

without ampicillin indicating that all the bacterial cells

carry the R-factor plasmid.

IV. Detecting Mutants

By utilizing the Ames test, general mutagenesis screening can be done

rapidly and cost effectively. The histidine operon on the gene is

where notable mutations occur in Salmonella strains. Tester strains

TA 97 and TA 98 are effective in detecting frameshift mutations where-

as TA 100 and TA 1535 will detect base-pair substitution mutations.

The latter are considerably more sensitive for the detection of

mutagens because they have a lower response rate to mutations (4, 5, 7

8, I).

The mutants are detected by the number of revertant colonies that may

arise during the 48 h incubation period. The number of revertants

corrletate with the histidine concentration and the final number of auto-

trophs (background bacteria) scored.

Spontaneous revertants are expressed as the number of colonies per plate

and are clearly visible in a uniform bacterial lawn. The number of

spontaneous revertants is not dependent on the number of bacterial

cells initially plated (eg. 105 - 108). Consequently, the number of
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autotrophs should be constant if the histidine concentration is con-

stant. However, variability may still be encountered for this reason,

it is recommended that a minimum of three (3) spontaneous mutation

control plates be included for reach assay. Historical valves of

revertants/plate (-59): TA 98 (30-50), TA 100 (120-200); and with S9

valves will be considerably difrerent. Deviations that are obviously

outside the accepted range indicate the genetic characteristics of the

strain being tested on the growth medium should be checked.

An abnormal increase in the number of spontaneous revertants may indi-

cate contamination, therefore, reisolation from the master copy (ini-

tial sample) may be necessary. Overall the mutagenicity test results

are essentially reported as the number of revertants per ug of the

test compound which is taken from the linear portionof the dose-response

curve.

V. Isolating Microsomal Components

In order to screen for the general mutagenesis of varied compounds,

liver homogenates (S9 microsomal fractions) are obtained from rats.

By using the S9 fraction, one is able to detect a variety of chemical

mutagens. Microsomes are used because they provide insight regarding

mammalian metabolism in vitro. Notably, a wide variety of carcino-

gens can be detected as mutagens.

The method for preparation of the S9 microsomal fraction closely

follows the techniques of researchers Maron (#17), Kier (#14), Czygan
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(#9) and Fennell (#12). The fractions will be isolated from rats

induced with an injection of phenobarbital based on the technique

of Fennell (#12). All steps of the procedure are carried out at

0-40 using cold, sterile solutions and glassware. This measure is

employed so as to diminish enzyme activity loss. The S9 mix can be

stored as desired, noting that less than one half of the sample

should be stored and that all storage be verified by plating 0. I ml

of teh sample on agar containing histidine and biotin.

VI. Preparing Plates with Microsome

This phase of the procedure is called the "plate incorporation test".

A mixture of the bacterial strain, the test compound, and the S9

fraction is poured onto a minimal glucose agar plate. Both positive

and negative controls are run simultaneously with each assay. The

positive control contains standard diagnostic mutagens for each strain.

The negative control contains bacteria, S9 mix, and solvent (meaning

no test chemical). Histidine and biotin are added to the top agar.

About 2 ml of top agar is plated into 13 X 100 mm capped culture tubes

maintained at 450 in a heating block. From fresh overnight cultures

O.Iml of the tester strain, less than 0.1 ml of the test chemical

(concentrations ranging between 0.1 - I uM of Be compounds), and

0.5 ml of S9 are mixed and poured onto the top agar. The samples are

incubated at 370 for 48 h and revertant colonies are observed and

counted (5, 6, 17).

Thin lawn backgrounds in comparison to lawn background on the negative
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control plate indicates bacterial toxicity. It is worthy of note, that

colonies should not be scored and are essentially bacterium that have

survived from the presence of histidine in the top agar. Subsequently,

they are part ofthe spontaneous revertants which occur in each tester

strain.

VII. Urine Assay

This test is of particular importance in the detectionof mutagenic

metabolites which may have been converted in the liver and excreted as

glucuronides or oxides of the ingested compound. The feasibility of

such a test lies in the fact that it is simple, inexpensive and ax-

tremely sensitive for maximum recovery of mutagenic agents. The

technique developed by Ames will be employed for the detection of

mutagens in urine of rats. The addition of commercial B-glucuronides

will readily demonstrate mutagenic activity. The experiment will be

conducted for a duration of 24 weeks. Holtzan male rats will be housed

in metabolic cages and fed Purina laboratory Chow and distilled ;:ater,

ad libitum. After one week intervals, rats will be housed in separate

cages for urine collection. Urine will be collected in darkened, ice-

chilled flasks containing a drop of chloroform. Twenty-four houe

samples will be colelcted, centrifuged, then frozen at -150 C for I - 2

days until assayed. Before use, urine will be sterilized by Millipore

filtration. The criterion for mutagenicity closely relates to linear

findings of the dose-response curve.

Notably, limitations may arise when metabolites are present in low
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concentration and histidine in range of 0.7 - 1.3 umole/ml. To com-

pensate for this limitation, an adsorptive process with XAD-2 resin,

a styrene divinylbenzene copolymer, is used which allows for the

concentration of relatively nonpolar mutagenic components.

VIII. Recommendations

A. A culmination of quantitative data regarding the mutagenicity of

beryllium compounds via the Ames test is in process. A preliminary

time table regarding the experimental protocol are as follows:

I) Sept. - Dec. 1987 all tester strains of Salmonella typhimurium

(TA 97, TA 98, TA 100, TA 1535) will be developed and measured

for viability and the detection of mutants using one or more

of the specified techniques mentioned in sections III and IV.

2) Jan. - March 1988 the screening for mutagenesis of beryllium

compounds by incorporating S9 microsomal fractions from rat

liver homogenates and the utilization of the plate incorporation

test of the metal; and the collection and assay of urine samples

from rats exposed to beryllium, such that mutagenic metabolites

due to liver conversion are detected.

3) April - June 1988 a continual analysis of the effects of beryllium

compounds using varied concentrations (ie. as seen in the plate

incorporation test) of the metal; and the collection and assay

of urine samples from rats exposed of beryllium, such that

mutagenic metabolitesas a result of liver conversion are

detected.
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The overall results should indicate to what degree beryllium compounds

are nutagenic, the effects of beryllium in/on specific tissues, and to

provide a linear correlation(denoted for detecting mutagenesis in

urine) as seen on a dose-response curve.

B. The ongoing concern among researchers involved in the analysis

of metals delves into both the occupational and environmental

arenas. The occupational implications of beryllium mutagenesis

encompasses the short and long term effects of the metal on

workers who are exposed and not properly protected. On the

other hand, environmental concerns include the toxicological

effects of beryllium on systems in greater proportions; an

exemplary incident nay be exposure ofberyllium to the general

populace via the burn-off of coal (beryl ore). The atmospheric

concentrations of the metal may vary from region to region,

but the quantitative effect(s) may be numerous.

Further studies of the carcinogenic and mutagenic affects of beryllium

may include methods for identifying particular mutants. Various

methods may include electrophoretic assays, light absorption (ie.

spectrophotometric assays, and enzymatic assays for inducing muta-

genic activation.
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The Effects of High Noise Levels on the Acountic-Phonetic

structure of Speech: A Preliminary Investigation

by

B.A. Gable

The purpose of this study was to provide some

preliminary data concerning the acoustic-phonetic structure

of speech produced under high noise levels. Acoustical

measurements were made of a set of sentences spoken by four

subjects in two conditions: the 95dB noise condition and

the no-noise condition. Sentences produced under 95dB noise

were different from sentences produced under ambient noise

in both durational and spectral characteristics.
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I, INTRODUCTION:

The acoustical structure of normal speech has been the

focus of many investigations. Bond (1985) defined

normal speech as, "speech produced with minimal

distraction or disturbance of the speaker." A good

understanding of normal speech has been formed, yet

ordinary discourse usually Involves speech that is

effected by circumstances such as high noise levels,

distraction, and physical exertion of the speaker.

Therefore, there is a need for investigating speech

produced in adverse circumstances. There are only a

few such investigations.

A study by Dreher and O'Neill (1957) examined speech

produced under high levels of white noise. A panKel

of listeners were presented spondee words and

sentences produced by speakers who were exposed to

high noise levels. The signal to noise ratio was 4

dB. The results showed that speech produced under

noise was more intelligible than speech produced in

quiet. There was no difference between speech

produced at different noise levels 70 to 100 dB SPL.

Dreher and O'Neil reported that the Intensity and

duration of speech were greater under noise than In

quiet.
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Results by Ladefoged (cited in Bond, 1985) were not

consistent with the results by Dreher and O'Neil

(1957). Speech was produced by speakers under levels

of noise which were high enough to mask the auditory

feedback by bone conduction. The exact level of

masking noise was not reported, but Bond (1905)

estimated that it was approximately 120 dB SPL. The

results showed that the length and quality of vowels

were affected. Furthermore, results showed a shift to

a lower quality of voice and pitch pattern. Ladefoged

did not test the intelligibility of the speech, but he

did mention that the speech appeared intelligible yet

disorganized.

Pisoni et al., (1985) investigated the acoustical

changes in speech under noise (80 to 100 dB SPL).

Results showed that as noise increased, there was an

increase In intensity, fundamental frequency, word

duration, and variability of FO. Furthermore, at

higher frequencies, there was an increase In the

relative distribution of energy in the speech

spectrum. Vowel formants shifted towards more

centralized positions; Fl rose while F2 and F3

dropped.
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Bond (1985) reviewed these three studies and concluded:

It would seem, therefore, that the presence of

masking noise at some levels causes speakers to

change their speech towards more intelligible but

that masking beyond these levels cause speech to

become disorganized and undoubtedly less

intelligible. It Is also possible of course,

that the differences between the results

represent the effects of noise on different

speakers.

Bond also concluded that data was scarce regarding how

adverse conditions cause changes In the acoustical

structure of speech and subsequently affect

intelligibility. Thus, there is a need for further

research.

Bond, Moore, and Gable (1986) Investigated the effects

of noise and the use of an oxygen mask on the

production of isolated words. A comparison between

speech produced in the 95dB noise condition and in the

no-noise condition Indicated that the formants became-

more centralized in noise, and that fundamental

frequency, total energy, word duration, and vowel

duration all increased in the presence of noise.

There were two exceptions. First, word duration for

Subject one decreased in the presence of noise.
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second, the results on vowel duration for subject one

were mixed; some words showed increased vowel

duration in noise while others showed decreased vowel

duration.

The next question to be addressed is whether speech is

affected differently when the units of production are

different, such as words, sentences, or longer texts.

The present study addressed this question. The

present study investigated the acoustical changes in

sentences produced under high levels of noise, as well

as, the variability of speaker reactions to high

levels of noise.

II. OBJECTIVES:

This investigation examined speech samples of four

speakers produced in different noise environments.

This was done to obtain the effects of listening to

noise on the acoustic-phonetic structure of speech.

Such data provide information about human speech

production under adverse conditions. Therefore, the

data are relevant to an understanding of speech

production in general. The data may also be relevant

to testing automatic speech recognition systems.
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III, rM3THOD:

The speakers were four male volunteers. Each speaker

participated in two speaking conditions. Before the

actual experiment, the speakers were familiarized with

the materials to be recorded. After each recording,

the speakers were debriefed

Materials. The recordings were made using a TEAC

Tascam 44 4-channel tape reccrd,-. Speakers wore a

headset (H-157) with boom micr--' ne (M-167).

Two different speaking condition ecorded for

the four speakers: no noist a, k noise.

Each speaker recorded two repets ich of

the 20 sentences. Thus, 40 tokens .1, i.

each of two different noise conditlins; tota- of 80

tokens.

Measurements: The measurements were made In a similar

manner to those made by Bond, Moore, and Anderson

(1986). Both repetitions of all 20 sentences were

digitized at 16 KHz using a 6.4 KHz anti-aliasing

filter and 16 bit resolution. All tokens were stored

on disk. The tokens were recorded and analyzed using

the computer programs SPIRE (Speech Interactive
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Research unvironment) and SEARCH (Structired

Environment for Assimilating Acoustic Regularities of

Speech) on a Symbolics 3670 computer (Kassel, 1986;

Shipman). The boundaries for each segment were

located on the display of the wide-band spectrogram

and waveform. The segmentation was done in the manner

described by Peterson and Lehiste (1960).

Segmentation was difficult at times for three reasons.

First, the boundaries were occasionally Indistinct.

Second, the recording quality was occasionally

obscure. Third, there was an occasional presence of

noise. The sentences were transcribed in order to be

analyzed using SEARCH.

IV. RESULTS:

a. Average Total Energy. Measurements of the average

total energy of the vocalic sections of each word were

made for each speaker. Across words, all four

speakers showed an Increase in total energy In the

noise conditions compared to the no-noise condition.

b. Pitch Frequency at Midpoint. Measurements were

made on the vocalic partions of each word for each

speaker. All four speakers showed an increase in A

pitch frequency in noise.
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c. Vowel Duration. Subject three showed no

difference in vowel duration. Subject one showed

slightly shorter vowel durations in noise than in

quiet. Subjects two and four showed slightly longer

vowel durations in the noise condition than In the no-

noise condition. 0

d. Duration of Stop Closure for Voiceless tons. All

four subjects showed a slightly longer stop closure

for voiceless stops In noise.

e. Duration of Stop Closure for Voiced Stos.

Subjects one, two, and four showed no difference with

a slight tendency toward shorter stop closures for

voiced stops in noise. Subject three showed a shorter

stop closures for voiced stops in noise.

f. Frmant. For each subject. the first, second,

and third formants were measured across words for each

vowel. Of the three formants, the first formant

showed the largest difference between the noise and

the no-noise conditions. The first formant showed the

greatest increase in frequency in the noise condition.

Furthermore, tense vowels showed more of a difference

than did lax vowels.
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Vrst VoTHant. F1 was measured for all vowels.

Subject one showed an increase In F1 in noise except

for the vowel /^/, which showed no difference between

the noise and the no-noise condition.

Subject two showed an increase In F1 in the noise

condition.

Subject three showed an Increase In F1 for the

following vowels: /1/, /6/, /ae/, /a/, //c//, /c, Id,

and /o/. Subject three showed a decrease in F1 for

the following vowels: /1/, /e/, /u/, A/, /8/, and

/A/.

SubJect four showed an increase in F1 In the noise

condition.

Second Formant. The four subjects showed different

patterns for F2. SubJect one showed a decrease for

all vowels in noise except the vowels /o/, /a/, and

/c/. The vowel /o/ showed no difference between the

noise and the no-noise conditions. The vowels lal and

/c/, showed an increase in noise.

Subject two showed an increase in F2 in noise for the
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following vowels: /I/, /o/, /a/, /a/, /A/, and /c/.

Subject two showed a decrease in F2 in noise for the

following vowels: /I/, /e/, /as/, /u/, /v/, /r/, and

/fI. Subject two shoved no difference between the

noise and the no-noise conditions for the vowel //.

Subject three showed an increase in F2 in noise for

all vowels except the vowels /o/, /a/, and /c/, which

showed a deacrease in F2 In noise.

Subject four showed an increase In F2 in noise for all

vowels except /I/ and /f/. The vowel /I/ showed a

decrease in F2 In noise and // showed no difference

between the noise and the no-noise conditions.

Third Formnt. The four subjects showed different

patterns for F3. Subject one showed an decrease in F3

in noise for all vowels except /I/, which showed an

increase In F3 In noise.

Subject two showed a decrease in F3 in noise for all

vowels except /o/, /a/, and /c/, which showed an

increase in F3 in noise.

Subject three showed an Increase in F3 in noise for

the following vowels: /e/, /$/, /o/, and Ic.
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lubJect three shoved a decrease In r3 in noise for the

following vowels: /1/, /I/, /ae/, /u/, /w/, /a/, /a/,

/1/, /A/, and /g/.

Subject four showed an increase In F3 In noise for the

following vowels: /e/. /6/, /ae/, /v/, and /a/.

Subject four showed a decrease In F3 In noise for the

following vowels: /r/, /o/, /a/, /1/, /^/, /o/, and

/c/. Subject four showed no difference between the

noise and the no-noise conditions for the vowels /1/

and /u/.

g. Amp ratton aftpr all voiceless stoDs. For all

four subjects, total energy and frication frequency

Increased in the noise condition and duration

decreased.

h. E iv.ea±I A. The duration, total energy, and

frication frequency across all fricatives for each

subject was measured. All four subjects showed an

increase in frication frequency and total energy for

fricatives In noise. Subject one and two showed a

slight decrease in duration while subjects three and

four showed a slight increase in duration for

fricatives in noise.
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1. Word Initial /1/. In noise, the first formant

Increased for all subjects except subject four who

showed a decrease In the first formant. The second

formant decreased for all subjects except subject

three who showed an Increase In the second formant In

noise.

4

J. word Initial /r/. The first formant Increased for

all subjects except subject four who showed a decrease

in the first formant in noise. The second formant

increased In noise for subjects one and four, but

decreased for subjects two and three. The third

formmnt decreased for all subjects except subject four

who showed an increase In noise.

k. Word Initial /y/. The first formant Increased for

all subjects In the noise condition. The second

formant Increased slightly for subjects two and four,

but decreased for subjects one and three. The third

formant Increased slightly for subject two and four,

but decreased for subject three and remained the same

for subject one.

1. Word Initial /w/. In the noise condition, the

first formant increased for all subjects. The second

formant decreased for subjects one and four, but
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increased for subjects two and three. The third

formant decreased for subjects two and four, increased

for subject three and remained unchange for subject

one.

a. NA&AU. Duration decreased in the noise condition

for subjects one, two, and three, but increased

slightly for subject four.

n. Xl. Duration increased slightly In the noise

condition for subjects one and three, but decreased

for subjects two and four.

V. CONCLUSIONE:

The present results on sentences produced under high

levels of noise are somewhat consistent with the

results on isolated words. Fundamental frequency and

total energy increased in the presence of noise, and

for some vowels the formants became more centralized.

However, word duration was not fully analyzed, some

vowels did not become more centralized in the noise

condition, and vowel duration showed mixed results.

Consistent with the results on isolated words, vowel

duration increased slightly in noise for subjects two

and four. Subject one showed a decrease in vowel
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duration in noise and Subject three showed no .7

difference between the 95dB noise and no-noise

conditions.

The present results are based on only four speakers.

Therefore, caution should be excersized when making

generalizations. The results indicated that the

changes in the acoustic-phonetic structure of speech

produced under high levels of noise are relatively

systematic. The present results are similar to those

by Pisoni (1985), when speaking in noise, speakers

modify both the prosodic and segmental acoustic-

phonetic properties of their speech. To maintain

intelligibility of speech in noise, speakers change

the pattern of formants frequencies and the amount of

total energy in fricatives, aspirations after

voiceless stops, and vowels.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS:

The recommendations made after studing speech under

high acceleration (Bond, Moore, & Anderson, 1986).

apply to the present research on noise. The changes

in speech should be taken into account when attempts

are made to introduce automatic speech recognition

technology Into the flight environment. For example,
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the recognizer trained under quiet conditions may

perform poorly when used under high noise conditions

As Bond, Moore and Anderson suggested, research

defining the systematic changes in the acoustic-

phonetic structure of speech may lead to the

developement of compensatory algorithms for automatic

speech recognition technology In the cockpit.

Further research concerning the effects of noise on

speech should address an additional question outlined

by Bond (1985): What are the effects of noise on the

inteligibility of speech? Additional research should

also address other adverse speaking circumstances,

such as high cognitive load. Systematic changes of

speech under high cognitive load may be found and need

to be taken into account by automatic speech

recognition technology.

VII. APPENDIX A:

Sentences to be used for analysis.

a. CID list E.

1. You can catch the bus across the street.

2. Call her on the phone and tell her the news.

3. I'll catch up with you later.
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4. I'll think it over.

5. I don't want to go to the movies tonight.

6. If your tooth hurts that much you ought to

see a dentist.

7. Put that cookie back in the box!

8. Stop fooling around.

9. Time's up.

10. How do you spell your name?

b. CID list J

11. Breakfast is ready.

12. I don't know what's wrong with the car,

but it won't start.

13. It sure takes a sharp knife to cut this meat.

14. I haven't read a newspaper since we bought a

television set.

15. Weeds are spoiling the yard.

16. Call me a little later!

17. Do you have change for a five-dollar bill?

18. How are you?

19. I'd like some Ice cream with my pie.

20. I don't think I'll have any dessert.
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The Effect of Attentional Focus Level on Task Performance

Utilizing Information From Different Stimulus Structure

Levels

by

Deborah A. Gagnon O

ABSTRACT

An experiment is described that will allow for the

analysis of performance on an object and scene two-

alternative forced choice task under different stimulus

structure attention focuses. Seventeen subjects

participated in a pilot study at the State University of New

York at Buffalo. Suggestions for a data analysis are made.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

One of the tasks required of the combat flight pilot is

to monitor his environment for specific information while

also attending to and maintaining a perception of the

overall mission, aircraft and environment situations. An

evaluation of the human information processor's ability to

extract specific information from the scene when not

attending to it and conversely, his ability to attain scene

knowledge at those times that attention is focused on a

specific item is of particular interest in the design of

virtual cockpit displays. Such displays super-impose

information that is typically found in conventional cockpit

panels as well as target information directly on the pilot's

helmet mask as the information is needed in the fliqht or

combat situation. To extract the information, the pilot

must switch the locus of his attention from the overall

scene to the information displayed on the mask interface and

thus to more "specific" information.

The development of an interfaced cockpit environment is

one of the primary efforts of the Human Engineering Division

of the Armstrong Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory

located at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base in Dayton, Ohio.

The design of the mask interface necessitates consideration

of general information processing abilities and is the

impetus behind this research. The information garnered from

this study is expected to reflect the general limitations of
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the human information processor and therefore generalize to

the pilot population.

My research interest as a Ph.D. student in experimental

psychology has been in the area of object recognition and

scene perception. In particular, I have been involved in

research that seeks to determine the variables necessary to

achieve perception of objects and scenes. The theoretical

construct I have been working under is that of a

componentially-based description of both objects and scenes.

The experimental studies involve manipulating certain

aspects of the component constituents (e.g. symmetry,

contour deletion, component deletion, etc.) to determine

their effect on speeded recognition tasks. A componential

description is one in which objects are represented as

arrangements of simple convex volumes (cylinders, bricks,

cones, wedges, etc.) While my research background is not

directly concerned with the problem of interest to

AANRL/HEA, my knowledge of scene research and the

experimental paradigm I have employed proved to be highly

applicable in this new domain.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

The visual environment of the pilot can be thought of

as a complex stimulus configuration from which the pilot

perceives, processes, and extracts information. This visual

environment can be described at several different structural
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levels of information. Previous research into stimulus

structure employed compound letters as the experimental

stimuli. These can be described as large letters composed of

smaller ones (see Figure 1). For such stimuli at least two

different levels of stimulus structure can be described: the

local level (comprised of the smaller letters that

constitute the larger element) and the global level (the

larger element). Compound letters have a certain advantage

to them for experimental purposes in that the various levels

can be arbitrarily and independently manipulated, that is,

there is no relation between the letters used at the local

level and the letter used at the global level. The

disadvantage to these stimuli is that they are artificial in

nature. Their applicability to real-world situations is

thus suspect.

Compound letter stimuli lie in contrast to naturalistic

scenes in which structural redundancies (correlations

between one level and another) in large part determine the

perception of the constituent entities. The :onstituent

entities in a scene are simply the objects that compose the

scene and can be considered analogous to the local level of

compound letter stimuli. The global element could be the -j

scene itself. (I would like to mention here that I believe

local and global assignments to be relative distinctions.

i.e. a description of a scene could range from the very

local description of vertices and edges to a very global

description that would include meta-scene information.
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Thus, an object description would be global relative to a

vertice-and-edge description.) Any attempt at manipulating

the local level of a scene structure destroys the overall

configuration. For example, the strategy I have employed in

my scene research at the State University of New York at

Buffalo has been to depict scenes as consisting of component

"clusters". Clusters are formed by extrapolating the

largest volume (component) from each of the objects in the

scene. The combination of the components in their unique

relations to one another elicits the activation of a scene

schema (viz. world knowledge about such scenes is activated)

and allows for scene recognition. Recognition is possible

because of the structural redundancies of scenes and

probably underlies our ability to quickly attain a schema

for novel scenes. If the normal structure of scenes is

broken, scene recognition is unattainable or at least

impaired. This can be demonstrated by comparing the

"jumbled" version of one of my component scenes in Figure 2

to the "coherent" version. The advantage of using real-.

world scene stimuli lies in the fact that they are

"natural". Thus, any findings from their use will reflect a

process that human beings naturally engage in and will

afford greater ecological validity to a real-life design

problem.

My objective at AAMRL/HEA is to look at how performance

on a task that requires access to one level of the stimulus

structure is affected by an attentional focus on another
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level. Another objective is to maximize the

generalizability of the findings so that they will be of

some value in the design of virtual man-machine interfaces.

It is clear that there is a real trade-off in terms of

advantages and disadvantages in using the two sorts of

stimuli I described above but it is also clear that

naturalistic scene stimuli were needed in order to meet the

second objective. The question I would like to be able to

answer then could be formulated as follows: given a focus on

one structural level of a scene stimulus (either at the

local [object] level or global [scene] level), how does one

perform on a task that utilizes information from the other

level in comparison to performance on the task when

attentional focus is at same-level?

Finally, it was decided that it might be interesting to

assess the effect of a spatial cue on the Solicitation of

local information. Specifically, we-wondered about the

temporal location of the cue in respect to the scene

stimulus presentation. This objective necessitated the

addition of another dimension to the experimental design,

that of pre- versus post-cue.

III. METHODS

A. DESIGN

25-8
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The paradigm I constructed to study the above question

is in the spirit of the compound letter research done by

Kinchla, Solis-Macias, and Hoffman (1983) but it is also

borrowed in part from scene research conducted by Biederman

(1972, 1974). The subject was shown a scene

tachistoscopically in which an object was cued. The subject

was then given either two scene names or two object names

for a two-alternative forced choice task. The subject was

to choose the name that described the scene if two scene

names were given or choose the object that was cued if two

object names were given. The critical manipulation was in

the relative probability that the subject would receive

scene name choices and object name choices.

Subjects were read instructions before the experiment

began in which they were explicitly told that 80% of the

two-alternative forced choices would be of either scene or

object names and 20% would be of the other. If there was an

80% probability for scene choices, the subject would be

considered to be in a global attention focus.

Alternatively, if there were an 80% probability for object

choices, the subject would be in the local attention focus.

After completing one block of stimuli in this condition, the

subjects were read instructions for the second half of the

experiment in which they were told that the probabilities

were now switched so that whatever task level enjoyed the

80% choice advantage in the first half was now the 20% task

type. This had the effect of switching the focus of
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attention from local to global level (or vice versa) between

the two blocks. Subjects were given 15 practice trials

before each block of stimuli to familiarize them to the

change in probability.

All subjects saw 128 color, real-world scene slides in

the experimental condition. These were divided into two

blocks of 64 slides each. Two slides at the beginning of

each block and two slides at the end of each block were

considered buffers and were included to eliminate any start-

of-block and end-of-block anticipatory effects; these eight

stimuli were not included in the data analysis.

B. PROCEDURE

The subject would initiate a trial by a key-press on

the terminal keyboard. One half second after the key-press,

a slide with right angles at each corner was shown for 500

msec. The purpose of the slide was to frame the portion of

the screen where the scene would appear and thereby ensure

that the subject would not miss the quick presentation of

the scene (exposure duration was below threshold for an eye

movement.) Depending on which cue condition the subject was

in, a cue would appear either simultaneously with the frame

or immediately following the scene stimulus; in either case

the cue was shown for 500 msec. If the cue preceded the

scene, the subject was in the pre-cue condition; otherwise,

he was in a post-cue condition. Regardless, following
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either the frame alone or the frame-plus-cue, a scene slide

was presented. The exposure duration for the scene slide

varied depending on whether the two-alternative forced

choice was to be object choices (duration - 150 msec) or

scene choices (duration - 100 msec.) Local task trials were

shown for an extra 50 msec. because a 100 msec. duration was

judged to be too short to elicit adequate performance

measures. If the intent of this research was to simply

compare performance on a local task versus a global task

then this would not be allowable, but the intent was to

compare performance on the same task under different

focuses. Giving a greater exposure duration to the local

task then does not affect the comparisons we wished to make.

Rather, it simply assured that there would be above chance

performance on the local task so that an analysis could be

made.

As soon as the scene went off, a pattern of random

color patches (the mask) was flashed for 500 msec. If the

subject was'in the post-cue condition, the cue was super-

imposed over the mask (salience of the cue was judged to be

as good as in the pre-cue condition when the intensity of

the mask was lowered relative to the cue). Immediately

following this sequence of slides, the two-alternative

forced choice was presented to the subject on the projector

screen. One scene or object label was typed on the left of

the screen and the other on the right. The subjects were

instructed to make their decision as quickly and as
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accurately as they could. The choices were shown for 3 sec.

by which time the subject had to have indicated his choice

by pressing a left microswitch if he thought the left choice

was correct or a right microswitch if he thought the right

choice was correct. The correct response was randomized and

balanced between right and left. An analysis will be made

to determine if there is any evidence of a response bias for

the left response as a result of a left to right reading

pattern. Finally, a trial ended with the presentation of

feedback that provided the subject with the correct response

and his reaction time.

A questionnaire was given to some subjects following

the experiment. The purpose of the questionnaire was to

assess how well the two scene choices for each scene

described the scene. The subject reviewed each of the 120

experimental scenes over again and rated the two scene

labels from each scene for their "goodness" as descriptors

for the scene on a scale from 1 to 5 (1 - low rating, 5 -

high rating). Subjects were instructed not to rate the

labels according to whether the scene corresponded to the

label description but rather, how much the scene looked like

what the label described. As an example, one of the scenes

was of a library check-out counter. The scene alternatives

in the experiment were library check-out counter and

hospital admissions desk. A subject might have rated both

labels highly: it would obviously look like a library check-

out counter since that's what it was but it also highly
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resembled a hospital admissions desk. The ratings will be

correlated with performance measures (viz. RT and errors) to

determine if there is a component attributable to the ease

with which the subject could reject the alternative label.

C. SUBJECTS

The experiment was conducted at the State University of

New York at Buffalo in August, 1987. Seventeen subjects

were run for pilot data; ten of these completed the

questionnaire as well. Most of the subjects were obtained

from the introductory psychology subject pool and

participated as part of the course requirement. The

remaining subjects were graduate student volunteers. All

subjects were required to be native english speakers and to

have normal or corrected-to-normal vision. The focus order,

block order, forward and reverse presentation, cue

condition, and the particular set of trials that were going

to be "critical" (i.e. belong to the 20% task under each

focus) were balanced across subjects.

D. APPARATUS AND STIMULI

The scene stimuli were created in July, 1987 by the

experimenter in Buffalo, NY. An Olympus 35-mm camera was

used to take color scene slides with a 100 or 400 ASA speed

Ektachrome film. Scenes were carefully composed so as to
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contain at least one object that was not undergoing a large

amount of camouflage, not too eccentric from the central

fixation point, and subtending an optimum visual angle that

made it neither too salient nor too inconspicuous (all these

were subjective judgments on the part of the experimenter as

she was taking the picture and will be analyzed in the final

data analysis.) This object warranted such extensive

consideration because it would serve as the target object in

the scene. Scenes were also photographed with a

consideration towards the ease with which they could be

labeled. Both scenes and target objects required

consideration of alternative scene and object labels before

they would be selected; i.e. a scene that was similar yet

distinctive from the one being photographed and an object

that could conceivably appear in the same scene and was of

approximately the same size, function, and location in the

scene needed to exist if not in the scene being photographed

then at least potentially so. If a good alternative label

was not available then the scene would be useless in an

experiment that involved making a two-alternative forced

choice. A wide variety of scenes were photographed (e.g.

kitchen, public pool, waterfront, sand quarry, car

dashboard, etc.)

The experiment was conducted in a darkened experimental

room. Five Kodak Carousel projectors fitted with Gerbrands

Electronic Tachistoscopic shutters were used (one each for

the frame, cues, scenes, mask, and two-alternative forced
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choice slides). An SWTP 6809 microcomputer was programmed

to handle the balancing requirements, the timed portion that

regulated when the shutters ere to open and close, a relay

board that controlled the advancing of specific projectors

after each trial, the on-screen program that the subject

interacted with in the experiment, the storage of reaction

time and error data, and the presentation of feedback

information. The subject-to-screen distance was 8.5 feet

and the projected slides had an approximate visual angle of

Subjects pressed one of two microswitches with the

index or middle finger of their preferred hand to indicate

their response on each trial. The microswitch pressed

served as the input to the microcomputer and was the source

of reaction time and accuracy data.

IV. RESULTS

The final analyses for the pilot data have not been

completed as of this writing. Ten weeks proved to be much

too short a time period in which to construct a research

project of this magnitude from start to finish. A brief

overview of the important aspects of the analyses that we

would like to make are described below.

At the outset of designing this experiment, a

prediction was made as to what the general findings would be

(this is shown graphically in Figure 3). The behavior that
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we expected to find is an interaction between attentional

focus type (viz., whether focus is at the same- or

different-level than the task) and task level. The

particular shape the interaction takes (and its shape as

drawn in Figure 3) can only be speculated upon at this

point. Interactions such as this are difficult to interpret

and it is not always clear what conclusions can be drawn

from them (Loftus, 1978). Biederman (1979) has suggested a

method for such situations in which the interaction is

difficult to interpret that we intend to follow in analyzing

the data.

The critical analysis will be a between subjects

comparison of performance measures (RT and errors) for a I
specific stimulus when attentional focus and task were at

different stimulus structure levels (a critical trial) to

the same stimulus when attentional focus and task were at

the same level (a non-critical trial) for another subject.

A within-subjects test will generate means comparisons f-

critical trial performance versus non-crizical trial

performance within a task. This analysis will serve ,

measure for determining whether our probability ma

had the hoped-for effect of focusing attent r, A,

local or global level.

Additional analyses will determi-' '',

balancing variables, visual anqlp --,"' , !

eccentricity, target camouflaqe. lpi-

bias for left- versus tiqht-lahp. ; .. .
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scenes (to determine whether they should be kept for the

actual experiment), and cue condition (pre- expected to do

better than post-cue).

V. RECONNENDATIONS:

The research I have just described can contribute to

the research enterprise that AAMRL/HEA is currently

conducting. Just as importantly, it can make a contribution

to at least three areas of basic research: local and global

stimulus structure research, local versus peripheral

attention research, and scene perception research. This

project has value because it seeks to describe a basic human

information processing ability rather than simply addressing

a specific design question. In other words, it asks a

theoretical question whose answer will have value beyond the

immediate design application.

The data for the pilot study should be analyzed and

used as a guide for experimental design improvements. Data

collection will then ensue at the University of Minnesota in

Minneapolis during the month of January, 1988. Eighty

subjects are anticipated to be run in the completed design.
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PROVIDING ON-LINE GUIDANCE TO CoMPTieR T-tER-

by

Edward N. Gellenbeck

ABSTRACT

The conceptual design for an on-line guidance interface

is presented. The design is based on research in user-

oriented interface design and artificial intelligence. The

on-line guidance interface offers help to users in goal-

oriented, context-sensitive terms. It is accessed through a

window on a multi-tasking computer system. The guidance

interface is examined as an interface to information

retrieval services. The paper concludes with a list of

references in the area of user-oriented interface design.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Dr. Bryce Hartman of the USAF School of Aerospace

Medicine in San Antonio, Texas is deeply interested in

developing computer-based training facilities fcr fighter

pilots. Together with the Human Performance Engineering

Department at Southwest Research Institute (SwRI), he has

been developing such a training facility in San Antonio.

One of the most important components to this training

facility is a human-computer interface that is able is

establish a relationship with the trainee that is

intentional in a compelling way, as well as being

interactive and adaptive. This computer-based training

facility is referred to as the Intentional Tutor.

Dr. Richard Schori of Oregon State University spent the

summer of 1986 as a USAF-UES Summer Faculty Researcher

working with Dr. Hartman on the Intentional Tutor project.

Subsequently, Dr. Schori was awarded an USAF-UES Mini Grant

to continue his research at Oregon State University. I was

recruited by Dr. Schori to assist in his research efforts in

the area of microcomputer-based information presentation and

retrieval.

As a PhD. student in Computer Science at Oregon State

University, I am able to contribute to this research based

on my strong background in system level programming which I

gained through formal education (M.S. in computer science

from California State University, Chico 1986) and

professional work (system programmer, IBM 1984). Since my

doctoral concentration at Oregon State University is

artificial intelligence, my research efforts are oriented

towards applying artificial intelligence techniques to this

application area.

Both Dr. Schori and myself were selected for the 1987

USAF-UES Summer Fellow Program to continue our research

efforts relevant to the Intentional Tutor project at the

School of Aerospace Medicine, Brooks Air Force Base, Texas.
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II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

Literature Review

One of my summer objectives was to conduct a literature

review in the area of user-oriented human-computer interface

design. The increase in computing power and software

sophistication has brought about an interest in user-

oriented interface design. Interface design deals with a

wide spectrum of concerns ranging from user physiology and

psychology to computer hardware and software.

Traditionally, ergonomics and human factors research have

been the two disciplines most closely aligned with interface

design.

A number of researchers are currently active in

applying the cognitive sciences to the design and

construction of user-oriented human-computer interfaces.

The emphasis of user-oriented interface design is toward

understanding the goals, tasks, knowledge and cognitive

limits of computer users rather than specific hardware

and/or software technology.

The library at Southwest Research Institute has served

as my source for reference material on user-oriented

interface design. This paper concludes with a list of the

literature reviewed. An examination was made of the current

research questions outstanding in the area of human-computer

interfacing and how artificial intelligence techniques might

contribute to these research efforts. Section III,

subsection "Advantages of the Expert Advisor" describes five

areas where AI techniques may be used to improve human-

computer interfaces.
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Applications to Information Retrieval

Another objective of my summer research was to explore

the application of user-oriented human-computer interface

design to computer-assisted information retrieval. Dr.

Hartman and Glenn Humphress of SwRI have labeled a component

of the Intentional Tutor as Big Gulp. Big Gulp refers to

the ability of the tutee, during the Intentional Tutor

training session, to network with a myriad of information

sources available through a diverse set of application

programs.

The focus of this report presents an original

conceptual design I have developed for a Big Gulp interface

dubbed the Expert Advisor. It is based on current expert

system technology and has applications across a variety of

disciplines. The Expert Advisor interface is discussed in

Section III of this report and its application to Big Gulp

is covered in section IV.

III. EXPERT ADVISOR

Introduction

This section presents a conceptual design for an user-

oriented interface referred to as the Expert Advisor. The

Expert Advisor's function is to help the user map his or her

goals to tasks which are performed n a computer system.

Norman (1986) refers to the gap between goals and tasks as

the gulf of execution. Specifically, the Expert Advisor

aids the user in goal formulation, planning the computer

task sequence, and executing the tasks. The Expert Advisor

has not been implemented.

The Expert Advisor takes the user's goals to be the

central, top-level units that mediate interaction. It
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provides support for real world goals, which may take days

or even months to perform and require the integration of a

variety of application programs. This differs from

traditional interfaces which take the application programs

to be the structural units of the interface and offer no

support to users in planning and managing their activities

(Cypher 86).

The major input to the design of the Expert Advisor

interface comes from an analysis of the environment in which

the computer system is used. Environment, in this context,

refers to a group of computer users in an organization who

share a common set of goals, tasks and domain knowledge.

Example environments include an accounting department of a

large corporation or the airplane mechanics in the USAF.

Individuals in the environment are expected to vary in their

computer expertise from novices to experts. An expert, both

in the application domain and the computer system, will

serve as the knowledge source for a expert system designed

to perform the mapping from user goals to computer tasks.

Expert Advisor Objectives N.

The objectives of the Expert Advisor are to:

1. provide computer users with guidance in accomplishing

their goals better and/or faster,

2. provide guidance to users in goal-oriented and

context-sensitive terms rather than generic command-

oriented terms,

3. allow users to pick up computer expertise through

interaction with the system rather than through formal

study or courses,

4. keep the costs of obtaining the guidance low and

predictable, and

5. keep the locus of control with the user.
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These objectives follow from the results of a study of the

goals and guidance-seeking behavior of computer users

conducted by Lang, Auld, and Lai, (1981). The user's mental

model of the Expert Advisor is to be that of an interactive

expert who is aware of the user's goals and information that

will be needed by the user to satisfy these goals.

Architecture

An expert system will serve as the architectural unit

for the Expert Advisor. It will be accessed through a

window on a multitasking computer system and run

concurrently with the application programs. At any time the

user may switch between the Expert Advisor and the

application programs.

The environment will have a hierarchy of knowledge

bases associated with it which codify the goal and task

mappings. A top-level knowledge base will map task-oriented

goals to one or more application programs. Each application

program will have it's own knowledge base also consisting of

goal and task mappings. These knowledge bases are developed

by a knowledge engineer, an expert system shell and an

expert from the environment. An inference engine accesses

all the knowledge bases within the hierarchical structure.

Example Session

As an example, suppose the environment consists of

upper-division students in the English department of a

college accessing a UNIX based mini-computer. These users

share common goals such as writing term papers, compiling

research notes, and sending electronic mail to classmates.

Figure 1 illustrates some of the possible knowledge bases

and their hierarchy in this environment.

Figure 2 illustrates a typical computer session in this

environment using the Expert Advisor as the interface. The
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user's goal in this case is to write a paper. He would

enter the goal in natural language in the Expert Advisor's

window and the inference engine would attempt to match the

user's goal to a goal in the environment's top-level

knowledge base (Fig. 2a). Failing an exact match, a list of

near matches is presented, to the user (Fig. 2b). The user

will select the appropriate goal and the corresponding task

sequence will be displayed which represents a plan of action

to the user for satisfying the goal (Fig. 2c). In this

case, writing a paper has three tasks, each with a

corresponding knowledge base which can provide further

guidance.

If the user selects the first task and requests HOW

from the pop-up menu the Expert Advisor will present a list

of editor options to the user (Fig. 2d). The user may then

select an editor and request DO from the pop-up menu. The

Expert Advisor will automatically start up the editor in a

window on the display eliminating the need for the user to

learn all the start-up procedures associated with each

application program. The user can move lower in the

knowledge base hierarchy and seek guidance in the use of the

editor by selecting this task and requesting HOW or by

entering a new goal using natural language. Now entering

the text becomes the subgoal and a plan can be displayed
which executes it.

Browsing of the goal statements in the knowledge base

is permitted. A reconnoiter mode is available to the user

which permits experimentation while saving the current

status of the data and program. The expert system inference

engine can answer how and why questions in a context-

sensitive manner by looking up or down in the knowledge

base.
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Upper-division
English Students'
Goals and Tasks
Knowledge Base

Editors Writers
Knowledge Workbench

Base Knowledge
Base

VI FACS SPELL STYLE
Kowledge Koledge Koledge Knoledge

Base Base Base Base

lProgrm Program Prgam Porm

Figure 1. A subset of the knowledge base hierarchy accessed
by the Expert Advisor for upper-division college students in
the English department.
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GOAL: write a paper GOALs write a paper

Write an informal paper
Write a research report
Write a formal paper
Write an Zng 305 report

Write a His
new goal Write a Phil new goal
do Write a the8 do
undo undo
how how
why why
browse browse
reconnoiter reconnoiter

a. b.

GOAL: write an informal paper GOAL: write an inform paper

Use an editor to enter the text GOAL: use an editor to enter
Use writers workbench to the text__

proofread your paper Use VI as the editor
Use a formatter to print your

paper or
new goal Use EMACS as the editor

do
undo
how new goal

why udo
browse
reconnoiter how

why

browse
reconnoiter

C. d.

Figure 2. A sample session with the Expert Advisor. In (a)
the user has entered the goal of writing a paper. In (b) the
user selects from a list of closely matching goals. In (c)
the user is requesting help on how to use an editor. In (d)
the user has selected EMACS and requests the Expert Advisor
start it up in a window on the display.
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Advantages of the Expert Advisor 7W
Miller and Neches (1987) suggest five areas where Al

techniques may be applied to improving interfaces. The

Expert Advisor contributes in each of these areas.

1. Explain the Task Domain and Application to the User

The first area, helping the user understand the task
domain and application is accomplished by the Expert

Advisor. The knowledge bases accessed by the Expert Advisor

encode knowledge about the domain which can be used to map

users goals to a plan of action. Tasks unfamiliar to the

user can be interpreted as subgoals and explained as more

basic tasks in the action sequence. In addition, the

browsing facility provides the user with a list, in task-

oriented terms, of the ways in which the computer system may

be used to accomplish his goals better or faster.

2. Explain the Interface to the User

Second, the Expert Advisor helps the user understand

the interface and the ways of interacting with it by the
consistent use of natural language and point and click

technology. User goals are entered in natural language and
a list of closely matching goals presented back to the user.

This helps the user in clarifying their goals by presenting

a range of likely refinements. Point and click technology

allows users to easily control the actions of the Expert

Advisor. The knowledge base hierarchy provides a structure

to the goal and task mappings. Reconnoiter mode makes it
easy for the user to test hypotheses about how the system

performs.
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3. Reduce the Cognitive Demands of the User

Third, the Expert Advisor will provide support for the
cognitive demands of the users by supporting the planning

and managing of tasks. The task sequence appearing in the

Expert Advisor's window will act as an extension to user's

memory, minimizing the amount of time users must keep the

plan in their own memory. Opportunistic and higher priority

activities can be interleaved with the current user goal;

the Expert Advisor provides reorienting information upon

resumption of the current user's goal.

4. Explain the User to the System

Miller and Neches suggest that AI may be applied to

helping the computer system understand the user. User

differences may be classified along two dimensions: user

system knowledge and user domain and task structure (Moran

81). The Expert Advisor's compiled knowledge base is geared

toward a user in a particular environment. It is more

specialized in domain knowledge, user goals, and task

structure than traditional interfaces. The user's ability

to move within the hierarchy of goals, subgoals and tasks
satisfies the guidance needs of novice as well as

experienced users.

5. Support the Interface Design process

Fifth, the Expert Advisor provides a consistent

interface to application programs. This is particularly

helpful to novices who don't even know how to begin. Each

application program will have its own knowledge base which

is accessed through the Expert Advisor inference engine. A

knowledge engineer and a expert system shell will maintain

consistency even if different experts are used during the
evolution of the environment. Additional knowledge
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structures can be added incrementally as new goals and tasks

are identified. Additional knowledge bases can be added as

new application programs are added to the system.

IV. BIG GULP INTERFACE

The Expert Advisor conceptual design is now examined as

an interface applicable to on-line information retrieval.

The rise in the number of on-line information services can

be overwhelming to casual users. Not only are users

required to map their goals and needs to the appropriate

information service, users must also develop expertise in

the mechanics of a variety of information retrieval

programs.

Many information systems in use today use a human

intermediary to help users clarify their initial goals,

terminology and search strategies (Ingwersen 86). The fact

that human intermediary experts exist suggest the

possibility and utility of an Expert Advisor interface.

User-driven Model for Information Systems

Traditionally, information retrieval systems have been

technology-driven and content-driven. Taylor (1986)

proposes a third approach: the user-driven model. He argues

that a major input to system design and operation should be

derived from an analysis of the information use environment.

The results of this analysis will provide the mapping

between user goals and tasks and the type of organized

information that exists in the system.

The conceptual design of the Expert Advisor is based on

a user-driven model. The Expert Advisor can be viewed as a

stepping stone to a user-driven information system. It

provides a user-driven interface to the today's technology

and content-driven information retrieval systems.
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Co-operative Expert System

Information retrieval is an ill-structured task. The

process of satisfying the information needs of an individual

is not Well understood and appears to be highly context-

sensitive and individualistic.

In general, expert systems have attempted to provide a

concrete, communicable solution to well-structured problems.

Coombs (1984) has looked at building co-operative expert

systems v-ich focus on enriching a user's understanding of a

problem areas and the development of the user's skills at

handling the problem. He implemented an expert systpm which

helps users decide what questions to ask and ways to look

for answers.

The Expert Advisor interface applied to information

retrieval should be designed to encourage guided discovery

learning. This can be done by minimizing the costs of

obtaining guidance as well as by suggesting new sources of

information to the user.

Multiple Information Sources

The number of information sources available on-line is

increasing daily. The Expert Advisor can aid the user in

identifying which of the available information sources may

be relevant to the user's goal through a systematic search

through the knowledge bases for ways of satisfying the

user's goals.

Multiple Application Programs

Over the last twenty years, a number of information

retriev-. programs have been implemented which perform a

common set of operations. At present, there are over 300

different document retrieval services to which individuals

can subscribe (Forsyth 86). Each of these programs uses

26-15
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variations in command languages to activate these
operations. Treu (1982) has worked at developing an
intelligent computer interface which makes it appear to the
user that the application programs are interfaced through a

standard interface language.

The Expert Advisor can be designed to accomplish this
standardization of terminology. Procedures can be written
which perform the translation from the standard operations

to the application command language.

V. Recommendations

The conceptual design of the Expert Advisor should be

evaluated and revised if necessary. Assuming a positive

evaluation, a suitable environment should be identified and
a detailed design of the Expert Advisor undertaken.
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Mode Extraction from an Electromagnetic

Slow Wave System

by

James A. Gerald

Abstract

Expressions for the electromagnetic fields in a

coaxial wavegulde with a corrugated outer conductor were

obtained. In this analysis, the depth, width, and

period of the corrugations remained variable along with

the radius of the inner conductor and the overall radius

of the structure. Also, for the purpose of analysis,

the structure has been divided into two regions, I and

II. Region I is the portion of the waveguide contained

within the inner radius b of the corrugated outer

conductor, and Region II is the portion of the waveguide

contained within the corrugations or slots. To meet the

boundary conditions, several functions have been used to

approximate the z-directed component of the electric

field at the radius b. A comparison of how well the

fields match at the radius b for each approximation has

been made. The phase velocity in the slow wave

structure was of particular interest, and methods for

obtaining it have been presented.
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I. Introduction:

In May of 1987, I received my Bachelor of Science

degree in Electrical Engineering from the University of

Mississippi. My studies there included an emphasis in

electromagnetics and mathematics. I also had the

pleasure of working as a research assistant under both

Dr. Charles E. Smith and Dr. Darko Kajfez while pursuing

my degree.

Dr. Wheless and I met for the first time at the

University of Mississippi where he was working on his

Ph.D. in electrical engineering. I took my first

electromagnetic fields course under him while he was

there, and as part of my work, I spent several hours

becoming familiar with the automated measurements system

he had been using as part of his studies.

Earlier this year Dr. Wheless asked me if I would

consider applying for a summer appointment under UKS.

This was the first I had heard of the program's

existance, but as a result, he and I have been working

together all suner. During this time I have had a very

rewarding experience at Kirtland Air Force Base.

Over the past few years, the Beam Physics Branch of

the Air Force Weapons Laboratory at Kirtland AFB has

posed many unanswered questions regarding the behavior

of electromagnetic waves in various slow wave

structures. Also of interest to them have been possible

methods for extracting energy from these structures in a

circular waveguide T1ll mode. The corrugated, coaxial

waveguide, a slow wave structure that the branch uses

fairly often, provided both Dr. Wheless and myself with

& problem to study during our ten week appointment.
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II. Objectives of the Research Effort:

At this time, the corrugated, coaxial slow wave

structures being used by the Ream Physics Branch have

been operating in a TM mode similar to TMOI in a

standard coaxial cable; however, extracting the energy

from the slow wave structure has not yet been

accomplished in an efficient manner. Aside from being

able to extract the energy from the structure more

efficiently, the Air Force would also like to convert

this TM mode to a TEll mode in a standard circular

waveguide for transmission. Determining an efficient

method of mode extraction from the slow wave system was

thus established as our research goal.

In order to accomplish this goal, Dr. Wbeless and I

divided the problem into three separate steps. First,

we needed to determine certain properties of

electromagnetic waves in a corrugated, coaxial, slow

wave structure. These properties include the field

expressions, the wave impedance for forward travelling

waves, and the phase velocity. Dr. Albert W. Biggs has

performed a similar analysis [1]; however, he

approximated the cylindrical structure with a planar

structure. The cylindrical geometry has been analized

by R. 0. Butter, but with fixed relationships between

Wg, wt. and d. [2].

The second step involves extracting the energy from

the slow wave structure by obtaining a good impedance

match between it and a standard coaxial structure. Using

several short matching sections, one could gradually

progress from a slow wave to a fast wave structure and

at the same time reduce reflection as much as possible.

The third step, the mode conversion, we saved for

last since methods exist for converting the TMOI mode to

T9ll using radial extraction. We set as our eventual

goal, however, to convert the mode on axis without

placing aperatures in the side of the waveguide.
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Over the course of the summeP, the first two steps

have been brought as far as our ten week stay would

allow, and although both require further study and

development, the results have provided insight into the

direction that needs to be taken for mode extraction.

Also, in order to do Justice to a discussion of each, we

have divided the task of writing our final reports into

two distinct areas., one to be covered by each of us.

The work on determining the field expressions and other

properties in a corrugated, coaxial waveguide appears in

my final report. Likewise, the work on impedance

matching and conversion from a slow to a fast wave

structure appears in the report written by Dr. Wheless

[3].

I1. The Slow Wave Structure and Coordinate System:

Several terms should be introduced with regard to

the corrugated, coaxial waveguide as shown in Figure 1.

Slot or gap depth represents the depth d of the

corrugations. Slot or gap width represents the width wg

of the corrugations. The width wt of the metal tooth

separating corrugations is called the tooth width, and

the period of the corrugations w is called a cell width,

where w = wa + wt. A cell begins at the leading edge of

a gap and ends at the trailing edge of a tooth.

The two regions of interest are defined by the

following:

Region 1: a b

Region II: b < p r.

Kach region will be treated separately, with the field

expressions being matched at p = b.
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IV. Transverse Components in Cylindrical Coordinates:

In cylindrical coordinates, first determining E z  W

and H s and then determining the a and k components from

them is usually more convenient. To do this, the

following spatial relationships are needed:

K = 1 -E - A - = (1)Jon ap)z z P

.1 1 d2

2 J 49 +  (3)

1 [Z4f - * 1 -+d-H (4)

These equations hold for both travelling and standing
waves and were derived by applying (vz x) to the

transverse components of Maxwell's curl equations as

suggested by On P. Gandhi [4] without the assumption

that =-

azz MRZ

V. Region I:

A. Wave Equation:

Since the devices in use at the Beam Physics Branch

operate in a TM mode, the z-component of the magnetic

field must be

H I = 0. (5)

Assuming the time-harmonic case and leaving out the

factor e J t in all equations leads to the wave equation

for K!

,2I + k2E I = 0. (6)
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Where
IR = R(p)0(M)X(z) (7)

equation (6) separates into the following three

independant differential equations:

p2f aR + + (kmP2 - n 2 )R = 0. (8)

~a %B
a 0 + n2O = 0. (9)

P ZX + (kW - k 2 )X = 0. (10)

a

The solutions to these equations are

) A 1 J (kmp) + A 2 N (k p), k' > 0 (11)
n mn m a

R(P) =

AzI (T p ) + A 2 Kn (Tp), k2 =-T' < 0 (12)
na n m a a

4)M = Blcos(nf) + Bzsin(n#). (13)

X(z) = C 1e + C.e , = k 2
- k2 . (14)a a

Taking 7 to be

TS jO3I, (15)

k z =k - (16)

(32 - kz, (17)

and k 2  2 pe. (18)

Note that since phase velocity is given by

vp~ kv'_ (19)
c G

slow waves occur when

> k2. (20)
0%

B. Boundary Conditions:

Taking into account the rotational symetry of the

masured fields in the slow wave systems used by the

Beau Physics Branch, the index n in equations (11)

through (13) mmat be

n = 0. (21)
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This reduces equation (13) to & constant and results in

R(p) being & linear combination of Bessel functions of

order zero.

Due to the inner conductor. 9 aunt be zero at
z

p - a. Thus 1(a) is given by

A 1J (k a) + A2N (kna), k' ) 0 (22)
R~a) = 0 =

All (rna) + A2KCr a), k2 =-r' 0 (23)

Choosing A. and A. to be

A= N (k a) (24)

and A. = -J Ckna), (25)

for V2 > 0, and

A= K C(T a) (26)

and A2 = -1 CrT a ) (27)

fop V' - -T2 ( 0, and substituting theme into equationsa a

(11) and (12),

[N Cka)J (k p) - J Ck a)E (k i,), k2 >0 (28)

R (p) a I K(r a)! Cr U) - r I0 a)K Cr p). k 2 (0. (29)

Also for the purposes of this analysis, only

foprrd travelling wave: have been considered. The lack

of any boundary to cause relfections along the x-axis in

Region I thus reduces equation (14) to
-J 3 aZ

IC:) = CIO (30)

Substituting theme results into equation (7) yields

z a a

wber* A Is a constant and

B Cp) = R~p). (32)

In Region I. only one other boundary condition may

be applied. At p = b, 1 must be zer~o on the teeth, but
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my have some non-zero value across the gaps. The

periodic nature of the slow wave structure allows a - -

functional representation for E to be constructed from 4-
z

the complex Fourier series as done by Ramo, Whinnery,

and Van Duzer [5], where

K' (pb) = OJ'Pz_ c e~zw (33)

9 aa given by equation (31) may also be expanded in an

infinite series, so that

K' =_A'B CI (,) 0 (34)
z . m

A comparison of these two expressions at p = b, leads to

the following:

on 1 e 20 + /w, (35)

and AI Is (38)
B Cb)

C.- Transverse Components:

The transverse components are obtained from

equations (1) through (4). Since B = 0 and
z

Z= 0, (37)

a, = 0, (38)

and H = 0. (39)
p

The other two components areI O ) I-[T - ] : mz'

JA [=BP (p) e (40)

and f#J a _B()I e a (41)

where, for k 0

p- = -k EN(kma)J(kmp) - Jo(k a)N (km,)]. (42)

and for k2 _ T 2 ( 0,

OPin (p) -r ol lI&l ) + I ma)KCr-P)1. (43)
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Mote that for some terms of the series, k 2 may be %

greater than zero while for others it is less.

The wave impedance, ZTM, of interest for the

matching sections is defined by the forward travelling

terms of these transverse components. Based on them,

ZTM we4a -J 7-.  o &- (P e
na

where n satisfies

An > 0 (45)

and An-1 ( 0. (46)

VI. Region II:

A. Boundary Conditions:

As in Region I, equations (5) through (21) hold for

Region II as well. Thus for Region II we may start by
II

applying the boundary condition that RI must be zero at

p = r. This leads to

N (k oJ (kmp) - J(k r)NE(k p1) k 2 )0 (47)

= :o(TmP)I(rp) - Io(T r)Ko(r,), k 2 (0 (48)

aM in Region I.

Due to the presence of the teeth in Region II, C,

in equation (14) does not equal zero. Therefore K 1 1 isz -

given by

R lII= A I I BIIlP) e a + e 149)

where A II is a constant and
m

B(p) = R(p) (50)

as given in equations (47) and (48).
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Also due to th. teeth. E IImust be zero at *1 wg

From equation (1), the z-dependance of E IImay be
P

written

X (z) = 0  
-r oi3 (51)

1P
At Z = wg this becomes

-JA mw /2 +J3w/2
e g - re g =0. (52)

which separates into the following two equations:

con(A a wg/2) = r acos(P amwg/ 2 ) (3

and sin(P a w 8/2) = -1' inin (3w/2). (54)

Choos ing

t =1 (55)

satisfies equation (53) and yields

Aug =j (56)

frwom equation (54). Thus

2 r (57)

and equation (51) becomes

X (z) = 2isin(A a z) (58)

or X (z) = 2Jsin(2v'mz/w ).(59)

Equation (49) may now be written

E IIA IIB I(p) cos(2u'mz/wg). (60)
Z a a

with the factor of two being incorporated into the

leading constant A.

Applying the boundary condition at p = b, E IIis

expanded in terms of a standard Fourier series, where

E(pinb) - cs 2 z/g + ibsin (21rm/w.). (61)

On expanding (00) in a similar manner and comparing the

two expressions.

E I. A"I B II(p) cons(2zrmz/w )(62)

bm 0, (63)

and A a (64)_

B B1 (b) (4
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B. Transverse Components: too

Using equations (1) through (4) and noting that

equation (37) holds for Region II as well,

E =0, (65)

and H = 0. (66)

P

The other two components are

I -A 1 21rs dB 1 p
EI -A [-a2 1 (p) sin(21rmz/w.) (67)

and *=--m w (go)0 cos(2'mz/w ) ,(68)

where for k2 > 0

!p= (p) -k,,[No(kmr)J (kmp) - J 0 (kmr) N(kmp) 1 (69)

and for k : -T 2 ( 0

II (p) = T [K (Tr) 1(Tmp) + IolT* PK(Tapl. (70)

Note that, as in Region I, for some terms of the series,

k 2 may be greater than zero while for others it is less.

Also note that for i = 0, k2 is always

k= k2 . (71)

VII. Fourier Expansions for E at p = b:

A. Constant Across the Gap:

In Region I, the Fourier coefficients for equation

(33) are given by
c w/2 , 3 (2

f Ealp=ble dz (72)

-w/2

In this came,

Eg, in the gaps

I l (=b) = (73)

0, on the teeth,
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as suggested by A. H. W. Beck [6]. Equation (72) then

becoms

o w,/23 E Omzd (74)

-wg/2

Therefore,

m 2 -K sin(j3 w /2). (75)

In Region II, the Fourier coefficients for equation

(61) are

a0 = 3g (78)

and a = b 0.ma)O0. (77)

B. Triangular Pulse Across the Gaps:

Using the triangular pulse suggested by the

numierical results of Ray Lemke and M. C. Clark [7],

the coefficients for Region I are given by equation

(72), where

Ig Ir+2z1

!(p-b)= K[I Lz 0 <z < w/2 (78)

0, on the tooth.

Thus
0 z ~ w8/22z J/ az

czf 1 gl (l.; ], a dz + .f Eg[ I- (79)

-wa/2 gj0 L Wg

resulting in

cm 4 - [1 - con(P w /2)). (80)

In Region II.
w /2

ad am = 2 J 1I (P=b)dozru/ )z (82)

w 2/2
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Substituting from equation (78),
w /2

a o = 2 E I - "gz dz, (83)wg

wg/2

and a a=g 1- 1RE[ I - 2 z Ico (2r w) dz. (84)

From these,

a = E /2 (85)

and a = - - E[ (1 - ioS(A3 wg/2)], m>O. (86)
* Pliwg mga

C. Y l - (2zwN 21 Across the Gap:

Taking E (p=b) to be
z

1/2

(p~b) =-,ithgas(87)

0, on the teeth,

results in the integral
w /2 2 2

C 1  Eg l - (2z/w )] I 12e *adz (88)

-wS/2

From Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [81,

x = 11 - )v-l2 jxt

r,(I - t) e dt. (89)
v riv+l/2 )r 1/2)-I

Applying this to equation (88) yields

C !!.$-&J, (p w /2) . (90) '
ca /3w " g

In Region II,
wg/2

ao - Egl- (2z/wg) 1] 2 dz. (91)
w /29g

and a 4 f 0g[l - (2z/w,) ]1 /2cos(2amz/w )dz. (92)
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F

Again from Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [8],

4x

Jv (x) =F Y2[12 1 l-t 2)1 I2con (xt) dr" (93)

and

f(a+x2)1/2dx = 1 (94)
22/ -c

Applying these results in

= 9g (95)

and a rg J, (m). (96)

mg9

D. Comparison of Approximations:

At the mouth of each slot, the impedance given by
E'

ZIn ( (97)

must also be Ell
z

z (98)

Figure 2 is a comparison of these two expression for the

Fourier coefficients given by part A of this section.

Likewise, Figure 3 compares those from part B and

Figure 4 those from part C. In each case, wg= 0.7 cm,

wt = 0.7 cm, d = 1.8 cm, a = 6.5 cm, b = 8.2 cm,and

J30 = 224.4 rad/m at a frequency of 3.5 GHz.

VIII. Phase Velocity:

I IndEl

By using the procedure of section VII, E and E
z z

are forced to match at p = b. This procedure, however,

does not force HI and HII to match. These would match

I I =~~~~~ ~~~ I ... OU ' :'



perfectly only if the exact behavior of Ez (p=b) were

known and a correct value for 13 uws obtained.

An approximate A30 and thus phase velocity, may be

obtained using one of two methods. First, A3 may be
I II

varied until the best match between HI and H4  is

obtained. As an alternative, Ao may be varied until Zin

from equation (97) matches ZIn from equation (98)

closely.

Using the second method described above and the

geometry for Figures 2 through 4, a 0o of 224.4 rad/m

us obtained for a frequency of 3.5 GHz with only the

zero order term from each series being used. This

indicates a relative phase velocity of
v
P 0.33 (99)

Experimentally, v
--Y = 0.34 (100)
c

for e 224.4 rad/m, suggesting a frequency of 3.6 GHz.

IX. Recomndations:

As can be seen from Figure 2 through 4, a perfect

match for Nz(p=b) has not yet been obtained. Also, as

slot width and depth vary, the accuracy of the

approximations may vary. To obtain a perfect match, a

numerical solution for z(p=b) becomes necessary. Such

a solution would also Incorporate the change in

character of EK with changes in dimensions. From theaW
numercal solution, the Fourier coefficients for E Z(p=b)

may then be obtained.
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Other possible extensions of the work presented

here include the following:

a) a numerical solution for non-periodic structures

of this type which would allow an analysis of a

matching section.

b) a program based on numerical techniques for

designing matching sections,

c) a study of periodic structures of this type for

which one variation occurs over several teeth.

Ik

2-

2 7 -1 8 . . .
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Mesopic Visual Performance With and Without Glare in

Contact Lense Wearers

By

Maurice B. Gilbert

ABSTRACT

Mesopic vision testing of human subjects was performed in order to

examine the effects of glare on visual function. Pilot age individuals

were checked and each was tested with both contact lenses and spectacles.

They were examined with the aid of a nyktometer. An apparatus which tests

the subject under simulated mesopic (twilight) vision conditions both with

and without a glare light source. Both contacts and spectacles correct

for visual acuity, yet which of the two is better for twilight visual perfor-

mance. The study will generate needed data for comparison. This will allow

the vision lab a chance to make recommendations concerning twilight visual

needs.
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I. INTRODUCTION: 7

Mesopic Vision is the visual illumination between cone photopic system

and rod scotopic system. This visual spectrum occurs under natural conditions

between the daylight and evening hours and may be referred to as twilight

vision. The transition which occurs between these ranges result in a shift

in the sensitivity of the human retina toward shorter wavelength of light.

This transitional area of vision has also been termed partial dark adaptation.

The Ophthalomology Branch of the USAF School of Aerospace Medicine

at Brooks Air Force Base, is concerned with the effects of glare on mesopic

visual performance. Visual acuity in the mesopic range is examined utiliz-

ing subjects who have been prescribed both spectecles and contact lenses.

A comparision of the two is made to measure human mesopic vision and evaluate

the effectiveness of contact lenses. Currently, large numbers of pilots

are required to utilize spectacles, because their acuity is not 20/20.

Yet, there may be in instances when the utilization of spectacles is not

the optimal choice. Contact lenses may offer a viable alternative for USAF

al rcrew.

Having previously worked with the Ophthalmology Branch during the Summer U

of 1986, I became familiar with the objectives and the function of the branch.

Having a background in biology and biomedical research has given support

to my ability in experimental design.
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Also, with my training in basic medical science would allow me the ability

to apply human function to the research effort. These factors would allow

me to be objective in helping to design and investigate a research protocol

for mesopic visual performance.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

At present, there have been few scientific investigation concerning

mesopic vision. Assessment of visual function is usually performed in the

photopic and/or scotopic range. A comparison spectacles and contact lenses

at the mesopic level is done to examine visual target acuity with and without

a glare source in pilot age observers. An examination of scientific litera-

ture revealed few comparisons and contrast review concerning contact and

optical lenses at mesopic visual illumination. This comparison would have

to be investigated by our lab in an effort to which visual optic wouid

function better.

Contact lenses offer and advantage over spectacles, because they reduce

blockage of peripheral vision in the pilot. Testing contacts in military

field conditions as well as visual target acuity testing will help determine

the better visual optical aid for various conditions. As a participant

in the 1987 Graduate Student Summer Support Program, I was assigned to examine

twenty (20) pilot age observers in the mesopic range. Each subject would

be a wearer of both contact and spectacle lenses. It was determined that
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the protocol required the utilization of the nyktometer. This instrument

is designed to test visual acuity in this range.

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants in the experiment were required to sign and have witnessed

a human subject voluntary consent form. Each was informed of his/her rights,

possible benefits or hazards and entitlement to medical care or compensation

in the event of injury. A participant could withdraw at anytime, without

consequences.

After an initial briefing, a review of the subjects general medical

history was illicited. Questions were asked concerning their general health,

current medications, infections or other conditions, which may alter the

experimental outcome. Visual acuity was examined with the Smellen Chart.

Participants would have a minimum acuity of 20/20.

Grading of lense deposits was accomplished with the use of a slit-lamp.

The scale was as follows:

Grade 1: Film and deposits detected by micro-

scope.

Grade 2: Film and deposits dectectable under J

certain conditions. -
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Grade 3: Film and deposits visible under

normal room lightning conditions i
without special equipment on a dry

lense, but which are not visible

while the lense is wet.

Grade 4: Film and deposits detectable under

normal room lightning conditions

with or without any special equipment

while the lense is wet or dry.

Testing was for a two (2) consecutive day period. Each subject was

assigned a random number which determined whether the subject was to be

tested with contacts or spectacles on their first day, with the second day

used for the other. Subjects were examined monocularly varing OD or OS

by random assignment. After evaluation and a three minute pre-dark adapt,

each was tested with the Rodenstock nyktometer.

RESULTS:

Testing was completed on seven (7) subjects. A pool which consisted

of five (5) females and two (2) males with an age range between 24 and 42.

All except one (1) were non-smokers. None had any stated medical conditions

28-7
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which would adversely effect the outcome of the test. All had a minimum

visual acuity of 20/20 corrected. Each subject was tested for maximum target

acuity with the nyktometer. If the subject was able to visualize all target

positions on the primary disc (501), then they were examined with the

secondary disc (502). When the subject was no longer able to identify the

corrected position, testing was stopped. The following chart shows the

number of positive identification for each target position.

HIGHEST TARGET ACUITY FOR NYKTOMETER

CONTACT LENSES SPECTACLES

POSITION DISC 501 DISC 502 DISC 501 DISC 502

OD OS OD OS OD OS OD OS

2 2 1 1
-J

3 2 1 2 1

41 2 1 2 1 21

5 __ 1 11

6 2 3 2 2

7 1 _..-

8 _ _ 3__ 1

9 3 1 2 1

10 1

212

*Note: Means No Response

k LA
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DISCUSSION

Experimental protocol design and a sequence of unfortunate delays result-

ed in an inability to complete testing on twenty (20) subjects. Of the

seven (7) participants who completed the study, five of them were females.

This has biased the study as completed to date. In an effort to collect

data within the allotted time, I accepted eligible subjects without regard

to sexual bias. Within the study, I questioned the effect of medical health

on the subjects ability to visualize the target. Specific questions may

assist in screening those individuals with a physiological limit related

to an organic basis. Common systemic conditions associated with increased

light thresholds follow, vitamin A deficiency, chronic alcoholism,

malnutrition syndromes, myotonic dystrophy and others. Therefore, questions

about general health may assist in screening medically correctible deficit

in mesopic visual functions.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

A. Utilization of the nyktometer is an efficient method of testing

mesopic visual performance. The data generated by the study,

demonstrated a higher level of positive identification with the

usage of contact lenses. However, before a true comparision of

contacts and spectacles may be done. Further subjects data should J.

be generated in order to make a qualified recommendation.
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B. A sample population should be established which simulates the

current and/or projected number of pilots. This would help in

correlation, and making a valid prediction of the advantage of

contacts versus spectacles.
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GROUND RUN-UP AFTERBURNER DETECTION

AND NOISE SUPPRESSION

by

Jeffrey J. Girard

ABSTRACT

Two projects were completed, both related to aircraft static

engine run-up noise. A purchase description was written for an

acoustic detection system to determine whether an aircraft in a

shelter has engaged afterburners. A test plan was written for a

test to supply information required for evaluation of noise

suppression techniques employed in hush houses for ground run-up.

N
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1. INTRODUCTION:

7M

Noise is produced during the static testing of aircraft engines.

This noise may be monitored in order to determine when the

aircraft afterburners are engaged. Also, if run-up is conducted

for routine maintenance at air bases, the impact of this noise

upon the surrounding community must be minimized.

My research interests have been in the area of acoustics,

primarily as it affects the stability of fluid flows. In previous

summer work I participated in an investigation of acoustic

levitation. This involved the manipulation of bubbles in a molten

glass. I have been a student of Dr. P. G. Vaidya, for four years

at Washington State University. I was brought to Tyndall as an

assistant to Dr. Vaidya.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

Aircraft engine run-up may be conducted in Hush Houses or Hardened

Aircraft Shelters (HAS). HAS are designed for protection of

maintenance operations from attack. Hush Houses protect the

surrounding community from the high levels of noise due to engine

static tests. The Fire Protection System (FPS) in the shelters is L

designed to extinguish fires which are due to ignition of a large

pool of fuel inside of the shelters. The flame which burns in jet

exhaust when a jet is in afterburner mode may be interpreted as a

fuel fire. One objective of my work was to devise an acoustic
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method to determine when an aircraft in a shelter has engaged

afterburners. The other objective was to develop a test plan to 7

obtain information to be used in evaluation of improvements to

Hush House design.

III.

a. For both projects, the data compiled by Lee (1978), was

invaluable. This test report showed noise levels as a function of

angle, frequency, distance, for various aircraft at various power

settings with and without Hush House. For an aircraft,

afterburner setting is 5 to 10 dB louder than at full power.

The acoustic detection of afterburner would be quite simple if the

loudest jet at full power was quieter than the quietest jet in

afterburner mode. However, the F-111 is louder at full power than

the F-5 in afterburner. A simple threshold loudness level would

not suffice.

I decided to use rise time as the main criterion. The rise in

noise level during afterburner ignition is quite steep. Also, All

afterburner noise will be above a known high level. The detection

system will monitor the noise at a set frequency. If the level

rises fast enough to be afterburner ignition, and if the level is

high enough to be from afterburners then the detection system will

check to see if the new high level of noise is sustained. It is

expected that it will take three seconds of afterburner flame for
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the FPS to alarm. So if the noise is detected to be afterburners

and if the noise is sustained, then a signal will be sent to the

FPS.

The noise suppression project required two reports. In one, the

current design was evaluated based upon existing liturature and

data. A report by Witten, et al (1987), described many pertinent

details. Also, suggestions for improvement were made in my

report. It was evident from acoustic data that the existing

design was sufficient for frequencies above 100 Hz. Lower

frequency levels were not effectively suppressed. This type of

noise affects body organs and buildings.

My suggested improvements were aimed at the low frequency content

of the noise. More mass should be added to the house walls. A

barrier may be placed to channel the escaping noise upward.

Active suppression may be applied at the air inlets and exhaust

opening.

The test plan was developed to obtain data required for evaluation

of these improvements. The noise which escapes the Hush House is

fairly uniformly distributed around the house. The noise will be

sampled at 250 ft. in 10 degree increments from front to back. In

addition, at 25 ft. and 2500 ft. the noise will be sampled only at

the 90 degree position. This is a total of 21 positions. This

data will be processed to show sound pressure spectra and

A-weighted spectra. The A-weighted levels show primarily the
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effect of the noise upon human ears. Noise attenuates

logarithmically over distance. The three 90 degree positions

should show this sufficiently.

b. The reports supplied for each of the projects are currently

under review.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS:

Tests will be required for the detection system. The rise time

due to afterburner ignition must be defined as well as expected

noise levels. Developmental tests will be needed for fine tuning.

The effects of low frequency noise upon humans and structures

should be more fully determined.
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ALTERATIONS OF SEGMENTAL VOLUME DURING

ORTHOSTATIC STRESS IN NONHUMAN PRIMATES

by

Beverly Elaine Girten

ABSTRACT

The overall goal of this project was to investigate the effect of

exposure to short-term simulated weightlessness on the volume changes W

that occur in young adult nonhuman primates. A series of experiments

involving head-up and head-down tilt protocols were conducted to test

the feasibility of using impedance plethysmographic equipment and

procedures to define segmental volume changes in Rhesus monkeys. The

specific objectives involved monitoring the calf, thigh, pelvic, ab-

dominal and thoracic volumes prior to, during, and following exposure

to short-term orthostatic and antiorthostatic stress. Initial work on

this project involved preliminary testing of the data recording sys-

tem. Four adult male Rhesus monkeys were tested during this phase,

and impedance plethysmography was utilized to determine segmental

volume changes. Ten animals were tested during the primary experi-

ment. The data obtained indicated that fluid exchange between the

peripheral and the more central body segments was taking place during

all angles of head-up or head-down, and the redistribution seems to be

graded and a function of the angle of tilt. These results suggest

that the peripheral arterial/venous system is able to compensate for

mild stresses produced by low angles of head-up and head-down tilt;

however, it is not able to maintain this compensation during or

following the higher angles of tilt.
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I. INTRODUCTION

I am a doctoral student and Graduate Research Associate

at The Ohio State University, and am working in the areas of

exercise physiology and physiological chemistry. Most of my

studies have centered on bioenergetics, suL-cellular enzyme

studies, and cardiovascular function of a variety of

organisms, including man.

This year's summer research program at the Armstrong

Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory provided an opportuni-

ty to merge my interest in cardiovascular and aerospace

physiology through participation in a collaborative project

involving impedance plethysmography and orthostatic toler-

ance. This merger of interest and the overall experience

gained through involvement in this project has provided me

with a better understanding of fluid dynamics during ortho-

static stress and has helped establish a basis for future

investigation in this area. -

The relationship of this investigation to weightlessness ,

is based upon the concept that exposure to weightlessness

physiologically unloads portions of an organism by greatly

reducing the hydrostatic pressures normally produced by the

Earth's gravitational forces. The fairly rapid headward

shift of blood and other fluids that occurs in the early -" t "

stages of space flight has been termed the cephalic fluid

shift (CFS). Recently, some investigators have suggested

that the CFS may be responsible, in part, for the w
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cardiovascular deconditioning and space motion sickness that

is brought about by the microgravity environment (6).

Specific changes that appear to be a direct result of the

CFS that could lead to the chronic effects above include

distension of central and cerebral veins, heart chambers and

the respiratory vascular bed. Major functional responses

that could result from these changes include alteration of

cardiac activity by increasing cardiac output and stroke

volume (1, 2), influence of reflex mechanisms that change

peripheral resistance and venous compliance (5), and changes

in the pattern of salt and water excretion that could lead

to hypovolemia and increased hematocrit (3, 4, 8). Another

factor which could influence cardiovascular deconditioning

and result from fluid distribution changes is alteration of

gas exchange in the lungs resulting from distension of the

pulmonary vascular bed that compresses the air-filled parts

of the lung (7).

In order to develop effective countermeasures that could

be used to prevent some of these consequences of exposure to

zero gravity, it is necessary to have a better understanding

of the fluid/volume changes that take place in the body

during weightlessness. A number of researchers have used

head-down bed rest to simulate effects of zero gravity

during ground-based cardiovascular investigations, while

others have used head-down and head-up tilt protocols. This
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study used head-down tilt to induce orthostatic stress and

head-up tilt to induce an anti-orthostatic stress.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The overall goal of this project was to investigate the

effect of exposure to simulated weightlessness on the volume

changes that occur in young adult nonhuman primates. A

series of experiments involving head-up and head-down tilt

protocols were conducted to test the feasibility of using

impedance plethysmographic equipment and procedures to

define segmental volume changes in Rhesus monkeys. The

specific objectives were to monitor calf, thigh, pelvic,

abdominal and thoracic volumes prior to, during, and

following exposure to short-term orthostatic and anti-

orthostatic stress.

These objectives have been accomplished and the methods

and information resulting from these accomplishments are

presented in the next two sections of this report. By

meeting these objectives, the summer research effort has

provided valuable information with regard to segmental hemo-

dynamic response to simulated weightlessness.

III. METHODS AND PROCEDURES

The initial work on this project involved preliminary

testing of the data recording system that was used to deter-

mine the segmental volume changes in nonhuman primates dur-

ing orthostatic stress. Four adult male Rhesus (Macca
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mulata) monkeys were utilized during the first phase of the

preliminary test. Each animal was instrumented to obtain

blood volume measurements in their calf, thigh, pelvic,

abdominal and thoracic body segments by impedance plethys-

mography. Head-up (HUT) and head-down (HDT) tilt table

tests were used to induce progressive orthostatic stress

over a period of 35 minutes. The following position/time

sequence was used for each of the HUT tests.

Position Elapsed Time Time in Position
(deg./angle) (minutes) (minutes)

Flat 5 5
+5 10 5
Flat 15 5
+10 20 5
Flat 25 5
+20 30 5
Flat 35 5

The HDT test sequence used the same protocol except angles

of -5 degrees, -10 degrees, and -20 degrees were used.

During these and subsequent tests, the animals were placed

on their backs and then rotated slightly to the right. The

animals were anesthetized with an intramuscular injection of

ketamine prior to instrumentation, and an intravenous in-

fusion of ketamine was used throughout each test.

The preliminary test helped to identify procedural

alterations needed for the primary experiment utilizing 10

Rhesus. Specific changes included: (1) monitoring vital

signs and room temperature before, during, and after each
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test; (2) a 30-minute stabilization period after administra-

tion of the anesthetic; and (3) use of an automated data

acquisition system that allowed data to be collected more

frequently.

Repeated measure analysis of variance tests were made to

compare head-up and head-down tests for each body segment.

A rejection criterion of P <0.05 was used in these statis-

tical tests; the Tukey's post hoc test was used in cases

where significant differences were found.

IV. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Figures 1-18 illustrate the data obtained during the HUT

and HDT tests and summarize the results of the statistical

analysis of these tests. Figures 1-6 illustrate the HDT

tests while Figures 7-12 illustrate the results obtained

during the HUT sequence. These figures show the mean re-

sistances calculated every 15 seconds for the calf, thigh,

pelvic, abdominal, thoracic, and forearm segments respec-

tively. The open squares in Figures 1-6 present the mean

base resistances, across the ten animals, as functions of

elapsed time (minutes) for each body segment. The solid

line in these figures shows the digital filtered and

smoothed trace that was obtained from the mean response data

for each segment. Both the mean values and the correspond-

ing filtered traces were obtained from the individual test

sequence data after they were normalized to the resistance
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values at 0 elapsed time. An increase in sequential (norm-

alized) impedance indicates a corresponding decrease in

segmental volume.

Figures 13-18 give the mean resistance values for each

body segment measured during both the HUT (open squares) and

HDT (pluses) tests. These figures are presented to illus-

trate the differential fluid redistribution effects of the

head-up versus the head-down stress periods.

These data indicate a slight fluid redistribution in the

arms and legs that continues throughout the first 15 to 20

minutes of the 35-minute test period as evidenced by the

resistance baseline increases found in the calf, thigh, and

arm segments. This fluid seems to have transferred to the

central body segments as evidenced by the slight decrease in

the abdominal and thoracic baseline resistances during the

same time period. Very little fluid redistribution was

found in the peripheral segments of the body during the 5

and 10 degree HUT and HDT periods as compared to the larger

resistance changes that took place during the 20 degree

tilt. Fluid exchange between the more central body segments

was found to take place during all three angles of HUT or

HDT. This redistribution seems to be graded and a function

of the angle of tilt. The volume changes produced in the

various body segments during the 5 and 10 degree tests were
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generally reversed during the subsequent flat periods. This

change was not found during the 20 degree tilt tests.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS

These experiments suggest that the peripheral

arterial/venous system is able to compensate for the mild

stresses produced by the lower angles of HUT and HDT, but

this system did not appear able to maintain this compensa-

tion during or following the higher angles of tilt. The

concept of fluid volume compensation has been incorporated

into many past human orthostatic tests, such as lower body

negative pressure tests made at low negative pressures prior

to higher exposures during the Skylab experiments. Proce-

dures developed during this summer's experiments may provide

a method for comparing the compensatory mechanisms used by

various primates during orthostatic stress.

Follow-on research should investigate longer time

peiiods of orthostatic stress in a variety of primates.

Investigations of this type could be done in conjunction

with short and long term hypokinesis studies to provide

details concerning mechanisms of actions involved in changes

In weightless environments and possibly to help in the

formulation of effective countermeasures.
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Designing Simulator Tasks to Study the

High Speed, Low Altitude Environment

by

Laura Giusti

ABSTRACT

An experiment was designed as an instrument to measure the

effectiveness of proposed experimental training regimes and display

designs. A computer simulation of a terrain-following, terrain-avoidance

task was used to determine the subjects' capabilities in the high-speed,

low altitude flying environment. Subjects controlled only the pitch and

altitude of their aircraft and were instructed to successfully maneuver

over and between twenty equidistant buildings. Preliminary results

suggest that the task will be an effective measure for evaluating training

regimes and display designs.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Accurate perception and performance during low altitude flight are

vital skills which need to be thoroughly researched in order to increase

effectiveness and safety.

In the Human Engineering Division of the Armstrong Aerospace Medical

Research Laboratory (AAMRL) at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, the

Perception and Control of Low-Altitude Flight (PACLAF) program uses flight

simulators to study perception and performance during low altitude flight.

In a series of ongoing experiments, the PACLAF program is identifying

relevant visual information used by pilots, and taking various measures of

performance during low-altitude flight simulation tasks. Within this

series of experiments, research designs are being developed to incorporate

the collection of physiological data during low-altitude flight tasks.

My undergraduate work in physiological psychology at Miami University

consisted primarily of recording and analyzing electrophysiological data

from animals. In these studies, depth electrodes were surgically

implanted in specific brain regions and soldered to a connector for

subsequent data collection. Slow-wave brain activity (EEG) and high-

frequency brain activity (unit activity) were recorded during simple

learning tasks. Standard electrophysiological techniques were used for

off-line data analyses. Specifically, fast Fourier transform procedures

and zero-crossing analysis were applied to the EEG data while peristimulus

time histograms and standard scores were produced to characterize the unit

activity data.
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One of my objectives in research has been to use these standard

electrophysiological techniques in human EEG recordings. Further, I have

wanted to expand my research knowledge to more applied issues.

Because of my lack of experience with flight simulators, however, it

was necessary to introduce me to the field with an existing study.

Ultimately, from my physiological research experience at Miami and my

recent exposure and participation in the current simulator study, I was

able to assist in the research and design of the proposed physiological

study.

II. OBJECTIVES OF RESEARCH

Flight simulation research was designed to investigate the human-

machine interaction which determines the effectiveness and safety of a

given task. The PACLAF program specifically designs simulator tasks for

studying human performance in the high-risk environment of low-altitude,

high-speed flight.

When operating in the low-altitude environment, terrain clearance is

the dominant task to which all others become secondary (Miller, 1984).

Therefore, the critical tasks within the environment which demand the full

attention and capability of the pilot are the terrain-following, terrain-

avoidance maneuvers.

The current study in the PACLAF program involves a task in which the

subjects were instructed to fly over and between twenty buildings (the

Building Jump task). This task is consistent with terrain-following

terrain-avoidance maneuvers and is instrumental as a tool to investigate

performance skills during high-speed, low-altitude flight.
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After my general introduction to flight simulation, and the current

series of studies in the PACLAF program, my objectives were as follows:

1. To participate in the ongoing Building Jump experiment designed

to create a tool with which to measure proposed experimental training

regimes and display designs.

2. To aid in the collection and storage of data from the experiment.

3. To perform statistical analyses on the data, and

4. To begin design of a similar study incorporating physiological

measures.

III. THE BUILDING JUMP EXPERIMENT

A. INTRODUCTION

The Building Jump experiment, along with other experiments in the

PACLAF program, was designed to investigate the most effective manner in

which to study high-speed, low-altitude flight on computer simulators. In

order to be effective, the simulated task must require active control by

the observer (Warren & McMillan, 1984) and identify the task parameters

which will influence the degree of task difficulty.

1. Active Control. Traditional passive control, or passive

psychophysics, does not permit the observer to respond to the display in a

manner which will affect it. Active psychophysics, in contrast, requires

observer control to change the dynamics of the display. Active control can

be accomplished by the use of a force-stick for pitch and altitude control,

a throttle for thrust control, or rudder pedals for roll control. Observer
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input on these controls will cause a change in the display and thus require

constant monitoring and updating of input by the observer.

2. Task Parameters. The quality of performance can also be

affected by the level of difficulty of the task parameters. Variations in

displays, and therefore variations in cues presented to the observer, have

dramatic effects upon flight performance. The task parameters which

influence the degree of difficulty of the task, such as number and kind of

visual cues and their relationship within the moving simulation, must be

identified to determine their effect on performance.

By identifying and understanding the task parameter's influence on

performance, and including some kind of observer control, the simulation

becomes a sensitive measure of the difficulties inherent in high-speed,

low-altitude maneuvers, and an effective tool for future studies.

Following these guidelines, the PACLAF program created the Building

Jump task which was designed specifically as a measuring device to

determine the effectiveness of proposed experimental training regimes and

display designs. By the observer's control of pitch and altitude over and

between the twenty buildings and the use of a simplistic, unobtrusive

display, the Building Jump appears to be an effective, sensitive tool as a

baseline of performance. Although the task has a high face validity, it is

still necessary, however, to experimentally refine and evaluate the

usefulness of the proposed Building Jump task.
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B. APPARATUS AND DISPLAYS

The "Building Jump" simulation of F-16 dynamics was generated by

a PDP-11 computer and displayed by ann IRIS 3020 graphics computer which

projected the moving display onto a 2.4 meter by 1.8 meter rear-projection

screen in the Visual Bay. The display consisted of a straight, black,

perspective view of a roadway extending from the bottom of the display to

the end of the green grass and the beginning of the blue sky and twenty

equidistant, light-grey, block buildings in the center of the roadway. The

perspective algorithm produced nonlinear changes in display such that for a

50-ft. wide roadway, a 10-ft. drop in altitude (from 20 to 10 ft.) produced a

35' increase in roadway angle, whereas a 10-ft. drop in altitude (from 220

ft. to 210 ft.) produced only a 2' increase in roadway angle. Therefore,

dramatic changes occurred in the display at exceptionally low altitudes and

produced a "ground rush" experience that contributed to increased control

difficulty.

C. SUBJECTS

Ten paid subjects (7 women and 3 men) of average or corrected

vision participated. None were pilots.

D. PROCEDURES

The subjects viewed the display from an aircraft seat 1.2 meters

from the center of the screen. They manipulated their aircraft's pitch and

altitude by a force stick connected to the right side of the seat, and were

instructed to direct their aircraft above and between each building. As
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the aircraft approached each building, at the controlled 100 mph, the

subject would direct his aircraft above the top of the building, pass over

it, then descend to a designated 50-ft. altitude. When the craft descended

below the 50-ft. mark, the approaching building would turn dark grey,

indicatin6 the fulfillment of the low-altitude requirement and signaling

his freedom to ascend to the top of the next building. The building would

return to its original grey color when the craft was once again above the

50-ft. threshold. A successful completion of the task required that the

subjects avoid crashing into the ground or the buildings, and that he

descend below a 50-ft. threshold between each building. If the subject

completed the task without a mistake, a score of 100 would be displayed on

the screen along with an error count of 0. If, however, a subject made one

or more of the three types of errors, the number of errors made would

appear on the display along with the score calculated as the percentage of

the trial completed prior to the first error.

E. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

There were five conditions which varied by the distance between

each successive building. Although within each trial or condition the

distances between buildings were constant, between each trial the distances

varied from 700 to 1500-ft. in five increments of 200 ft. each.

After a practice flight to introduce the subject to the dynamics

of the F-16 simulator, the subjects flew the five randomly-ordered

conditions, rested for ten minutes outside the Visual Bay, then returned

for the second randomly-ordered set of the same five conditions. Thus,
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each subject, after four days of trails, was exposed to each condition

eight times, in eight randomly-ordered pairings for a total of forty

trials.

F. DATA COLLECTION, STORAGE AND ANALYSIS

Data was collected on the IRIS and PDP-11 computers and reviewed

in the two following forms:

1) A graphic depiction of the time-history flight path was

created by the IRIS illustrating the line of buildings and the subject's

flight path above and between each building. These graphic paths were then

transformed into data points by plotting their wave length (Tau) and

amplitude (delta) coordinates.

2) The PDP recorded the overall mean altitude and standard

deviation for each trial.

The data was stored temporarily on RK05 disks, then transferred to

RK07 disks for long term storage, and finally onto separate tapes for each

subject's individual trials.

To determine the baseline of performance for the Building Jump

experiment, the Delta-Tau coordinates are averaged across each condition

and all subjects. The means for each condition determine the expected

performance and become the tool which which to measure the effectiveness of

the proposed training regime or display design.
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F. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE BUILDING JUMP TASK

In continuation of the Building Jump experiment, I would

recommend shorter inter-building distances in order to create a more

difficult, and for some, an impossible task. At present, subjects are able

to complete all tasks with few or no mistakes, therefore, their data

demonstrates very little variability other than the graphically depicted

flight path.

IV. GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS

For future studies of the PACLAF program, I would recommend taking

standard physiological measures from subjects during experiments in which

workload variations were being tested. Taking physiological measurements,

such as heart rate, eyeblinking rate, and EEG will give the experimenter

another measurement of workload difficulty and, therefore, increase

predictability of performance.
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A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE THORACO-LUMBAR TRANSITION VERTEBRAE IN

MACACA mulatta AND PAPIO anubis.

by

Nadia C. Greenidge

ABSTRACT

The morphological charaqteristics of the thoraco-lumbar

transition vertebrae of Macaca mulatta and Papio anubis were

surveyed with the aid of a computer assisted digitizer. Linear

and angular measurements of five representatives from each

species were compared for both intra- and interspecies variations

and differences. In addition to comparing the thoraco-lumbar

vertebrae to each other they were also compared to representative

thoracic and lumbar units iR an effort to clearly define the

amount of variation between the different.vertebral levels. The

rhesus monkey and the baboon exhibit a fracture locus, in respect

to ejection impact injury, that is similar to that found in man.

The continued use of these animals as models for human impact

injury requires a close and detailed database on their specific

morphologies and variations.
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INTRODUCTION: Emergency egress from high performance air craft

often results in severe trauma to the vertebral column. Vertebral

fractures, dislocations and back pain associated with many

successful (nonfatal) ejections often require lengthy recovery

periods and pilot removal from flight status (2).

The Biodynamics Effects Branch of the Armstrong Aerospece

Medical Research Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base is

particularly concerned with the pathological and design problems

associated with air crew ejections. Special attention has been

given to the development and validation of nonhuman primate

models, especially Macaca mulatta and Papio anubis, for use in

experimental investigations of air crew injuries (1,4,6,7). An

intensive comparative osteometric study of the vertebral levels

most commonly affected in ejection exposure would provide useful

database information for the continued evaluation.

experimentation, and modeling of impact related air crew

injuries.

My research interests have been in the areas of basic and

clinical orthopaedic research. Many of my previous studies have

encompassed such broad topics as the biomechanical factors which

influence low-back pain in industrial workers and the use of

electrical stimulation as an alternative to exercise in the

rehabilitation of chronic back pain and post surgery patients.

My diverse background in physical anthropology, comparative

anatomy, biomechanics. and my current research in comparative

primate morphology and three-dimensional kinematics of the spine
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AAMRL-BBD to investigate the morphology of the thoraco-lumbar

transition vertebrae in the rhesus and baboon.

OBJECTIVES OF RESEARCH EFFORT: The highest incidence of

vertebral fractures , resulting from acceleration/impact forces,

occurs in the thoraco-lumbar transistion area of the vertebral

column (5,8,8). Even with the use of nonhuman primates as models

for ejection seat and crash injuries the locus of vertebral

injury remains relatively unchanged (4,6). This fact appears to

indicate that there is a 'primate' pattern for vertebral response

to seated impact forces. The literature contains several

references addressing both comparative (mainly humans versus apes

and injury dynamics) and human (for surgical applications)

vertebral formulas indicating variations of the total number of

vertebrae at various cord levels and the level of the thoraco-

lumbar transition, and the over-all gross and anthropometric

vertebral morphology (10,11.12,14). A detailed comparative

description of the thoraco-lumbar transition vertebrae in Old

World monkeys has not been clearly presented. This study will

both qualitatively and quantitatively compare the thoraco-lumbar

transition vertebrae in two species of Old World monkey in an

effort to better understand the anatomical features which

influence the 'primate' injury pattern to vertical impact.

METHODS: A general morphological description of a

representative thoracic and lumbar vertebrae was initially

performed and the corresponding features were grozv ,rnF..,-I ,.-
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the thoraco-lumbar transition vertebrae. Linear and angular

measurements were performed on 5 rhesus (3 vertebrae each, n=15)

and 5 baboons (n=15) (refer to appendix 1 and 2). The primary

vertebrae of investigation was the thoraco-lumbar transition

vertebrae, defined via the orientation of the posterior facets.

Twenty-five independent linear (or distance) measurements were

taken to obtain a three-dimensional quantitative description of

the vertebrae. These measurements provide the information

necessary to investigate both the intra- and interspecies

variations related to size, specifically allometric (scaling

factor) variation and sexual dimorphism (which is not

traditionally analyzed in terms of allometric scaling factors).

This investigation also includes an estimation of the

biomechanical/kinematic characteristics of the thoraco-lumbar

transition and associated vertebrae. Eight independent

angular measurements (4 x-axis, 4 y-axis) were taken on both the

superior and inferior articular facets of each of the

aforementioned thoraco-lumbar transition vertebrae. These data

will be used to address the thoraco-lumbar transition vertebrae

kinematics in terms of potential motion and in reference to

impact injury production. The extent or range-of-motion of

vertebral motion segments can be estimated from

ligamentous/osseous specimens but this investigation will be

limited to addressing the characteristic type of vertebral motion

in the transition vertebrae and not its specific quantitative

range. However, a comparative study of the three-dimensional

kinematic characteristics of the thoraco-lumbar vertebrae in

primates is essehitiaj to our continued understandine and
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evaluation of ejection seat injuries and experimentation. The

type of motion characteristic in the human thoracic (rotation)

and lumbar (flexion-extension) vertebrae have been well

documented in respect to descriptive morphology and quantitative

angular measurements (involving the mean values for human

measurement norms but often not specifically addressing

intraspecific variations) (4,12). Kazarian et al.(4,5,6,7) have

described the gross anatomy. in3ury kinematics and pathologies of

both human and nonhuman primate ejections but a detailed

comparative survey of the normal skeletal morphology and

intraspecies variation of the thoraco-lumbar transision

vertebrae in the primates most commonly used as experimental

models has not been described in detail. In an effort to provide

more specific intraspecific information on the thoracicization

and lumbarization of the superior and inferior (respectively)

articular facets of the thoraco-lumbar transition vertebrae, in

these primates, four additional angular measurements were taken

(2 x-&xis, 2 y-axis). The representative thoracic (TB) and

lumbar (L2) vertebrae's superior and inferior facet angles

(respectively) were measured and later compared to their

counterparts on the thoraco-lumbar transition vertebrae.

RESULTS/GROSS ANATOMICAL DESCRIPTION: The vertebral column in

all mammals serves as the attachment bite for the muscles which

support the trunk and as protection for the spinal cord. In

quadrupedal primates the vertebral column is commonly loaded in

the two following orientations: 1) locomotor quadrupedal loading

where the vertebrae is suspended horizontally between tne he.Ld
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and pelvis like a beam which supports the internal organs and

ribs that hang underneath like a sack, and 2) postural loading

which primarily consists of vertical upright postures associated

with feeding behaviors in which the vertebrae are axially loaded

much as they are in humans except lacking the lardotic curvature.

The thoraco-lumbar transition vertebrae of the rhesus and

baboon are reported in the literature (4,6) as being located in

the T to T vertebral levels. This trend held true for all of
S 10

the rhesus observed and for the smaller. presummably female,

baboon specimens. The larger male baboons displayed a thoraco-

lumbar transition area in the T level. Sexual dimorphism is
12

well documented in all species of baboons, but an attempt to

determine whether size factors or differential postural behaviors

influence the level of the thoraco-lumbar transition vertebrae

would require observations of a significantly larger sample size

and precise locomotor versus postural data on both an intra- and

interspecies level.

The typical thoracic vertebrae are intermediate in size

between the cervical and lumbar vertebrae with a basic morphology

quite similar to that described for humans in Grey's Anatomy

(there are major differences between the vertebral skeletal

morphology of human and non-human primates but this is beyond the

scope of this report which contains only comparative information

between the rhesus and baboon ) In a gross observation of these

vertebrae they appear to be very similar in the two species of

non-human primates. The major superficial differences are in the

appearance of the vertebral centrum and the spinos proesz-sz.
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The vertebral centrum of the rhesus monkey is much less robust

with a greater superior-inferior than anterior-posterior length,

as is common in baboons. The spinous processes in both species

are long and slender but with a more caudal angulation in the

rhesus.

The most striking difference between the lumbar vertebrae of

the rhesus and the baboon is the length of the lumbar accessory

process (human lumbar vertebrae do not have this process). The

accessory process in the rhesus is quite robust and extends well

below the inferior border of the inferior articular facet.

Approximately one-third of the overall length of the accessory

process in the rhesus is below the inferior facet. In the baboon

while the process appears to also be quite robust (overall

diameterY the length is much reduced to approximately two-thirds

of the length of the infer'ior articular facet. The lumbar

accessory porcesses preform several importent functions; 1)

increase the strength characteristics of the vertebral units, 2)

interlocking mechanism between adjacent vertebrea which prevents

rotation and decreases the chance of angular displacement 3)

increases the stability of the vertebrea and decreases the

probability of injury at that level, 4) added surface area during

acceleration, and 5) assures uniform loading of the vertebral

centrum (Kazarian, personal communication).

The transition vertebrae for both species approach the

lumbar in size and form. The superior articular processes

appear thoracic-like in their morphology. They are flat with a

nearly vertical orientation (acute angle relative to the plane of

the x-axis), directed backwards and slightly inwards (relative to
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the plane of the y-axis) and upward. The inferior articular

processes approximate a lumbar -like morphology being convex and

turned outward. The inferior thoraco-lumbnar transition

vertebrae does not possess an accessory process in either

species.

RESULTS/ LINEAR MEASUREMENTS: Statistical analysis was performed

on the 25 linear measurements the Videoplan Student's T-Test

package. Both intraspecies (variation between the means of

measurements within the same species investigating differences

related to the orientation or the. side from which the

measurements were taken) and interspecies differences were

investigated (P=.05).

Intraspecies pooled data: in this analysis all of the variables

for each orientation were pooled together or considered as a

single data set. The orientation comparisons were performed on

the pooled data sets of measurenments from opposing

sides/orientations of the same plane. No significant

differences between the subjects within the rhesus group was

observed. The baboon specimens also showed no significant

differences in relation to orientation comparisons except in the

lengths of the transverse processes. The analysis of the linear

data pooled according to measurement orientation exhibited no

overall significant differences within like species in either the

rhesus or the baboon specimens.
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Interspecies pooled data: in this analysis the same orientation

pooling of data was performed as in the previous presentation

The interspecific measurement comparisons investigated the

differences of the same measurement between the two different
species. All of the values (means) tested showed a significant

difference between rhesus and baboons in respect to size related

measurements.

Interspecies individual measurements: in an effort to rule out

the possibility of a masking effect over-shadowing measurement

variation (or the lack there of ) in the individual

measurements, which comprise the pooled data sets, the individual

variables were compared between species. The individually

analyzed linear measurements agreed with the pooled analysis in

showing statistically significant differences in all of the

compared measurements between the two species.

Basis statistics (means and S.D.): the Student's T-Tests showed

the variation between the means of the same measurements taken in

directly opposing orientation within the same species exhibited

no major statistically significant differences, and the same

measurements compared in different species were significantly

different. The basic statistics tests showed very little

variance within the rhesus measurements, conversely the baboons

showed a high level of variation for the majority of linear .pa

measurements taken. This variability was directly evident by

consistantly high standard deviations which at times approached

50% of the mean value.
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RESULTS/ANGULAR MEASUREMENTS: Two different types of analyses

were performed on the angular measurements (using the ,.p

aforementioned Student's T-Test statistical package). First, he "e

x-axis and y-axis transition vertebrae were compared lor

intraspecies side differences and then an interspecies analysis

was performed for each axis. Secondly, intraspecies comparisons

were done between the superior and inferior articular facet

angular measurements and their counterparts on the representative

thoracic and lumbar vertebrae.

Thoraco-lumbar transition vertebrae: the superior articular

facets of the rhesus show a statistically significant difference

between the left and right side angular measurements. In the

baboon the superior thoracic-like articular facets exhibit no

significant difference. The superior interspecies comparisons

show a significa;it difference between the left x-axis and the

right y-axis measurements. The inferior lumbar-like elements

appear to be much less variable in their joint axis orientation

presenting only a significant difference between the intraspecies

baboon left versus right y-axis measurements. This difference in

variation might be significant in that the superior ,or thoracic-

like, vertebral facets allow for rotational motions in the spine I.
which are a significant component in the production of complex

multi-axis ejection seat injuries (3,5.6,9). However, flexion-

extension is suggested to be the major contributory motion e

involved in emergency egress fractures (3,4,5,6,9) and the

relative kinem. tic -t tb i I t -, w3 1 ich A .,'. 2 , th 1,..
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representative lumbar units of these species, is compromised due

to the lack of the accessory processes in the transition

vertebrae .

Transition versus representative thoracic and lumbar vertebrae:

in the rhesus both the pooled and individual superior y-axis

comparisons showed a significant difference between the

representative thoracic superior articular facet an8les and the

superior transition facet angles. The pooled and individual

superior y-axis comparisons in the baboon exhibit no significant

differences between these measurements. Simularly, the superior

x-axis values show no significant differences ior either the

pooled or individual measurements for either species.

The inferior, lumbar-like, y-axis measurements in the rhesus

show no significant difference in the pooled or lumbar versus

transition vertebrae. There is a significant difference between

the rhesus right lumbar versus transition vertebrae. The baboons

have a significant difference in the pooled analysis and the

left y-axis lumbar versus inferior transition vertebrae. The

pooled inferior x-axis measurements show a significant difference

between both species. The rhesus show significanL differance

between all inferior x-axis measures of the representative lumbar

versus the inferior transition vertebrae. The baboons only show

significant difference in non-pooled x-axis values in the lumbar

versus transition measures on the left side.

CONCLUSION: The intraspecies linear analysis indicated that

varijat ion in 11 n'ear (dirm _zur'.1Qnin t.1 (di nun Lhi I wn thu
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were negligable. The baboon, however, while they do exhibit size

related variation it is not apparently related to orientation (or

the side from which the measurement was taken) but appears to be

purely allometric or sexually dimorphic in nature.

The intersepcific variations are quite significant for all

of the linear measurement comparisons. The differences observed

between the two species also appear to be allometric as all of

the mean values for data .obtained from the baboon are

significantly greater (larger) than comparable measures from the

rhesus. This size factor in the baboon in association with the

significant level of observable sexual dimorphism can prove

quite important when considering which animal to use as a model

for injury research. Serious attention must be paid to

interspecies allometric variations and to sexual dimorphism when

comparing the two nonhuman primate species to each other or to

humans.

I do not attribute much significance to the specific side of

facet angle variations but the fact that the transition vertebral

elements are statistically significantly different from their

representative counterparts may warrent further investigation.

The rhesus transition thoracic- and lumbar-like elements are not

consistantly morphologically similar to their representative

counterparts. In the baboons the thoracic-like lacet

angulations appear to be directly analagous to their thoracic

representatives, however the lumbar elements follow the same type

of pattern found in the rhesus except with less overall

variation. A morphological grade in facet angulation appeari to

u rr'es,?nt in tho i..us f rcm the most sup.,r 1 or craniu
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thoracic vertebrae down thru the most inferior (caudal) lumbar

vertebrae. The rhesus exhibits the most overall variation in

both the thoracic- and lumbar-like elements while the baboon's

variation in vertebral levels appear to be more morphologically

distinct rather than exhibiting a gradual change from one level

to the next. The works of Whitney (13) and Med (8) suggest that

the type of asymmetry observed in the rhesus specimens is similar

to that found in humans. The change from a classical thoracic to

a classical lumbar type of articulation, both in humans and the

rhesus, is often a gradual process extending over several

vertebrae, rather than a precise and complete change in passing

from one vertebral pattern to the next, as appears to be the case

in baboons. The morphology of the articular facets determines

the kinematic characteristics of the vertebrae (8,10). The

vertebral kinematics of both species, in terms of patterns of

motion, should be exactly what would be expected for their

particular 'type' of vertebrae and vertebral level. A detailed

comparative kinematic analysis which would include correlations

between three-dimensional morphological measurements and the

precise angles. orientations and translations of spinal motion

has not been done. It would therefore be impractical to

speculate as to which species is a better morpho-kinematic model
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of the rhesus monkey appear to more closely approximate those of

humans.

RECOMMENDATIONS: this study had a great deal of potential but,

unfortunately, time and availability of skeletanized and

ligamentous specimens did not permit a complete investigation.

First, the skeletal morphology section of this study needs to be

supplemented by a greater number of sample specimens to include

normal humans. Completely skeletanized materials can be readily

obtained from Natural History Museums which would cut out

specimen preparation time and provide habitat and vital

statistics on all of the specimens. Secondly, a complete

comparative three-dimensional kinematic analysis, between the two

primate species and humans, should be performed in order to

properly address the role of 'specific linear and angular measures

to spinal mechanics and to provide a proper kinematic database

for use in modeling ejection seat injuries. My laboratory at

New York University has readily available a three-dimensional

kinematic analysis device, which I am currently using for part of

my thesis research, and an advanced image analysis device for

two-dimensional direct-object digitizing. Once I return to New

York University I intend to write a Mini-grant proposal, under

the advise of Dr. Kazarian, in an effort to implement the

aforementioned recommendations.
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APPENDIX 1

LINEAR MEASUREMENTS TAKEN OF THE THORACO-LUMBAR TRANSITION

VERTEBRAE:

Superior:
1) length and width of the spinal canal
2) length and width of the superior vertebral body
3) intertransverse length
4) intertransverse facet length
5) sup. length from lamina to.facet cord bisector
6) sup. length from lamina to ant. margin of centrum
7) left and right pedicle width

Inferior:
1) length and width of the vertebral body
2) intratransverse facet length
3) inf. length from lamina to facet cord bisector
4) inf. length from lamina to ant. margin of centrum

Anterior:
1) ant. vertebral body height
2) medial vertebral body width

Left:
1) length from transverse process to ant. margin of centrum
2) intertransverse sup/inf facet distance
3) posterior vertebral body height
4) total length of the vertebrae, including the spinous process

Right:
1) length from transverse process to ant. margin of centrum
2) intertransverse sup/inf facet distance

Posterior:
1) left and right transverse process length
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APPENDIX 2

A. ANGULAR MEASUREMENTS FROM TRANSITION VERTEBRAE:

X-Axis Measurements:
1) superior and inferior left
2) superior and inferior right

Y-Axis Measurements:
1) superior and inferior left
2) superior and inferior right

B. ANGULAR MEASUREMENTS FROM REP. THORACIC AND LUMBAR VERTEBRAE:

Thoracic Y-Axis:
1) superior left and right

Thoracic X-Axis:
1) superior left and right

Lumbar Y-Axis:
1) inferior left and right

Lumbar X-Axis:
1) inferior left and right
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Six Dearee of Freedom Simulation

Computer Program for Aeroelastic 7W

Free-Flight Proectiles

by

Thomas Harkins

The objective of this research effort was to determine

how much influence aeroelastic effects had on determining the

aerodynamic coefficients of a free-flight projectile. These

coefficients were determined from parameter estimation

techniques based on rigid body motion. A general six degree of = -

freedom simulation program was developed in FORTRAN code. The

program was then modified by adding elastic inertia terms. The

flight simulator was run with the rigid body aerodynamic

coefficients, but the model itself was allowed to "flex"

during its flight. Preliminary results showed that the body's

flexing had no effect on the trajectory.

i
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I. INTRODUCTION

Experimental methods are used to test the performance of

a prototype or a scaled model. At the Aeroballistic Research

Facility, located on Eglin AFB, testing of high fineness

ratio penetrators has been performed. The free-flight

ballistic range is instrumented with timers and two-plane

(vertical and horizontal) shodowgraph stations that can

measure the angular orientation and translational position of

the ballistic model. The shadowgraph stations are located

every fifteen feet of the 750 foot range. The data are

reduced using a parameter estimation technique developed by

Hathaway and Whyte (Ref. 1) which is a modified form of the

Chapman and Kirk technique. This estimation technique

compares trajectory data with analytical predictions and

calculates the aerodynamic coefficients as a result. In free-

flight aerodynamic data analysis, the reduction is not

successful until the motion data can be reproduced using the

calculated coefficients to a probable error equivalent of the

experimental data.

This requirement dictates that the analytical model be

an accurate representation of the physical behavior of the

actual model. However, a measurable amount of aeroelastic

flexing has been observed from the shadowgraphs of the high

fineness ratio penetrators. This flexing raises certain

doubts about the validity of using the current rigid body

motion as the analytical model.
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The objectives of the summer research program are: "

1. Find a technique for analyzing aeroelastic free

flight projectiles.

2. Study the effects of the flexibility of an

aerodynamic body, in particular, a high finess

ratio penetrator.

III. FLRXTEILTTY ANALYSIS

The equations of motion -re influenced by the elastic

deformation of the body. These equations are derived by

taking into account the change in the center of mass and

moments of inertia. The rigid body equations of motion are

modified by adding "elastic inertia" terms. The elastic

inertia terms are determined analytically by describing the

dynamics of an arbitrarily deformed mass element (Ref. 2).

Since the aerodynamic coefficients are not known before

the model is tested, the loads on the model are

indeterminate, and a forced vibration analysis of the

penetrator cannot be performed. It is necessary to find a

function of deformation with respect to time so that the

elastic inertia terms can be calculated as the simulation

program is integrated numerically.

The body is assumed to vibrate at its natural frequency.

This frequency is calculated using the NASTRAN finite element

computer program. The deformation of the body is then defined
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as

: = A*sin(wt)*F(x,y,z)

where A is the amplitude determined from experimental data,

w is the natural frequency, and F(x,y,z) is the mode shape.

It should Be noted that for the case being considered,

bending deformations are taken into account and the torsional

axial deformations are neglected. Considering the stiffness

of the projectile in bending compared with that in torsion or

tension, the assumption is reasonable.

The dynamics of the elastic penetrator can now be

determined by numerically solving the equations of motion of

the elastic body, where the elastic inertia coefficients have

been determined a priori with a free-free vibration analysis

of the fundamental mode shape. The details of the dynamic

simulation are described in the next section.

IV. MODEL SIMULATION

The simulation program uses the fourth-order, Runge-

Kutta integration algorithm. A program listing is given in

Appendix A. Physical characteristics of the model, as well as

the aerodynamic coefficients (determined from experimental

data using the parameter estimation technique) are read into

the program from an input file. The initial position, time,

and velocities are also read into the program. The program

takes the "earth-fixed" initial data and transforms them into

"body-fixed" values. The output of the program is in both

body-fixed and earth-fixed coordinates. However, all
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integration is done in the body-fixed coordinate system. 4

Subroutine EOM6 is called each time the derivatives of -

the variables being integrated need to be calculated. The

variables and their derivatives are stored in a matrix called

FF(2,12). This allows for easy manipulation of all twelve of

the variables. It should be noted that the deformation term,

which determines the value of the elastic inertia terms, is

located in EOM6.

The graphics routine at the end of the program uses PLOT

10 software developed for the Tektronics computer system.

V. BSULTS

With the program mentioned, all that is necessary to run a

rigid body simulation is to set the elastic inertia terms to

zero. This sets the base line for comparison of the elastic '

cases. The model simulated has a length over diameter ratio

of 35, with an initial Mach Number of 5.

Using the same initial velocity, the elastic cases

simulated had an amplitude of 0.02 and 0.12 inches. This

corresponded to 0.5 and 3.0 degrees, respectively. Figure 1

shows the characteristics of the trajectory for the elastic

case of 0.12 inches of amplitude. The comparison of the

elastic simulation with the rigid body simulation showed no

meaningful difference in the trajectory.

As a result, no definite conclusions can be drawn from

these simulation tests. Further work must done in order tu

determine whether the simplifications} have made the

simulation too limited. Time limitations precluded a thorough
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analysis of the problem.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

The initial phase of the research into the elastic

effects on free flight ballistics has been completed. A six

degree of freedom simulation program for single-plane elastic

bending has been developed and run successfully. The problem

at hand has clearly been defined. The following items remain

to be done:

1. Additional fineness ratios and flexibility

amplitudes should be simulated using the

QUICK6 program.

2. Using the elastic body equations of motion,

a general theo-y should be derived which

establishes the boundary (both in flight

conditions and body characteristics) between

which rigid body aerodynamics are acceptable

or not.

3. An aerodynamic forcing function should be

determined from the rigid body equations of

motion. This function would be driven by the

body's flexibility effects.

3 -
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PROGRAMQUC
COMMON AREA 0 AJXX AIVY AIZZ OMEGA.AMP AKX AKY AKZ
COMMON AKxD6T*AKYD6T AKtDOT AHO TEMIP O~FF '1T VtT.ABARALPHABETA
COMMON FMASS .RAVEPt2. QA D62V.tASN~t
COMMON CLO. CLP.CLI HI CMO MACMA3,CMO.CMQ2,CMPB CMPHIA CNPHIA
COMMON CNO.CNB CN83 NR CNR2 CNPA CXO C XA2 C XB2 CXM CY6~
COMMON CYB cYB5.cypA.CNfIPHA.tYPHiA.cz6.CZA:czA3:,CZP6.PHIPN.REFM
COMMON 1tout
COMMON FF 3t21
COMMON SPLt YA XA.ZA.PHIATHETA.PSIA.ABARA~IMENSI 

N AK(4 
2REAL B AAA 17 00

REAL THEIA *P IHIA 4 ) AA AT7 .ALOHAA 7001
REAL BETAA 7 AI0 .. J2 tA 7?

EOUIALENEAU6F 1,4 3. s. F 1.5 R .FP 1
EQUIVALENCE PBF 17 F F 1 ~ 8 : R FF 1 6
EUIVALENCE T14T F(1 (PS PF 1.1)(H (1 2)

QIVALENCE XO F (2~ 1) 6 QF 2) ~ZD F2
QIVALENCE UXO . VB F lot I (WD TFFJ( 6f))

OPN UNT=. 11 ) .'ID.' of 2T, 1
QIVALENCE PBDOT.FF2:7 Q80T F 81 0RD F (2.9)

EQUIVALENCE THEMO FF 2 1 ) .(PSID. FF1 HDF21
OEN UNIT-5.FIL 'HILDt1'2:1 .(HDF(

REWIND (UI5

CTHIS PROGRAM IS A SIX DEGREE OF FREEDOM
CTRAMECTORY SIMULATOR. THE INTEGRATION

C ALGOR ITHM USED IS THE RUNGE-KUTTA FOURTH
C ORDER ROUTINE. THE STATE VARIABLES AND
C THEIR DERIVITIVES ARE SET EQUIVALENT IN
C THE FF MATRIX.
C

DO 3820*1
DO3 13

3020 FF(I6
DO 361 M1.4

3010 AK(X 10.0
DO 70 1-1.700
TA 0
XA IJr0
YA I 0
ZAJI -,0.
Y A 1:§:8

USA I =

WBA I =.
THEI)0.
PSI ( 0.0

PSA (I0.
RBA I 8
VE T~ 1=0.0
V TA ( 8.
A PAA =.

8 TAA( .10.0
700 CONTINUE

C

C READ( Ir 10 HOT.DI WGT CG:CDFF.SPAN RHOTEMP
READ IR.1ITHET TH TD SI.PSID PHI, HID
READ IR 1020)XY.2 XD Y6,zD
RAD IR: .138)T. DLTt.Xl4AX:TMAX

READ( IR 1040)AM AIXX .AI YAIZZ.OMEGA,AKX.AKY.AKZ.AKXOOT.AKYDOT.
+ AKZ60T
READ(IR 1050)CLD CLP CLPHI CMO CMA CMA3 CMO CMQ2,CMPB CMPHIA,

+ CNPtHIA t6NO CN6 CN63 CkR CNA2 CNPA CXO CX42 CXB2
+ CMC6 6v CYA3,CYI A CNNPHA.CYPHIA.C±OCZACZA .

* CzXAP6PHtPN AEFM

In FORMAT1(5X.F 10.4)IFORMAT 6X F9.2
12FORMAT 5X F6 2'i823 FORMAT 5X F6.21
00FORMAT 7X.F 10.4)
100FORMAT 7X FIO :4

C ::: *SE;T UP THE COUNTERS ANDINTA VLES "

C
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KOUNT =0
IOUT- I
NCNT-O
NPR-2
TOUT =0. 0
GRAV-32.17405
CINER1 / 13558159.2
DEGRA- .1115927/180.
RADD EG-I.0/DEGRAD
D-01/12.
AREA-3. 1415927*0*0/4.
AIXX-AIXX4 CINER
AIYY-AIYY*CINER
AIZZ-AIZZ*CINER
THET-THETODEGRAD
PSI =PSI DEGRAD
PHI- PHI* OGRAD
FM!A- 55GT /GRA
CT COj THE

IT:SIN THE)55-SIN PSI)
SSIN PHI)

UBwXD* T*C +YD*CT*SS-ID*81

-XD* T4 P*C+SP.55 *YD; ST CP SS-SP CS +?DOCT*CP

vP,.RORI USU+BV~ *WB)
PB I P1-P SIDOST

lTEDCP+PSID*CT *SP~iPSI0SCT*CP-THET0 4*...

C***** INTEGRATION CODF BEGINS .......
NV- 12
GO TO S5

30 T-T+DLTT/2.
IOUT-2
NCNT-NCNT. i
040 -1V

40 F 8( FV 0y )

501 IUT-3)56,210.210

F (UT1)300. 30.60
60CONT INUE
00 0.- V

so AK(,j)-F (2 J)
IF 13100.1i0. 140

100 F- .
GO tO 120

138 G JjFF(3 , J)4AK(I.J)'F.(DLTT/2.0)

00 150 '6j?, NV
IF I J)-FF(3..J).DLTT'(AK( 1.J).2.0.(AK(2.J)+AK(3.d) )+AK(4.J))/6.0

CIVVTtINUE
I~NCNT-NPR 165,I21

1 5 IF T-TMX .QOi16 190 190
IFXXMAX)18O.19 .965IN a UT;-I

IO TO 50
IO UT;3
GO TO 50

210 NCNT-0

CC TENX SEGMENT OF THE PROGRAM
C IS FOR CONVERTIG, THE COMPUTED
C DATA TO AN ACCEPTABLE FORMAT.
C TH OUTPUT IS AL?0 STORED IN
C ARRAYS SO THAT I CAN BE PLOTTED.
C ... 0. *. .. ..

THETDG-THETORADDEGA
PSIDG-PSIORADOEG
PHIDG-PHI*RADDEG
BUGGER-999.9
IF (BUGGER.EO.999.9)GO TO 399
GO TO 403

399 IF(PHIDG.LT.0.0)GO TO 400
GO TO 401

400 PHIDG-PHIDG+360
GO TO 399

401 IF(PHIDG.GT.360.)GO TO 402
GO TO 403

402 PHIDG-PHIDG-360.
GO TO 401 .0
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403 CONTINUE
VET. SORT( DXX+YD*YO+ZD*ZD)
ABAR-ATAN (SORT (WB WB+VB*VB)/UB)*RADDEG
ALPHA ATAN W~U RAOOEG

BE TA-TAN (W BUB ADOEG
IF (KO;NT-7 61280.260.260

70 FORM IL X .XCEEDEO MEMORY')
GO TO 3Q

280 CONTINUEO
0OUTKOLJNT+l

TA ( KOUNT 3 T
XA IKOUNT :
YA IKOUNT) Y
ZA KO UT Z

X~l KO XD
ZDA (KOUNT Z0
VET A KOUNT )5VET
USA KOUNT -UB
W9A KUNT WVB
VBA KUNT -VB
VTA K UNT * T

TE4KUN I THETOG
PSIAtKOUNT IIPSIOG
PHI (OUNT PHIOG
PeA tKUNT -P
RSA KOUNTI-QB

ABA IA KOUNT) ABAR
ALPHA A(KOUNT )-ALPHA

BE"0TAA (KOUNTi-BETA
I I(IOGU~T-)290.300.290

290 lOUT; IGO TO50
C .*****ss~sa***.**a~.*e..***...*..............5 *

300 CONTI FI E
WR ITE IIW.9000
DO 860 L-i MOW

* LAAA LEAXALJ AL)Z()ABR()
8600 CONTINUE

C
WRITE (I.99WRITE IW90
00 8700 L-1 M W
WRTTTE (W. 9366 TA(L).THETA(L),PSIA(L).PHIA(L).PBA(L),QBA(L).RBA(L)

8700 CONTINUE
C

WRIE IW.9WRITE 
LW940

0O08810 L1 M W
WRITE (IW.95 0TA(L).XDA(L).'YOA(L).ZDA(L).VETA(L)

8800 CONTINUE
C

WRITE I.99

00 b900 L-1 MOW
WRITE IW.97 0TA(L).UBA(L).V8A(L).WBA(L),VTA(LI

8900 CONTINUE
C
C
9000 FORMATQIX 'T C'3X,,X FE Tj',3X,'Y FEET)' 3X. 'Z(FEET)',lx,

+ ABAR(DE)'IX AL HA DEG)' iX. BETA DtG)')
918 FORMAT '; lx t Ix P3qX~ 3) 

-

92, FOMA '1' jHT DEG)P 2X. 'PSI(0 0)l 2X PHI(DEG)'

Ej 'D 2X '0 RAD/StC)' ,2X. 'R RAD/SE I'
9300 FORMAT XXF 6 § 2 .31
9400 FORMAT ~ lx ; AO/$ 'I C)'.3X. VY(FT/SEC)' ax, VZ(FT/'SEC) *

+ 3X.'VET(F / EC)T
9500 FORMAT (i x F 104 (xFO4)
960 FORMAT' ' Sc'4XUBFT/SEC)' .% JFT/CC),3x

+ B( FT/SEC ',3X.'VT T/SEC) 3.V(T/CL*.

00? FORMAT IX.F7 4.4(3X.FXIO.4)S99 FORMAT ix.!!!)
CA*L PLOT

C ..........................................
C SUBROUTINEVEOM68CALCULATES THE DERIVITIVES OF ~-

THE STATE VARIABLES TO BE USED IN THE RUNGE-I
SKUTTA ROUTINE IT HOL E NOTED THAT THE l
C ~FORCE ANO MOMEN EHMNS ARE USED TO CALCULATE
C UBOOT VBOOT WBOOT BOOT.GODOT ANO RBDOT ONLY
C ~XD YO ZO THtTD .PStD.AND) PHID ARE CALCULATED FROMCTHt TAAN FORMS OF THE EQ~UATIONS MENTIONED ABiOVF
C .. *.*.*. **.....0 ..... 4.......................
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SUBROUTINE EOM6
COMMON ARE A q .AIXX AIYY AIZZ OMEGA.AMP AKX AKY AKZ
COMMON AKxo6T AKYO6T AKIOOT IAHO TEM~P C6FF2' T.VtTABAR.ALPHA.BETA
CMMON FMA'SS L4RAV EP% AO62V.tASN~t
CMMON CLO CP CLAHI CMO MA.CMA3.CMQ .CMO2 CMPB CMPHIIA CNPHIA
CO MUNCOCNB CNB3 tNR tNR2 CNPA CXU CX A2.C XB2.CxM CY6
CO MUON CYB CYBS.CYPA.CNN~PHA.dYPHIA.CZ65CZA.CZA3,CZPAPHIPN.REFM
COMMON 10Ut
COMMON FF 3 12)

EQUVALENCE P8XFF1 1) B .FF 1 2)8 I FF 1))E UVALENCE IU.FF i.4). I B. F .5, WB.F 16flQIVALENCE PBQ F 16 3 (P 1 ) i l (1.12))E UI VALENCE XQH~ FM ( 16 FF 2~ Z 2 1 9L

EIVALENCE PBOOT:FF(27 2.8 t'F RBOOT.FF VLNEUAD FF2Gl
E I VALENCE THETO FF(2.1 1 (PSIF211 (HDF 2.1 )
ALZZ-0. 000 77 *OMtGA *AMP.AM .SN(iOME(dA*f
EZ; H 05 5*AMP*AMP(SINOMSEGAT)*2.)

RCS COSi PSI~
C COS IPHI)

SJINI THE T
S5SINI PSI)
P IN~ PHI

T.= ANITHEI)
XD UB* T*C +VB* (ST*SP*CS-CP-SS )+WB ( ST*CP~CS+sp~SS)
YO-UB*CT*SS+VB~ ST*SP*$S+CP*CS )+WB*(ST*CP SS-SP CS)
ZO--UB'S T+V8*CTi SP+WB* CT4CP
THETD BCP -Rg*

PSID. I. P (/T+RB-CTOCP
PHI BRq889 T TSP+RB'TT*CP
VT 51UB 

4
UB+V6

4
V-'W*B

EPS 2*VB+WB*WB )/ (T:VT)8A-AR& A RHO;VT*VT/2.0
802V--1(VT*2.0
SASNE P5 *S NIHI PN)LVTFMACH-VT, 49. !5SQR TEMP))
A A O ( 8:CLODLPP OV+CLPHif PS2*S N(PgH I N)
AM=QA 0 IMA*(SV )+CMA3; ( WB/V;T) ~ C QB*DO2v+

*CNR2 *R0002V* (W VT) +C S0 *BV+MHASS*
+CNHI5ASNVCNHI A S N)

FXQA(CXO+CXA2 VW5/VT)2+ CXB2*((VB/VT )2 +CMFAH
NRQA isO~ 2 5(8V ).YB ((SV)*3 )+ CNPAB

FZ-0ACZO+ZA*(B/VT +CA* BVT V W4 ). CP802V(V/V
+CANPH $ANHI* S NYP IA

4
AN

4
B

+00* VT A -8*RB I AIX-AZZ OQBlZZ )AI
RBDOA I SN+Q ZA* XXAIY W8VT)/A+IZZB*0V*V/V

a ROUTINE PLO

UODT SURUA EITN aY GREGG ABATE

R

gMNSPLT/Y X Z PHI THETA PSI.ALP
MENSOY 06 .X70 ZIO5 TETA(700).PHI(700).PSI(700j.

5 ALL 70INUJIPL)
CALL E AS
CALL ANMODE
GO TO (1003.0 0.O70.8OL.IPL

10 CALL XYPL6TI Y.IPL) 6O
GO TO 5

20 CALOXPLOT(X.ZIPL)

30 L XPLOT(XPHI,.IPL)

40 CA XPO(XTEAIPL)

50 CAL XPO(,S.IPL)

60 AL XPLOT(XALP. IPL)

70 CAL OTHPSI(THETA.PSI .IPL)

SO RETURN
END
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ppp-3

U UBOUTINE MENU(I ~"
CALL CONNEC L'.TAPE9")
CALL TCSLIB
CALL TYPRPS( IS)
IBAUD'.IB/1Q
CALL INIT(IAUD)
CALL BINIT T
CALL MOVABS (06780)
CALL DRWABS 162 70)
CALL DRWAS 102.0
CALL DABS 0.0):
CALL ORWAS 0.780)
CALL ANMOD
WRITEt Il

19 1FORMA X Ilq/J LT MENU' ,//.T50.

2' X V. ZH' '/T0
1'4 XV.THETA':/~

115 xv V S'/ ~116 X V . ALAPIIBA ;t 6 T50,
I'7 THE AV!J. PSI'. 6
1, a RETURN TO MAIN' OGRAM' .//.T50. 'ENTER #OF CHOICE?' .//.T50.'

5 REA 91811
18 FORMA T (12

I F 11. GE.I.ANO.I .LE.8)RETURN
WRITE (817)

17 FORMA Tlt45!'TRY ENTERING A VALID NUMBER THIS TIME!')
GO TO
NQAUBROUTINE THPS (THE TA P~ I IPL)
IMENSION THETA~7o Ptr 78g) .LAB(3).IPSI (10). ITHE(Ii)
IATA I PSI:01 37 .3~4 10 10? 104113'/

C DATA ITHE/84 72:69:84 6:32.ao10161~. 05/41/

C CREATE SQUARE SCREEN
C
C CALL TCSLIB
C CALL YSS S

E AUD 18 ISMQ:
c ALL BINITT
C CALL T WINOO( 150.750.100.700)

C MIN & MAX VALUE DETERMINATION
C

AMAX:-999
CALL MNMX LTETA.AMIN.AMAX)
CA LMNMX (PJSI AMIN AMAX)
IF (ABS(AMIN) dT.AmAx)AMAX-.ABS(AMIN)
Am N N-AMAX

C
C ROUND OFF MAX & MIN VALUES
C

100 MIN-AMIN/5.-I
AMIXNAI

C SET UP DATA WINDOW
C

C CALL DWINOO(AMIN.AMAX.AMINAMAX)
C DRAW AXES

ITIC-(AMAX-AMIN)/5+ I
CALL M :E MIN0.
CALL DRW AMX:0)
CALL MOVEA 0 AMAX)
CALL ORAWA 0 :6.AMIN)
X.AMI N
DO 200 ;WITC
CALL MUVA Ts0 1)CALL DRAWA X. -0 .

200 CONTNUE
y .AMIN
DO 220 1=1 ITIC 2
CALL MOVEA -0.5 '1)
CALL DRAWA 0O5Y)
Y'.Y+ 10.

220 CONTINUE
C
C DRAW A BOX AROUND THE PLOT
C

CALL 
MOVABS( 

100 .50 )3 
3 1



CALL ORWABS (800.50)
CALL ORWABS 800.750
CALL DRWABS 100:750

c CALL DRUABS 100.501

C PLOT POINTS
C.

NCOM-700
CALL MOVEA(-PSI(1).-THETA(1))
DO 280 1-2 NCOM
CALL DRAWA(-PST(I).-THETA(l))

C280 CONTINUE
C LABEL AXES

X-AMIN
JXLAB-AMAX
DO 240 IslI.T IC.2
ENCODE (31LB JXLAB

1 FORMAT )
CALL OV EA(X.0O.5)CALL DRAA(X. 

-. 5)CALL MOVREL (-10 -5)
CALL BLABEL 0. 3:LA,
X.X+ 10.
JXLABIJXLAB- 10

240 CONTINUE
CALL MOVASS(120 350)
CALL LBE 10 1PI
CALL MOAS426 75)
CALL HLBL 1.tTH)
Y-AMIN
J yLAB-AMAX
0O 26Q I-1,ITTC .2
ENCOD 3 1 LAB )J LAB
CALL M6VtA .5,Y)
CALL ORA WA- 5 Y
CALL MOVREL (-36)6
CALL BLASELf0.3.LAB)
Y.Y+ 10.
8YLAB-JYLAB- 10260 CONTINUE
CALL gOVABS(0.780)
CALL BELL
CALL TINPUT(KEY)
CALL ERASE
CALL ANNODE
RETURN
ENO
8 UBROUTINE BLL (I TYPE.N.IADE)
I MENSI0N IA E50

IF( ITYPE EQ 1)1O T 100
CALL AOUtS T(N.IAE
GO TO 999

100 DO 120 11 N
ICHR-I ADil( 1)CALL ANCO 0CR
CALL LINOF
CALL BAKSP

123 CONTINUE

END
SUBROUTINE XYPL T (X3ATA VOATA PL)
DIMENS ON XDATA700 yDATA( 706iNXATC5O1),YDAT(501)
ITJLB 5 IYLAB 15.~
1TI~j2) SUB(20).*TI TLE(5)

I ILA P~l
I5ATA IXLAB/B8,32,68.105, 15 1697.110.99, 01.32.40.102.11G 41/
DATA lYLAB/89.32 68 105,lt5.116.97.l0,qq9toj 32.40.102.11G.41.
190.32.68,105 115'114 97 110 99 101 32,40.102.1IG.41.

184,72.69,84,65.32 40 166 16, 103 41 4*32.
180,83.73.32.40.106 161 163.4i G-12

16 7 8?72 65 32 dr6 r6 82*32'40 i60.101.103.41/
DAtA IT t/8A.75,47 66
DATA I SUB/84:73:84.76.69.32:50:113 32/

20 ILULI-IYLAB( I.IPL)

YDAT ~1 :70
00D1I 1.7 0XDAT I+1) 'XDATA I)10 YDATt 1. YDATA I
CALL LIEO
CALL S)ML 0
CALL IZE
CALL CHECKX AT YDAT)
CALL DSPLAY(XDAt.YDAT)
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CALL MOVABS 5 050)
CAL HL ABEL iOt XLA4)
CALL MOVABS 0 500)
CALL HIABEL t~ IL8P
CALL MOVABS 506 730A8)
CALL 1LA8EL 20 IT)

C CALL MVASS 450 730
C CALL HIASEL 201 .Si
C CALL CHRSTZ 2LS )C CALL MOVABS 400.025)
C CALL LOUTST 50.XTITLE)

CALL MOVABS1050.780)
CALL BL
CALL TINP4UT(KEYA)
CALL MOVABS 0,780
CALL ERASE
CALL ANMD E
RE TURN
END
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The Effects of Hyperbaric Oxygen and Antioxidant U

Nutrients on Rat Retinal Ultrastructure

by

Adrienne L. Hollis

ABSTRACT

In previous studies, we have shown that the electro- 0

physiological response of the rat retina is rapidly

diminished in animals fed diets deficient in both vitamin E

and selenium for 6 weeks and treated with hyperbaric oxygen

(HBO). Animals deficient in vitamin E alone also show

diminished electroretinograms but only after prolonged

hyperbaric oxygen treatment. Through quantitative

histopathological studies, damage to the retinal pigment

epithelial layer as well as the outer nuclear layer has been

observed in animals fed a diet for 15 weeks that was

deficient in vitamin E only. The alterations in retinal

tissues observed by electrophysiology and quantitative

histopathology should correlate with ultrastructural

studies. In this study, we have prepared retinal tissue

samples for electronmicroscopy studies and have obtained

electron micrographs for future cytopathological analyses.

The cytopathological parameters to be studied include outer

segment disk membrane deterioration, lipofuscin content of

the RPE, phagosome number in the RPE, separations betweeen

tips of photoreceptors and apical surface of RPE, and

migration of photoreceptor cells into the inner retina.
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Preliminary analysis of our data indicate that after 6

weeks, rats fed the diet deficient in both vitamin E and

selenium have an increased number of mitochondria in their

retinal pigment epithelium. This increase was, however,

independeni of HBO treatment. We could not, however, detect

any alterations in the number of phagosomes or inclusion

bodies in the RPE after 6 weeks. This conclusion correlates

with the results obtained in our light microscopy studies of

these rats. Electrophysiological studies, however, show that

functional damage is occuring in the deficient animals after

6 weeks of diet. This suggests that the initial retinal

damage may not be detectable by morphological analyses. The

damage could be occuring at the molecular level, e.g.

causing alterations in the permeability of the membrane to

certain ions. Alternatively, we may be able to detect

damage in the retina when we measure other parameters. The

electron micrographs for the 15 week experiment will be

analyzed in the near future.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hyperbaric oxygen (HBO) therapy is utilized to increase

tissue oxygenation. HBO involves the use of barometric

pressures greater than one atmosphere. Hyperbaric oxygen

has been shown to be effective in the treatment of many

clinical disorders such as gas gangrene, air embolism,

carbon monoxide poisoning, and decompression sickness. HBO

has also been used to enhance wound healing and in the

treatment of multiple sclerosis and sickle cell anemia.

With the increasing use of hyperbaric oxygen therapy,

questions concerning the possibility of adverse effects have

necessarily been raised. The deleterious effects of

hyperoxia on the central nervous system have been studied

and Dickens (1) has shown that respiration of rat brain

tissue is irreversibly poisioned by the exposure of the

isolated tissues to high oxygen pressure and that even at 1

atmosphere of oxygen there is a slow poisioning of the

tissue. Damage to brain tissue was found to positively

correlate with an increase in pressure.

Oxygen participates in a large number of biochemical

reactions, some of which generate oxygen-containing free

radicals. Oxy-radicals can be produced as a result of the

univalent reduction of oxygen instead of oxygen reduction by

two-electron transfer through the cytochrome system. Free
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radicals result in cellular damage by abstracting a hydrogen

atom from a polyunsaturated fatty acid (PUFA) in a

biomembrane to start the degenerative process identified as

lipid peroxidation.

The production of free radicals is known to be inhibited by

a number of protective cellular mechanisms present in all

oxygen metabolizing organisms. These mechanisms include the

action of free radical scavengers such as alpha-tocopherol

(vitamin E) and enzymatic processes such as those of

selenium-dependent glutathione peroxidase. Vitamin E

preferentially partitions into membranes and functions by

quenching lipophilic free radical species. Taylor (2) has

shown that vitamin E deficient rats are more sensitive to

the toxic effects of oxygen at elevated pressure than rats

maintained on a diet supplemented with vitamin E. Lung

damage was more pronounced after exposure to high oxygen

pressures in the rats not given vitamin E, and these vitamin

E deficient rats also demonstrated in vivo hemolysis. In

vitro lipid peroxidation, measured by malondialdehyde

production is related to vitamin E status. Takeuchi et al.

(3) have shown that diets deficient in vitamin E result in a

greater extent of lipid peroxidation in rat serum and

supplementation with vitamin E reverses this effect.

Selenium-dependent glutathione peroxidase functions in the

cell as part of a defense mechanism against oxygen-induced

damage (4). This enzyme reduces toxic hydrogen peroxide to

its corresponding alcohol or to water. Dietary deficiency
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of selenium has been associated with liver necrosis, and

also appears to result in immunosuppression in experimental

animals (5). Rats deficient in vitamin E and/or selenium

have been shown to have increased in vivo lipid

peroxidation. Humans deficient in vitamin E and/or selenium

may also be susceptible to hyperbaric oxygen toxicity.

Retinal lipids have a high content of polyunsaturated fatty

acids and are therefore particularily vulnerable to the

toxic effects of free radicals (6). The retina also

consumes a large quantity of oxygen and contains

photosensitizing agents (e.g. retinal) capable of inducing

free radical production (7). It has been suggested by

Henderson et al. (8) that in the presence of hyperbaric

oxygen, there would be an increase in the amount of retinal

damage. A deficiency in vitamin E and selenium leads to

lowered levels of retinal vitamin E and glutathione

peroxidase, respectively.

My research interests have been in the area of application

of electroretinographic and quantitative histopathological

techniques to study retinal damage in rats deficient in

vitamin E and/or selenium and treated with hyperbaric '.y. 4

oxygen. Because both of these techniques have shown that

retinal damage has occured in the rats, we felt that it was

important to examine the rat retina for ultrastructural

damage. By the use of the electron microscope, the area of

the retina that is damaged may be assessed.
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II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

The research conducted in this 10 week session focused on

the ultrastructural alterations observed in the retinas of

rats deficient or supplemented with vitamin E and/or

selenium and either treated or not treated with hyperbaric

oxygen. A factorial experimental design was used in which

rats were fed four different test diets: 1) a basal diet

deficient in both vitamin E and selenium (the B diet); 2) a

basal diet supplemented with vitamin E (the B+E diet); 3) a

basal diet supplemented with selenium (the B+Se diet) and;

4) the basal diet supplemented with both vitamin E and

selenium (the B+E+Se diet). In each of these dietary groups

half of the rats were treated with hyperbaric oxygen (HBO)

and half were maintained as nonhyperbaric controls (nonHBO).

Hyperbaric oxygen treatment was provided at 3.0 ATA for 1.5

hr/day for 5 days per week to mimic the conditions used ia

long term hyperbaric oxygen therapy in humans. After 6

weeks on the diets, all of the animals fed the B diet and

some of the animals fed the B+E+Se diet, both treated and

not treated with HBO were sacrificed for study. The animals

in the remaining dietary-treatment groups were sacrificed

after 17 weeks on the dietary regimins. Specimens of rat

retinal tissues which were embedded in Epon were used for

cytopathological analysis. The significant damage that we

had observed by quantitative histopathological techniques

occured in the central region. For this reason, we decided
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to concentrate on the central region in our ultrastructural

studies.

Using the electron microscope, micrographs of the central

region of the retina were obtained. These electron

micrographs will later be analyzed and quantitated at

Meharry Medical College. The following parameters in the

central retinal region will be measured:

a) deterioration of the outer segment disk membranes,

particularly at the distal end of the photoreceptor

cells.

b) fraction of the RPE volume occupied by lipofusion

(electron dense bodies).

c) number of phagosomes per unit cross-sectional area

of RPE.

d) separations between tips of photoreceptors and

apical surface of RPE.

e) migration of photoreceptor cells into the inner

retina.

f) accumulation of extracellular debris between the

outer segment tips and the RPE.
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The following table details the retinal samples used in the

study.

TABLE 1 - Retinal Samples

diet HBO/nonHBO number time on diet

a) B HBO 6 6 wks

b) B nonHBO 8 6 wks

c) B+E HBO 4 17 wks

d) B+E nonHBO 4 17 wks

e) B+Se HBO 4 17 wks

f) B+Se nonHBO 4 17 wks

g) B+E+Se HBO 4 17 wks

B+E+Se HBO 4 6 wks

h) B+E+Se nonHBO 3 17 wks

B+E+Se nonHBO 4 6 wks

Total number of rats 45

Originally, we planned to use one eye from each animal,

giving a total of 45 blocks. However, 90 blocks (both eyes

of each animal) were studied. Each block was trimmed and

sections cut from the central retinal region. Each tissue

section was stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate and

examined using a Zeiss 109 Electron Microscope. My training
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objectives included learning how to use the elecron miscrope

and learning how to process tissues for electron microscopy 
71B

and to develope and print the negatives for the micrographs.

Negatives were printed at a final magnification of 12,600.

Each electron micrograph will be quantitatively analyzed (at

Meharry Medical College) using the Zeiss Interactive Digital

Analysis System (ZIDAS). Analysis of variance (ANOVA) will

be performed on all the parametic variables. If ANOVA

indicates a significant difference between the means (at p <

0.05) then Duncan's multiple range tests will be used to

compare the individual means for each diet-treatment group.

These stastistical analyses will be performed by W.L. Stone

and Adrienne Hollis.

III. RESULTS

Using a Zeiss Interactive Digital Analysis System (ZIDAS),

preliminary analyses were done on the animals that had been

sacrificed after 6 weeks on their various diets. Table 2

shows the dietary-treatment groups as well as the parameters

measured and the values that were obtained.
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TABLE 2- Parameters Measured on Groups on Diet for 6 Weeks 7V

Number Present in Retinal Pigment Epithelial Layer*

Group Inclusion Bodies Phagosomes Mitochondria

B+Se+E noHBO 76.97+ 4.43 19.60+3.97 119.84+30.1
(n=2)

B+Se+E HBO 65.31+18.1 23.17+0.82 133.29+40.1
(n=2)

B noHBO 54.42+ 6.64 40.44+9.27 179.85+10.5
(n=6)

B + HBO 78.85+ 7.98 30.11+4.84 169.97+13.3
(n6)

*These measurements are reported as +SEM per Oum length of

the central RPE.

ANOVA showed that there were no significant differences in

the number of inclusion bodies or in the number of

phagosomes in any of the dietary-treatment groups. ANOVA

did indicate that diet was significant (p < 0.030) in the

number of mitochondria present in the RPE. Duncans Multiple

Range Analysis, showed that no real significance was

observed between the individual means of the

dietary-treatment groups. These preliminary results show

that no major ultrastructrual damage is observed, by

measuring these particular parameters, after 6 weeks of

diet. These results agree with the quantitative

histopathological studies done at this same time point.

Those studies failed to show any major alterations in the
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retinal tissues. Katz et al. (9) found an increase in the

RPE cell height from rats fed a diet deficient in vitamin E

and selenium for 24-25 weeks. Ultrastructural studies

showed that the increase in RPE cell height was due to a

large accumulation of undigested photoreceptor outer

segments (9). We expect to see ultrastructural damage in

the animals on the dietary regimens for 17 weeks. The

analysis of this data is currently underway. S

Figures 1 through 4 are electron micrographs showing the RPE

layer in each of the 4 dietary-treatment groups.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS

Follow-up research will consist of measuring the number of

inclusion bodies, phagosomes and mitochondria in the animals

on the 17 week dietary regimen. If there are no differences

between the B+Se+E groups at 6 and 17 weeks on diet, we may

be able to combine the data. This would increase the number

of animals in each group and decrease the SEM. The nuclei

height as well as the accumulation of extracellular debris

between the outer segment tips and the RPE will be measured.

Any deterioration of the outer segment disk membranes,

particularly at the distal end of the photoreceptor cells

will also be noted. In addition, the migration of

photoreceptor cells into the inner retina will be examined,

and comparisions of the size of the inclusion bodies and

phagosomes will be performed.
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Figure 1. This is an electron micrograph of the retinal 7

pigment epithelial layer of an animal fed a diet

supplemented with both vitamin E and selenium, for 6 weeks.

The animal received no hyperbaric oxygen therapy.

Ib- Inclusion body

Mi- Mitochondria

Nu- Nucleus

Ph- Phagosome
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Figure 2. This is an electron micrograph of the retinal

pigment epithelial layer of an animal fed a diet

supplemented with vitamin E and selenium, for 6 weeks. The

animal also received hyperbaric oxygen therapy for 4 weeks.
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Figure 3. This electron micrograph shows the retinal

pigment epithelial layer of an animal fed a diet for 6

weeks, that was deficient in both vitamin and selenium. The

animal received no hyperbaric oxygen therapy.
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Figure 4. This is an electron mzicrograph of the retinal

pigment epithelial layer of an animal fed a diet deficient

in both vitamin E and selenium, for 6 weeks. The animal

also received hyperbaric oxygen therapy for 4 weeks.
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A Camparative Study of Differinq Vortex Structures

Arising in Unsteady Separated Flows

by

Stephen A. Huyer

ABSTRACT

The vortex structures arising in two separate unsteady separated

f low cases were examined in detail. The flowfields resulting from the

deployment of a periodically deforming leading edge (PDLE) and an

oscillating flat plate were studied and ccmpared. The PDLE produced two

separate vortex structures during each cycle. It was found through flow

visualization and hot-wire anmmetry that these two structures exhibited

different behavior. The primary vortex was characterized by low,

constant velocities within the vortex, increasing threefold to 120%

freestream values in a space of 3 m The second vortex exhibited a more

even vortex rotation rate. The vortex structures produced by an

oscillating flat plate were also examined. It was found that a reduced

frequency of 3 yielded a more cohesive vortex copared to that produced

by a reduced frequency of 1. The structures produced by PDLE deployment

were also considerably weaker than those produced by an oscillating flat

plate.
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Currently, there is numerous research underway concerned with under-

standing the vortex development process associated with unsteady

separated flows. When applied to airfoils, these flows are characterized

-by highly transient lift, drag, and moment coefficients. When the vortex

is initiated and present over the upper surface of an airfoil, relatively

high lift coefficients are observed (as great as four to five times

steady state counterparts). As the vortex is shed off the trailing edge,

a highly negative moment coefficient results. By understanding and

controlling these flows, it may be possible to exploit them and create a

rw generation of super maneuverable aircraft.

Frank J. Seiler Research Laboratories, located at the United States

Air Force Academy, are particularly suited for research concerning low

speed aerodynamics. The facilities were particularly suited for

acquiring both flow visualization data and hot-wire anemometry data.

Through a series of data reduction software programs, it was possible to

construct some interesting and enlightening graphs. These graphs yielded

vortex velocity profiles along with corresponding variance levels. For

discussion purposes, the variance was taken as a rough correlate to

vorticity distribution. This is valid since a vortex is a transitory

flow structure exhibiting both laminar and turbulent characteristics.

The variance levels, which are characteristic to turbulent flow studies,

may be indicative of the vorticity present in the structure.

Additionally, a Fast Fourier Transform analysis was performed providing

spectral data for each of the flow cases. My research interests are

mainly concerned with the understanding of unsteady separated flows. I

have been a research assistant at the University of Colorado for one

year. In that tire, I have authored one paper which was presented at the
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AIMA 19 th Fluid Dynamics, Plasma Dynamics and Lasers Conference and have

co-authored one ocher paper which was presented at the same conference.

II.) OBJBCJIVES CF RESEARCH EFFORT

For many years, numerous researchers have investigated the flows

produced by unsteady, forced separation of the boundary layer. Examples

include pitching or oscillating airfoils, periodic deployment of control

surfaces or ramps, surface air pulse injection, periodically deforming

airfoil surfaces, accelerating flows, among others. Although the

unsteady motion histories may differ from case to case, they possess at

least one common characteristic:the accumulation of vorticity which in

turn produces vortex structures under certain test conditions. While

each example may generate vortex structures, it is obvious that the

development and character of each individual vortex structure must be

different. A comparative study concerning the development of these

individual vortex structures will doubtlessly be helpful in understanding

the development of these flows and the mechanisms of vorticity from which

they are produced. To that end, the vortex structures produced by a

periodically deforming leading edge (PDLE) and an oscillating flat plate

will be acmpared and contrasted. Additionally, a set of experimental

measureuent techniques will be used to quantitatively define the vortex

structure. Mile none of the measurement techniques is necessarily novel

in their approach, it is hoped that most researchers will gain helpful

insight to at least some of the approaches set forth.
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III. MEf D

An NACA 0015 full span airfoil model with 15.24 an chord length was

modified by adding a movable fence-type spoiler at the 12.5% c position.

In order to simulate the PDLE, a thin latex membrane was attached to the

upper surface of the spoiler, wrapped around the leading edge, then

attached to the bottm of the airfoil. A 24 volt D.C. motor mounted on

the airfoil endplate drove the PDLE up and down sinusoidally from a

position flush with the airfoil surface to an effective maximnum thickness

of 19.17% c. When fully deployed, the PDLE created a backward step 6.35

mm in height. A freestream velocity of 3.05 n/sec was used resulting in

a Reynolds number of 25,000. A reduced frequency of 2.0 based on airfoil

chord length was studied with the airfoil angle of attack set at 15*.

An flat plate with a 15.24 am chord length was oscillated about the

25% c axis using a scotch yoke mechanism. The mean angle of attack was

set at 150 with oscillation amplitude of 100. A 24 volt D.C. motor drove

the airfoil up and down sinusoidally at different frequencies

corresponding to reduced frequency values (K) of 1 and 3. The

corresponding freestream velocity was set at 3.05 m/sec for K = 1 and

1.502 for K = 3.

This paper will be outlined as follows. For each experimental case,

(1) a brief theoretical discussion will be provided followed by (2) a

summnary and discussion of the experimental results. Afterward, a

comparative analysis will be conducted.

IV PERIDICALLY DEF4( LEADING EDGE

(1) During PDLE deployment, a multiple vortex environment will result

under certain test conditions. For the range of test variables used by

Buyer and Luttges , TWo main vortex structures were formed. The primary
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vortex forms as a result of both vorticity production due to the

accelerating motion of the PDLE and accumulating vorticity in the region

imediately downstream of the PDLE. This vortex formed at approximately

maximum PDLE deploynt. Under static conditions, vorticity in the boun-

dary layer has a tendency to move upstream due to decreasing velocities

in the boundary layer which produce increasing pressures. The vorticity,

however, will propagate downstream through the boundary layer and shed

into the airfoil wake due to the energy supplied by the free potential

flow. Inserting the PDLE into the the flow creates a rearward step which

forces the boundary layer to separate. This forced separation creates an

adverse pressure gradient allowing vorticity to accumulate at specific

spatial locations above the airfoil surface. The vorticity accumulated

in the region immediately downstream of the PDLE interacts with vorticity

ocming off the resulting in the formation of the primary vortex.

The second vortex results due to vorticity production over the sur-

face of the PDLE as it is being retracted. This vorticity accumulates in

a region immediately downstream of the PDLE. It is possible that this

amcwmulation is forced by the pressure gradients created by the primary

vortex.

(2) Hot-wire data provided velocity profiles with corresponding variance

levels for PDLE deployment at two chord locations (20.83% c and 50% c).

A test case of K = 2 and 150 was examined. Fig. 1 shows the flow

visualization photo along with corresponding velocity profiles and

variance levels at both maximum and minimum PDLE deployment. At these

points in the cycle, it was possible to determine the character of the

primary and second vortex. In the first photo, the arrow located at

20-83% c corresponds to the primary vortex with the other arrow pointed
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at the second vortex. In the second photo the reverse is true.

C = 20.83% c

In the first photo, the presence of a vortex structure can clearly

be seen from the flow visualization photo and corresponding velocity

profile. The velocities in the region between 1-10 mm are relatively

constant at 40% freestrea Within a distance of 3 m, these velocities

increase threefold to 120% freestream. The variance plots demonstrate

this phencmenon as well. The variance remains relatively constant in the

region between 1-10 mm at 19%. At 11 m there appears a sharp in crease

in variance. These factors indicate the strength of the vortex and

associated vorticity are along the outer fringes of the vortex.

Although not shown, the velocities and variance plots demonstrate

definite spatial shifts in vorticity as the vortex convects downstream

As the cycle increases 12.5%, the variance appears to be concentrated in

the region between 8-12 mm with a decrease in the region between 1-8 mm

to 14% freestream. as the cycle progresses, the variance in the lower

region decreases further averaging 10%. Prior to the development of the

second vortex, the variance levels demonstrate a downward shift in

concentration focused at 6 mm.

The second photo shows the second vortex centered at 20.83% c. The

velocity profile indicates that this vortex is different in character

ccmared to the primary vortex. The second vortex appears to exhibit a

more even rotation rate with velocities at the outer edge of the vortex

reaching 122% freestream values. The variance levels are more evenly

distributed in the region between 1-8 mm implying a more even

distribution of vorticity throughout the vortex. As the cycle

progresses, there are again spatial shifts in variance corresponding to
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the convection of the second vortex and accumulation of vorticity into

the primary vortex.

C = 50% c

Measurements taken at midchord show the velocities and variance

levels associated with a developed vortex. Rather than provide a

detailed analysis as was performed at 20.83% c, a summary of the

differences in both velocities and variance levels will be given followed

by a brief discussion.

Both the velocities and variance levels are distributed over a

larger region (approximately twofold). Additionally, the velocities are

significantly less with maximum vortex velocities approaching 95%

freestream values. This indicates that the vortex grows and becomes more

diffuse as it convects downstream. The vorticity is also more evenly

distributed throughout the vortex and appears to be less on average when

compared to the vortex at 20.83% c. This indicates the vortex

accumulates little if any additional vorticity as it convects downstream

A Fourier spectrum analysis was performed for the hot-wire signals

at 20.83% c and midchord and are shown in Fig. 2. Relative amplitude is

plotted as a function of height for the primary and secondary

frequencies. The frequency of 13.7 Hz is approximately the same as the

fcrcing function frequency. Notice in the region between 0-4 mm the 26.4

Hz frequency dominates whereas in the rest of the region, the primary

frequency dominates. It appears that in this area proximal to the

airfoil surface, reverse flows may occur. These reverse flows are an

indication of vorticity accumulation in the region behind the PDLE.

Also, the shape of the curves are more bell shaped. The peak value at 9
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mm may represent the approximate center of the flow disturbances created

by PDLE dep loyment.

At midchord, the shapes of the curves are much different. Lost is

the bell curve shape and a more random distribution is okerved. Also,

in the region near the airfoil surface, the primary frequency dominates.

Frc 20-32 mn, the primary and secondary frequencies appear very close in

magnitude. All this information suggests a more turbulent flow regime.

V SCILLATI!G FLAT PLAT

(1) Robinson et al. and Luttges et al. have provided much documentation

com dng the unsteady flows produced by oscillating flat plates and

airfoils. It was found that any change in the input test parameters

altered the flow fields significantly. The structures produced were

found to be repeatable, however. In general, the flow field was

characterized by the initiation and growth of a leading edge vortex

structure, interaction between the vortex and the upper surface of the

airfoil, and the development of a trailing edge vortex, these flow

pmtters result as long as the static stall angle was exceeded at se

point during the cycle. The production of vorticity results during the

up-stroke of the oscillation cycle. As the airfoil increases in angle,

larye velocity gradients are created prxlkucinq vorticity. As the static

stall agle is 1 q , the boundary layer beqins tc seprate resultIng _

in advWessur gradients. This a 1 laws vort ici ty to be accumu 1 ated,

generally in the region near the leadinq edge. The anqle at which the

lamii ede vort is initiated is dependent up th Uiput paraf ers

such mreducedi f requa-ey and osc illIat ion m i t xie. As 'the o'ed ri dQ u

vorti avects d strems. i t may accumulate addit i-al vrt1ct 1ty asa

long as the airfoil is pitched upward. As 'he. vl-rtex envpc'a
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d~mstresm, vortex-surface, vortex-vortex, and other interactions result

in increased diffusion of the vortex structure. A trailing edge vortex

resulting from accumulated vorticity from the lower surface of the

airfoil ensues creatirng a separated region near the trailing edge of the

airfoil.

(2) Ex erimental studies were conducted for an oscillating flat plate

using redced frequency values of I and 3. In both cases, the mean angle

was set at 150 with an oscillation amplitude of 100. Fig. 3 shows the

initial vortex for reduced frequency values of 1 and 3 respectively along

with velocity profiles and corresponding variance levels. Although there

is definite phase dependence concerning the angle at which the vortex

form, in both cases, there appeared definite spatial shifts in the

variance levels as the vortex was first initiated, then convected

ft In gwmwral, as long as the boundary layer remained attached

to the flat plate, there was little sign of variance. As the vortex is

initiated a the frcx of the vortex is measured by the hot-wire probe,

tiee are low levels of variance in the region below the vortex and above

the vcrtsixi The variance is cncetrated in the vortex itself. As the

vmt convects dutres, the spatial shifts in variance help define

the distribution of vorticity throughout. While this measurement

technique does not give a defined magnitude of vorticity, the

distribution my be found and the magnitude nay be computed using other

o that will be discussed later.

As can be see in Fig. 3, the vortex structures formed for K -1 and

3 are markedly different. For K - 1, the vortex is centered at 25% c

whe the flat plate is approximately at maximum angle of attack. The
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velocity profile shows peak velocities approaching 200% freestreamn values

at 1.3" above the airfoil surface and the vortex appears to be centered

at 0.6". The profile indicates an approximate constant rotation rate

throughout the vortex although the profile is not "smnoth." The variance

levels average approximately 35% freestream values in the region between

0.10-1.0" dropping off rapidly as one ventures outside the vortex. As

inferred by the variance plots, it appears that the vorticity is

distributed approximately evenly throughout the vortex.

In contrast, the vortex formed for K = 3 appears to be centered at

25% c when the flat plate is at approximately 100. The velocity profile

shows peak velocities reaching 180% freestream values. The shape of the

velocity profile, however, is much smoother by comparison and

demonstrates a more even rotation rate. The center of the vortex is

situated at 0.8". The size of this vortex, however, appears to be

smaller by comparison. The variance levels indicate a different

distribution of vorticity. The vorticity appears to be concentrated at

the center of the vortex as opposed to being evenly distributed

throughout the vortex. This is quite different from the dynamic stall

vortex formed at K = 1.

A Fourier spectrum analysis was also performed. Fig. 4 shows

amplitude as a function of height for the primary and secondary

frequencies for K = 1 and 3. Again the primary frequency is the forcing

function frequency with the secondary frequency being the second harmonic

of the primary frequency. The absolute maximun value is defined as 100%

and for both cases, this absolute maximum occurs at the primary

frequency. The chord location is 25% c.

In general, the primary frequency dominates throughout the boundary

layer for K - 1. The exception to this, however, is between 0.9" and
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p

1.1 above the surface of the airfoil where the secondary frequency

dominates. Also, the primary frequency does not exhibit a bell curve

type of shape but the secondary frequency vaguely resembles one.

The plots for K = 3 are much different, however. In the region

between 0.1" and 0.5", the secondary frequency noticeably dominates.

This may indicate the presence of reverse flows close to the surface of

the flat plate. Additionally, the primary frequency does resemble a bell

carve shape. These tw- factors suggest a more cohesive, less turbulent

vortex for the test case of K = 3.

VI DISCUSSION AND C OA S

Flow visualization and hot-wire measurements demonstrated

significant differences in flow field behavior not only between the flow

atZELctues formed due to PDEE deployment and an oscillating flat plate 4
but between the different input parameters for each case. Two main

vortex structures were foned during PDLE deployment. The velocities of

the primary vortex exhibited step function type of behavior whereas the

ascend vortex demntrated a more uniform rotation rate. This was shown

by both the velocity profiles and variance levels.

Similarly, the dynamic stall vortex associated with the test

parameter, K, were different for the two cases studied. The two vortex

str-%uctmu were initiated and developed at different points in the cycle.

ts velocities associated with K - 1 showed rather disjointed velocity

W im as oposed to smooth velocity chanies for K - 3. Additiorlly,

the variarce levels demonstrated different vorticity lstributions for

the two vortices.

The vortex structures that formed due +o PDLF deployment and the

36-1 7
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oscillating flat plate are also different. The vortex structures

associated with PDLE deployment are much less energetic by comparison.

They are mud smaller structures and they transition to turbulence more

rapidly. This seems to indicate that less vorticity is produced and/or

accumulated into a defined vortex structure.

VII R4MMMATIcNS

The research over the summer was primarily engaged with

quantitatively describing the flow structures arising in unsteady

sepmrated flows. A comparative analysis ws then made to demonstrate the

effectiveness of the measurement techniques used. While I quantitatively

described the vorticity distribution using variance levels and showed

that a frequency spectrum analysis could be used to determine the

cohesiveness of a vortex structure, there was no technique used to

actually predict the magnitude of vorticity present in the flow. If this

is known, a complete picture may be provided.

re is, however, a way to estimate the magnitude of vorticity in

the boundary layer. Previous studies have used pressure transducers

mounted on the surface of the airfoil to compute the pressure

distribution about the airfoil. If this is known, the lift may readily

be o ted. Once the lift is known, the circulation about the airfoil

may be computed directly. Finally, there is an integral relation

rela"tin the circulation to the vorticity vector. Hence, the magnitude

of vorticity may readily be computed providing a complete picture to

qpnititatively describe the resulting unsteady flow fields.
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Perturbed Functional Iteration Applied to the

Navier-Stokes Equations

by

David L. James

ABSTRACT

The Navier-Stokes partial differential equations were written as a

set of averaged finite difference equations. Of the methods availatle,

Perturbed Functional Iteration was chosen to solve the Navier-Stokes

equations. The Perturbed Functional Iteration scheme (PFIS) was applied

to both a two dimensional problem, both implicitly and explicitly; and

a three dimensional problem, explicitly. PFIS quickly gave accurate

results in the test cases.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

An accurate, fast, and stable numerical method is being sought to solve 71

the Navier-Stokes equations as they relate to fluid dynamics; specifically,

computational fluid dynamics. The Perturbed Functional Iteration scheme

(PFIS) is such a method.

The Air Force, by its very nature, and its subcontractors at Arnold

Engineering Development Center, are interested in computational fluid

dynamics and accurate mathematical models. Finding a method which would

prove to be fast, accurate, stable, and easy to implement would add

greatly to the realm of computational fluid dynamics.

My research interests lie in the area of developing or modifying computer

methods that are fast, as well as accurate and stable. If this can be

accomplished, there will be a method that yields an accurate answer and 4

takes considerably less time. PFIS is such a scheme, and vectorized PFIS

executes at a high speed.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

Perturbed Functional Iteration has been shown to be Su*I- . l zdtI 12

convergence (Dey). Dr. Cooper of Sverdrup Tech oiu-jie- i. D: D. ! L.

Eastern Illinois University had been working to apl. Pcr~urbr'd i& w

Iteration to the Navier-Stokes equations. The int :, , .' "d:,'

to apply PVIS to the two dimensional model : e

with both implicit and explicit codes.



My assignment as a participant in the 1987 Graduate Student Summer Support

Program was to take the two dimensional code and attempt to increase the

speed from the code using structured programming techniques. I was also -
to attempt to get a three dimensional version of the code up and running

using PFIS. These objectives have been accomplished.

III.

Perturbed Functional Iteration was invented by Dr. Suhrit Dey in 1976. M
S

It is a modification of Picard's Method. Picard's Method tells us that

if we have an "answer" to an equation, we can find a better answer by

putting the answer we already have back into the equation. At the kth

step

where g(x) is a function of x having no xi terms in it. PFIS was based

on the idea that this was too slow and it could diverge in certain cases.

PFIS adds a perturbation to get to the answer much quicker. At the kth

step of PFIS

.. %

-%-is the perturbation added t-o g(x) and g(x) is as above. The stopping

condition is for the perturbation to be "sufficiently small," which is-_R

dependent on the problem being solved. To find , we must evaluate g at

our "answer," evaluate g again at the answer ,,a just obtained, ealuate

the derivative of g at our obtained ;: C',, i.. perform the calculation
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To get our next -'answer- calculate

as before. This method was applied to the velocity equations of Naver-

Stokes. In the two dimensional case the equations are:

and,

as a test case. The solutions are:

The solution is dependent upon where tA~o p:oint is in~ tlZ-e plane. In the

three dimensional case, the equations are:

4" 1'

~ ~-V.

The slutios are



The tw dlinicial code wre run um th Cray, iM C%7 I - tr. S!,aw.

an ApaLlo DW miniciamputr. The throw -Jlnwna:',id. _"'- da r r

Cray and thi Apollo. The codes all 4avP the s .s,,',- ..s am

acuracy. A list of tune is -jiven ir ttw tak.ie tv:1Ikh:

Cray 2.4919 8 ' .... 'B.

CC 7600 635.867 3. 9H J(' '4.

Apol lo 13656 696.696T7

Table 1: CPU executlon tlimb f,r PF''.

( 10 X 1O Caseb
NUME: All times are in 5 Xt.d,.

Clin a percentage cGmariaon for s jd for the same cxtde o.n d r f

*machtn, the Cray was tw orders of agnitude faster fUr il '-des.

cparison of the 2D implicit and 2 explicit coxdes, the per(,et_.;u,

crease of implicit over explicit was fram appruxiote , ter. t4- twerit.

percent. In term of coding and execution times cczdb.nel, t!te CY,: it.

code is more easily coded, so that the Lncrea:eu exL-ut.ttA t .f-

negligible.

IV. REOMMTIOMS:-

Vectorized FIS is a relatively simple methoKd tu u6e wt,

high order of accuracy. The worst percentaqe err.i t1.jt wi. ' "i-

for the model used was approximately 8% wit. -in Ajve -r .,, :.i

of approximately 2%. The method does requir t .t le,

'7-7



ba, In antrast to Newton's Method, no Jacobian must be calculated and

Inverted. This is an excellent reason for implemnting the method. The

three dionnsional explicit code was running very well, but an implicit

cd has not as yet he- writtem. I would reccomend that such a code be

written to ccopare with the explicit code.

Akso, different est casets should be run so that PFIS can be ccmpared to

othr mthods ( i.e. Newton's Method ) now used to solve the Navier-Stokes

Eqations. I believe this would be an excellent way t; show how good

iWIS really is.

'-U
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AN OPTICAL SENSOR SYSTEM FOR MONITORING STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS

WITH APPLICATIONS TO SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION

by

George Henry James III

ABSTRACT

A unique optical sensor system using video cameras,

digital processing, and photogrammetric triangulation has

been shown to be feasible for use in monitoring structural

dynamics. The system can determine natural frequencies,

mode shapes, and displacement time histories. The major

advantages of the system were the possibility of non-

contact measurement, ease of marker application, simple

operation and upkeep, the ability to cover a large area,

and exellent large amplitude and low frequency response.

The major disadvantages of the system were low spatial

resolution and long processing times.

Using the ERA algorithm, the first five natural

frequencies of the 5 ft. by 5 ft. aluminum grid test

structure were calculated in a high coverage mode, in a

high resolution mode, and in a 2D mode. The first three

mode shapes were calculated using ERA with the high cover-

age data. Recommendations for improvements in the system,

future research, and possible uses are provided.
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Introduct ion

Large flexible structures envisioned for space based

operation will rely heavily on analytical modelling. The

size, cost, and operating environment of these structures

will prohibit extensive full scale testing until

final deployment. Also, the control systems of large space

structures will interact strongly with the dynamics of the

structure and will necessarily be based on an analytical

model which accounts for the structural dynamics.

Additionally, these analytical structural models will not

be able to account for every effect such as flawed

structural members, joint damping, material inconsist-

encies, or material degradation. Structural identification

methods will be used to upgrade an analytical model to

match the known experimental response of a structure or a

representative sub-structure (1].

The Interdisiplinary Space Technology Branch of the

Air Force Astronautics Laboratory is interested in

developing structural identification methods for use with

large space structures. Possible applications of these

structures include large deployable radar antennas or

directed energy weapon platforms. These applications will

also require precise shape control of the surface and need

an accurate structural model.

My Ph.D. level research currently focuses on three
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aspects of structural identification. The first aspect is

data acquisition. I am currently developing a non-contact

optical method for monitoring structural dynamics.

Secondly, I am working with the Eigensystem Realization

Algorithm (ERA) [2-8 to extract modal frequencies and mode

shapes from structural dynamics data. And finally I am

analyzing the structural identification method of Creamer

and Junkins (9,10).

Objectives of the Research Effort

The initial portion of my work with the 1987 Graduate

Student Summer Support Program was to be experimental in

nature. A non-contact video based system (111 provided by

Dr. John Junkins of Texas A&M University was to be

used to monitor the results of several inputs to a test

structure. These inputs include impulse loading, single

frequency resonance, and quasi-random excitation.

Techniques for marker application to the structure,

synchronization with accelerometers, and stereo measure-

ments of 3D motion [12,13,141 were to be developed in this

phase of the work.

The next phase of my work was to extract the necessary

dynamical information from the test data (15-18]. This

dynamical information included natural frequencies, mode

shapes, and frequency response functions. Software tools

such as MATRIXx marketed by Integrated Systems Incorporated
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and the ERA algorithm developed by Dr. Jer-Nan Juang of

NASA-Langley research center wore to be used in this phase

of the work.

The final phase of my work was to use the structural

identification method of Creamer and Junkins to upgrade an

appropriate analytical model of structure. This section of

the work would have exercised the method with real experi-

mental data. Limitations of the method, possible improve-

ments in the method, and experience with the method's use

would have been the end results of this phase of the work.

The most important factor which limited the completion

of all of these goals was the large amount of data

generated with each test and the time necessary to analyze

the data. A smaller, more realistic set of objectives was

decided on. First, impulsive loadings only were to be studied.

This greatly simplified the data analysis and eased time

matching requirements between the optical sensor system and

the AFAL data acquisition system. Second, a demonstration

of the feasibility of the optical system for structural

dynamics and system identification was sought. Third, the

major limitations of the system, possible improveiments in

the system, and the major sources of error in the system L

were to be detailed to guide further work. And finally,

the ERA algorithm was to be used to identify natural

frequencies and mode shapes. This wa- to develop
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experience in using this package. No attempt was made to

perform structural identification except to tailor the data

taken and analyzed for use with the method in the immediate

future.

HARDWARE CONSIDERATIONS

The test article used in this work was a 5' by 5' grid

made of aluminum slats 2" wide and 1/8" thick. The slats

were connected at 20 joints as seen in Figure 1. The

joints were riveted in 4 places and a 10/32 inch bolt and

nut was tightened in the center of each joint. These bolts

held accelerometers and optical markers as well as provided

extra joint stiffness. Endevco model 7751-500 accelero-

meters were placed at locations 1,3,5,7,9,13,16,17,19,20.

Circular markers for the optical sensing system were placed

at every joint. These markers were 3" in diameter and made

of Scotchlite reflective sheeting number 3290. A Kistler

type 9722A500 impact hammer was used to excite the

structure and monitor the load input. A Bruel & Kjaer type

4810 mini-shaker and a Kistler model 9712A5 force

transducer were available to excite the structure, however

these were not used in the work reported here. All the

electronics for accelerometer and and load cell condition-

ing and filtration were built by AFAL personnel. An

Integrated Systems Incorporated MAX_100 handled 16 channels

of data acquisition as well as provided control for the
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Figure 1. AFAL Structural Identificaticn Test Article "
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shaker.

The optical sensor system %,as produced by Notion

Analysis Corporation and consisted of a Sun 2/120 computer,

a notion Analysis VPl10 video processor, a Panasonic AG-

6300 video recorder, and an RCA TC2811 60 hz video camera.

A second camera and recorder were also required to allow

stereo measurements since the displacements of interest

were out of the plane of the structure. Floodlights were

used to illuminate the markers on the structure. A

reference frame was built to enclose the grid structure

which allowed reference targets to be placed for calibra-
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tion of the video cameras via resection.

The two cameras were set t to view grid from two

different angles such that the e • markers were visible by

both cameras. The motion is then simultaneously recorded

by both cameras which are synchronized by the VPll0. The

VPllO is then used to digitize the video recordings one at

a time and transfer the data to the Sun computer. The

video processor digitizes only those pixels which cross a

grey scale threshold as set by the user. This allows

the outlines of markers which are either lighter or darker

than the surrounding scene to be digitized. The wall

behind the test article and the reference frame were

painted black to allow the reflective markers to stand out

as lighter than the background. The surface finish of the

structure did interfere with the intensity contrast

requirements. Tissue paper was used to cover the problem

areas of the structure.

SOFTWARE CONSIDERATIONS

Notion Analysis ExpertVision software was used to

process the digitized data on the Sun computer. The

centroid of each digitized marker outline is calculated for

each frame of video data. These centroids are then linked

in time by a nearest neighbor algorithm to produce the path

of each marker though time. At this point the paths are

two dimensional and in the coordinants of the individual camera
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imaging arrays.

A series of programs have been written by this

researcher to calculate the paths of each marker centroid

in 3D space given the two paths in the individual camera

space. This process is called triangulation. Two sets of

equations are available for making this conversion. The

colinearity equations [131 are nonlinear and require an

iterative solution. However, the colinearity coefficients

have physical interpretations such as camera position,

camera orientation, focal length, and priciple point

offsets. Alternatively, the Direct Linear Transform (DLT)

[12] equations produce a set of equations which can be

solved with a linear least squares algorithm. The DLT

coefficients do not have physically realizable interpreta-

tions. The two methods were found to give comparable

results and the DLT solution was used in this work for

simplicity.

A seperate but closely related problem is the

resection of camera parameters or calculation of the

coefficients mentioned in the previous paragraph. A

separate set of programs was written to perform .-

function for both the colinearity equations and

equations. A set of stationary noncoplaner , .

'

known 3D coordinants are filmed from both -am#A i -'

proper coefficients are calculated for Pa ' .

Ai
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individually. The DLT formulation again produces a linear

least squares problem and the colinearity formulation a

nonlinear formulation. Twelve known point on the wall

behind the structure and the reference structure were used

in this work.

The accelerometer time histories and the optically

calculated displacement time histories for the out of plane

displacements were uploaded to the AFAL VAX computer.

MATRIX x was used to detrend, normalize, and plot the data.

The data was normalized by dividing the Fourier transform

of the time histories by the load input provided by the

impact hammer and taking the inverse transform. The ERA

algorithm was used to calculate the natural frequencies and

mode shapes using the VAX as a host computer.

RESULTS

Figures 2-5 show the non-normalized, non-detrended time

histories. These time histories are all for point one on

the structure due to an impulse at point four on the

structure. The data are all displacement out of the plane

of the test article. Figure 2 is the data from a high

coverage test or a test where all 20 points on the

structure were monitored. The long period of time before

the impulse provides information on the basic accuracy of

the system. The measured value of the undisplaced position

is 11.8125 inches.
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Figure 3 provides data from a high resolution test in

which only locations 1,2,6,and 7 were monitored. This

allowed higher spatial resolution to be utilized in the 3D

calculations. Figure 4 provides data from a 2D test in

which a marker was placed on the side of the structure at

point 1. This eliminated the need for triangulation as

all the point 1 motion was planar and gave some indication

as to the effect of the 3D calculations on the final

answers. Figure 5 shows a 60 Hz. accelerometer output

integrated twice. This allows a comparison of the optical

data with the standard accelerometer data. A drift can be

seen in the data, however the magnitudes are in good agree-

ment with the optical data.

Figures 6-9 provide the corresponding Fourier

transforms for the time histories of Figures 2-5. The

effect of the spatial resolution limitation can be clearly

seen. The high coverage test can only pick out the the

three lowest modes which have the largest displacements.

The high resolution test can be seen to pick out the first

five frequencies. The 2D test can pick out eight peaks.

The acuelerometer data produces several higher frequencies.

Two frequencies were reported by ERA around .1 Hz. in the

accelerometer data. These correspond to the drift seen in

the time history. Another mode was reported at 1 Hz. and

may possibly be due to aliasing. These Fourier transforms
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were found to be very useful in setting the ERA parameters

which deal with the number of retained singular values or

the order of the system. Larger singular values tend to

correspond to higher amplitude frequencies. Table 1

provides the actual frequencies determined for each test as

well as the values from an AFAL Nastran code.

TEST 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th

Test6l .826 2.178 4.337 ......
Testl7l .825 2.069 4.435 5.434 6.927
Test9l .826 2.081 4.456 5.499 6.956
Accel. .827 2.074 4.466 5.500 6.960
Nastran .831 2.216 4.799 5.856 7.522

Table 1. Natural Frequencies of the AFAL Test Article

The high coverage test data was used in conjunction

with ERA to calculate mode shapes. The resulting shapes

qualitatively agree with the observed and the analytical

mode shapes. No attempt was made to pursue this farther in

this work.

RECONMENDATION

The first recommendation is that a detailed study of

the spatial resolution of the system should be performed.

An extensometer calibrator or similar device which can move

a marker in a series of repeatable and quantifiable

displacements could be used to experimentally carry this

out.
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'.
The use of flat markers provided some distortion of

the shape since the markers are not viewed normal to the

surface. The use of spherically shaped markers is

recommended especially for calibration markers.

Hemispherical markers might also be used for the structure

itself. This might allow the calculation of more accurate

marker centroids. It is also recommended that the

accelerometers be moved to the back of the structure or

enclosed in hemispherical markers as the centroid

calculations were affected by the accelerometers.

For the test configuration used for this work, it may

be advantageous to use dark markers on a light background.

The structure surface could then remain uncovered and

unpainted. It is also recommended that a stand alone frame

be used for calibration. This would allow calibration

dimensions and angles to be measured accurately especially

if thin members and spherical targets are used. such a

fixture could also be used to control the background

intensity.

No electronic means of handeling aliasing are

available with this system and 200 Hz. cameras are

recommended to lessen the effect of this problem. High

speed cameras would also be needed for frequencies above

10-15 Hz. Performing simultaneous triangulation and

resection would also be a useful capability. This would
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allow recalibration of the cameras at each step and lessen

the accuracy with which the calibration points must be

measured. An appropriate method for weighting of the

variables must be developed. Faster processing times would

be helpful especially with high speed cameras and

simultaneous resection and triangulation.

The optical sensing system has application in

calculating mode shapes experimentally. The system should

be tried with resonate excitation of each mode

individually. This should produce displacements of the

higher modes which are large enough to be measured by this

system. This would also require time matching and time

synchronization with the accelerometers and load cell. The

use of proximity sensors at joints 16-20 would also be

helpful because of the small displacements.
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Delivery of Inhibin by ALCAP Drug Delivery Capsules

by

Stephen R. Jenei

ABSTRACT

Inhibin, a protein that blocks the secretion of follicle-stimulating

hormone (FSH) has only recently begun to be accepted as a true hormone.

By suppressing FSH secretion, inhibin may prevent gamete production by

Sertoli cells in males. Inhibin was delivered in vivo in a sustained

manner via alumino-calcium-phosphorus (ALCAP) oxide ceramic drug delivery ,

capsules in albino male rats. Rats were sacrificed after one, two,

three, and four weeks of implantation for histological studies of 9

pituitary glands and reproductive organs using both light and

transmission electron microscopy, and studies on sperm morphology by

scanning electron microscopy. Plasma levels of LH, FSH, and testosterone

were measured by radioimunoassay, Results of this study will provide

early information on the long-term effects of sustained levels of inhibin

in male reproduction including regulation of FSH. --
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I. INTRODUCTION:

Recently, a protein has been isolated and characterized which blocks the U1m

secretion of follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH). This protein, inhibin,

has been postulated for years and is now accepted as a true hormone. By

blocking FSH secretion, inhibin may prevent gamete production by both

testes and ovaries. Unlike other substances with similar properties,

this hormone appears to work only on FSH-producing cells of the pituitary

gland without disturbing the action of other hormones such as luteinizing

hormone (LH).

FSH plays a major role in follicular growth and maturation in the female

and in initiation and maintenance of spermatogenesis in the male. In the

female, FSH induces ovarian follicle maturation and acts in the

development of granulosa cell responsiveness to other hormones.

Granulosa cells are stimulated by FSH to secrete estrogens, progestins,

and non-steroid substances. These are responsible for folliculogenesis

and oocyte maturation. In the male, the Sertoli cells of the testis are

the major target of FSH which are responsible for spermatogenesis,

steroidogenesis, and synthesis of protein hormones and cybernin (Sheth,

1986).

Many hormone-based fertility regulating substances, including those

previously tested on males, can produce adverse side effects that prevent

their use among the general public. This study was designed to study the

delivery of inhibin (which has been isolated from porcine follicular

fluid donated by Dr. Salvator Raiti of NIDCH) by means of a ceramic drug

delivery devise that has been developed at the University of Dayton.
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II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

Drugs and hormones have traditionally been administered orally or by

injection. These result in a pulsatile pattern of drug availability and

activity within the body. Often the peak levels of the drug or hormone

far exceed the necessary therapeutic requirements. Upon ingestion

several drugs are broken down along the digestive trdct thereby greatly

reducing or eliminating the intended effect of the drug.

To alleviate the problems associated with the oral and injection routes

of drug administration, attempts are being made to design drug delivery

systems which can release drugs or hormones in a sustained manner in

amounts which are effective but non-toxic over a prolonged period of

time. Several materials including silicone rubber and organic polymers,

and devices such as miniature external pumps and fluid pressure driven

internal pumps have served as useful drug delivery systems. However,

each of these have certain inherent disadvantages.

Aluminum-calcium-phosphorus oxide (ALCAP) ceramics were developed and

used successfully to substitute traumatized bone. The inherent

resorbability and porosity of these ceramics led to attempts of using

ALCAP ceramic reservoirs as drug delivery systems. The ALCAP ceramic

capsules, which have been tested to be biocompatible, biodegradable, and

non-toxic, are capable of delivering a wide variety of substances

including proteins in a sustained fashion for long periods of time.

The biocompatibility and lack of toxicity of ALCAP ceramics has been

established by in vitro and in vivo systems. Mutagenicity and

cytotoxicity tests of ALCAP ceramics were conducted by Mattie et al.

(1984). The Ames/Salmonella test was used to assess the mutagenic

potential of ALCAP ceramics. Plate incorporation tests were conducted
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with 1, 3, and 10 mg of powdered ALCAP ceramic per plate. ALCAP ceramics

were non-mutagenic at the above dose levels of ceramic powder. Clonal

cytotoxicity assay conducted by incubating ALCAP ceramic powder with

Detroit 985 cells showed that ALCAP ceramics did not inhibit the growth

of these cells. It was concluded that ALCAP ceramics are non-toxicity

and non-mutagenic biomaterials.

Mattie, Latendresse, and Bajpai (1985) examined the biocompatibility and

toxicity of ALCAP ceramics by means of the hemolysis test using human

plasma and the short term muscle implant test in rabbits. They concluded

that ALCAP ceramics were biocompatible and non-toxic.

McFall and Bajpai (1984) implanted ALCAP ceramics subcutaneously in rats

and reported that aluminum, calcium, and inorganic phosphorus released

from the ceramics was excreted in the urine after passing through the

surrounding tissue, plasma, and kidneys. They also reported that

aluminum, calcium, and inorganic phosphorus resorbed from ALCAP ceramics

did not accumulate in the brain, bone, heart, liver, and spleen of the

implanted rats. Calcium and inorganic phosphorus released from the

ceramic did not initiate soft tissue calcification in any of the tissue

exami ned.

My assignment as a participant in the 1987 Graduate Student Summer

Support Program was to study the long-term effects of inhibin on the male

rat when delivered by the ceramic capsules in a sustained manner. This

was comprised of a long-term study of inhibin delivered in vivo using

intact animals. The study lasted four four weeks and included

histological studies of reproductive organs using both light and electron

microscope, estimation of plasma levels of LH, FSH, and testosterone by

radioimmunoassay, and studies on sperm maturation and morphology. The
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data obtained in this study will provide information on the long-term

effects of sustained levels of inhibin in male reproduction including 7W

regulation of FSH as well as information on the delivery of proteins from

the ceramic capsules.

III MATERIALS AND METHODS

The crude porcine follicular fluid (pFF) used in this experiment was

donated by Dr. Salvatore Raiti of the National Hormone and Pituitary

Program of the NICHD. The crude pFF was first desalted by chromatography

on a Sephadex G-25 Course gel exclusion column with a bed volume of 500

ml. The pFF was centrifuged to remove cell and tissue debris and then

applied to the column with a sample volume of 120 ml and the elution was

collected in 10 ml fractions. The protein concentration of the column

elution was followed by measuring the absorbance (A280 ) of each fraction.

The pFF proteins were then collected by pooling the void volume fractions

and lypholizing. The pFF protein powder was then stored at -20 °C.

The pFF protein was further purified using affinity gel chromatography.

Four grams of lypholized pFF protein was resuspended in 75 ml of Buffer A

(Appendix A) at pH 7.5. The protein was applied at 4 OC to Procion Red A

dye-ligand affinity gel (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO) column (4 x

25 cm) with a bed volume of 200 ml. After loading the protein, 700 ml of

Buffer A was run through the gel at a flow rate of 2.5 ml/min. to wash

off the non-binding proteins. The protein was then eluted by changing

the buffer to Buffer B (Appendix A). The protein concentration was

determined by measuring the absorbance (A280 ) of the fractions collected.

The tightly bound proteins were eluted using a 6 M urea buffer. The

fractions eluted by Buffer B were pooled and the proteins collected by

precipitation with a 2:1 addition of 100% ethanol at -20
39-8 C  and
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centrifugation at 10,000 x g. The protein pellet was dried and stored at

-20 °C until use.

The alumino-calcium-phosphorus ALCAP ceramic capsules were fabricated

from a 50:34:16 mixture of aluminum oxide, calcium oxide, and phosphorus

pentoxide (Fisher Scientific Co., Fairlawn, NJ) which have been calcined

at 1350 °C for 12 hours. The calcining causes the thermal mixing of the

atoms of the powders and establishes a crystalline lattice structure to

the composite. The calcined ALCAP material was ground in a roller ball

mill and sieved through a stainless steel mesh (Tyler Sieve Stack) to

achieve a uniform size of 38 microns or less. The ground ALCAP powder

was mixed with 0.25% (w/w) polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) which acts as a binder

and die lubricant in the fabrication process. A 5/16" die set for

pressing cylindrical forms was filled with 1.0025 g of the ALCAP/PVA

mixture and pressed in a hydraulic press at 7000 lbs. of load. The

compacted ALCAP powder cylindric forms were then sintered at 1500 °C for

36 hours. The sintering process allows the fusion of ceramic particles

to yield a final hard form ceramic capsule. After sintering, the

capsules were weighed and the densities calculated. The sintered

capsules were then impregnated with 1:50 (w/v) solution of DL-polylactic

acid (Lot a PLA021, New Jersey Medical School, Newark, NJ) in chloroform

in vacuo for 1 hour and then air dried at room temperature. The polymer

impregnation of the capsules decreases the average pore size of the

capsules.

For this investigation, 72 Fischer F344 white, male rats were divided

into four sets of 18 each for the time periods of 1, 2, 3, and 4 weeks.

Each weeks set was further divided into three groups consisting of intact

controls, sham operated controls, and experimentals. All of the

experimental animals were implanted interperitoneally with two ALCAP
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capsules containing 40 mg of partially purified porcine follicular fluid

inhibin (from Procion Red A column). Each group was sacrificed at the

end of the respective time period.

The animals were sacrificed by halothane overdose and gravity perfusion

with saline and fixative. For each animal, the lower abdomen was opened

to expose the inferior vena cava and 5 ml of blood was taken using a 21g

needle and 10 ml syringe. The blood was allowed to stand at room

temperature for 1/2 hour then centrifuge at 10,000 x g for 10 min. Serum

was collected and stored at -200 C until radioimmunoassays could be

performed.

The left testis and vas deferens was then exposed and an incision made in

vas deferens to allow collection of 5 Ul spermatozoa with a :icropipette

and placed into 3 ml of Tyrode's solution at 370C to liquify. A smear of

the sperm was prepared on a glass slide and air dried before staining

with Geimsa stain and attaching a coverslip. The sperm were then

centrifuged at 500 x g and resuspended in 25% gluteraldehyde/phosphate

buffer.

The descending aorta was then exposed below the ileolumbar artery branch

and a suture placed around artery with forceps. The artery wall was cut

with a razor blade and a canula inserted and tied off. Hemostats were

then placed on the artery above left kidney and beneath the canula. The

reproductive system was then gravity perfused (100 mmHg) with rinse

solution (Appendix B) for 1 min. Then with Fixative I (Appendix C) for 2

min. and finally with Fixative II (Appendix C) for 3-1/2 min.

The testes, epididymus, prostate, and seminal vesicles were removed and

stored in Fixative II for 2 hrs. The pituitary glands were removed and

stored in 10% neutral buffered formalin. For light microscopy study, the
39-10



testes, epididymus, prostate and seminal vesicles were weighed, cut

transversely, and then dehydrated and paraffin infiltrated in a Tissue 7W

Tek III - Vacuum Infiltration Processor (Appendix 0). The paraffin

infiltrated tissues were then embedded in paraffin blocks. The paraffin

blocks were then cut in a microtome in 5 micron sections for mounting on

slides and staining. All sections were stained with eosin B and

hematoxylin stains (Appendix E) and coverslips attached with synthetic

resin.

The testes and pituitary glands were cut into 1 mm3  sections and

processed for TEM according to Standard Operating Procedures numbered

250, 251, and 252 in the Ultrastructural Research Laboratory of

AAMRL/THT.

3
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

To date, much of this investigation is still in progress and hence no

results are available as of yet. However, this study will be completed

over the next few months as part of this investigators Master's Degree

thesis at the University of Dayton, Dayton, Oh. Completion of

radioimmunoassays of serum hormone levels and ultrastructural studies of

the testes should provide valuable information in this study.
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APPENDIX A

Matrix Red A Gel Affinity Chromatography

I.To make I liter of Buffer A obtain.

0.05 M4 Tris base

0.05 M4 Tris HUl

0.15 M KCl

0.002 14 EDTA

H420 to 1 liter

Adjust PH to 7.25 with HCl or NaOH.

II. To make 1 liter of Buffer B obtain:

0.05 M4 Tris base

0.05 M4 Tris HC1

1.20 M4 KCl

1.00 M Urea

0.002 M4 EDTA

H420 to 1 liter

Adjust PH to 1.25 with Ndl or NaOH.
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APPENDIX B

Preparation of Vascular Perfusion Rinse Solution

To prepare 1 liter of Rinse Solution:

NaCI 9 g

Heparin 0.25 g

Procaine-HCl 5 g

Deionized H2 0 up to 1 L

Adjust pH to 7.35 using HCl or NaOH and pass solution through 3.0

filter. The Rinse Solution is made up fresh just before use and is not

stored.

Preparation of Sorensen's phosphate (0.2 M)

Solution A:

monobasic sodium phosphate 27.80 g

(NaH 2 PO4 )

distilled water 1000 ml

Solution B:

dibasic sodium phosphate 53.65 g

(Na2HPO4.7H20) .'

distilled water 1000 ml

For diluted 0.1 M phosphate (pH 7.2) add 28.0 ml of Solution A and 72.0

ml of Solution B with 100 ml of distilled water.
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APPENDIX C

Preparation of Vascular Perfusion Fixatives

A. To prepare 1 liter of Fixative 1 (1.5%) combine:

0.2 M4 NaH2PO4  45 ml

0.2 M4 Na2HPO4  405 ml

25% formalin 60 ml

25% gluteraldehyde 60 ml

distilled H20 up to 1 L

Adjust the pH to 7.35 using HCl or NaOH. Pass through 3.0 ~jfilter.

B. To prepare 1 liter of Fixative 11 (3.0%) combine:

0.2 14 NaH2PO4  45 ml

0.2 M Na2HPO4  405 ml

25% formalin 120 ml

25% gluteraldehyde 120 ml

polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP, M.W. 40 KD) 25 g

picric acid 0.5 g

distilled H20 up to 1 L

Adjust the pH4 to 7.35 using HCl or NaOH. Pass through 3.0 filter.

Note: Gluteraldehyde is very unstable and polymerizes. These solutions

must be kept at 4 OC.
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APPENDIX D

Tissue Processing Schedule 7W

I. Dehydration and paraffin infiltration using a Tissue-Tek III V.I.P.

Vacuum Infiltration Processor (Lab-Tek Products, Div. of Miles

Laboratories, Inc., Naperville, IN).

A. 10% Neutral Buffered Formalin

B. 10% Neutral Buffered Formalin
C. 80% Ethanol

D. 95% Ethanol

E. 95% Ethanol
F. 1% Ethanold

F. 100% Ethanol %

G. 100% Ethanol ,.

H. 50% Ethanol/50% Histoclear

I. 100% Histoclear

J 100% Histoclear

K. Paraffin

L. Paraffin

I. Embedding was completed using a paraffin dispenser.

Ill. Embedded tissues were sectioned at a thickness of 4 microns using an ,,.

American Optics Rotery Microtome. Cut sections were put onto microscope

slides using purified pigskin gelatin dissolved in a 45 °C water bath.

Tissue sections were affixed to slides by heating in a 60 °C oven until

paraffin melts (10-15 min.) then allowed to cool.
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APPENDIX E

Standard Hematoxylin and Eosin Y Staining Procedure

Station Time (min.) Solution Comments

1 5.0 100% xylene Paraffin removal

2 5.0 100% xylene

3 1.0 100% ethyl alcohol Hydration

4 1.0 100% ethyl alcohol

5 1.0 95% ethyl alcohol

6 1.0 95% ethyl alcohol

7 1.0 80% ethyl alcohol

8 1.0 Distilled water Wash

9 7.0 Erlich's Hematoxylin Stain

10 2.0 Distilled water Wash

11 0.4 3% ammonia water

12 1.0 Distilled water Wash

13 1.0 80% ethyl alcohol

14 5.0 Eosin Y Stain

15 0.3 95% ethyl alcohol Dehydration

16 0.3 95% ethyl alcohol

17 0.3 100% ethyl alcohol

18 0.5 100% ethyl alcohol

19 0.5 100% ethyl alcohol:xylene (50:50)

20 1.0 100% xylene

21 1.0 100% xylene

Slides are left in xylene until ready to coverslip. The slides are

cleaned of any residual debris and a coverslip added using a synthetic

resin mounting agent. The slides are then left to dry (2-3 days).
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pfV d P- c I ,- ti ri( I-j cF*.3

The Romne #-ir Epe-c-J opmc-'t LCerte-r (FiC I ritc.: I (I(-ric t.~ *1Zj j

Branch, is sponsor i reg an i ri-hOUS.E r L-'rc E'T C-1t t 0 S £t~d %

and devel op advarced ran-ma'chi. ric i nter 4 cs. ;it p r -ecn t.

most inter-faces cconsi st of e Ie\,bc.r d &-rd d cl. E-- p Ia

terminal , and f eedbacl to 0 EUSeC-r I± I E- OLk'Z ear b c.I d i ziJ c.ci

i s an al1 tern at i ve i nt er4 f c th at h &s thIE - coter t j-I t C r teduCl IE-

the human oper at or 's Vj iS U& 1 o.Ed . an d to c. t.de . rt0 cc ci

the verbal c oTmun i c atli orr 1:i 11 s: th E.t EA] most s er v hun'-n

being possesses. This paper de-scribLes t!he elserrts of ~

system that ReADC will use to, inv'estjacate -'e~ -eedbcvcl to' 6

a humfan operator, more Spec i +1cinl1 1 e:Z Mo ainre the -

interactions between svnthesized messie characteristi cs and

the performfance of tasi~s r eOuLOr inc comprehensi on zi4 &ud-Ic-

information. Also included is irifornaiztior,~t: -'l c---

use to those contin~uingi thiE. wor i.t Fr>,[C,.
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I . I ntrodUCt Jon:

I received a BSEE deqree from Cornell LUniver!-itv in -v

1984, and am presently at Cornell working towards a. M.EriQ.

degree with a specializationr in signal procc-sing. N'. t &s 1

at RADC was to develop a system) to investigate synthesized

verbal feedback to a hUffanl riper -ktor The met hod f7,

investigation will be to eValU :tte a Ertbjiect 's pen~rmrr.nce

of a secondary task with his./ter audio channel hea vilyi

loaded. Loadingi of the aUdio charnel. i s- aconp) :L ahJ by

the primary task of trarnscription of- audico in+ormaticun, rnd

the secondary task. consi sts of exeCuti on Of a. sequenFce Of

keystrokes as instructed by !iynthesized voice eso.

Preparation for the task involved revii-wing literature on

human perception of speech as well as familiarizinQi myself

with RADC's Audio Signal Management System.

II. Research Obiectives:

The following research objectives were determined at the

start of the project:

A. Develop a Computer program to interactively

control the speech synthesizer and collect

data on the Subject's performance and

responses.

B. Define the primarv ard secondary tasts.

C. Run e;:periments and evaIlate reSUltS,.

The experiment control programn has been written and is
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operational. Secondary tasks have been de+irne. The

creation of primary tasks and the actulal e::- perimentatioi

will be continued by Capt. Stockton.

III. The Sv~tem and the E~perimp-nt.:

The main hardware elemen-ts of the syctemi and their

functions are as follows:

~A. Audi o Si gnal Managemnrt System - mi1.i no and

manipulation of the primary audio signal,

transcri pti on

B. host Computer (Tex:as In~trUfrnents Frof-Esional

Computer) - creation and execution

of experiments, performance data collection and

processing

C. DECtal k speech synthesizer - synthesis of

messages

D. Tektronix, Computer Display Terminal - k cyboard

for subject's responses (displays tray be' added

in the future.)

The subject's primary task is to transcribe aud io

information using the ASMS facili~ies. The ASMS i s a

workstation that allows a listener to manipulate an audio
N

signal in order to extract more information.. The ASMS can,

for example, repeat a specific segment over and over

again(loop), change the rate of speech without changing the

pitch, and remove silences. This primary tasl. loads the
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subject's audio channel. In addition to transcription, the

subject will be required to respond to svrttesi zed mesac-E

requiring the execution of specific sequences o keystroes

on the Tektronix keyboard. The speed and accuracy of the

subject's responses are recorded by the experiment control

program (CONTROL) and will 4orm the baci' +or evaluotiorn c4

secondary task performance. [he transcription wili be

compared to a correct transcripti or of the audio pass.ocj- E

evaluation of primary task performance. This will irvu1lve

the ASMS software and will be handled by Dicjicomp Resea-ch

Corp. More information on the ASMS may be fourd in "utdi o

Signal Management System Final Techircal Report", Dioicom p

Research Corp. and "Audio Signal Management E,:ploratory

Development Model User Manual". HRB Singer.

Most of the message variables such as speech rate, pitch

and emphasis can be controlled by controlling the

synthesizer's voice and by controlling the pitch and

duration of the phonemes that make up the message. Timing

of the message, or its placement within the primary audio

stream to the subject, will be controlled by the user

interactively with the host computer. The volume of

primary and secondary audio streams heard in each ear will

be controlled by the mi-er settings. The set of varibles

that can be control led wi 11 permit a I arge number of

different experiments to be performed.
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III. The DECta]V:Speech 5vnthesi z-er:

The Speech Processing Laboratory at RADC inclUdes a DECtE.lI

DTC01 manufactured by Di Qi tal EqUi prrent Cor p. :-nd r~irni r

software version 2.C). Tis s peech svnthesi::er iS u(Sed to

create the synithesi zed voi ce (T ie E s ogE-- f or t he E, r-e I-iITP riet .

Al though the DECtal k is descr ibed as ate~z t-to-Eoeuch

converter, it can speak othFer tvpes of raw d.4ta in addition

to text. DECtal k can speak tex.t that corttii s --tress and

syntax symbols to im7pr ove e miphas1E. i E:, phr eS3ig and* r

intonation. Many symbol s of tfhi: typo)C- ELCh Z-Ec COMML',,

periods, quest Ion ma Vs, i4rnd & e: L I fr',,.t on poi nts r Et

familiar to us all. DECtal k can al so S-p(naI: phcrieme

strings, and the duration and target pitch of each phoneme

can be specified. For the ex perimient described here, the

phoneme editor (PEDIT) of the DECtalk Interface System is

used to manipulate phoneme pitch and dUration to create

phoneme strings which are spoken by DECtall. dUring the

experiment.

Another feature of DECtalk is prcogramnmed control of voice

characteristics. Twenty-nine parameters such as se,,

speech rate, breathiness, head size arid synthesizer gains

may be specified by the user. A new voice may be designed,

saved, and invoked to speak any Utterance. The voice

editor (VEDIT) is used to create a file of voice parameter

values which can be accessed by LONTROL to charge DECtafl s

voi ce.
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DECtalk has the ability to keep the host computer ir formed

of the status of speech. Since DECtEll h- a r 5 second

buffer, and a 6 ms synthesizer delay. a prograrm can not

assume that speech begins as te;:t is printed to DECtal and

ends as text is exhausted. In ceses SLIch as this. a

special type of DECtal[ conuir,,nd. esr suf-,ce, iS

useful. A marker, or inde, . can be inserted into te':t or

phoneme strings at any pci rit vi a ,ri E.c -C -Lt -- .

Another escape sequence cal J.ed i rde;: r epi .y ristr LctS

DECtalk to respond with a specificL string F speech passes

the marked point. In this we/. • the program cen accurately

determine the start and stop times uf speech.

For the purposes of this experiment, the DECtl is under

program control, but an offline or setup mode is also

available. From setup mode the DECtalk can be configured

to echo the text or phoneme strmnas it receives to k

terminal, log error messages to a terminal. or chanQe the

characteristics of the communication line connecting

DECtalk to the host. DECtalk must be operated at 960,') aud

for this experiment, and defaults to 1200 baud at power Up.

An HP2645A terminal has been connected and can be used to

issue DECtalk setup commands. To change the baudrate,

press the "transmit break" key on the HF2645A and type the

fol lowing:

SETUP.> SET HOST SPEED 960( '.RET

SETUP:- EXIT RET

More information on the setu . mode commandz can be found in

chapter 3 of the DECtall- Owner's Manul. This manLui] al so
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contains information on tex~t str ins. stress and svrta;!

symbols and vo'ice Tiodi~icationr. The LDh~ta1i Fr o lr o. MmrhC

Reference Manual contains the I r I +o rma t o I orn eS CC- pe

sequence commands.

CONTROL.FRAS i s t he e., :p er ifren t cort rolI p r jq r&III L- li n c 0+

which i s inclUded a s iApperdi,' A. T hef- purPc~ Of th e

program Is to enable. a user to Speak: a l arge riUmber of

utterances more easily v ( . more eC e~i t hon by U'Isin

FEDIT, CEDIT, or DELRD'IWR-,) ard with~ mure control over the

time of speech. In addition, CONTR~OL al].cws the- U!cor to

chanae voices easily during the cours-e of an e;tperifyiErt

session. Each session proceeds as Follow.s:

A. The user chooses to either rUn an experiment,

quit, or view the results 0+ a previoLL

experiment.

B. If running an e.:peri merit the User i-- prompt+e-d

for the experiment name. The items in the

ex-periment, i.e. Utterances arid voices, are

displayed.

C. The User can change the Tektronixz timeout here

if desired. The timeout is the length of time

the SUbject is given to respond at the Tektronix

keyboard. Timing starts at the start of

printing to DECti-lI. The program deT,!-ltS to

55 second timc-iout at the Eta,,rt. of each session,

i.e. each time the program IS run. No.1te that

41-9
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since more than one e>xper irierit miay be r-un i n r-

s-inglIe sc-ssio Cr vhZmI- I It tth I E f irit'U. I 1!IFt - I

that value tor a] Ithe proceedic4 e perifierits

unfless. the tirtE-L~t ] s charncied &u(. r-.

D. The User chOOSISes i.thfer Liser or COMputer

control Linde r u stw.r- c ojntr-ci thc h . tc -Ent niz, bc

_- :EcL~ted in an v ur der otriJ items rmi,.y be repe~.ted.

Linder comrpi At er cun r ] th(- ii -ITon orf S EE:Cukt."d i n

the or der in which laisted i n the e;wperamoint.

The onrly L-dVZ T-tZ~qU tO Lum11putEur cornt.r CA is the

I~iom~ C 1 n i] nC1 - o1(f vi n :O j c-c vihi h v. F a s5] nr q e

keystr ol:ce per voicc-.

E. Assumi ng the e, pera ment iS under user control,

the prograr neAts prompts the use'r for the

number of the nex~t item to be 1 ozded. The i temn

is loaded arid. if .,,OC (voice) filez, DECt a I[' s

voice is changed. If the nex~t item is . .U71

(utterance) 4ile , the phoneme strinq is r-ead

into an array. At this poinrt the program wai ts

for User input before spe~ali nq. I+ the Speai:

command is received the phoneme string is sentS_

to the DECtal I, and the utterance is spok~en. In~

this way, the User can control the timre of

speech since the phoneme string is prepared but 9

not sent to DECtalk until prompted by the User.

By increasing DECta,]As bautdrate to 9'b(.ti. and

using this store-and-then-speal schem~re, the--

delay frOM USer conmri to speech -I& eriuced to,

less than one second. This delay ja shortI
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enough +or the user to aCCUrately pli-ce the

svnthesied rneissqes in the. primar-v riudic, StreeFrmf

to the subject.

F. items are eXeCUted iinti.1 nonE. r emana r ndcr

computer control) or until the user quit5. Th e

user is then ai yen the cpticln i osc s h

results in a RFES file, TlIie 4 -,r Et Ji n c- ota
5%'

. RES file dx cpl vs thF* txilef-Ui. v'EdUk. fIhe- -E'st.

of the lines, displa~y 5 COlumniE ofj resportse

i nformati on: item name, timrre c+ st,:-rt of speench,

ti me of end of speech , ti ME O-f S.ub ct + +11 st

res-ponse, and the sub-Ject 't response. ir "n

after the time of response, -nd ** in the

response column indiceite that tirneO~t WaiS

reached with no response from the Subject.

6. The user is again prompted to run quit Or View.

This cycle continues until the user quits.

CONTROL is able to process .UTT and VYOC files. #4 .UTT

file can be created by PEDIT and consists of & list of

phoneme numbers, pitches and durations. The file is headed

with the number of phonemes listed and the beginning pitch.

As the phonemes are read in by CONTROL, the phoneme numbers

are converted to 2-character symbols which DECtall

understands. A . VOC f ilIe can be created by VEDI T and

consi sts of a list of voice parameter nuLmbers and Values. P

The parameter numbers are converted to symbols :Rs the newI

voice is sent to DECtalI-. The other data strnkcturE:S are

arrays to hold the experiment items and results and ere
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self-explanatory or conimented in the proaram Ls~tincj.

The DECtalk I nterface- System i e. CED IT. FED I I and 'VEE I T

is written in BE I Ec arid i mplIerien ted ori t he Te, E:

I nstrument s Profess ionalI COMPuter runni nc M1S -DOS versi on

2. 11A and EBasi c ver si or- 1. I . For the E.E I E:ci -n- E crrIt c -'.

and compatibili ty , and to ta .e dvtaeoi thie &eae with

which convers,:tti ons, Litt er aric . : .rid vi c-iii be cr -t -d

by the editors it was decided to 1fimplIel.erit C.DNTIF-,CIL in PeEic

on the TI as well. T h is d eci 5ion Iled to the p r c- . -ct'

major probi em-i that of det r-mi ni ng the EL'kb )!C Ct 'ro ,LEpojnucL

time. Timing preci si or 0+ at 1 ecmst oriL-tL-r th ot z, scecond

is needed f+Dr mfeasur 1 nci hUmar r Fecn se s jE-edsE. T he TI 's

system clock does provide this degiree of pr ec s:ior., but

Basic ver. 1 .1C) fUnct ions do not . The npex-t few paragraphs

summarize the alternatives that were e::plored.

\:,,%

From the standpoint of speed and simpl icit.,, the most%

attractive possibility was cal 1i nQ an assembl y I angua~e

subroutine from Easi c. I n fazct , a subrOLitie I has been

written (TIMING.EXE) and functions properly if invoked -from

MS-DOS. The Subrouitine can be loaded into a Basic progrcami

and called, but incorrect parameter passing causes S vsterrA

crashes. Another problem faced here was the e :trerrelv

inadequate TI assembly languEaae documrentation.

We also attempted to run a more advanced version of Basic&

on the TI with its PC EMUl ate PI-CQr aml. The F'( emuLl atOr m

be called by typing BAS with the adv'anced PEac disl in

41-12 1
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drive A. Unfortunatel PC Emu] ate documentat i sr, I S

essenti ally non-e: i stent, and it appearF that ccnlmur(i cat c r

files cannot be accessed except through the ROM system

routi nes.

A promising possibi ity is to run an ad'.crced v:rion c4

Basic on the Compaq DesApru 20b k ,eri;." operating system.

Hard disk fi le stcraoe and access qUest 3r-, mUSt. be

resolved.

Another promising possii ] i Lv is to rewrite CL'NTFOL in n

and run it on the Compaq. This fiLs ir well with Capt.

Stockton's plan to move the dialog work to the more

powerful and flexible Compaq, which also houses the ITT

recognizer software. It will still be necessary to access

MS-DOS files from Xenix since CONTROL uses files created by

the editors, and these are large programs which will not be

rewritten.

An attempt was made to port the ASMS time signal over to

the experiment host computer. B. Swetman began work on

this task, but due to time constraints was unable to

eliminate a memory pool usage problem.

Basic version :.C) for the TI is due to arrive at RADC by

the end of the summer. This version includes timer

functions with the precision that is needed.
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V. Synthesized Mesacjes:

A set of 11. utterances has beeni dev~eloped that can, be used

as a basis set for the creation oi new utteran-ces. Itie 1--

final versions are listed in F-REL%.ENV. Nt-W Litter vncts fi&,

be created f rom these by repl aci nq kor ds and niai~iiig mi nor

modif~i cat ions. The Ut ter an c: cs ar E- i r, t r u c t i Uris t o, t fei

Subject Such as "Press the red key once. "ard these are the

synthesized messages or the secondztry tast. iristrutitons. O

short list of gui dclir=E for Utter arice cr'i on , E 1 nc lidtud

here. Many of these helpful hintL: were oriuin.otLd uov Ca~pt.

Stockton.

1. The Vi si -Pi tch (K::ay El emetr ics model IO.7 i a ver-y

useful tool. The Visi-Fitch will display the

frequencies of voiced segments of speech spolen into

its microphone. In many, -but not all, cases, a very

good message can be created by reprodUCIng with the

PEDIT the pitch track seen on the Visi-Fitch. In this

context a "good" utterance is one that emphasizes the--

desired information. For (--;,ample, in FPress the red

key once. " it may be desi rab] e to emphasiz~e "red" or

once".

2. Speaking along with DECtalk is helpf-ul in establishing

a good rate of speech and a natural rhythm.

Taping your own speech, and then comparing it with

DECtalk 's is helpful, but be alert for f-he ef fects of

context. That is, a word or phrase spoien in

isolation will often sound diff+erent when spcd en as an
41-14



element of a~ list.

4. Unvoiced segments sucn as b, d, p, ond t are not

sustained, and should bE- of mluni (tUr dLrati on to avoid

choppy speech. HowEver. if a Shor-t V.cAUseE is dpsi.rE.d

to separ ate wo:r ds with ateridency .C' SlurW ton.ether,

arnd the first word ei dE, in r UflVl,,':lcd pliureme.

incrc-asing its duration will gi.*.thf df-.,irE-d r~I

This is oT'tC-rl Li5t +Lt c'5 the TOmI-11um phoneme(Tir du-rctli OF.

and thus the. minimfumf- sile.-nce phonemre duration is 5)

ms , and paUsesE Of th s 1 -riqt h or tc i r di Ertuptive.

5. Emphasis is, crect ed by di fierences 01p1th

sounds with small or gradUal chanqes in pitch are

heard as phrases. A pitch chanqe acrosr:*s an Unvoiced

phconeme will be heard as a step in pitch.

6. For imperative utterances Suich as those! Used in this;

ex:periment, a pitch track that begins h--igh and steps

down with each word and ends with a sharp drop in

pitch is often a good place to start.

7. During the course of informal testing of the mi,:ina of

the pri mary audio and the synth~esiz2ed speech, it was

noted that the content of the first word of an

utterance was lost, and that it served instead as an

announcement to the listener that a secondary message

was being broadcast. It Would be interesting, and

perhaps necessary, to investigate the effect of a non-

informative, warning tone preceedinq ri rressaqe.
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YI . R..e(: o-jrny f -nd j , ;

A 1t houg h the e .- per 1 nent deE;ci i bed h -2r e- r co v cet . v Er bct

feedback rather than full ver-b.,l dialoci. ot some point a.

system with speech reccgriitiori ca:-pailitje-s will bF.e nte-eded

to further e-,.pl ore the verbo Ljf. 1 (ni-machi rte iiterik ce77. F or

this reason, C014TROL SOCL]d be if mplc..orenic~d oyn the C..Lm,&q

which also serves as host to the IT[r spepch roc-ognizer.

Jt is gerneral.l1y anreed that f zamtf ,iI a r i tv r.,r t r &ni ra with

synthetic speech reSUItS in grE,ter intcilinibilit,'. 1 UE,

any ex.perimenters working with this Sy1stem must enlsure that

all subjects are trained to Underst ard DECt,.J k speech. 1it

is not necessary to create new Utterances -For training~

purposes. DECtalk's default speech can be consider-ed the

worst case and used without modification to train SUbjects.
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A Study of Small, Shallow Earthquakes and yuarly blIasts in

Healy, Alaska

by

Scharine Kirchoff

ABSTRACT

In an effort to improve the capability to discritminatue bttweun

seismic events, several small, shallow fzdrthqudkU , and quarry blidst

located in Healy, Alaska were selected for this itudy- )e i m ic , ~ i

characteristics between the two sources' signals were discerned. An

analysis of the earthquake seismogrdm spectra reveal more high ft~quency

components than those of the quarry blasts. Further analysis it two

distinct waveform-wavetrdin envelopes in the seismordfl, support the,

high frequency content of the earthquakes. Usinj d thuoruticul

modelling technique, synthetic suismograns wure subsequuently crudtt-,

to analyze how the signals depend on sourcu and propdjutiun

differences. Recommenidat ions to improjve thu fit T t thL.i j fliv iuuul

phases in the seismograms were also made.
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I. INTRODUC2TION;

One of the problems associated with monitorin , a nucludr Tt d

treaty is that, in some instances, nuclear explosions have produced

seismic waveforms and wavetrains that closely resemblu those generatud 9

by earthquakes. Seismic techniques are the primary snort tterm Meanb

for discriminating between explosive and earthquake genuratueu so'urce-'s.

Since commercial quarry blasts offer a convenient and ~cuonical

explosive energy source for sekismic recordin,4s, the.y jr, ud~ heirk

in conjunction with earthquake rucordinq tuo ttempt toJ solvf. tlie

enigma between explosion and earthquake discrimnination.

The Solid Earth Geophysics branch of the Earth Sciences Uivi-;iun of

the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory at Hanscom Air Fo)rce base is

particularly interested in the acquisition and interprtation of

seismic data from explosions and earthquakes. For exumplej, their

most recent field project in which I was an active pirticipant, tie

Eastern Massachusetts Quarry BlIas t Experi ment (Lk-NybL) , k.flco~ipkds.,t.

the recording uf yrounJ motion rusultiny from three q4uarry blastt in

Littleton, Massachusetts. Q uarry blast data con pro~vide valuablG

information about regional jeology, velocity vdriations aInu i ,cun-

tinuities of the earth's crust and upper mantle inclujin, inturrniatiojn

about how seismic waves propagate thiruh the e-arth.

My research interests and education have tuen in theu jrt-, ,tA~~s

seismology and geology. My masters degreet~~uc!;uI. tu
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of the 1985 Defense Nuclear Agency Minor Scale surfacu explosion,

4.5 kiloton chemical explosion in the White Sands kissilW ranje.

Refraction data, recorded by the Solid Earth Geophysics brdrnch, was

combined with synthetic seismogram modelling in ordur to constrain a

crustal model of the Southern Rio Grande Rift and to el-idate thu

structure and physical properties of the earth's crust beneath the

Tularosa Basin in New Mexico. My research interests and uaucational

background are complementary to the mission of the Solid Lartn

Geophysics Branch's focus on discriminating between nucluer explosions

and earthquakes, event location, and yield estimates. In addition,

my interests and background contributed to my assignment to the Solid

Earth Geophysics Branch of the Earth Sciences Division.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

Presently, there are limited publications which probe into seismic

discrimination between explosions and earthquakes that are located in

the same event area. Due to the abundance of udrthquuk~s in Aldsku

and the increased blasting activity of the Usibelli -odl Ninu in fiual/,

Alaska from the increased demand for coal in the Pacific-rim countries,

a unique seismic data set was recorded. Tne QirthqujKes and quarry

blasts were recorded at the seismographic station MUK which is operated ,U

by the University of Alaska - Fairbanks GeophySiCdl Inbtitute 'uismuulicl-

Laboratory. Figure I shows the location of station M h, te Jjt,i

recording site at the University of AlasKa, and th ljsiuolli Jol ,ine
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(located approximately 10 Km from the receiver site) in the Aldsixa -

Range. In addition to the uniqueness of the data set, the guolujj and

structure of the eaths crust beneath Heal y is ad t ioadII nee

The Alaska Range is a structurally complex melan ,e which ovenhies a

sharp bend in the Wadati-Benioff zone. A recent compilation of all

earthquakes that occurred between 1970-6i5 (diswas, Lahr 01Wd Pa.je, !l OU)

shows the "Mount Denali Cluster" of earthquakes, in interior Aloskd where,

the sharp bend of the Wadati-EBenioff zone occurs nedr tne I(U Kilometer

depth contour. Thus, the uniquenes!s of the avdilable; edcrthquake idfl

quarry blast data and the interesting structure ,)f thke huly drteu ure

reasons in which I pursued this project for the bbbSP prograim and for

my Ph.D dissertation. My primary goals as a participant in tne 1967

Graduate Student Summer Support Programn (GSS5P) was to establish thcat

differences between my selected quarry blast seisio~jrarrns and small,

shal lIow earthquakes ex ist and, i n add it ion, to moe tI Viele cted

records and subsequently explain their differences. The comnputer

programs utilized in my research were eintitfled seismic Anil isis I-ode

(SAC) and ASiCXP. SAC was provided by LawrunC-, Livermuru Ndtiofll

Laboratories and was utilized for the computations und plotting of

amplitude spectrums and for filtering seisrnojramb. A~r<LXP was, supp lieu

by Dr. John J. Cipar, my USAF research col leajue; cifld ,Uirnohis~t ot

the Solid Earth Geophysics Branch.
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a. The first step in my research iny the di f ferunces Lt7tweeQn 4u arrx

blast and earthquake seismograms was to carefully oDbserv2- visuUl

differences between the signals. Figures 2 and 3~ show some: of the-

selected quarry blast records (approximately 10,WJC Isi. bldsts) a~nG

small, shallow earthquakes. Small, shallow earthq~.uakes (<4 rmagnit'ide,

2-4 km hypocentral depth) were selected, versus ldr~jur, &',,,ptcr eortr-

quakes, because of thle asumed similaritiues ot the ir ray propegtcn

paths compared to the surface quarry blasts. Figjure 1 jutjitiondl ly

includes a configuration of data telemetry and rucording of locail

seismic data at station MCK. Note the instrument responsu at tfle lufT

with a peak response at 25 Hz. The U-.ta at station M&K was obtaine-d

at 100 samples per second and reveal a good signal-to-noisu ratiu.

Figure 2, the quarry blast seismograms, when compared toj Figure 3, thu

earthquake seismograms, are longer period and reveal first %ioticin

arrivals that are compressional (station MU<K has ruvfersuu 1,Qlaritj).

Theoretically, first motion arrivals on explosion iruraslol

be compressional since the rddiation patte;rn is azilnuthdl Ij symmetric.

However, earthquake double couple fault inotions,- proiduce alternating

quadrants of dilatation and compressioun, therefore thucsu P(su~an

agree with current theory.

Additional observable differences involv,. the jppart.nt ki;r fr'.,uiuenu 1

content of the edrthquaku seisigramns. AmnplI tukZ ecr. ; ~ 2~l
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Figure 2. Two of the selected ouarry blast records
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Coal Mine. .. ,
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of the earthquakes and quarry blasts, selected trom thosu previously

discussed, support the observable differences in their frequency content.

The quarry blast amplitude spectra show a rapid amplitude decay and

lower frequency content compared to the small, shallow uerthqudao

amplitude spectra.

Another difference between the selected earthquaKe dnd .quarry Uljbt

seismograms involve the existence of two distinct wavforri-wavetrain

packets or envelopes in the seismograms. In ordur to Lttor uxdminu

the envelopes, let's designate the early arrival envelope of thu

quarry blast seismograms (Figure 2) the P envelope whereas the sLcond

distinct envelope will be the Rg envelope. The edrthquaku records'

(Figure 3) early arrival envelope will also be designdted as a P

envelope, however the later arriving envelope will be labul.d the 0

envelope. Using a four pole band-pass butterwurt, filter, the selected

seismograms were filtered at center frequencies uf 0.5, U.75, l.6,

1.5, 2.0, 4.0, 6.0, 10.0, 12.0, 14.0 and 10.0. 0ubsekuuntly, the

maximum peak-to-peak amplitude of tie two unvlops in ,ach 5ei518u rjti

were plotted versus center frequency. Note Figure 4 wtcru Odditional

differences between the two source!, are apparent. There exi;?t tw~o

distinctly different groups of curves -- those curves represented uy

the small, shallow earthquakes versus the curvet represented by th .

quarry blasts. The first arrival P envelope of tnh uarthquuku versus

the quarry blast reveal the followin:
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1. the earthquake frequency signature encompass a larger bdndwidth

than those of the blasts.

2. after peaking at a maximum amplitude, the earthquake amplitudes

oscillate slowly as they decay and thus do not decrease linearly.

3. the earthquake arrivals gradually rise to a peak amplitude wneruas

the quarry blast curves rapidly peak and rapidly decay.

The second arrival curves, the S envelope in the earthquakes and the

Rg envelope in the quarry blast seismograms, reveal the followinj:

1. the earthquake curves reach a maximum amplitude exponentially.

2. the quarry blast curves reach a maximum amplitude in a characteristic

parabolic manner, and again they encompass a smaller frequency

bandwidth.

b. Thus, the procedures followed in step a, the obsurvational

discrimination between the qudrry blast and small, shallow udrthqudk-

seismograms, strongly suggest that their signals are distinctly

different. The first motion drrivals and the diffurencus in thu tw,

sources' frequency content validate their obsurved differunces.

IV.

a. The next approach taken in this effort involved the synthetic L-

waveform modelling of the selected vertical component sisrograms.

The theoretical ground motion, or impulse ruesponsu of thu udrthi,

was generated by a solution 'of the integral rupresuntition f u

42-13
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disturbance which has traversed through an earth model in some

specified mode of propagation. This is computed using the

Cagniard-de-Hoop method to solve the inhomogeneous wave equation

and by applying the method of generalized reflection and transmission

coefficients for a multilayered model. During this process, the

effects of instrumentation and source time function are kept constant

while the attenuation properties of each layer dru ignored to reduce

the complexity. A discussion of the algorithms way be found in

Helmberger (1968, 1974) and Helmberger dnd Harkrider (1977).

The compressional reflected and refracted waves which were used in

generating the synthetic seismograms are described by listing the

layer numbers of the crust in which they have traversed. The travel

paths of head waves are not necessary in ray files because A f<LXP

computes the head wave response for incident waves that reach the

critical angle. In addition, in an effort to generate synthetic

seismograms at the MCK station, a variation of a crustal model published

by Hanson, Berg and Gedney (1968) was used (Figure 5b).

b. The synthetic waveform modelling effort produced the followinj

results:

1. Although a crustal model of the Healy arta was utilized, it di(d

not produce synthetic seismograms that fit all 'jf the phasus of

the observed records. For example, Figure 5:, a synthetic sei mordr.

model of Figure 2a, a quarry blast record, how simi lar 4avufurn,

42-14
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Figure 5a. Synthetic seismogram model of a quarry blast,-
(Figure 2a).
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Figure 5b. Synthetic record section of a ouarry blast
(Figure 2a).
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characteristics and good timing, however the last large amplitude

drrival does not reveal an accurate amplitude determination.

2. In order to better examine the phase development of the selected

data, synthetic vertical component record sections were generated.

Figure 5b, a synthetic record section of Figure 2a, a quarry

blast record, shows the travel times for a range of U-55 km

source-to-receiver distances. Note that when the travel times

of the various reflected and refracted arrivals are compared to

the arrivals on the observed quarry blast record, triey additionalli

do not provide an appropriate fit.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS

Since the arrival time and shape of seismic phases provide us with

information regarding the structure and physical properties of the

earth's crust, the following reconmendations are suggested fur

improving the fit of waveform phases:

1. One explanation for the inaccurate fit previously disussed

involves the possibility of gradatiunal layering below ornute or

all of the crustal discontinuities. Note that the earlier pI i

of Figure 5a closely approximate the observed quarry bldt in

Figure 2a, however the later phases do not. This sujjusts that

the upper crustal discontinuity is, indeed, , sharp Wuundary,

whereas the lower crustal discuntinuitius may be jruuati-nIl.

The earth model used in generating the synthutic inojrY's
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is characterized by sharp discontinuities within the udrth's

crust, therefore any further attempt at modelling thu selected

records should include an investigation of the effects of

gradational layering.

2. An additional recommendation involves the limitations of the rdy

file utilized. The ray file used in the synthetic waveforn

modelling contains only three rays representative of P to S

conversions. Helmberyer and Morris (1970) found, in their

investigation of a marine retraction profile, pruninent second

arrivals at short distances representative of transformed shear

waves. According to White and Stephen (1960), wave conversion

occurs most efficiently where the seismic wave encounters a

large velocity contrast over d distance of less than half a

wavelength. The Healy area, for example, is ideal for cumprussional

to shear wave (or vice versa) converLiun due to the sharp interface

between the upper alluvial sediments and schist ond the lower

granitic rocks. Thus, the ray file should bu uxpandeut to include

additional converted rays and multiple bounces in thre upper crust.

3. The third recommendation involves the effects of time-deliyud

blasting (ripple fire blasting method). In the previuusly junuratud

synthetics, a single explosive source wab used tor modullin 5 the

quarry blasts, however many (Frantti, 190j3, eillis, 19bi, lilont

and Knopoff, 1964) have shown that timQ-uelaycld tlistin, produces,

changes in the seismic signal spectra. Thuruforu, ttuuru -ttumpt ,
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at modelling should include multiple sources with time-delays

representative of the method used at the Usibelli Coal Mine.

In order to complete the synthetic waveform modellin and subsuquentl/

discern differences in the synthetically generated phases and the

observed signals (and to predict differences associated with the various

sources), a proposal will be submitted to the AFO.,R Mini Urant Proyram.
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VS~

Wave Propagation in Layered Structures

by

David W. Landis

ABSTRACT

Protective military shelters are typically constiucted

of massive, monolithic, reinforced concrete slabs. This is

considered necessary in order to protect personnel and vital

equipment inside the shelter from the spall caused by the

high-intensity blast waves caused by conventional weaponry.

Recent studies show that layered structures may be an

alternative to the massive monolithic construction. %

The objective of this study is to show that the

implementation of layered structures can significantly 4'

reduce or eliminate the incidence of interior spalling of

the concrete walls. The layered structures considered in

this study are concrete-sand-concrete and concrete-

polystyrene-concrete models.

This study presents the results of a numerical study to

evaluate the effectiveness of layered structures in reducing

the transmission of high-intensity blast waves. The results

show that layered structures can be very effective in the

reduction in stress wave transmission.

44-2
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I. INTRODUCTION

Protective military shelters are designed to house

personnel, vital functions, or equipment of value. As a

result, the structures are usually massive, consisting

primarily of reinforced concrete and soil as the main

building materials. Damage to these protective shelters

resulting from conventional (non-nuclear) weapons occurs as

a result of one or more of the following effects:

penetration, fragmentation, and blast. Penetration is a

consideration only in the case of a direct hit, and

fragmentation in cases of direct hits or near misses [1,21.

Conventional protective shelters are typically

constructed of massive monolithic concrete walls. This is

considered necessary to protect the personnel and equipment

inside from the interior spalling of the concrete walls.

Recent studies (1,3,4] have indicated that the use of

layered structures may provide an alternative to the massive

monolithic concrete walls currently in use.
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II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

Conventional protective shelters are typically

constructed of thick concrete walls. When these monolithic

walls are loaded with a high-pressure blast wave, the

interior face of the wall often spalls, causing injury to

equipment and occupants in the shelter. Previous approaches

to prevent spalling include the use of thicker walls, steel

spall plates on the interior wall face, and soil berms at

the wall exterior. The results of this research effort will

show that the implementation of layered structures can

significantly reduce or eliminate the incidence of interior

spalling of the concrete walls. The layered structures

considered in this study are shown in Figure 1.
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III. THEORETICAL OVERVIEW

Spalling is the fracturing caused when a high-intensity

stress wave reflects from a free surface. In the case of a

blast wave encountering a monolithic concrete wall (see

Figure 2a), the compressive longitudinal wave contacts the

exterior surface of the wall and propagates through the wall

until it reaches a material boundary. In this case, the

material boudary is the free surface at the interior face of

the wall. When the compression wave reaches this free

surface, it is reflected at full stress level as a tension

wave. It is this reflected tensile wave which causes the

concrete to spall at the interior face of the wall. The

spalled fragments of concrete are then thrown away from the

face of the wall at very high velocities, oft.en causing

severe injury to the personnel or equipment inside.

In the case of a layered structure (see Figure 2b), the

compression wave propagates through the exterior layer until

it encounters the boundary between the exterior layer of

concrete and the absorption layer (sand or polystyrene in

this case). At this material boundary, a portion of the

compression wave is transmitted to the absorption layer and

the remaining stress wave is reflected back through the

exterior layer. The magnitude of the stress wave

transmitted is determined by the relative impedances of the

two materials. The absorption layer absorbs any spalled

fragments from the exterior layer. The transmitted com-

pression wave propagates through the absorption layer until

44-7
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Figure 2. Layered structure theory.
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the boundary between the absorption layer and the interior

layer is encountered. A portion of the compression is

transmitted to the interior layer of concrete and the

remaining stress wave is reflected back through the

absorption layer. The magnitude of the stress wave

transmitted is determined by the relative impedances of the

absorption layer and the interior layer of concrete. If the

compression wave has been sufficiently reduced, then the

interior wall will not spall.

4
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IV. DESCRIPTION OF STUDY

A Finite Element Method (FEM) analysis implementing the

ADINA computer programs was conducted on a simple model of a

layered structure. Six FEM models were utilized. Each

model consisted of three layers: an 8" exterior layer of

concrete, an absorption layer of varying size and material

(see Table 1), and an 8" interior layer of concrete (see

Figure 3). The material properties are shown in Table 2.

For the simplicity of this analysis, the materials were

assumed to exhibit linear behavior only.

The FEM models consisted of 9-noded, two-dimensional

finite elements. The number of elements used in the model

was increased until reasonably smooth stress curves were

obtained. The element size used in the final analysis is

0.16" square.

A rectangular pressure wave was selected so that the

results could be interpreted with greater ease. The

duration of the pulse was selected in a manner such that the

stress wave reflections would not interfere in the analysis.

A duration of 50 E-6 seconds was determined to be adequate

for the analysis. See Figure 4 for the load time history.

The dynamic analysis was executed on the CDC Cyber 730

at HQ AFESC, Tyndall AFB, FL, using the ADINA computer

programs [5]. The Newmark method of implicit time

integration was used with a consistent mass formulation.

The Newmark method is unconditionally stable, therefore time

step considerations were based entirely upon wave velocity

44-10
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Figure 3. Finite element model i~sed in the wave propagation
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Figure 4. Dynamic load used in the wave propagation
analysis.
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and the location of element integration points. The time

step must be less than or equal to the time required for the

wave to travel from one integration point to the next. The

time step used in this analysis is 0.6175 E-6 seconds.

Table 1. Absorption layer size and material.

Model Absorption Layer

IA 8" concrete

IB 4" concrete

IIA 8" sand

IIB 4" sand

liA 8" polystyrene

IIIB 4" polystyrene

Table 2. Material properties.

Material
Parameter Concrete Sand Polystyrene

Unit Weight 145 110 5.744
(pcf)

Mass Density 217.164 E-6 164.75 E-6 8.604 E-6
(lb-sec /in )

Young's Modulus 3,640,000 100,000 2,100
(psi)

Poisson's Ratio 0.18 0.25 0.15
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V. RESULTS OF ANALYSIS

A time history for a point in the solid concrete model

is shown in Figure 5. This time history shows both the

incident compression wave and the reflected tension wave.

As expected,the reflected tension wave is the same magnitude

as the incident compression wave. This time history is very

similar to results obtained from Split-Hopkinson Pressure

Bar studies [6] (see Figure 6).

A time history for a point in the absorption layer of

the concrete-sand-concrete model (model IIA) is shown in

Figure 7. The magnitude of the transmitted compression

wave is less than that of the incident compression wave.

The second and third waves in the figure are a result of

reflections propagating in the exterior layer of concrete.

A time history for a point in the polystyrene of model

IIIB is shown in Figure 8. The magnitude of the transmitted

compression wave is much less than that of the incident

compression wave. As in the concrete-sand-concrete model,

the second and third waves in the figure are a result of

reflections propagating in the exterior layer of concrete.

A time history for a point in the interior concrete wall

of the concrete-polystyrene-concrete model (model IIIA) is

shown in Figure 9. Note that the magnitude of the

transmitted compression wave is much less than that of the

applied pulse.

44-14
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Transmission ratios (magnitude of stress at interior

face of interior wall / magnitude of applied pulse) are

shown in Table 3. The concrete-sand-concrete models were

effective at reducing the transmitted stresses, with a

transmission ratio of 0.64 to 0.71 (or a reduction in

stress of about 29 to 36 percent). The concrete-polystyrene-

concrete models reduced the stress a significant amount,

with transmission ratios of 0.04 to 0.08 (or a reduction in

stress of about 92 to 96 percent).

Table 3. Summary of transmission ratios.

Model Transmission ratio

IA 1.0

IB 1.0

IIA 0.71

IIB 0.64

IIIA 0.04

IIIB 0.08
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

Current protective shelters utilize massive monolithic

concrete walls, steel spall plates, or large earth berms in

an attempt to control spalling caused by high-intensity

blast waves. This study shows that layered systems are a

viable alternative in controlling interior spalling. The

results of this study are very promising but are by no means

conclusive.

It is recommended that a more comprehensive study be

conducted. Further numerical studies should take into

account nonlinear behavior of the materials. This may show

an even greater reduction in transmitted stresses. Further

studies should also investigate the effect of varying the

thicknesses of the exterior layer, the absorption layer, and

the interior layer.

The polystyrene proved to be the best material for the

attentuation of stress waves in this study. Further studies

should investigate the effect of other types of foams on the

transmission of stress waves. Foams with even lower

impedances may even further reduce the transmitted stresses.

The stress waves obtained in this study compared very

well to those obtained in the Split-Hopkinson Pressure Bar

tests. It is further recommended that additional

experimental studies with the Split-Hopkinson Pressure Bar

be conducted to verify the results of the numerical studies.
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INSTALLATION OF THE ADINA FEM COMPUTER PROGRAMS

by

Sharon K. Landis

ABSTRACT

The ADINA computer program package consists of four separate

computer programs to be used in conjunction with one another:

ADINA-IN, ADINA, ADINAT, and ADINA-PLOT. The ADINA programs are

for the static and dynamic, linear and nonlinear finite element

analysis of solids, structures, and fluid-structure systems.

Due to the large size of the ADINA programs, ADINA-IN,

ADINA, ADINAT and ADINA-PLOT must be broken into smaller modules

to minimize the amount of central memory occupied by the ADINA

programs. If the ADINA programs occupy less central memory, then

a larger finite element problem can be solved. Also, a

user-friendly interface was developed to aid the users at HQ

AFESC/RDC in executing any of the ADINA programs.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The finite element method is one of many attempts by

scientists to reduce the complexity of some real-life problems to

manageable proportions in order to analyze them. The ultimate

goal of the different numerical procedures developed over the

years is to find the solution to a complicated problem by solving

a simpler one that closely represents the actual problem.

The finite element method is an example of simplifying a

complicated problem by replacing the model with a series of

smaller geometric shapes that closely approximate the original

structure.

The Civil Engineering section of the Research and

Developement Division of the Air Force Engineering and Services

Center is interested in beginning in-house structural analysis.

The ADINA program package consists of four separate computer

programs to be used in conjunction with one another: ADINA-IN

ADINA, ADINAT, and ADINA-PLOT. The ADINA programs provide finite

element analysis of linear and nonlinear, static and dynamic

analysis of solids, structures, and fluid-structure systems.

My research interest has been in the area of Software

Engineering and Software Testing. As a cooperative education

student, my main duties were testing and evaluation of

hardware/software computer systems. In addition, as a graduate

research assistant, I worked on the design of a communications

network for the Stategic Defense Initiative.
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II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

My main objective was to install the ADINA programs on HQ

AFESC's Control Data Corporation Cyber 730 computer, and to write

a service manual detailing the steps required to install the ADINA

programs. My secondary objective was to create a user-friendly

interface to the ADINA programs by guiding a user through a series

of menus. Finally, my third objective was to evaluate HQ

AFESC/RDC's current hardware and software in order to suggest any

improvements.

III. ADTNA DESCRIPTIONS

A. ADINA-IN

ADINA-IN is a preprocessor for the ADINA and ADINAT

programs. -ADINA-IN reads an unformatted data file containing

commands and creates a formatted datafile to be used by ADINA

or ADINAT. The ADINA-IN commands are easy to use and need

not be in any particular order. ADINA-IN is used to generate

the model, control the model parameters, determine the

analysis type and parameters, and control the output from

ADINA and ADINAT. ADINA-IN is also used to display the model

and model parameters; it is used to plot any view of the

model and to print out requested model and program

parameters. ADINA-IN includes a bandwidth minimizer which

provides for the most efficient program execution for any

particular problem.
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B. ADINA

ADINA (Automatic Dynamic Incremental Nonlinear hlvr>

is the main module of the ADINA system. ADINA is a finie U

element computer program for the static and dynamic

displacement and stress analysis of solids, structures, and

fluid-structure systems. ADINA can be used for linear cr

nonlinear analyses. Input for ADINA can be accomplished

manually or through the use of ADINA-IN. Creating a datafile

for ADINA manually is a very tedious process, therefore the

use of ADINA-IN is highly recommended.

c. ADINAT

ADINAT (Automatic Dynamic Incremental Nonlinear Analysis

of Temperatures) is a compatible hear transfer analysis

program to the stress analysis program ADINA. ADINAT can be

used for general linear and nonlinear steady-state and

transient hear transfer analysis. ADINAT may also be used to

solve other field problems, such as seepage and electric

conduction.

D. ADINA-PLOT

ADINA-PLOT is a post-processor for the ADINA and ADINAT

programs. ADINA-PLOT uses a datafile created by ADINA and an

unformatted command file created by the user to plot and list

the results of the analysis. Deformed and undeformed meshes,

mode shapes, time histories, variations of user-defined

quantities, vector plots of principal stresses or strains,

and response spectrums can be plotted or listed using

ADINA-PLOT. Plotting of one variable as a function of
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another variable can also be accomplished. These :;pera:c:ns

can be performed on the entire model or or seiect.- are=--

the model.

IV. TNSTAL.AT ION PROCEDRES

ADINA R&D Inc. delivered two magnetic tapes to HQ AFESC:

Tape I contains the four Fortran source programs for ADINA-:N,

ADINA, ADINAT, and ADINA-PLOT (tape format: 9 track, 1600 bpi,

ASCII code, fixed block, record length 80, blocksize 5120, and

unlabeled). Tape II contains files with simple verification

problems and printer files that contain the results of the

verification problems (tape format: 9 track, 1600 bpi, ASCII code,

fixed block, record length 132, blocksize 5016, and unlabeled). A

considerable amount of time was spent attempting to load the

magnetic tapes on the Cyber 730.

Since the default values in some of the ADINA Fortran source

codes did not agree with AFESC's equipment, some modifications to

the ADINA Fortran .source programs were necessary. These

modifications enabled the ADINA programs to execute as efficiently

as possible on AFESC's equipment.

The ADINA-IN, ADINA, ADINAT, and ADINA-PLOT programs comply

with Fortran 77 programming standards and were compiled using the

Fortran 5 compiler (FTN5) on the Cyber 730. A procedure file was

created to compile the ADINA programs, using the correct defaults,

simplifying the steps required to compile the ADINA programs.

Figure 1 shows an example menu that will display on the user's

terminal screen when the user requests to compile the ADINA

programs.

Due to the large size of the ADINA programs, ADINA-IN, ADINA,

ADINAT, and ADINA-PLOT must be broken into smaller modules to

minimize the amount of central memory occupied by the program at
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"'''''3''' CREATING ADINA LOAD MODOLES '''''''

I. CREATL A)INA-IN LGAD MODULE.

2. CREATE ADINA LOAD MODULE. I -
3. CREATE ADINAT LOAD MODULE.
4. CREATE ADINA-PLOT LOAD MODULE.
5. CREATE ADINA-IN, ADINA, ADINAT, AND ADINA-PLOT LOAD MODULES

Select from the list above and press NEXT: .
S

THIS PROCEDURE WILL CREATE EXECUTABLE LOAD MODULES FOR

AOINA-IN, ADINA, AOINAT AND ADINA-PLOT. THE USER

SHOULD FIRST VERIFY THAT THE EXECUTABLE LOAD MODULES EXIST
IN THE APPLICATIONS LIBRARY WITH THE "CATLIST,UN=APPLLIB"
COMMAND. IF "ADINAIN", "ADINA", "ADINAT" AND "ADINAP"
ARE NOT LISTED IN THE DIRECT ACCESS FILES, THE USER SHOULD VERIFY
THAT THE UPDATED SOURCE FILES "ADNI", "ADN", "ADNT" AND "ADNP"

EXIST IN THE USER'S DIRECTORY AS WELL AS THE SEGMENTATION
DIRECTIVES "AISEGM", "ADSEGM", "ATSEGM", AND "APSEGM" BEFORE
EXECUTING THIS PROCEDURE.

HEL F6 QI

Figure 1.
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any given time. Larger problems can be processed if the amount of

core memory used by the program is reduced. This iS acccm-l'-e-

by segmenting the program. Segmentation works by breaking uc or:

segmenting, a source program into groups of subroutines called

segments. Much work was done trying to optimally segment the

ADINA programs.

V. Tb.TERFACE TO ADTNA

Obtaining a solution to a problem involves these basic steps:

the awareness of the problem; the diagnosis of the problem; the

research and approach for treating the causes; the application of

the solutions; the verification that the problem is solved; and

the decision about future actions to prevent the problem from

returning [4). These were the criteria used in creating a

menu-driven user-friendly interface to the ADINA programs.

The use of batch files will permit the ADINA programs to run

in background mode, thus allowing the user continued access to the

Cyber while any of the ADINA programs are executing. A procedure

file was created to help the user's at AFESC to execute the ADINA

programs. Figure 2 displays an example menu that would appear on

the user's terminal when using this procedure file.

By using the Universal Plotting Software System (UNIPLOT),

output plot files from ADINA-IN and ADINA-PLOT can be easily

displayed on a graphics terminal, line printer, or a pen plotter.

ADINA-IN and ADINA-PLOT accomplish this by creating a neutral plot

library file that contains generic plotting commands. Using a

post processor (UNIPOST), these generic plotting commands can be

modified to run on the specific device requested by the user.

Procedure files allowed the AFESC users to plot to either a
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ADINA PROCEDURE -. LE

ADINA PORTHOL FILE:.

Specify values and press NEXT when ready

ADINA

THIS PROCEDURE WILL EXECUTE ADINA (AUTOMATIC DYNAMIC INCREMENTAL

NONLINEAR ANALYSIS) FINITE ELEMENT METHOD COMPUTER PROGRAM ..

ADINA IS A FINITE ELEMENT COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR THE STATIC AND

DYNAMIC DISPLACEMENT AND STRESS ANALYSIS OF SOLIDS, STRUCTURES,

AND FLUID-STRUCTURE SYSTEMS. ADINA CAN BE USED FOR LINEAR OR

NOLINEAR ANALYSES. PLEASE CONSULT THE ADINA USER'S MANUAL

FOR FURTHER DETAILS. OUTPUT WILL BE AUTOMATICALLY ROUTED

TO THE LINE PRINTER.

FS H F6

Figure 2.
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CALCOMP 907 plottez, a Tektronics compatible termrinal screen, or

a dot-matrix printer. In addition to the procedure file, a 7an a

was created describing the procedure files and how to use tn

procedure files.

VI. EVAL'ATION rO' H nPr./SOFTWAP'

Since I spent more time than expected on installing the ADINA

programs and creating the procedure files to interface with the

ADINA programs, I was unable to adequately evaluate HQ AFESC/RDC's

equipment. My initial evaluation determined that the engineers

need access to more IBM AT (or compatible) microcomputers. I also

reccommend communications links to both the Cyber 730 and the Wang

minicomputer to better utilize the personnel's time.

VII. RECOM ENDATTONS

HQ AFESC's Cyber 730 proved to be extremely fast and

accurate, but the small central memory severly limited the size of

finite element analysis problem that could be solved. Only small

problems ( < 3500 degrees of freedom ) could be analyzed.

The following are three possible solutions to solve the

problem of the AFESC;s Cyber 730 small central memory for

executing ADINA jobs:

1. Keep the current Cyber 730 (256 K words central memory)

and upgrade the central memory to the maximum capacity of one

Meg (1024 K words or four times the current central memory)

COSTS:
Model 7040-200 memory expansion ($600,000)
Hardware maintenance for memory ($2000/month)
Air conditioning upgrade ($35,000)
Power supply upgrade
Computer room reconfiguration
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2. Acquire Eglih AFB's Cyber 845 with two Meg of cen-tra-

memory. This option is not very definite since it deoen1. c:

if Eglin AFB acquires a new Cyber.

COSTS:

Air conditioning upgrade ($50,000)
Software maintenance ($5000/month)
Computer room reconfiguration

The Cyber 845 has a maximum central memory capacity of 16

Meg, but this would require the following adrtinna costs:

Model 18112-1 memory expansion ($45,000)
Hardware maintenance of memory ($260/month)
NOS/VE operating system software ($100,000 initial licensing

fees)
Disk drives ($54,000/drive)
Hardware maintenance of drives ($300/drive/month)
Disk drive controller ($25,000)

3. Purchase computer time from another computer, preferably

another Cyber since AFESC's Cyber 730 has proven itself

extremely fast and accurate executing ADINA jobs. Three

possible Cyber remote sites to-consider are:

a. FSU's Cyber 205
b. Eglin AFB's Cyber 845
c. Control Data Corporations's Cyber Net

It is also possible to purchase computer time from a

supercomputer (Cray-XMP), but this would require a licensing

change from ADINA R&D Inc.
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF ISOTHERMAL FLOWS

IN A DUMP COMBUSTOR

BY

Craig A. Langenfeld

The Ohio State University

Department of Mechanical Engineering

206 W. 18th Street

Columbus, OH 43210

ABSTRACT

Isothermal flows in a dump combustor were studied for

configurations of no swirl and of weak swirl, S - 0.3.

Detailed mean flow and turbulence measurements in the axial

and radial directions were obtained using a two-component

coincident LDV system. Mean axial and radial velocity, axial

and radial turbulence intensities and Reynolds stress profiles

are plotted. The relativity of the data to previous work in

the same model but for the axial and tangential directions is

discussed. For the no swirl case, the flow does not become

fully developed flow even at 24 step heights downstream.

Turbulence intensities and Reynolds stresses peak at a shear

layer generated by recirculating flow for locations before

reattachment and decay out further downstream. For both no

swirl and weak swirl, the Reynolds stress in the axial-radial

plane was greater than for the axial-tangential plane for the

shear layer region between the main flow and the recirculating

fl..ow.
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I. INTRODULTION

I am currently a graduate student at the Ohio State

University working for a Master of Science degree in

Mechanical Engineering. It was through my advisor, Dr M.

Samimy, of the Mechanical Engineering Department that I became

involved with swirling flows in a dump combustor. In the

summer of 1986, I participated in the USAF-UES Graduate

Student Support Program in coordination with Dr Samimy's

appointment to the Summer Faculty Research Program. I was

also involved in follow up research in swirling flows. Having

this experience contributed to my assignment to the Air Force

Wright Aeronautical Laboratories.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The work discussed here is one phase of a larger study.

The overall objective of the study is two fold. The first

aspect is to explore isothermal swirling flows and to aid in

understanding the physical processes. The second is to

establish a bench mark set of experimental data for turbulence

model development and assessment.

The work of Samimy et al (1) !.nder this study did

succeed in meeting these objectives in many ways. They were

able to obtain detailed mean and turbulence data, including

2nd and 3rd order moments of turbulence fluctuations, with
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good accuracy using a two-component LDV system. Their work,

however, involved only measurements in the axial and

tangential directions. The specific goal of this effort was

to complement this previous work by exploring the radial

direction by resolving the.axial and radial directions with

the two-componet LDV system. The radial data is helpful in

understanding swirling flow and is important to establishing a

bench mark set of data.

III. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES AND TECHNIQUES

The experimental model used in this effort is the same

as that used and documented by Samimy et al (1). The only

modification was in the optical accest window on the

combustor. An annular ring with an access window was fit in

the pipe that enabled the window hole to be repositioned.

This enabled the LDV probe volume to traverse the combustor

model vertically to resolve the axial and radial directions.

The swirl generator used in this experiment was a

constant angle axial flow type swirler with a swirl number of

0.3. Swirl number is defined as:

~ R; LWr dr/( R,- { 01 U~i-r I
RRw

where U and W are the axial and tangential velocities, and R
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and R are the hub and outer ring radii. The swirler had 12

curved inlet guide vanes and was located 50 mm upstream 
of the 7W

dump plane.

The TSI, Inc. frequency counter based two-component

coincident LDV system, the LDV settings, the number of

samples, and the method of seeding the flow were the same as

that used by Samimy et al (1) in order to more accurately

complement their work.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Mean Flow Results

A total of 13 axial locations were investigated for the

case of no swirl. The first location was 0.38 step heights

from the dump plane and the last was 24 step heights

downstream. No measurements closer than 0.38 step heights

from the dump plane were possible since the swirler housing

would block the laser beams of the LDV system. For the case

of weak swirl, S - 0.3, the same 13 locations were desired but

limitations forced only the first three locations to be

investigated at this time.

Figure 1(a) shows selective axial profiles for the case

of no swirl. As was expected and required for this data to

complement the work by Samimy et al (1), the profiles agree
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very closely to the axial profiles obtained when the

axial-tangential plane was investigated (1). As was pointed -

out by Samimy et al, the slow decay of the core flow and the

recirculation in the base region are typical of axisymmetric

(2) and two-dimensional (3) backstep flows. Reattachment

occurred approximately e step heights from the dump plane,

agreeing closely with the previous work (1).

The axial profiles obtained for S = 0.3 shown in Figure

1(b) also agree with those of Samimy et al (1). There is a

strong deceleration at the vortex core but vortex breakdown

does not occur (1).

Figure 2(a) shows the mean radial velocity measurements

for the no swirl configuration. For the positively marked

radial locations, a positive radial velocity indicates flow is

in a radially outward direction and negative velocity is in

the inward direction, and vice versa for the negatively marked

radial locations. The radial velocities are very small

relative to the axial velocity of the incoming flow, as

indicated by the scale. This also explains the difference in

the smoothness of the radial to axial velocity profiles.

Figure 2(a) shows relatively no radial velocity component for

the central flow but radial velocities for the area of

recirculating flow immediately after the dump plane. Further

downstream, as the recirculation zone becomes smaller and the

main flow expands, there is seen a velocity component in the
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radially outward direction. This non-parallel flow is still

seen at the last location investigated 24 step heights

downstream.

The radial velocities for the locations studied for S =

0.3 are shown in Figure 2(b). For the central core (1) of the

vortex, the radial velocities are in the radially inward

direction for these locations immediately downstream of the

swirler. Outside the central core the flow has a radially

outward component until reaching the shear layer generated by

the main flow and recirculation flow. In the recirculating

area of the radial velocities are similar to those for the

case of no swirl.

Turbulence Results

Figure 3(a) and (b) show the axial turbulence

intensities obtained for the S - 0.0 and S = 0.3 cases,

respectively. The profiles agree closely with Samimy et al

(1), showing local peak values of turbulence intensities in

the shear layer between the main flow and recirculating flow

and also in the shear layer at the edge of the vortex for the

case with swirl.

Figure 4 shows the radial turbulence intensities for

both no swirl and weak swirl configurations. For the no swirl

case, the radial turbulence intensities have local peaks and
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slow development in the streamwise direction similar to the

axial and tangential (1) intensities, with magnitudes similar -

to the tangential intensities. For the few swirl profiles,

the radial turbulence intensities profiles are similar to

those for the axial direction with local peaks at the edge of

the vortex core and at the shear layer between the main and

recirculating flows.

The Reynolds shear stress profiles for the axial-radial

plane are shown in Figure 5(a) for S = 0.0 and Figure 5(b) for

S - 0.3. For the no swirl case, the profiles for locations

immediately downstream have sharp peaks at the shear layer, i'

with peaks broadening and increasing in magnitude for profiles 6

further downstream but before reattachment. After

reattachment the Reynolds stress decays out symmetrically

about the axis. The shear stress uv in the axial-radial plane

is much greater than the shear stress uw in the

axial-tangential plane for S = 0.0. In Figure 5(b) the

Reynolds stresses peak at the edge of the vortex core and at

the shear layer generated by the recirculating flow. The

Reynolds stresses in the axial-radial plane are significantly

smaller than that for the axial-tangential plane (1) at the

edge of the vortex core but are slightly greater at the shear 4
layer caused by the recirculation.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
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Detailed mean flow and turbulence data in a dump

combustor configuration with and without swirl was obtained

using a two-component coincident LDV system. The data showed

strong turbulence intensities for the region between core flow

and recirculating flow and showed very slow development for

the case of no swirl. The data complemented previous work by

Samimy et al (1) in providing a good data base for

computational code development. Investigating further

locations downstream for the case of S - 0.3 and investigating

locations for S = 0.5 would also provide a better

understanding and improve the data base for computer codes.

Other efforts could explore the flows using different profile

swirl generators such as free or forced vortex generators,

flows at higher Reynolds numbers, or flows involving

combustion.
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A CuMPUTER SIMULATIUN UF A PLASMA A RMATUPE RAILGU N

by

CHRISTUPHER B. LrG1i

ABSTRACT

A computer simulation for a plasma armature railgun was developed for

use on a henith 248 micro computer. The purpose of the simulation is

to predict gun performance both for design purposes and to estimate

the results of specific shot conditions. The simulation models

projectile velocity, power supply currents, armature mass, and armature

length. These parameters are modeled using equations expressing their

time rates of change and then using numerical integration. The

acceleration includes term for ablation and viscous drag effects,

and the ablation is made velocity dependent. This gives good

agreement with expwrimental results.
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I. INTRUDUCTIC

The electromagnetic railgua is a device that uses intense magnetic

fields and electric currents to accelerate projectiles. Velocities

of several kilometers per second give the projectile great kinetic

energy with which to destroy a target. This makes the railgun an

attractive possibility for use in antitank applications and anti-

satellite or anti-ballistic missile applications in space.

The Air Force is doing development work on various railgun concepts at

Eglin AFB. The major areas oeeding improvement are increasing macimum
projectile velocity, improving multiple-shot capability, reducing self-

inflicted internal damage, increasing overall efficiency, and decreasing

overall size and weight. This development includes the building and

testing of new designs. Due to the many parameters involved, the

performance of a new gun can only be roughly estimated with simple

calculations. Therefore, a more complete model would be of great use

in the design process to provide expected peak currents, voltages,

velocities, etc. This would allow the designer to be more accurate in

sizing composents, helping to eliminate expensive failures or gross

overdesign.

II * OBJECT IV~It

At the beginning of the project it was clear that there was a need for

a convenient, realistic computer model to predict railgun performance

at Eglin. The group that I worked with, AFAT,/SAS, was doing develop-

ment work on plasma armature railguns. They were trying different

rail and bore configurations, new power supply circuitry, longer barrel

lengths, and various projectile masses. There was an existing rail

gun computer simulation program written by Ken Cobb in Fortran for use

on the Vax computer system. The simulation modeled the old power

supply circuitry well, but the equations for the armature/projectile

acceleration did not include such real effects as ablation or friction.
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Initially mW project goals were to adapt the existing railgun simulation

for use on the Zenith 248 micro computer. Next, I was to improve the

plasma armature model by including friction effects, ablation mass

addition, and conductivity changes in the equations. Finally I was

to put these equations in the program and make it suitable for use in

design work.

Shortly after beginning the work, the development team announced plans

to build a new high velocity gun using a different power supply

circuitry. Since the old railgun simulation could not model this new

power supply configuration, it would be useless for predicting the new

gun's performance. It was decided to write two simulation programs,

one using the old power supply circuitry and the other using the new

circuitry. Since the second program had to be developed almost entirely

from scratch, the total amount of work was almost doubled. Therefore,

modeling the plasma armature with a variable resistance was dropped

because it would be the most complicated parameter to model, when in

actual tests this resistance appears to be relatively constant.

III. APPROACH:

In order to familiarize Weself.with railguns, their simulation, and

other work that had been done, I spent a few weeks reviewing literature

on the subject. Next, I had to work with the Zenith 248 and modify

the existing simulation program to work on the micro computer. In

conjunction with Dr. Courter and Mr. Cobb, the set of equations to

model the plasma armature was, developed.

The new program using the new power supply then had to be written. I

made it as much like the older simulation as possible by using similar

logic and the same variable names. The equations for the newer

power supply then had to be developed and put in a soluble form.

Finally, the new plasma armature equations were installed in both

progra
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In addition to developing the two simulation programs, a graphics

program was written to be used in conjunction with Graftalk graphics

software. With the addition of a batch file, the program package was

complete. The batch file runs either simulation program, then runs the

graphics routine to produce graphs of the desired parameters.

IV. THEORY t

The electromagnetic railgun achieves acceleration through the inter-

action of magnetic fields and electric currents. A simplified sketch

of aarailgun is shown in figure 1. Current enters on one rail, passes

through the armature, then exits on the other rail. The acceleration

of the projectile is the result of the Lorentz force, F=-BxI, acting

on the current carrying armature. This force is perpindicular to the

armature current )and magnetic field, thus it tends to push the

projectile down the rails.

In order to achieve the necessary high velocities, very large currents

are required. The armature in a plasma armature gun is produced by

the vaporization and ionization of a metal foil as it shorts acrcss the

rails when it first enters the breech. Best results are obtained when

the projectile and foil backing enter the breech at a reasonably high

velocity.

Ideally, such a system could accelerate a projectile to almost
unlimited velocities if provided with a high enough current. However,

real effects such as friction and wall ablation tend to limit perform-

ance. Friction occurs to some extent between the projectile and rails,

and there is also friction between the armature and rails. At high

enough velocities the projectile is only in contact with the rails

intermittently, so its friction loss is difficult to characterize.
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The real effect which tends to cause the most trouble is ablation from

the rails and insulators. Ablation from the rails causes degradation

of their surfaces thus limiting their use to only a few shots.

Performance is lost as the ablated material is incorporated into the

plasma. This mass must be accelerated to the armature speed, so it

uses up a significant portion of the power delivered by the Lorentz

force.

The power supply to drive a railgun must be capable of providing very

high currents for short periods of time, usually a few milliseconds.

Ideally, a constant current is desired to provide roughly constant

acceleration and prevent system damaging peak currents. Since heat

is generated in all resistive elements proportional to the square of

the current, this loss is minimized with a constant current.

Several methods exist to produce these currents, including homopolar

generators, capacitor banks, and battery banks. The capacitor bank ,

power supply is the type that I modeled. The original power supply

wa a bank of large capacitors and inductors in parallel. The new

Crowbar power supply is similar except that it uses diodes to isolate

(crowbar out) the capacitors from the circuit. The original power

supply is shown in figure 2, and the Crowbar power supply is shown in

figure 3.

With the old power supply, the capacitors are first charged up, then

the switch is thrown. The resulting current pulse is shaped by the

inductors in the circuit. The diodes are present only to prevent

reverse charging of the capacitors. Increasing the size of the

inductors tends to give a more constnat power pulse, but it greatly

increases the time necessary to reach maximum current. The best

acceleration with this power supply is produced by a rounded current

peak early in the shot. The current then decays rapidly. The

capacitors initially contain all the energy. The inductors then store

energy until the current reaches a peak. The inductors then resist
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the change in current by releasing energy. Since the capacitors are 7V

still in the circuit, their rate of discharge is decreased and the

current falls off rapidly.

The crowbar power supply circuit produces a current which can be nearly

constant. A bank of capacitors discharge in the circuit. Most of

the energy is stored by the storage inductor until the current reaches

a peak. At that point, the inductor would try to dump energy back into

the capacitor. Diodes then turn on to provide an alternate path for

the current to bypass the capacitor. The current then decays much

more slowly. The switching is analogous to a spring/mass system in

which the mass is released from the spring when it reaches its highest

velocity.

V. CROWBAR POWER SUPPLY EQUATIGNS

The crowbar program uses two sets of equations to calculate the total

current in the gun, One set models the system before the diodes turn

on and the other models it after the diodes crowbar the capacitors out

of the circuit. Before crowbar occurs, the following equations apply:

RID =CI (1)

DCIDT - (EC-(R RRC4RR+RP+LI*VEL)RID )/( LB+L.S+LC L+LI*XX) (Q2)

DVDT - -cl/c (3)
EC - EC+DVDT*DT (4) -

CI - C14DCCDTD*DT (5)
Before the diode turns on, the total current (1) is equal to the

current through the capacitor. The time derivative of the capacitor

current (2) is a function of capacitor voltage minus circuit voltage

d=ps divided by circuit inductances. The time derivative of the

capacitor voltage (3) is simply the negative of the current divided by

the capacitance. Equations (4) and (5) are the single steps of

integration for the capacitor voltage and current.
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The voltage across the diode must then be checked to determine if the

diode will begin conducting. 
7

ED - EC-(R4RB)*CI-,LB*DCIDT (6)

Equation (6) expresses the voltage across the diode as the capacitor

voltage minus the voltage drops across the resistances and inductances

associated with the capacitor. Whenever ED becomes equal to the diode

conduction voltage, it is locked in at that value. Then the electrical

circuit becomes branched, and the crowbar has occurred.

After the crowbar has taken place, the new circuit equations are:

RID - RID+DRIDDT*DT (7)

DRIDDT -(vDRID(RC.P..a+LI*vEL0)/(i.s+Lc+LI*xx) (8)
DCIDT - (EC-CI(R+RB)-VD)/LB (9)

DVDT - -CI/C (10)

CI - CI+4CIDT*DT (11)

EC - EC4D)VDT"1YT (12)

In equation (7), the total current is no longer equal to the capacitor

current. Instead, it must be determined and integrated separately.

Equation (8) expresses this current change in terms of the voltage

drops divided by the inductances for the circuit loop containing the

railgun. Equation (9) is similar except it is written for the circuit

loop containing the capacitor. Equation (10) is the same expression as

before to get the time derivative of the capacitor voltage. Equations

(11) and (12) integrate the capacitor current and voltage. Although

the total current# RID, is now completely independent of CI and ECO

they are still calculated to see how they behave.
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VI. PRUJECTILE AND ARMLTURE EIAUATIUNiS:

After the driving current has been calculated it is used as one of

the inputs to the set of equations modeling the projectile and armature.

These equations are arranged in a specific order to facilitate the

numerical integration of several parameters. The equations are:

DMDT - ABLAT(1 (PHI*ARHA*VEL)/(RID 2 *RP*ARCL) ) (RID*IMUZ

-BETA*AREA) (13)

ACEL = (j LSKIN*RID2 - DMDT*VEL-*RHU*CFRICT*AREA*VEL 2 )/TM (14)

DLDT - CLEiIGTH(DmDT/RIDl"5-3*mILflS*DRIDDT/2*RID2.5) (15)

XX = xX+VEL*DT (16)

VEL = VEL.,ACEL*DT (17)
MPLAS = MPLAS..DMDT*DT (18)
ARCL - ARCL+DLDT*DT (19)

RHO - MPLAS/(ARCL*BORE2) (20)

First, the mass ablation is calculated. Equation (13) is a modification

of Pazker's ablation model. Parker uses an equation like the following:

DNDT - JIA,*'.p*RI 2  (21)

Equation (13)AWs two additional constants, PHI and BETA, but reduces,

to Parker's equation if these are set equal to zero. PHI reduces the

ablation by an amount proportional to the inverse of the heat flux on

the walls around the armature, For low heat fluxes, PHI causes the

total ablation to be greatly reduced. The reduction of ablation due

to the PHI term can also be considered in terms of the time for the

material surface to go from ambient to vaporized conditions. Clearly

this is heat flux dependent. This also allows the ablation to be made

time dependent, as the total ablation energy is the duration of the

heat flux minus the PHI time lag all multiplied by the heat flux after

BETA has been subtracted. BETA reduces the heat flux going into
ablation by a constant amount to account for conduction of heat away

from the surface, regardless of whether vaporization is occuring. *
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The acceleration of the projectile and armature is calculated next.

Equation (14) clearly has terms expressing the Lorentz force, a friction

drag force, and an ablation drag force. The acceleration is then the

net force divided by the total mass being accelerated.

The rate of change of the length of the armature is calculated by

equation (15). This expression is an extension of the scaling las

given by Powell and Batteh. They expressed the armature length as

a function of current and bore size as:

ARCL - C*MPLAS*RlD- 1 6/1 1*BORE5/11 (22)

An attempt to use this expression gave poor results as it predicted

very long arc lengths at the beginning of a shot when the current was

still very low. Clearly this could not actually happen, so the arc

length must not always be at its equilibrium length. Instead, a

differential approach is taken. Equation (15) is the time derivative
of Powell and Batteh's scaling law. The armature length can then be

determined by numerical integration,* This technique allows a non-
equilibrium length to exist early in the shot.

Equations (16) tbrgdgh (19) are the single steps of integration for

the position, velocity, plasma mass, and arc length, respectively.

In each case, the parameter is updated to its value for the next time

step. Equation. (20) also updates the density of the armature for the

next time step. It is necessary to put the integrations after the

equations for the time rates of change to use only values for the

present time step. This avoids the use of two sets of variables,

one for the present time step and one for the next or updated time step.

I -
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VII. RECOMMnDATIONS:

The computer models developed during this project appear to be

reasonably accurate and useful. Their major disadvantages are the

use of several empirical coefficients and the incomplete modeling of

the plasma armature. Although the models have been developed, the

appropriate empirical coefficients must still be determined by trying

to model the experimental results of actutl shots. Once this is done

the model should be a powerful tool for use in designing new railguns

or predicting the results of test shots.

From a scientific perspective, this model is far from complete. In

particular, the model of the plasma armature is just a rough approxima-

tion. A model which could predict and include such parameters as

temperature, pressure, current distribution, electrical resistance,

and species present in the plasma would be extremely useful if it

could be incorporated into this simulation. This may be difficult

as the number and difficulty of the equations involved is sure to

increase, and the simulation may no longer be short enough to run on

the micro computer. Such a model adapted to a more powerful computer

system would then be a useful goal.
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$EC,EFF,EMKE,ENELEF,ENGFINKE, INIKE,LI .LSKIN,P,PM,R,
SRI ,RID, RIDO ,LRP ,PR ,TRR ,STCAP,T .TEC ,TENECA ,TENG,
*TKEP,TKINTMSEC,TSTCAP,TrCI ,TTrRID,TVEL,TX,VO,VBREECH,
$VEL,IMUZ ,XX ,ABLAT,RHO, CFRICT,SORE,ARCL,AREA,DmDT,TM ,MPL,,
$VD,RC,LS,LC,ED,L8,RS,PHI ,BETA,CLENGTH,DLDT,RPFLG,RPCONST

INTEGER 1,1I,IPL,IPLT,IPRT,IT,IX,J,K,N,N9
CHIARACTER W.*1 ,Y*I ,Z.I ,8*
DIMENSION TEC(200),TVEL(200),TX(200),V9REECH(200),

$TTRID(200),TMSEC(200) ,TTCI(200) ,TRR(200),N
STMPLAS( 200) ,TARCL(200) ,TACEL(200)

2m'N"

C***. WRITE(*,*) 'THIS PROGRAM MODELS AN ELECTROMAGNETIC RAIL GUN''0
C***. WRITE(.,*)'POWEREO BY A SINGLE POWER SUPPLY. THE INPUT'
C**** WRITE(*,*)'VALUES FOR THE POWER SUPPLY ARE THE EQUIVALENT'
C** WRITE(*,*)'CAPACITANCE, RESISTANCE, AND INDUCTANCE FOR ALL'
C**. WRITE(*,*) 'THE PARALLEL BANKS. THE EQUATIONS ARE NOT SET'
C**. WRITE(*,*)'UP TO USE COMBINATIONS OF BANKS THIAT ARE NOT'
C.... WRITE(*,*)'IDENTICAL AND PARALLEL.'
C*.*. WRITE(*,*)'AT THE BEGINN~ING OF THE PROGRAM, THE USER IS SHOW''
C***. WRITE(*,*)'ALL THE PRESENT VALUES FOR THE VARIOUS PARAMETERS'
C*.*. WRITE(,.:.'AND IS PROMPTED TO CHANIGE ANY VALUES HE WANTS.'
C**.. WRITEC*,*)'DURING EACH RUNJ, THE EQUATIONS UPDATE VALUES FOR'
C.... WRITE(*,*)'POSITION, VELOCITY, CURRENT, ETC. THESE VALUES'
C**.. WRITE(*,*)oARE PRINTED ON THE SCREEN. AT THE COMPLETION'
C*.*. IRITE(*,*)'OF EACH RUN4 TH4E USER IS GIVEN THE OPTION OF GOING'
C.... WRITE(*,*)'SACK TO THE BE31NNI~ING AND CHANGING ANY PARAMETERS.'
C.... WRITE(*,*)'IF THE USER IS SATISFIED WITH THE RESULTS, HE MAY'
C*4** WRITE(*,*)'EX(IT THIS PROGRAM AND GO INTO THE PLOT ROUTINE.'
Coo** WRITE(*,*)'THIS PROGRAM DRAWS DATA FROM THE DEFAULT FILE'
C*O.o WRITE(*q.)'DATCROOl AND SAVES IT IN THE USER FILE 'DATCROU'.'
Coo". WRITE(*,*)'AT THE END OF THE PROGRAM, DETAILED RESULTS ARE' i
C.... &RITE*,*)'STORED IN THE FILE 'RESULTS" WHICH THE PLOTTING'
C***. WRITEGf,.'ROUTINE *GRAPH* USES TO MAKE PLOTS.'

WRT(.,U)'***e*e.*.**

IdRITE(*,*) 'PROGPR'5 CROWBAR'

WRITE(., 10)
10 FORMAT('O','USE CTRL-S KEYS AS A TOGGLE TO STOP SCROLLING'/IX,

$'USE CTRL-PRTSC KEYS AS A TOGGLE TO PRINT ALL'/1X,
$'THAT APPEARS ON THE SCREEN.')
WRITE(*,62)

42 F~JIT(' ','IF YOU WAN.T A PRINTOUT OF THE INPUT DATA, USE'/
$IX,'THE CTRL-PRTSC TOGGLE NOW. PRESS IT AGAIN'/1X,
$'WHEN ALL PRINTOUTS ARE FINISHED.')

C
C.... READS DATA FROM DEFAULT FILE IDATCRODI AND STORES IT
C.... IN USER FILE *DATCROU* IF YOU ANSWER YES
C
12 WRITE(.,14)
14 FORMTeO','DO YOU WAN4T TO USE THE DEFAULT PARAMETERS Y,N?"\)

READ( ,'(Al)' )W
IF (W.EQ.Y) THEN
OPEN(B,FILE-'DATCROD' ,STATUS-'OLD')%
OPEN(7,FILE-'DATCROU' ,STATUS-'NEW')
READ(B,20)L,C,R,EC
WRITE(7,20)L,C,R,EC
READ(S,20)P71,VO,LI,RI,BLX,VMUZ,LSKIN,RP,RPCONST,COEFRR,DT
READ(8, 20 )ASLAT ,RHO ,CFRICTBORE ,ARCL ,MPLAS
READ(S,20)VD,RC,LS,LC,LS,RB,PHI ,BETA,CLENGTH
WRITE(7,20)PM',V,LI,RI,ULX,VMUZ,LSKIN,RP,RPCONST,COEFRR,DT
WRITE( 7,20 )ABLAT ,RHO, CFRI CT ,ORE,ARCL ,MPLAS
WRITE(7,20)VD,RC,LS,LC,LD,RU,PHI ,BETA,CLeNGTH
CLOSE(C )F
CLOSE(7)
END I F

C WRITE(*,61)RP,RPCONST,COEFRR,M PLA S
&I FOftMT(GI2.4)

C
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C**** CALLS SUBROUT INE 'DAT' TO CHANGE ANY PARAMETERS

17 CALL DAT
OPEN(7,FILE-'DATCROU' ,STATUS-'OLD')
REAO(7,20)L,C,R,EC
READ(7,2o'PM,Vo,LI ,RI ISLX,'AMUZ,LSKIN,RP,RPCONST,COEFRR,)T
READ(7, 20 )ABLATRHOCFRI CTBORE ,ARCL ,MPLAS
READ(7,20)VC',RC,LS,LC,L8,RB,PHI ,BETA,CLENGTH

is FORTI 12)
20 FORMAT(612.4)

CLOSE(?)
C
Cu... MULTIPLY VALUES BY SCALING FACTOR *A' TO GET CORRECT LIIITS
C

A-I .E-6 P
L-L*A
R-ROA
LZ-LI uA
RI-RI uA
RP-RPEA
LSKIN-LSKIN*A
DT-DTOA
ABLAT-ABLAT*A/1 000.
RC-RCOA
LSOLSOA
LC-LCuA
LLSOA
RB-RSu
RPFLG-RP

C
Cue.. INITIALIZATION OF EQUATION PARAMETERS
C

WRITI(*,564)
3"4 FORMAI* ',CALCULATIONS ARE NOW BEING MADE'/1X,-HIT

$'CTRL-PRTSC TO GET A HARD COPY OF THE RESULTS')
76 Tin0
C.... DIODE VOLTAGE IS NEGATIVE IN THE EQUATIONS

VD--VO
C*uu* IPL IS A PRINTOUT FLAG

IPL-1
Cu... I PRT DETERMINES TH4E FREQUENCY OF OUTPUT$ IN MICROSECONDS

tPRT-tO .OCSLX(DT/A)
COO.. INITIAL ACCELERATED MASIS OF PROJECTILE AND PLASMA

-TWIP?4.MPLAS
Co... INITIAL VOLTAGE ON CAPACITOR
990 VEL-tVO
C*uou INITIAL KINETIC ENERG IMPARTED BY PRE-ACCELERATOR

IN! (E-. STM.VEL**2.
Cue.. INITIAL POSITION OF THE PROJECTILE DOWN4 THE BARREL

)Ocin0.
C**u* TOTAL STORAGE CAPACITY OF BRMAI CAPACITORS (JOULES)

TSTCAPA .
Co..* DRIVING CURRENTr THROUGH PROJECTILE A'JD COPPER RAILSt

RI D-O *

Cu... TIME DERIVATIVE OF DRIVING CURRENT
DRIDOT-0.0

Co*.* TOTAL ENERGY DELIVERED BY CAPACITORS WITH TIME
TENG-O .0

C.... INITIALIZE RAIL RESISTANCE (RR)
RR-0.

CO**u INITIALIZE CAPACITOR LOOP CURRENT
90 d0.0%

COO** INITIALIZE ENERGY USED
ENS-0 .0

Cue.. INIT IALIZE POWER USED
PmO .0

COuo INITIALIZE ENERGY STORED IN CAPACITOR
TSTCAPim. 5*C .ECuECV

COO*. INITIALIZE DIODE ACTUAL VOLTAGE ED AS CAPACITOR VOLTAGE
ED-EC

COO". INITIALIZE MASS ABLATION RATE
DMDTm0.O
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Ce... TIME DEPENDENT K'JL EQUATI ONS
C-*. THERE ARE TWO SETS OF EQUATI ONS, ONE THAT IS USED BEFORE THE
C**. CROWBAR IS ACTIVATED AND ONE USED AFTEWRD
C
C
C
120 DO 500 IT-1,100000

T-T+DT
C.... ARRAY INCREMENT TO STORE CALCULATED VALUES

IPLT-IT/IPRT
IF(NOD( IT, IPRT) .GT.0)THEN
IPL-I
ELSE
I PL=O

EN.DIF

C*** CALCULATES RAIL RESISTAN4CE
C

DRRDT-(COEFRR*VEL)/( (T-OT/2).* *5)
RR-(COEFRR)*(S..X)/(3..SORT(T)).
AGAR-(VEL-VO )/T
IF(ABAR.GT.O.)00 TO 122
RRm0.
00 TO 124

122 CONTINUE
AlISORT( (VO *02./ABAR**2.) )+(2..)O(/ABAR))
A2-SORTVO..2./ABAR**2.)
RRWCOEFRR.ABAR.(2.*(2..AI.A2)*SQRT(AI-A2) )/3.

124 IF(COEFRR.LT.1 .E-I0)RR-RI.XX(
C
C

IF(RID.LT.O.0.*JO.RP.LT.1 .0) VMAUZ-'-t,"UZ
C
C.... I F CROWBAR WAS NOT YET TURNED ON

IF(EO.GT.VD)THEN
RID-C!
IFCRPFLO.LE. I.OE-6)THEN l
IF(MPLAS.LT.1 .OE-6)lMPLABAI .E-4
RP-RPCONST/1MPLAS.. .66667
*AIUZ-RPCRI D
END! F
IF(RPFLG.GT.I .E-6.AND.RPFLO.LE.1O.E-6)TNeN
RI DO-RID
IF(RIDO.LT.5.)RIDO-5.
TF(VMUZ .LT.5. )VMUZ2S.
RP-'AIUZ/RI DO
END IF
IF(RPFLG.GT. a0.OE-6)VMUZ-RP*RID 't.

D I DEN-L9LS+ LC+ L#L 1 )0
DINILtI-EC-' R.RB.RC+RR.RP4LI .VEL) .RI D
DRI DDT-DINVDI DEN
DCI DT-DRIDT
DVDT--CI/C
ENDI F

C
C
C.... INSTANTAEOUS POWER DELIVERED BY BRAN'CH CAPACITORS
602 P-EC*CI
C.... INCREgMENTAL CHANGE IN ENERGY FOR EACH CAPACITOR

DP-P*DT
Coo** INSTANTANEOUS ENERGY GIVEN UP BY CAPACITORS

ENG-ENG+DP
TENG-TENG. DP

C
C
C*... IF CROWBAR HAS TURNED ON

IF(ED.LE.VD)THEN
RID-RI D#DRI DDT*DT
IF(RPFLG.LE.I .OE-6)T4EN
IF(MPLAS.LT.I .OE-6)MPLABAI .E-4
fP-RPCONST/MPLASOC. 667
~MU-RP.RI D

04DI F
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IF(RPFLG.OT.1 .E-6.*4O.RPFLG.LE.1O.E-6)THEN
RI DOORID
IF(RIDO.LT.5.)RIDD-5.
1FUZ. LT. 5. )VMUZS.
RP-'AIUZ/RI DO
"NI!F
IF(RPFLG.GT. 10 .OE-6)V.#UZ.RP*RID
DRIODT-(VD-RID*(RCRPfR4LI*VEL) )/(LS+LCL*)O()
lF(EC.LT.-2.P)TH4
tC--3.
CI-0.
OVOT-O.
GOTO 289
"I01F
OCI DT-c EC-( R.RU)*CI -VD)/LB
DVOT--cl/C
Cl-Cl .DCI OT*OT
ECwEC+OVDT*DT
P401 F

C
C
C**. I F CROWBAR 9AS NOT YET TUF44ED ON4

IF( ED.ST.VD) THEN
EC-EC.DVDT*DT
Cl-Cl +DRI ODT*DT
0401 P

C
C
C*..' STORES CAPACITOR CURRENT AND VOLTAGE IN ARRAY
209 IF(IT.LT.IPRT)OO TO 411

IF(IPL.EO.1) 00 TO 411
2V0 TTCI(JPLT)wCl

TEC( IPLT)-EC
c
C
C
C
411 AAEAUwORE*^RCL*4
CO4*O RIDO IS USED FOR RID IN 0040MINATORS TO PREVENT DIVIDE BY ZERO

RI OaRI 0
jFRIOQL j.0.0) RIDOI .0

Q
ZF(RZID.LT.O.G)THEN

hIRITE(*,*)CURRWT WET NEGATIVE, EDUATIONS ARE UN4DEFINED'

C

ACELi(LSKIN.PkL0.42/2-MOT*VEL-RHO4CFRl CT.ARE-A4.EL**2/e2)/Th
DL0DT-CLENOTH.(OIIOT/RIDO**l .5-I .5.4PLAS.ORIDDT/RIDO**2.5)
IF(DLDT.LT.0 .O)DLDTO .0
)OC-)OC.VEL*DT
VEL-VEL+ACELODT
MPLAS-#4PLAS+DMDT*DT
ARCL-ARCL4 DT*DLDT
RH~1PLAS/ (ARCLOSORE*02)
TM-P9*MPLAS

C
COO** STORES VALUES IN ARRAYS FOR OUTrPUT LATER
C

IF(IPL.EQ.1) 0O TO 3000
TRR(IPLT)-RR.1 .E6
TVEL(IPLT)-VEL
TX( IPLT)-XX I
TTRID( IPLT)-RtID*DRIODT*DT
ThPLASC IPLT:'-#PLAS
TARCI(IPLT)-ARCL
TACErL( IPLT)-ACEL
ThIEC( IPLT)-T*lO0O.
IFCRP.GT. I. )VMUZinRPRID
VSREEC4( IPLT)-LI*RIDaVELLI .)OCDRIDOT4RI e)O*RID.'MUZ

C
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3000 TKEPuO .1-Pi*'.'EL*.2
C*... KINETIC ENERGY OF PROJECTILE GAINED FROM ei FORCES

EMKEinTKEP-INl KE

C**DORMANT OUTPUTS FOR DEBUGGING PROGRAM

C WRITE(*,*)TIME )OC MPLAS OMOT RID VA4UZ RP'
C WRITE*,999P)T,XX,MPLAS,fDT, RZD,VMUZ,RP
979 FORMATe'O',G9.4,2X,F8.3,2X,GI1.4,2X,G9.4,2X,G12.4,2X,F6.0,

$2X,812.4)
C
C
C.... IF CROWBAR IS NOT YET ACTIVATED, SOLVES ACTUAL DIODE VOLTAGE
C.... IF CROWBAR IS ACTIVATED, LOCKS IT IN WITH 'ED-VDI

IF(ED.GT.VD)THEN
E-EC-.R.RS)*CI -LB*DCI DT
ELSE
EDmVO
ENDI F

C
C
C.... EXITS LOOP WHEN PROJECTILE EXITS BARREL

IFOOC.GE.BLX) GO TO 590
500 CONTINUE
C
C
5"0 CONTINUE
C-.. CALCULATE SYSTEM ENERGY TRAN4SFER EFF ICI ENCY

GNELEFT-0 . 5*C*EC**2
TU.IECAP-TSTCAP-ENELEFT
P1MWE-. 5.M.VEL.*2.
TKIN-PINKE-INIKIE
EFF-TICIN/TENECAP
EFF-EFF.I 00.

C

C....* GIVES SOM4E OUTPUT ON SCREEN
WRITEC '.593) EFF

Sn FOMT('0',TOTAL SYSTEM EFFICIENCY IS ',Fd.2,' ./
WRITE(.,425)

425 FOU'AT(IX,'TIME',2X,DISTACE',IX,'JELCY,2X,'DRIVING',
*3X,'RAIL',7X,'BRANCN CURRENTS'/7X,'TR#JELLED',10X,-CURRENTI,

04X,C(MICRO OHMV',7X,'(AIPS)'/)
DO 556 JinI,IPLT.I
WRITE(*,460)ThSECCJ) ,TXCJ) ,1VEL(J) ,TTRID(J) ,TRR(J) ,TTCI (J)

460 FOMTIX,F5.3,2X,F5.3,x,F.2,X,FIO.2,2X,F8.2,3X(,F9.D)
554 CONTINUE

WRITE(.,565)
563 PORAT'0','DO YOU WAN~T TO CHANGE ANY PARAMETERS Y,N"'\)

READ.*, (Al ) '
IF(W.EO.Y)GOTO 17

C
C
C.... CREATES A RESULTS FILE OF ALL THE OUTPUT DATA
C
556 OPENCS,FILE-'RESULTS ,STATUS-'NEW')

00 557 IiI,IPLT
WRITE(S,461 )TMSEC(I) ,TVEL(I) ,VBREECH(I) ,TTRID(I) ,TEC( I),
*TACEL(I) ,TX(I) ,TMPLAS(I) ,TARCL( I)

461 PFWITCIX,F6.3,IX,FT.I ,IX,FS.O,IX,FS.O,IX,F6.0,IX,0IO.4,IX.
$F&.3,1X,F6.5, IX,F5.3)

557 CONTINUE
CLOSE C)

C
C... WRITES *RESULTS' TO THE SCREEN
c

WRITE(0,462)
462 FORMTCO,2X,'TIME',4X,'VEL',3X,'BREECH',3X,'RID',6X,'EC',

*7X, 'ACEL' ,6X, ')C' ,3X, 'MPLAS' ,2X,'ARCL')
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WRITE(*,463)

S'(VOLTS)',2X,''M/S.*2)',4X,'(M)',3X,'(KG)',3X,'(M)')
DO 559 I-I,IPLT
WRITE(e,461)THSEC.1) ,TVEL(I) ,VBREECH(1) ,TTRID(I) ,TEC(I),
*TACEL(I) ,TX(I) ,ThPLAS(I) ,TARCL( I)

559 CON4TINUE
C
C
549 STOP

ENO0
C
C

SUBROUTINE DAT .

C**** THIS SUBROUTINE DISPLAYS THE INPUT DATA AND ALLOWS CHANGES
C

REAL L,C,R,EC,PM,V0,LI ,RI ,BLX,VMUZ,LSKIN,RP,COEFRR,DT,NB
REAL ABLAT,RHO,CFRICT,BORE,ARCL,MPLASPHI ,BETA,CLENGTH
REAL VD,RC,LS,LC,LB,RB,RPCONST
INTEGER N,I
CH4ARACTER 8.1 ,W*1 ,A*45

C
Co*** READS IN DATA FROM1 USER FILE

OPEN(7,FILE-'DATCROU')
9 FO0R*T(II2)

READV7,11I)L,C,R,EC
11 FOR'MAT(0I2.4)

READ(7,13)P?4,V0,LI,RI,BLX,VMUZ,LSKIN,RP,RPCONST,COEFRR,DT
REA4D(7, 13)ABLAT,RHO,CFRICT,BORE,ARCL ,MPLAS
READ(7,13)VD,RC,LS,LC,LB,RB,PHI ,BETA,CLENOTH

13 FORIMT(612.4)
C
C**.. WRITES INPUT DATA ON SCREEN
C
a WRITE(*,4)L
4 FOWRMT''O,X,'POWER BANK INDUCTANCE, (MICRO-H)',20X,'L-',

WRITE(.,5)C
5 FORMT(o ',IX,'POWER BANK CAPACITANCE, (FARADS)',T55,'C-',

$Gt2.4)
WRITE(*, 6)Rf

6 FORMAT(' ',1X,'POWER BANK RESISTANCE, (MICRO-OHM~S)',T55,
*'R-' ,012.4)
WRITE(*,7)EC-

7 FOW*AT(' ',IX,'INITIAL CAPACITOR VOLTAGE, (VOLTS)',T55,'EC-',
0012.4)
WRITE(*,43)VD

43 FORMAT(' o,IX,'DLODE CONDUCTION BIAS, (VOLTS)',T55,"VD-',
*012.4)
WRITE(*,44)RC

44 FORMAT(' ',1X,'POWER CABLE RESISTANCE, (MICRO-OWIS',T55,

WRITE(*,45)LS
45 FORMT(' ',X,'STORAGE INDUCTANCE, (MICRO-H),T5,'LS-',Gl2.4)

WRITE(.,46)LC
46 FORMAT (' ',IX,'POWER CABLE INDUCTANCE, (MICRO-H)',T55,'LC-', ,

0012. 4)
WRITE(*,48)LB

46 FOMTC ',IX,'BUS INDUCTANCE, (MICRO-H)',T55,'L9-',G12.4) '*4

WRITE(a ,49)RO
49 FORMAT(' ',1X,'BUS RESISTANCE, CICRO-OHtS)',T55,"RB-',G12.4)

WRITE(e, 17)P?1
17 FORMT(' ',1X,'PROJECTILE MASS, (KG)',T55,'PM-',G12.4)

WRITEC a,1I5.vo
15 FORMAT(' ,IX,'INITIAL PROJECTILE VELOCITY, (M/S)',T!55'VO-',NN

$012. 4)
WRITE(., 19)LI

19 FORMAT(' ',IX,'RAIL INDUCTANCE/3'IT LENGTH, (MICRO-KVM)'
STSS,'LI-' ,012.4)4
WRITE(0, 16)RI

14 FORMAT(' ',IX,'LINEAR FAIL RESISTANCE/LINZT LENGTH,
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WRITE(*,21 )BLX
21 FO9RiAT(' ',1X,'BARREL LENGTH, (M)l,T55,lBLXw,,G12.4)

WRITE( *,22)VMUZ
22 F0RMT(' ',IX,'MUZZLE VOLTAGE, (V)',T55.,MUZ-,G12.'4)

WRITE(*,23)LSKIN
23 FORMT(' ',IX,'LINEAR INDUCTANCE OF RAILS, (MICRO-H/N) DUIE'

$1 T0'/5X,' SMALLER SKIN DEPTH JUST BEHIND THE PROJECTILE'/
$5X, (FwO.5*LSKIN*I.N2)' ,T55,'LSKIN-',612.4)
WRITE(N, 3)

3 FORMT('O',lX,'TO CONTINUE HIT RETU~l')
READ(e,O(AI )')B
WRITE(*,24)RP

24 FORMT(, O,IX,'PLASMA RESISTANCE, (MICRO-OI45)',
S9/WX,N0RMLLY ORDER OF 500. IF COMPUTATION OF '
$5X,ORP(MPLAS) IS DESIRED, USE RP<1'/
05X,'IF CONSTANT VMUZ DESIRED USE 1.<RP<1O. o,
ST55,lRP-' ,G12.4)
WRITE(*,60)RPCONST

60 FORMAT(' ',IX,'PLASMA RESISTANCE CONSTANT',
$/5X, 'PR-RPCONST/MPLAS** .667' /
*5X,'PR,-700 MICRO OHMS5 FOR PUG lo/
65X,-WHERE FOR EARLY PLASMA ,MPLAS TAKEN-.0002 KG'/
$5X,'RPCONST PROPORTIONAL TO W*F(MO,Z)*(W/H)**.3330/
*5X,-W.HERE F(MO,Z)-(M0*Z/(1.Z))**.667o/
$SX,'FOR 1 CM PUG I RPCONST-2.393E-6',
ST55,'RPCONST-' ,G12.4)

WRITE(*,25)COEFRR
25 FORMT(' ',IX,'COEFFICIB.JT FOR RAIL MATERIAL FROM'/

*5X,l ORRDT-2*(RESISTIVI1YPEFJIEASILITY/PI )**S/H'/
SZX,IFOR COPPER THE VALUE IS 2.155E-51/
SSX,'IF IT IS DESIRED TO USE LI, PUT COEFRR-0',
*T55,'CDEFRR-' ,012.4)
WRITE(*,27)ABLAT

27 FORMT(' o,IX,oABLATION COEFFICIENT FOR RAILS,
-S'(GRA1S.4JOULE)',T55,'AULAT-' ,012.4)
WRITE(*,28)RHO

20 FORMAT(' ',lX,'DENSITY OF PLASMA, (KG/M**3)',T55,'RHD-',G12.4)
WRITEC*,29)CFRICT

29 FORMT(' ',IX,OFRICTION COEFFICIENT FOR PLASMA AGAINST WALL',
*T53,0CFRICT-" ,G12.4)
WRITE * ,30 )BORE

30 FO3'MAT(' ',IX,OBORE WIDTH, (METERS)o.TSS,'BORE-',GI2.4)
WRITE(*,31 )ARCL

31 FOMT(' %,IX,'INITIAL ARMTURE LENGTH, (METERS)',T55,
S'ARCL-' ,612.4)
LJRITE(*,32)MPLAS

32 FORMT(o ',IX,'INITIAL PLASMA MASS, (KG)o,T55,MPLAS.',G12.4)
WRITE(* ,33) PHI

33 FORMT(O ',IX,'ABLATION PARMETER PHI (VELOCITY DEPENDENT)',
$T55,'PHI-' ,G12.4)
WRITE(*.34)BETA

34 FOMT(' -',IX, 'ASLATI ON PARAMIETER BETA (CONSTANT HEAT SINK)',
ST55,'BETA-' ,012.4)
WRITE(*,35)CLENGTH

35 FOMT(' o,IX,0LENGTH EQUATION COEFFICIENT (ORDER OF E+10)',
ST55,'CLB.JGTH-' ,G12.4)
0012.4)
CLOSE( 7)

C
C

WRITE(*,*) '00 YOU WANT TO CHANGE ANY VALUES Y,N"l
READC *, '(Al) ')B
IF(B.EQ.W)GOTO 401

C
C.*. MAKES CHANGES USING SUBROUTINE "CHANGE'
C

A-'THE BANK INDUCTANCE IS, (.MICRO-H)'
CALL. CIWA4GE(AtL)
A-'TME BANK CAPACITANCE IS, (FARADS)'
CALL CHANGE(AtC)
A-'THE BONI RESISTANCE IS, (MICRO-014'S)'
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CALL CHANGE'A,R)
Ain'INITIAL CAPACITOR VOLTAGE IS, (VOLTS)'
CALL CbW.IGECA,EC)
^-'DIODE CONDUCTION SIAS IS, (VOLTS)-
CALL CHAGE(A,VD)
A-'POdER CABLE RESISTANCE IS, (MICRO-OHflS)o
CALL CHANGE(A,RC)
A-'STORAGE INDUCTANCE IS, (MICRO-H)'
CALL CIW.IGE(A,LS)
A-'POWER CABLE INDUCTANCE IS, (MICRO-H)'
CALL CHAN.GECA,LC)
A-'BUS INDUCTANCE IS, (MICRO-H)'
CALL CHAWGE(A,LU)
A'US RESI STANCE I S,..IKCRlODWS12
CALL CHANGE (A, RS)
A-'PROJECTILE MASS IS, (KG)'
CALL CHANGECA,PI)
Am'INtTIAL PROJECTILE VELOCITY IS, (M/S)'
CALL CHAGE(A,VO)
A-'MAIL INDUCTANCE IS, (MICRO-H/M)'
CALL CHANGECA,LI)
Ain'RAIL RESISTANCE IS, (MICRO-OHtIS/M)'
CALL CHWJGE(A,RI)

'WBARREL LENGTH IS, (M)'
CALL CHANGE(A,BL)
Ain'MUZZLE VOLTAGE IS, (VOLTS)'
CALL CHANGECA ,VAUZ)
Ain'RAIL SKIN INDUCTANCE IS, (MICRO-H/M)'.
CALL CIW4OE(A,LSKIN)
A-'PLASMA RESISTANCE IS, (MICRO-OltiS)'
CALL CKANGE(A,RP)
An' PLASMA RESI STANCE CONSTAET ,C I CM BORE-2. 39-6)'
CALL CHANGE(A ,RPCONST)
AWRAIL COEFRR IS, CCOPPER2.15SE-5)'
CALL CHANGECA,COEFRR)
Am'ABLATION COEFFICIENT AWLAT IS, (KG/MJOULE)'
CALL CNANGE<A ,ABLAT)
A-'PLASMA DENSITY RHO IS, CKS/Mo43)'
CALL CHANGE(A,RHO)
A-'.fRICTION COEFFICIE1NT IS, CORDER .002)'
CALL CHANGE(A, CFRI CT)
Ain'GUH BORE DIMENSION IS, (M)'
CALL CHWIGE(A ,BORE)
A-'INITIAL ARC LENGTH IS, CM)'
CALL C)WJOE(A,ARCL)
A-'INITIAL PLASMA MASS IS, (G)'
CALL CHANOE(A ,MPLAS)
A-'ABLATION TERM PHI IS, (VELOCITY DEPENDENT)'
CALL CIW'IGE(A,PHI)
A-'AULATION TERM BETA IS, (CONSTANT HEAT SINK)'
CALL CIANGECA ,BETA)
A-'LENOTH COEFFICIENT IS, (ORDER OF E*1O)'
CALL CIW4SE CA, CLENOTH)
A-'INTEGRATION TIME INCREMENT IS, CMICRO-S)'
CALL CHWJGE(A,DT)

C
C
400 hIRITE(*,50)
50 FORMAT('O','ARE ALL THESE VALUES CORRECT Y,N?'\)

REAO(*, '(Al)' )B
IF(B.EG.W) GOTO 0

C
C
C.**. REPLACES NEW VALUES IN USER DATA FILE IDATCROU'

OPEN7FILE'IDATCROU')
WRITE?,1 1 ) )L.,C, R,EC
WRITEC7,11I)PM,VO,LI ,RI .BLX,VAUZ,LSKIN,RP,RPCO)NST,COEFRR,DT
lrJtTE(7,II )ASLAT,RHO0,CFRICT,SORE,ARCL,MPLA
WRITEC7,1I )VD, RC, LS, LC, LS, RS,PHI ,BETA, CLO46TH
CLOSE( 7)

401 RETUN
END

C
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C
SUBROUTINE CHANE(A,V)

C
C'.00 VARIABLE "V 1S THE CHANGING VALUE
C'.'. CHARCTER ARRAY A IS THE VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
c

REAL V
CHARACTER Aft45,8*1.Y*I

WRITE(*, 10A,V
10 FORMIT('O',A45,012.4)

WRITEC', 15)
is FOFMTC'O','DO YOU WANT TO CHANGJE THIS VALUE Y,N?'\)

IF(B.EO.Y)THEN
WRITE( *,20)

20 PORMT(' ','ENTER THE NEW VALUE')
REAO(*, t) V

RETUN
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INVESTIGATION OF LASER COUPLING USING NONLINEAR OPTICS

by

Bruce W. Liby

Abstract

A discussion of the original goals is contained, as well as how

they were changed and why. The pertinent operating characteristics

of the laser diodes to be used are described, and recommendations

for follow on experiments are presented.
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I. Introduction:

The coupling of laser diodes has been an area of extensive research for "

several years. Both novel and traditional techniques have been employed

in these efforts. Diode lasers are attractive sources of near infrared

coherent radiation. They are easy to manufacture, inexpensive, compact,

and extremely efficient. The major liability of these devices is the

small output powers they produce. Thus the interest in coupling them.

One method recently done by Yariv and co-workers was to couple the diodes

via an optically nonlinear crystal. At AFVL, the Quantum Optics Branch

(ARBM) is heavily involved in nonlinear processes, such as four-wave

mixing and Stimulated Brilloun Scattering. They also have several

projects concerning the coupling of lasers. Consequently, an experiment

like this is of interest for both reasons of basic research and for

potential applications.

My background suits me well for this effort. I am experienced in

nonlinear optics, particularly three-wave mixing and second harmonic 2

generation.

II. Objectives of the research effort

To date only two experiments have been done to couple lasers using

nonlinear optics. One of these was with diodes and I was to duplicate
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this experiment and improve upon it if possible. However, as the summer

went on it was clear that this goal was not achievable within the ten week

period. This was due to the long time it has taken to procure equipment

and set up the lab. As of the writing, these tasks have still not been

completed.

Consequently, the objectives were changed. The goals were reduced to

characterizing the diode lasers, familiarizing myself with their use,

researching the literature and designing the experiment. This was to

provide a background for the original project and extensions of that work.

I am to begin a student coop position here at the lab after the summer

program is through. So the effect of all this is to simply delay the

original goals.

The first task was to characterize the diode lasers. The most important 4

parameter is coherence length. We decided that we need to have a

coherence length at least equal to the optical path between the two lasers

we wish to couple. This means at least 10 cm. of coherence.

The diode lasers used were HITACHI HPL 1400 models. The power supply was

a Spectra SDL 800 model. Both lasers were put into a Michelson

interferometer and the interference fringes were viewed with a

pyroelectric detector.
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Both lasers always had over 60cm of coherence lenth when operating at

60mA. However, this length would vary from day to day. At times over 200

cm were observed - the limit of our measuring device. Turning up the

current seemed to increase the coherence length. This isn't suprising as

the linewidth should become narrower with increasing power output. During

a breakdown of the air conditioning in the lab, we couldn't get the beams

to interfere. The room temperature was 860. By blowing cool air over the

laser we could again achieve 60cm of coherence, easily enough for our

experiment.

The lasers were also tested for power vs current. They were found to

agree exactly with the manufactures specifications. We were unable to

determine the wavelength of the lasers due to lack of necessary equipment.

We also decided to try to see the effect of feedback on the system. This

work is still in progress. The first attempt consisted of inserting a

glass slide between the laser and interferometer. This slide was adjusted

until frequency reflections fed back into the diode. This should destroy

the coherence and indeed the interferences fringes disappeared. The glass

slide had to be entirely removed to regain them. This diode soon ceased

to function so it is unclear whether coherence collapse actually took

place. The reason for the failure of the diode is not yet known for sure,

but it is probably due either to a high operating current or to the

feedback that took place above. 
IVA6
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It was also learned that the operating current seriously affects the

working lifetime of the lasers. At threshold their lifetime is about

10,000 hours. At 20% above it drops to 1,000 hrs. and at double it drops

to less than 10 hours. In the future we will operate at about 20% over

threshold.

IV. Recommendations

As I shall continue working at the lab as a coop student, I intend to

undertake the following:

a. I will continue to attempt to measures the effects of feedback on

coherence. In addition to the method I described, I will try to feed the

back lasing back into the diode and observe the effect.

b. When the lab is finally set up, I will attempt to achieve my original

goal and repeat the experiment of the first reference. I will attempt to

use uncoated diodes. If that doesn't work, I'll go to coated ones. Also,

I will directly interfere the two lasers when they are coupled.

c. Upon successful completion of this, I will try to couple in more

diodes.

d. I will try different nonlinear materials if available.

48-7
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Isolation of Csteogenic Cells From

The Trauma-Activated Periosteum

by

A. Jeannine lincoln

ABSTRACT

Adult male New Zealand white rabbits had greenstick-type

closed fractures of the ribs induced in them under anaestnetic.

The healing process was alloweA to begin and progress. The

fractured ribs were removed from the rabbit after five days from

the time of fracture. Csteoblast-like cells were harvested and

cultured from the bone and soft callous of the fracture sites.

In an attempt to characterize the osteoprogenitor cells, biochem-

ical assays were performed every 2-3 days on the media changes

collected from each cell culture. These assays determined the

total protein concentration, alkaline phcsphatase activity, and

glycosamino glycan content. The data obtained from these assays

was used to characterize the osteoblast cells obtained from the

trauma-activated periosteum since little is know, about bone

development from non-embryonic sources.
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I. Introduction

The mechanism of bone cell specialization, which is vital

for skeletal homeostasis, has had little experimental attention.

Csteogenic cells are believed to be contributed by both the

periosteum and endosteum of the remaining bone following trauma

to the bone. Embryonically, it is thought that osteoprogenitor

cells (precursor cells) originate from mesenchyme, or embryonic

connective tissue. The osteoprogenitor cells then differentiate

into preosteoblasts and preosteoclasts. The cellular stimuli

causing this differentiation in adult tissue may also result from

the release of various chemical substances associated with the

inflammatory response, the release of lysosomes from macrophages,

and/or chemotactic agents which are responsible for the coordina-

tion of these processes. Osteoclasts are involved in bone reabsor-

ption; osteoblasts are necessary for bone formation.

The Air Force is interested in determining the role osteo-

blasts play in maintaining homeostasis of bone formation, particul-

arly its role in preventing demineralization of bone. Immobiliza-

tion, hypogravity, and/or hypokinesia are characterized by deminer-

alization of the bone. Demineralization is a significant problem

and thus the USAF is concerned with preventing this process. Csteo-

blasts have received little experimental attention. The few

studies undertaken have involved some in vitro organ cultures but

were mainly only histolobical studies. This lack of information

49-4
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requires the accumulation of bapeline data about osteogenic cells.

This data could then be .oampared.' to similar data obtained by

altering environmental conditions. This comparison would determine

the possible association of demineralization to varied environmental

conditions.

I recently graduated from Clivet College with a biochemistry

major. As I am entering graduate school this Fall, I attempted

to find summer employment that would be helpful to me at graduate

school. I also wanted a more extensive research experience than

what I have had in the past. I believe that the program enabled

me to gain some valuable research techniques and also acquainted

me with an area of research with wr1ich I.waunfamiliar.

II. Objectives of the Research Effort

The lack of information about bone specialization requires

the accumulation of baseline data about osteoblast cells. This

is necessary in order to relate normal functioning of these cells

to varied environmental conditions.

The procedure used to acquire this baseline data involved

removing trauma-induced activated osteoprogenitor cells from the

in vivo environment to an in vitro environment. The goals cff the

research project in which I was involved were established by Noel

S. Nussbaum, Ph.D., the principle investigator. They included the

following:

1.) To establish a methodology for the isolation and chara-

cterization of osteoprogenitor cells from the trauma-activated
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mature periosteum.

2.) To determine maximal growth responses of osteogenic cells

at various times following trauma.

3.) To observe the response of osteogenic cells to certain

modulators and to quantify, this response.

II. Methods and Materials

Adult male New Zealand white rabbits had greenstick-type

closed fractures of the ribs induced under anaesthetic. The

healing process was allowed to begin and progress. The fractured

ribs were removed from the rabbit after five days from the time

of fracture. Osteoblast cells were harvested and cultured from

the bone and healing soft callous of the fracture site according

to the method of Wong and Cohn (1979) and that modified by

Boonekamp, et al. (1984). A variety of local factors were added

to the cells in vitro to determine a combination which would aid

the cells in achieving maximal growth.

In an attempt to characterize the osteoprogenitor cells,

biochemical assays were performed every 2-3 days on media changes

collected from each cell culture. The assays were designed to

determine the total protein concentration, alkaline phosphatase

activity and the glycosamino glycan content. r*:y assigned respons-

ibility was to conduct the alkaline phosphatase assay.

Alkaline Phosphatase Assay:

Reagents:

a.) Buffered substrate: 550 micromoles per vial of sodium

49-6
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thymolphthalein monophnsphate substrate in diethanolamine buffer

(p " 10.2). 
7

b.) Color Developer: 0.1 mol/L sodium carbonate and 0.1

mol/I sodium hydroxide.

c.) Thymolphthalein Standard: (100 U/L) 1.0 millimol/L

thymolphthalein in 70 % 1-propanol.

Procedure:

1.) Standard Curve-: (A new curve was plotted each time a

new bottle of thymolphthalein standard was used.) Five test

tubes containing 50 microliters each of the 100 U/I standard were

diluted to concentrations of 50 U/L, 25 U/L, 12.5 U/L, and 0 U/L

(50 microliters dH2 0) were prepared and labeled. One of the five

tubes contained 50 microliters of the pure standard (100 U/L).

Absorbance was read at 590 nm from the spectrophotometer and ABS.

versus concentration was plotted.

2.) Procedure for samples: Test tubes were prelabeled for

each sample, duplicates being made for each. 50 microliters of

each sample were placed in the appropriate test tubes. A water

blank sample was also prepared containing 50 microliters of dHI2C.

The buffered substrate was prewarmed to 37 0C for about 5 minutes

in a solid block temperature control unit. At timed intervals,

0.5 mls. of the warmed buffered substrate were added to each

sample, the mixtures vortexed, and the test tubes placed in the

temperature control unit to incubate at 37 0C for exactly 10

minutes. Substrate was added to successive tubes at thirty

49-
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second intervals in accordance with an established time sequence.

After the incubation period, the test tubes were removed from the

heating unit and 2.5 mls. of the color developer was immediately

added to the sample to quench the reaction. Each tube was vcrtexed

again. A serum blank was also prepared by labeling a test tube

and adding the buffered substrate to the empty tube. After the

incubation period, the addition of the color developer, and vort-

exing, 50 microliters of a media sample was added to the tube.

If a standard curve was not plotted, one standard (50 U/L) was

run to check the validity of the established curve. Absorbance

at 590 nm wavelength was read from the spectrophotometer. The

spectrophotometer was zeroed with dH20. Three readings were made

per tube. An average of the three was made and the value for the

serum blank was subtracted from the average determined for each

sample. This corrected average of absorbance for each sample was

then used to determine concentration of alkaline phosphatase in

U/L from the standard curve. The results were then entered into

a SAS data base for statistical analysis.

IV. Recommendations

This project resulted in the characterization of the osteo-

progenitor cells and determined some of the conditions which

make cell growth in vitro more viable. The assays (protein,

alkaline phosphatase, and glycosrmino glycan) were also refined

in an attempt to achieve better results. A possible area of future
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study might involve the addition of such things as growth factors,

hormones, and/ or vitamins to the culture media in an attempt tc

enhance the cells' growth and division. The possible apTlication

of the in vitro results to cells in vivo would ideally enharce

the capabilities of osteoblast functions following trauma or as

a means of preventing demiheralization due to immobilization,

hypogravity, and/ or hypokinesia.

49-9
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The Effects of Cataract Surgery
on Pupillary Response

by

Yolanda A. Malone

ABSTRACT

Patients responses after monocular cataract surgery were video

taped via the use of a pupilpgrapher. The pupilographeer allowed filming

of both eyes simultaneously. The pupils were then analyzed through

the use of video editing equipment, at intervals of .125 seconds. The

data was plotted as a function of time with respect to pupil size.

Standard deviation for the right versus the left eye, surgically operated

versus the unoperated eye and time were calculated. Maximum and minimum

ranges were also examined. At completion there appeared to be no

difference in response rate nor the degree of response in relation

to the operated versus the unoperated eye in cataract patients.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVES

The eye is a visual apparatus whose anterior portion is composed

of lens, cornea, iris, ciliary muscles, and vitreous humor, and the

light sensitive retina. The compound optical system of the eye consist

of the lens and cornea. Together, they function to alter the direction

of light rays so that they focus on the retina. Each of these

components go through stages of development during which defects

can occur. Defects in the development of the cornea may result in

leukoma, whereas opacification in the development of the lens may

occur during the growth of the fetal, infant or adult nucleus

resulting in cataracts.

The pupillary response to light should always be brisk even

if a mature cataract is present. Therefore, a mature cataract will

never be the sole source of an afferent pupillary defect (Marcus

Gunn). Afferent pupillary defects are usually the result of macular

degeneration, retinal detachment, or optic nerve disease. In such

a situation, the pupil of the diseased eye will either have a demi-

nished or absent direct reaction to light, but will have an abnormal

consensual constriction when the other eye is stimulated. Pupill-

oconstrictor response of the iris occurs as a result of light stim-

ulation of the retina. Impulses are carried by the optic nerve to

the optic chiasm, where pupillary fibers decussate. From the optic

chiasm pupillary impulses travel to the optic tract then to the

brachfum of the superior colliculus, and on to the pretectal region

where synapses occurs on the pretectal nucleus. Here axons of the
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pretectal nucleus extends to the Edinger Westphal nucleus of the

occulomotor nerve (parasympathetic), and on to the ciliary ganglion

where they synapse. New fibers then proceed, via the long and short

ciliary nerves to the sphincter muscles of the iris where they result

in pupillary constriction.

The lens is surrounded by a capsule and is suspended from the

ciliary body of the zonules. Anteriorly there is a layer of epithelial 0

cells between the capsule and the cortex of the lens. The more S

centrally located fibers make up the nucleus. Changes in color,

opacities and vacuoles in the nucleus and opacities in the lens cortex

indicate the beginning of cataracts. These lens defects are the

leading cause of visual impairment among adults in the U.S. Cataracts

occur most frequently with aging, and in this instance are referred

to as senile or degenerative cataracts. The condition results from

hardening of the transparent protein fibers that make up the lens.

Other causes of cataracts include heredity, metabolic disorders,

developmental defects, intrauterine infection, trauma, certain drugs

and toxic agents, and eye disease such as glaucoma and iritis.

Cataract extraction is the most frequent ophthalmic surgical

procedure performed world wide today. Over five hundered thousand

cataract surgeries are performed in the U.S. alone each year.

Although, surgical techniques do vary, the basic goal is to remove

the opacificed lens or capsule. The techniques have been highly

refined and perfected with most of the complications very well

described in the literature. One aspect of this surgery, however,

which has not been adequately addressed is the effect, if any, the
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procedure itself may have on pupillary function. Aside from the

unavoidable ptysical manipulation of the pupil during cataract surgery,

a number of other factors may affect long-term function in an operated

eye. Such factors may include:

1. use of pre and post operative topical eye pads

2. use of anterior or posterior intraocular lens

3. placement of peripheral iridectomy

4. use of intra-operative, intraocular agents (Helon)

5. prolonged retinal light exposure.

In light of this apparent void of information, we set out to examine

pupillary function in eyes after cataract extraction using the un-

operated eye as the control. Prior research interests, for me,

have involved areas ranging from "The Effects of Ortho-Palladated

Compunds on Cancer" (at Alabama A&M University) to Fourier Tansform

Infrared Spectroscopy (at City College of New York). My assignment

to the Ophthalmology Department and more specifically to this pupillary

response study was a result of not one but several of my previous

research experiences.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The patient pool was obtained from the Ophthalmology Depart-

ment of Wilford Hall USAF Medical Certer at Brooks Air Force Base.

Surgery was performed by both staff ophthalmologists and residents

under staff supervision. Patients were screend for H/O afferent

pupillary defects (Marcus Gunn) presence of Cataracts of fellow eye,
,.5.0 .
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iris atrophy, segmentalpalsy, aniscoria, uveitis, glaucoma and trauma.

Subsequently, the patient's eyes were simultaneously filmed via the

use of a pupilographer. A total of ten responses to light were

performed and recorded. The tape was then reviewed through the use

of video editing equipment and pupil size was measured at .125 second

intervals. Standard deviations of the pupillary dilation were cal-

culated for the ten trials at each time interval and curves based

on pupillary dilation versus time were generated for comparison. r

1ll. RESULTS

Maximum dilation of the unoperated eyes for these nine subjects

ranged from 7.0mm to 4.2m (2.8mm) with a mean of 5.2mrn. Maximum ..

dilation for the operated eyes ranged from 6.9mm to 4.2mm (2.7mm)

with a mean of 5.1mm. Maximum pupillary constriction of unoperated

eyes ranged from 4.9am to 2.8mm (2.1mm) with a mean of 3.4am. Maxi-

mum pupillary constriction of operated eyes ranging from 5.0 to 2.8

(2.2am) with a mean of 3.5mm. Actual pupillary constriction varied

from a maximum of 2.1amu to a minimum of 1.4mm in unoperated eyes
,A

and from a maximum of 2.2mm to a minimum of 1.1 in operated eyes.

See Table 1.

In five patients, pupillary diameter of the unoperated eyes

were larger than the operated eyes throughout constriction. (See

graphs 1-5.) Ir the other four patients, the operated eyes were

larger than the unoperated throughout constriction. (See graphs 6-

9.) "

Data was analyzed using the Paired t-test and were significant
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at the .06 level of probability.

Time from onset of light stimulation to maximum pupillary con-

striction ranged from 75Omsec - 1.Osec with a mean of .888 sec Time

to maximum constriction was identical between the operated and un-

operated eye reached maximum constriction approximately O.125msec

before the unoperated eye.

IV. DISCUSSION

This study was carried out in order to evaluate the effect of

cataract surgery, if any, on pupillary function post-operatively.

Patients were screened for evidence of significant pupillary or ocular

trauma and were eliminated from the study if these were found by

the examiner. Close comparison of pupillary reaction in these nine

patients revealed remarkably equal total pupillary excursions in

the operated eye compared with the unoperated eyes. Pupillary response

time to maximum constriction was identical in all cases except one,

and this difference may have resulted from inherent limitations of

the editing and measuring techniques. In this study, pupillary

measurements were extrapolated from a television monitor with pupillary

diameters being the measured variable. Ideally, computer assisted

analysis would provide more accurate and reliable pupillary

measurements. Such a method is currently being worked out, and when e

operational, will eliminate this type of possible error. This study

provides the first objective data, that in a group of carefully

selected patients, the effect of cataract surgery and intraoperative

manipulations on the normal pupillary light response is negligable.

50-8
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It provides further support for safety and value of this extremely

common intraocular surgery.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Continuation of the study of cataract surgery and its effect

on pupillary function in an effort to establish other factors that

might interfere with pupillary function.

2. Development of a more precise method of measuring pupillary size.

3. Compare the effect of intracapsular cataract surgery to extra-

capsular cataract surgery in relation to pupillary function.

4. Compare the degenerative, congenital and traumatic cataract to

each other in terms of pupillary function.

50i9
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Liquid Scintillation Counting with the Packard 1500 Analyzer

by

Randal L. Mandock

ABST1PACT

Alpha and beta particles were detected with the Packard 1500

Liquid Scintillation Analyzer. Six tests of the EPA Radon-222 in

water by liquid scintillation produced results which agreed with the

known activities within the uncertainty when three regions were

analyzed. The alpha activity measured for Pu-242 was consistently

high, although the majority of the measurements taken in Region B

agreed with the known activity within the uncertainty. The alpha

activity measured for Am-241 agreed well with the known activity for

every measurement in Region B. Measured tritium activities

decreased due to color quenching as urine color progressed from light

to dark. Background determination was found to be a key element when

measuring low levels of activity.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

Recent technological advances in liquid scintillation detection of

ionizing radiation have promoted the method to its present level of

utilization at many laboratories which are in need of fast and

dependable quantification of low level concentrations of radioactivity

in a wide variety of media. The method is useful for tracer studies,

radiological assessment, environmental monitoring, biomedical

applications, and other biological monitoring tasks. Samples are

immersed in a scintillation cocktail which is dense, transparent to

specific visible wavelengths, surrounds and homogeneously distributes

the sample, and is able to dissolve varied sample compositions.

Computerized detectors now possess multichannel analysis capability with

attendant hardware and software which enable technicians to perform

radiochemical analyses that were formerly restricted to experienced

chemists.

The Radioanalytical Branch of the USAF Occupational and

Environmental Health Laboratory (OEHL) at Brooks Air Force Base analyzes

environmental and biological samples for radioactive contamination on a

routine basis. One year ago the Branch acquired a Packard 1500 Liquid

Scintillation Analyzer to replace an aging unit. The Packard device is

technologically sophisticated, requiring a substantial time investment

for familiarization with its advanced performance characteristics. It

is a computer-driven machine that is user compatible for the laboratory

technician, but somewhat challenging to the protocol programmer. The

normal workload of the laboratory staff prevented them from justifying
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the time investment necessary to prepare the system for efficient

utilization.

Several factors contributed to my assignment to the Radioanalytical

Branch of OEHL. I have many years of data processing and analysis

experience as well as an acquaintance with analytical radiochemistry.

My most recent research interest has been collaboration with Bernd Kahn

of Georgia Tech in the development of a new screening procedure for

radium in drinking water. I used liquid scintillation counting as one

among three methods of testing the procedure.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

The preliminary goals of the effort were five-fold: (1) Operation

of the Packard 1500 Liquid Scintillation Analyzer to include basic

scintillation counting theory and interrelationships of chemical, light,

and color quenching. (2) Data reduction and interpretation. (3)

Recommend Quality Control procedures to verify and maintain counting

reliability and techniques. (4) Technique development to include

Radon-222 in water by liquid scintillation, alpha particle spectral

analysis, and the analysis of beta emitters. (5) Summary of

accomplishments and recommendations.

III. PACKARD 1500 LIQUID SCINTILLATION ANALYZER OPERATION I e

This objective was continually being realized throughout the entire
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research period, but primarily during the first three weeks of the

effort. Approaches taken include: literature review, interaction with

OKEL staff; person&l communication with Packard researchers, sales

representatives, and a district manager; review of Packard

documentation; acquisition of supplementary Packard documentation;

preliminary testing of system parameters.

This objective was realized when tests with actual samples produced

interpretable, correct, and reproducible results.

IV. DATA REDUCTION AND INTERPRETATION:

Approaches taken here were determined by the nature of the testing

procedures and the test results. The approach to the detection of

Radon-222 in water was that of a Lockheed (EPA) Radon-222 procedure

provided by OEBHL staff. The approach to alpha and beta particle

detection techniques was conventional, although data interpretation was

enhanced by the multichannel analysis capability of the Packard unit.

V. RADON-222 IN WATER:

The EPA procedure was implemented with the Packard system.

Preliminary tests were run in the Group Priostat mode in order to

determine optimum counting region dimensions. Group Priostat provided

hard copies of detected spectra from which final region specifications

were made. Region A was chosen to range from 0 to 800 keV, Region B
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from 220 to 800 keV, and Region C full spectrum (0 to 2000 keV).

Six tests vere performed for verification and statistical

precision. Region B produced results vhich agreed with the known

activities (one-sigma limit of uncertainty) for two of the three samples

tested, while Region C produced results which agreed with the remaining

sample activity. However, all three regions produced results wherein

the uncertainty associated with the average measured activities

overlapped with the uncertainty associated with the known activities. 0

In summary, the net result of the Radon-222 tests was reliable activity

determination.

VI. ALPHA PARTICLE SPECTRAL ANALYSIS:

Spike tests were performed on two alpha emitters, Pu-242 and

Am-241. On the basis of analysis of the Pu-242 spectrum, Region A was

chosen to range from 100 to 300 keV, Region B from 150 to 400 keV, and

Region C full spectrum. The measured activities were consistently too

high, although for count times on the order of ten minutes, the majority

of measured activities from Region B agreed with the spike activity to

within two-sigma uncertainty. The following additional information was

obtained from a 300 minute count. The photopeak was centered about the

208 keV channel. Since the maximum Pu-242 alpha energy is 4.9 MeV, the

efficiency of energy determination for this nuclide is about 4 percent.

This would be of concern if energy was the important parameter under

consideration. However, activity is the parameter being sought.

Therefore energy information is relegated to the status of a useful
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guide for region setting and radionuclide identification. The peak

width was 80 keV at the zero cpm baseline and 35 keV at full width half

maximum. The range of energies under the peak was 160 to 240 keV.

According to the Am-241 spectrum, Region A was chosen to range from

100 to 300 keV, Region B from 150 to 400 keV, and Region C full

spectrum. All measured activities agreed with the spike activity to

within two-sigma uncertainty. The photopeak was centered about the 260

keV channel, about 5 percent of its maximum energy of 5.5 MeV. The peak

width was 88 key at the zero cpm baseline and 45 keV at full width half

maximum. The range of energies under the peak was 208 to 304 keY.

VII. BETA EMITTER SPECTRAL ANALYSIS:

The beta emitters investigated were tritium and C-14. Tests were

run to determine the optimum water sample volume and scintillation

cocktail; the volume determined was then used in the analysis of

tritium-spiked urine samples.

Results of the tritium analysis generally agreed with expectations.

For optimum sample volumes of raw urine (1 and 2 ml) and optimum

scintillator cocktail (Beckman EP), measured activities decreased due to

color quenching as urine color progressed from light to dark. Distilled

urines for the optimum sample volume fluctuated about the known spike

activity and agreed with the spike to within two-sigma uncertainty.

Optimum sample volumes for C-14 were found to be 4 and 6 ml of

sample in 12 and 10 ml Beckman EP cocktail, respectively. Optimum

sample volumes were found for Packard Opti-Fluor cocktail to be 1 and 6
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ml of sample, respectively.

VIII. RECOMMENDATIONS:

1. For production control purposes, particular protocols should be

dedicated to specific functions such as the following. (1) Protocol #1:

Single label H-3 protocol with quench curve. (2) Protocol #2: Single

label C-14 protocol with quench curve. (3) Protocol #3: Dual label

H-3/C-14 protocol with quench curves.

2. When making minor modifications to dedicated protocols, such as

changing the counting time or number of cycles, the dedicated protocol

should be copied to a nondedicated protocol. Desired changes may then

be incorporated into the new protocol.

3. Whenever possible, first vial background should be used, as it

provides the background values from which net counts are calculated.

Choosing first vial background results in the background subtraction

from all subsequent counts. Printed CPM's and DPM's will then be

corrected for background, regardless of the counting mode chosen.

4. Whenever possible, a background vial should be placed after the last

sample counted. The use of this background vial is especially important

when performing multiple counts per vial. Multiple counts per vial

result in the calculation of average count rates. A problem arises,

however, when one of the counts used in determining the average
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background count is substantially higher than the others. This can

occur for background counts that vary with time, e.g. counts which are

affected by chemi- or photoluminescence. As an example, a test vas run

of 3 counts per vial for 25 minutes counting time each vial with first

vial background, 2 samples, and a final background vial. Region C was

set for full spectrum counting. The first background count for Region C

was 56 cpu, the second 37 cpm, and the third 35 cpm. These resulted in

an average background count of 43 cpm, far too high. The third count

ended 75 minutes after the first count had begun; this third count was

more representative of the true background count rate for the remaining

samples than was the first background count rate. Adding 8 cpm to the

count rates in Region C brought them in line with count rates from

previous tests.

5. Multiple cycles should be run rather than multiple counts per vial

whenever machine-calculated averages are not required. If machine

averaging is desired, a background test should be run with multiple

vials. Then a background value may be entered manually. Another

alternative is to wait for suspected luminescence effects to die out; an

hour may be adequate. Then count multiple vials per sample. Or the

luminescence correction option may be used in conjunction with multiple

vials per sample.

6. A useful flag for determining bad average background values is full

spectrum monitoring in Region C. Full spectrum count rates should be

approximately equal to or greater than windowed count rates, in general.

Vhen full spectrum count rates are consistently and substantially less
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than vindoved count rates, an incorrectly large average background

subtraction is probably responsible.

7. Another useful flag is the last vial background vial suggested

earlier in 4. Vhen the average background value exceeds the count rate

in a particular region, the count rate for that region is replaced vith

a zero. When a significant number of regions contain zero cpm for a

multiply-counted last vial background, then an incorrectly large average

background subtraction is probably the reason.

8. Suggested follov-on research might include spectral classification

of other alpha and beta emitters, further development of the Radon-222

in vater by liquid scintillation technique, further tests in the Full

Spectrum DPM and Conventional DPM modes, and gamma emitter spectral

classification.
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De-embedding S-parameter Measurements

Using TSD Technique

by

James W. Mattern

ABSTRACT

Scatterlng-parameter measurement of devices embedded in microstrip lines

are de-embedded using the Thru-Short-Delay method. A computer algorltbm

was developed to calculate the error adjustment terms needed to adjust the

error matrix supplied by the network analyzer. The results are new error

terms that shift the measurement plane to device level. The algorithm was

tested successfully by using a pair of 10 cm airlines with APC7 connectors to

simulate a pair of arbitrary launchers.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

De-embedding the correct S-parameters associated with a device, mounted on

microstrip lines has been a problem facing the microwave device design and

application community. Some members of industry have solved this problem, in

house, and have kept the solution proprietary.

With the current Department of Defense thrust to MMIC devices and designs,

the Avionics Laboratory has become particularly interested in the

de-embedding process.

At high frequencies (45141z and greater) a network analyzer (HP8510A) is used

to send a electromagnetic continuous wave signal into a two port device

mounted on microstrip lines. The analyzer then returns values for the

voltage that is reflected and a value for the voltage transmitted. Both

these values are normalized by the incident voltage wave. These values are

called scattering parameters. S-parameters are taken from the input and from

the output. Each device has its own set. Each set represents a

characteristic family of S-parameters which can be used for comparison.

These values are used to determine the quality of the device performance. As

more devices are designed by design teams, access to and accuracy of these

parameters become very important for design evaluation. Device performance

can be predicted from these S-parameters.

.5
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In order to make these measurements the microstrip with the device must be

mounted on a carrier and connected to the test ports by a launching system.

Usually coaxial to microstrip mechanical connections are Implemented by a

step-down signal launcher. The HP8510A Network Analyzer can be calibrated to

the ends of the coaxial cables but not down to the plane of the actual

device. The process of de-embedding involves the mathematical process of

shifting the measurements plane from the ends of the coax to the edges of the

microstrip lines to which device bond wires are attached.

My experience in computer algorithm design, microwave circuit design, and

mathematics made me a good choice to implement the TSD Algorithm.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

The selection of a method for de-embedding the S-parameters of a device,

mounted in microstrip line, an appropriate algorithm design to Implement this

method, and a few simple test cases by hand were the objectives of the

research period.

I
The method chosen was the Thru-Short-Delay (TSD) . This calibration is

simple as it requires the microstrip characteristic impedance (ZO) to be 50

Ohms and constant for the frequency range of interest (45MHz to 18GHz). The

standards themselves must be made with great care to prevent added air gaps,

ceramic overhang and other problems that may introduce added capacitance or

inductance. The short is required to be a highly reflective device. This

method does not depend on the electrical length of the delay and thus is

generally applicable to other test environments such as wave-guide and APC7

coaxial connectors.
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The Algorithm was created from two sources. The published mathematical basis

for the TSD Calibration algorithm' was provided and altered. The main change .

was the use of an assumption of a perfectly reflective device. New equations

for error terms e1 i and e2 2 in the 12-term, error model were derived. The

algorithm was then programmed using the HP9000 series 320 computer in HP

Basic 4.03. It is appropriate to insert TSD calibration as a routine in the

11863 Accuracy Enhancement PAC, provided with the HP8510A Network Analyzer.

The TSD calibration technique was coded, debugged, and tested using APC7

10 cm airlines with APC7 connectors to simulate a pair of launchers. Two

APC7 shorts were used during TSD calibration. An APC7 TFRU with knowni

characteristics and the 20 dB Attenuator from the HP7mm Verification kit were

used to verify the TSD algorithm.

The full two port error correction routine for the HP8510A assumes a 12 term

error model. These terms are determined using HP supplied standards: short,

open, and sliding load. The conventional 12 term error matrix is then

computed and stored using these standards for calibration with the test cable

APC7 connector ends as reference planes.

The TSD method works in a similar manner. The Thru, Delay, and Short are

measured and S-parameter data are collected, stored, and used to create error

term adjustments. These error term adjustments may either be used in the

complete TSD calibration or used to alter the original calibration error

matrix and stored for use directly to calibrate measurements on the test

device.
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Adjusting the error term matrix was chosen as being the more general

3application since it would allow for real-time measurements . The TSD error

matrix is a ten term error matrix because the crosstalk error terms for

microstrip are assured to be zero.

The error term flow diagram:

t I l I IA l22

SlipN1R 'o, : 12A : *23
Porte 1 0ot

Ikeerse to0 SL A ? ERR SU U2
Fixur TwoPr Tixtur

S L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

IT

Due to the timing of the study of this TSD method, microstrip standards and

launchers with good repeatable connections were not available. A computer

language that is numerically sophisticated and handles complex matrix algebra

was also unavailable. Thus, hand manipulation of the T matrices and the

resulting equations became necessary to implement TSD.

The S matrix for any two-port device is given by:

11 1 2  (i)

$21 S22
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For cascading two or more matrices a T matrix is used. The T matrix and its

inverse T- are given by:

S 2S21- 11 S22 S 1

S21 S21
Tm (2)

-S 22  1

21 S21

-S11

S 12 S12

S 22  S 12 S21- 11 S27

S12 S1

In order to solve for the error terms e 00 and e 33 It is necessary to solve

the matrix equation.

EMI[T] x [T XIC [ad](4

[T y )N] [ T ad]T V1 (5)

Where

rTmd] - Measured T parameter matrix of the PFLAY

[T ]tl . Measured T parameter inverse matrix of the TFRT

[Tad] - Actual T matrix of a Delay element

fT x Network representing the left half of the TIIRU

[T y - Network representing the right half of the THRU

[N] = [T V'-irT d I
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Eliminating the electrical delay presented by [T ad yields four equations:

X_ X _( 6 )

M 21 * 21 + (M 22-M 11) X 21 M 12 = 0

adg

x i2 x 12  (7)
M21 * 22 + (M2 2-M11) X22 - M = 0

Y - Y 21 28)
M * Y12 + (N22- ) - M2 121 0

Y21 Y 21 (8)

M * Y22 + (N22-N 1) Y - N 21 0

The solutions to quadradic equations obtained by manipulating these four

equations are defined by

X _ e 00  - e01e10  a (10)

X21 el1
X_ 2 - e o - b ( 1

X12 e00 b(11)

X22

YII c e 23 e32 - 33 (12)
Y12 e22

Y21 d " -e33 (13)
Y22

Since b and d represent terms for directivity error, they should be less than

one. Thus, this is used as a test for root assignments.

The algorithm originally calls for a short that has merely high reflectivity.

On the advice of Archer, (Ref 3) assume the short is perfect with a

reflection coefficient equal to -I. This eliminates a possible uncertainty

inherent in taking a square root of a complex number.
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Equation 34 in [2]

11- [ - I c-F b-ri 1 ,4

a-F m d+r M a-r mi

presents this problem.

However, by assuming a perfect short, Eq. 34 became

e -t e 0 0-r a (15)
r ,x-e 0 0 +b-a

and

e 2 ' 33r M (16)

rFm -e 33+c-d

Where F. - S (Short); rMy S S2 2 (Short)

The set of equations used in the algorithm are repeated here

e 0 b (1)

e 3 -d (18)

* 11 -e 0 0 -FrM /(r' M-e 00 + b-a) (09)

* 2 2 " e 33 - r MY/(r m-e 33 + c-d) (20)

* -0e0 (b-a)e 11  (21)

*2e32- (c-d)e 22  (22)

* 10 e32 = S 21 (measured thru) (1-e iie 22) (23)

*e 0  , S12(measured thru) (1-e1 1 e,,,) (24)
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By comparing the equations for the actual S-parameter corrections in the HP

Accuracy Enhancement Program and the equations presented by Brubaker, it was

show by [31 that

E.DF-e 00EDR-e 
33

ESF-e 1 1  ERe22

ERF-e oe 0 1  ERR-e 32e2

ETF-e 32 e10  ETR-e23e0

ELF-e2 2  ELR - e it

By doing so, Elsmore and Archer demonstrated that correction to the original

error term matrix is possible by using these 12 relations:

ED!' - ED! + ERFe 0 0 /(L-ESFe 0 0) (25)

ElF' - ERFe 10 e0 1 /(1-ESFe 0 0 )
2  (26)

ESV'- e II + ES~e 10 e0 1 /(1-ESFe 00) (27)

ELF' - e22 + EFLe 32 223 /(1-ELFe 3 3) (28)

ETV' - ETFe 10 e3 2/((1-ELFe 3 3) (-ESFe 00)) (29)

EDR' - EDR + ERRe 33I(1-ESRe 33) (30)

ERR' - ESRe 32 e2 3 /(1-ESRe 3 3 )
2  (31)

ESR' - a 2 2 + ESRe 32 e23 /(i-ESRe 33) (32)

ELF' -e 1 1 + ELRe 10 e0 1 /(1-ELRe 00) (33)

ETR' - ETRe 0 1 e2 3 /((1-ELRe 0 0 ) (-ESRe 33)) (34)

EXR' - EXR (35)

EX!' - EX? (36)
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The Algorithm is thus completed by altering the original calibration error

term matrix by the above set of equations. The modified error term matrix Is

then applied to obtain corrected S-parameters of the device with the

reference planes shifted to the device location.

IV. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The TSD algorithm was verified by making a set of calculations by hand. The

algorithm was tested by using a pair of 10 cm airlines with APC7 connectors

to simulate a pair of transitions. One airline corresponded to the Left Hand

Side (LHS) launcher represented by the matrix T . The other airlinex

corresponded to the Right Hand Side (RHS) launcher represented by the matrix

T y. A pair of APC7 shorts were connected to the two airlines for the TSD

short calibration. The two airlines were connected together for the TSD thru

calibration. A third 10 cm airline with APC7 connectors was used for the TSD

delay calibration. The TSD calibration was verified successfully by using a

10 cm airline, two short terminations and 20 dB attenuator from the APC7

Verification Kit. The de-embedded S-parameters measured using the TSD method

agreed with the values provided by HP Device Characterization Data Sheet for

the 20 dB Attenuator, within ±0.02 dB and ±0.3 degrees, averaged at all

frequencies in the range of 2 to 18GHz (In iGllz steps). At 13GHz, the error

was 0.14dB and 2.0 degrees and 0.16 and 2.0 degrees for S21 and S12

respectively. These errors are within the HP uncertainty range. The

agreement actually exceeded the uncertainties associated with the

Verification Kit standard(s). The excellent agreement obtained provides the

Justification for stating that the TSD algorithm has been successfully

implemented.
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Since there were not standards available for microstrip line, the program

could not be verified for microstrip lines. Therefore, I recommend the

mlcrostrip line standards be made and appropriate APC7-to-microstrip

launchers be secured.

Repeatability of the TSD method is a problem. In microstrip the connection

between APC7 and microstrip launcher and launcher to microstrip must be made

many times. These connections are not presently accomplished in a manner

that is easily repeatable. Selection of a launcher that makes easily

repeatable connections must also be pursued.

Also, APC7 connectors should be hex-nut fasteners as application of constant

torque is essential in the repeatability of these connections.

This method can be used to shift the reference plane of measurement to any

device secured in microstrip, waveguide, or other propagation medium such as

OS-50 semi-rigid coaxial cable. On-wafer device testing using the Cascade

prober is also an application. Testing and adoption of the TSD method for

each medium should be examined. For each medium, appropriate standards are

required.
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AN EXPERT SYSTEM FOR DIAGNOSIS AND REPAIR

OF ANALOG CIRCUITS

by

Matthew B. MCBeth

ABSTRACT

The purpose for this research project is to study the use of artifi-

cial intelligence in the domains of electronic diagnosis and repair. This

paper will describe a framework for building expert systems in such a

domain. I will concentrate on an amplifier circuit board that is fre-

quently used in data acquisition systems at Sverdrup Technology. The

system under development is designed to aid the technicians in diagnosing

and repairing the amplifier board down to the component level. This system

will detect a potential fault and have the technician either adjust,

check, or replace a component. It will then verify whether that was the

problem and make a record of all repairs. This paper will also discuss the

knowledge acquisition techniques used for the system, and the knowledge

that was gained from each.
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I. INTRO)DUCTION

The electronic systems of today are far from infallible and as long

as that holds true there will have to be people around to fix them. A

problem that electronic maintenance divisions, such as Sverdrup' s, have

with this is that when technicians retire, their knowledge goes with' them.

Thus, every technician must learn on his own what the previous one spent a

lifetime learning. With expert systems we have the promise of changing all

that. By pooling what each technician knows into a knowledge base or rule

base, their knowledge could be used for as long as needed. This concept is

what expert systems are all about.

The maintenance and calibration division of Sverdrup tech. at Arnold

Engineering Development Center has recently become interested in incor-

porating artificial intelligence in the diagnosis and repair of the equip-

ment they work on. The Center for Intelligent Systems at Vanderbilt

University is currently under contract by the USAF to perform research for

Sverdrup to develop an expert diagnosis and repair system for analog

circuits. With this project in mind, I was chosen to study the

plausibility of a shallow knowledge rule-based system that could be com-

pared to the deep knowledge system currently under development at Vander-

bilt. I was chosen for my experience in rule-based progranming and in

building expert systems. Prior to the sumer research project, I had

developed a tutorial system and had worked in the distributed processing

area of A!.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The major goal of the research effort was that of acquiring
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knowledge. This was most important because an expert system can only be as

expert as the knowledge that is in it and thus I decided to focus on this

aspect of the project.

The other goal was to complete a shell for a system that the tech-

nicians could use in the repairing of a certain amplifier board that they

often have problems with. This system is designed to be specific to that

one circuit board, however the architecture could be used for many dif-

ferent circuits. For this to be completed the knowledge that was gathered

must be converted to rules and a good graphics interface should be

produced.

III. NULEDGE ACQUISITION

The first approach I took toward gathering the knowledge was to

interview the technician personally. I inquired about the general

troubleshooting techniques he used on the amplifier board we were con-

centrating on. The obvious diagnosis were easy for him to relate to me,

however to really get the expert knowledge he had I sat with him as he

diagnosed several defective boards. The procedure we used for this was for

him to try to repair each board and relate to me the reasons behind each

step he would take. This approach was the most fruitful in gaining the

technicians knowledge but there were times when he did not really know why

he did some things. He usually would coment that that was just the way he

had always done it. So I decided that I needed more than one persons

knowledge on the diagnosing of this circuit. This prompted me to give the

circuit diagram to a few colleagues at Vanderbilt who are experts in

analog circuits. In doing this I could get a different approach to the
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diagnosing of faults and perhaps fill in some of the gaps in the

knowledge.

In the technicians case, I translated the knowledge he gave me into

IF THEN rules written in English that would be translated into code later.

The personnel at Vanderbilt have not yet completed their set of

troubleshooting rules, but when they are completed they too will be trans-

lated into code.

IV. CODING THE KNOWLEDGE

The coding for this system was written in 0PS83, a rule-based lan-

guage for the PC. This was chosen because of its compatibility to the 'C'

programming language. For the graphics interface to the user I used the

Connell Scientific Graphics package, which also interfaces to 'C' and

accesses the EGA board.

The Architecture for the system was based on the concept of grouping

the rules into separate plans. Each plan was designed to diagnose a dif-

ferent problem that the board might have. After a few meetings with the

technician, I found that he currently was using a DSE checkout station

that ran tests on the board and gave an output for each test. In order to

take advantage of this equipment already in use, we decided to use four of

the tests from this system. These consisted of a test for gain output,

zero output, input bias, and common mode rejection. The outputs given by

these tests would then become the inputs to my expert system. Using these

inputs, my system now had a starting place, or a hint of where to begin

the diagnosing.
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The system begins by taking the input and creating a working memory

element that represents it, which is called a symptom. This symptom con-

sists of slots that are filled as the troubleshooting is done. These slots

contain the name of the test or plan for that symptom, its value, the

current advice for the user, and a list of all repairs that have been done

to this symptom. Each symptom has its own plan and these plans are ex-

ecuted in a predefined order.

The control for the system is handled by the elements on the control

blackboard (Figure 1) which are the symptom, planner, and the tactician.

As a troubleshooting session begins, the planner gets the first plan from

the top of a preordered list. It then looks for a symptom whose name is

the same, where upon control is given to the tactician. The other job of

the planner is to change to a new plan when the tactician has found the

problem of the prior symptom. Once the list of plans is exhausted, the

system terminates and the user is put into the top level, read-eval-print

loop of OPS83. Now back to the tactician, when it takes control it is

informed what the current plan is and it monitors the rules that fire for

that plan. When a problem is found, the tactician sets its flag to

'problemfound' and sends a script to be put into the message slot of the

symptom. This message is then sent to the user advising him of the

problem. The message will usually tell the technician one of two things,

either take a measurement at a certain point and report the value or

replace a part on the board. After this is done and the user has reported

he is finished, the system will prompt him for a new output from the test

currently being diagnosed. When the reading comes in, the symptoms value

is updated and the tactician sets its flag to ready. This allows the

current plan run again to verify that the problem is fixed. If the

symptoms value is within the accepted limits then the tactician sets its
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flag to 'problem fixed' and control is given back to the planner. The code

for the gain plan is included in the Appendix.

V. VARIOUS SPECIAL FEATURES

To further aid the technicians who would be using the system, I

produced a graphical representation of the actual board they would be

working on. It is displayed during the troubleshooting session and blinks

the ccmponents that they need to check or replace. When the technicians

have a question concerning the system, they may call up a help window by

pressing a function key. This facility should be able to relate to him any

information he needs to know. The next feature is probably the most impor-

tant, it is the comment window. This will also be accessed by hitting a

function key and be used by the technician to relate any information he

feels is important. This information may be additional knowledge he has

realized while using the system or problems that have occurred. Once the

technician types this message in, it is written to a file that may be read

by one of the programmers at Sverdrup. Thus the knowledge of the system

may be expanded in this manner.

VII. RMEKcMATIONS

The research done this summer has been partially implemented in the

expert system previously described. This system appears to be a viable

solution to the problem of diagnosing and repairing analog circuit boards

and is quite easy to use, however the knowledge that is captured in the

system must be expanded to get a greater level of expertise. This is the
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main problem that plagues most expert systems that are being developed. In

order to overcome this obstacle, more experts in the related field should

be consulted and their knowledge be added to that which already exists.

What this all boils down to is, that it doesn't matter how pretty the

system is or how many bells and whistles you put into it, the system can

only be as expert as the knowledge you put onto it. The extra features

should be included in most systems but the attention must focus on the

knowledge.
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Control Blackboard

Syn~tom

test (gain, zero, bias, cmr) 7*5
value (current value '11.0')
repair list

replaced U101
trimed _R20

message (current message being
sent to user)

Flanner

flag (yes, no)
checklist (list of plans to

execute)
results (current advice)

Tactician

flag (yes, no, problemfound
problemfixed)

current plan (gain, zero, bias, cnr)

Figure 1.
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CONTROL LAYOUT
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APPENDIX

-- RULE BEGIN_PLAN

-- IF there is a synptom in working mrn.
-- and not a planner element.
-- THEN draw the circuit board
-- create the wn (working memory) element planner
-- with the flag ready equal to yes
-- create the wm element tactic set its flag

to yes and initialize the current plan to gain.

rule begin_plan

&l (symptom) ;
(planner) ;

call dboard() ;
make (planner ready=yes);
make (tactic ready=yes ; cplan=gain) ;1;

-- RULE CHANGE TO ZERO

-- IF the planners flag is set to no
-- and the tactics flag is set to problem fixed
-- and the last plan was the gain plan
-- and there is another synptom in wmn
-- THEN set the planners flag to yes
-- set the tactics flag to yes
-- and set the current plan to zero.

rule change_to_zero

{
&l (planner ready=no) ;
&2 (tactic ready=problemfixed; cplan=gain)

(symptom) ;

modify &l (ready=yes) ;
modify &2 (ready=yes; cplan=zero) ;

-- RULE CHANGE TO BIAS

-- IF the planners flag is set to no
-- and the tactics flag is set to problem fixed
-- and the last plan was the gain zero
-- and there is another syrptom in wm
-- THEN set the planners flag to yes
-- set the tactics flag to yes
-- and set the current plan to bias.
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rule change to bias

&l (planner ready=no) ;
&2 (tactic ready=problemfixed; cplan=zero)

(symptom)

modify &l (ready=yes) ;
modify &2 (ready=yes; cplan=bias) ;

};

-- R UE GAIN PLAN 1

-- IF there is a symptom whose plan is gain
-- and whose value is greater than 8.9998 and less than 9.0002
-- and a tactic who is ready and has the current plan set to gain
-- and a planner who is ready
-- THEN set the planner to not ready
-- set the tactic to problemfixed.

rule gpl
{
&1 (symptom plan=gain; (@.val > 8.9998 /\ @.val < 9.0002) ) ;
&2 (tactic ready=yes; cplan=gain) ;
&3 (planner ready=-yes) ;

modify &3 (ready=no) ;
modify &2 (ready=problem fixed)

1 ;
-- RULE GAIN PLAN 2

-- IF there is a symptom whose plan is gain
-- and whose value is greater than 8.97 and less than 9.03
-- and a tactic who is ready and has the current plan set to gain
-- and a planner who is ready
-- THEN set the symptom suggestion to gainpot
-- and the message to 'Adjust gain pot'
-- set the planners result to gainpot
-- set the tactic to problemfound.

rule gp2
(

&l (symptom plan=gain; (@.val > 8.97 /\ @.val < 9.03) );
&2 (tactic ready=yes; cplangain) ;
&3 (planner ready=yes) ;

modify &1 (suggest=gainpot; mess=IAdjust gain pot I) ;
modify &3 (result=gain_pot) ;
modify &2 (ready=problemfound) ;

-- RULE GAIN PLAN 3A

-- IF there is a symptom whose plan is gain
-- and whose value is greater than 7.5 and less than 8.98
-- and a tactic who is ready and has the current plan set to gain
-- and a planner who is ready
-- THEN set the symptom suggestion to R110
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- and the message to 'Add trim resistor here'
-set the planners result to trim resistors

-- set the tactic to problemfound.

rule gp3A

&l (synptom plan=gain; (@.val > 7.50 /\ @.val < 8.98) );
&2 (tactic ready-yes; cplan=gain) ;
&3 (planner ready-yes) ;

modify &l (suggest=Rll0; mess=Add trim resistor here 1) ;
modify &3 (result--trim resistors) ;
modify &2 (ready=problefound) ;

-- RULE GAIN PLAN 3B

-- IF there is a symptom whose plan is gain
-- and whose value is creater than 9.03 and less than 10.5
-- and a tactic who i. ready and has the current plan set to gain
-- and a planner who is ready

THEN set the symptcm suggestion to R112
-- and the message to 'Add trim resistor here'
-- set the planners result to trim resistors
-- set the tactic to problemfound.

rule gp3B
{

&l (synmptm plan-gain; (@.val > 9.03 /\ @.val < 10.5) );
&2 (tactic ready-yes; cplan=gain) ;
&3 (planner ready-yes) ;

modify &1 (suggest=R112; mess=IAdd trim resistor here I)
modify &3 (result--trim resistors) ;
modify &2 (ready=problenfound) ;

-- ULE GAIN PLAN 4

-- IF there is a symptom whose plan is gain
-- and whose value is greater than -1.0 and less than 1.0
-- and a tactic who is ready and has the current plan set to gain
-- and a planner who is ready
-- TRW get input at U101 from user
-- IF that reading is greater than -1.0 and less than 1.0
-- set the symptom suggestion to GAIN
-- and the message to 'replace GAIN chip'
-- set the planners result to gain chip
-- set the tactic to problem found.
-- ELSE set the planner to check U101 output

rule gp4
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&l (symptom plan=gain; (@.val > -1.0 A @.val < 1.0)

&2 (tactic ready=yes; cplan=gain) ;
&3 (planner ready=yes; result= I I) ;

local &x : symbol, &y : symbol;

&x=UlOl ;
&y=IWhat is the input at U101 I
call draw board(&x, &y, &reading) ;
if (&reading > -1.0 /\ &reading < 1.0)

modify &l (suggest=GAIN; mess= I Replace GAIN chip 1)
modify &3 (result=gain-chip) ;
ndify &2 (ready=problemfound) ;

else
modify &3 (result=Ul01_output) ;

1;

-- RULE GAIN PLAN 5

-- IF there is a symptom whose plan is gain
-- and whose value is greater than -1.0 and less than 1.0
-- and a tactic who is ready and has the current plan set to gain
-- and a planner who is ready and has a result of U101 output
-- THEN get output at Ul01 from user
-- IF that reading is greater than -1.0 and less than 1.0
-- set the symptom suggestion to Ul01
-- and the message to 'replace opamp U101'
-- set the planners result to U101
-- set the tactic to problem found.
-- ELSE set the planner to check U102 input

rule gp5
{

&l (synptom plan=gain; (@.val > -1.0 /\ @.val < 1.0) ) ;
&2 (tactic ready=yes; cplan=gain) ;
&3 (planner ready=yes; result=Ul01_output ) ;

local &x : symbol, &y : symbol;

&x=Ul01 ;
&y=IWhat is the output at U101 I ;
call draw board(&x, &y, &reading) ;
if (&reading > -1.0 /\ &reading < 1.0)

{m

modify &1 (suggest=U1Ol; mess=lReplace oparrip U101) ;
modify &3 (result--Ul01) ;
modify &2 (ready=problemfound) ;
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else
modify &3 (result=Ul02_input) ;

-- RULE GAIN PLAN 6

- IF there is a symptom whose plan is gain
-- and whose value is greater than -1.0 and less than 1.0
-- and a tactic who is ready and has the current plan set to gain
-- and a planner who is ready and has a result of U102 input
-- THEN get input at U102 from user
-- IF that reading is greater than -1.0 and less than 1.0
-- set the symptom suggestion to FILTER

and the message to 'replace FILTER chip'
set the planners result to FILTER chip
set the tactic to problem found.

-- ELSE set the planner to check UI02 output

rule gp6
{

,i (symptom plan=gain; (@.val > -1.0 /\ @.val < 1.0)) ;
2 (tactic ready=yes; cplan-gain) ;

&3 (planner ready=yes; result=Ul02_input ) ;

local &x : symbol, &y : symbol;

&x=U102 ;
&y=Iwhat is the input at U102 I
call draw board(&x, &y, &reading) ;
if (&reading > -1.0 /\ &reading < 1.0)

{
modify &l (suggest=FILT; mess=IReplace FILTER chip I)
modify &3 (result=filter chip) ;
modify &2 (ready=problernfound) ;

}
else

modify &3 (result==102_output) ;

-- RULE GAIN PLAN 7

-- IF there is a symptom whose plan is gain
and whose value is greater than -1.0 and less than 1.0

-- and a tactic who is ready and has the current plan set to gain
-- and a planner who is ready and has a result of U102 output
- THE get output at U102 from user
-- IF that reading is greater than -1.0 and less than 1.0
-- set the symptom suggestion to U102
-- and the message to 'replace opamp U102'
-- set the planners result to U102
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-- set the tactic to problemfound.
-- ELSE set the symptom suggestion to Q001
- and the message to 'check fet switches'
-- set the planners result to Fet switches
-- set the tactic to problem found.

rule gp7

&l (symptom plan=gain; (@.val > -1.0 /\ @.val < 1.0) ) ;
&2 (tactic ready=yes; cplangain) ;
&3 (planner ready=yes; result=Ul02_output ) ;

local &x : symbol, &y : symbol;

&x=U102 ;
&y=IWhat is the output at U102 I
call draw board(&x, &y, &reading) ;
if (&reading > -1.0 /\ &reading < 1.0)

modify &l (suggest=U102; mess=IReplace opanp U102 I)
modify &3 (result--U102) ;
modify &2 (ready=proble found) ;

}
else

modify &l (suggest=QO01; mess= i Check the FET switches I) ;
modify &3 (result=Fet switches) ;
modify &2 (ready=problemfound) ;1 ;

I;

-- RULE GAIN PLAN 8

IF there is a symptom whose plan is gain
-- and the planner is ready
-- and the tactic is set to problem found
-- THEN tell user what action to take (contained in Symptom.mess)
-- ask the user what the new output is
-- set symptm.val to the new reading
-- add planner.result to the symptom.repairs list
-- increment the repair count by one
-- set the planner.result to a null value
-- set the tactic flag to ready.

rule gp8
{

&l (synptan plan=gain) ;
&2 (planner ready=yes) ;
&3 (tactic ready=problemfound; cplan=gain)

local
&x symbol, &y symbol ;

&x= &l.suggest ;
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&Y &l.J1ess ;
call draw board (&x, &y, &reading);

&Y Mit is the new output I
cal ou(&x, &y, &reading);

modify &l(val=&reading; repairs[@.counth=&2.result ;cout=@.couflt +1);

modify &2 (resuilt=II) ;
modify &3 (ready--yes) ;
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